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SUMMARY

The research conducted in this thesis examined the develop-

ment of the semantic system of spatio-tenporaf terms in children

of primary school age. This investigation invorved a series of

experiments urhich looked at the childrs avareness of the antonym

relationship in this field as uell as his conceptualisation of a

limited subset of spatio-tenporal terms. Later experiments further

studied the effects of a linguistic context on the child's com-

prehension of these terms. In addition, data uere gathered from

both adult and language-delayed subjects in order to determine if
children in the 7¡0 to 12:0 year age group vere ft¡nctioning at an

adult l-evel vith respect to their eomprehension of spatio-temporaT

terms, and furthermore, to ascertain vhether linguistic performance

on a task involving these terms was alfected by a deveropmentaL

dej.ay in language acquisition.

Tl-ris research uras conducted in the J.ight of the Semantic

Feature Theorg as expounded by E. Clark (I97je) and H. CLark (tlll¡.
As such, truo of the major hypotheses tested in the experimentSvere,

(1) CnifOren ryill make more errors on marked than on unmarked

members of spatio-temporaL antonym pairs.

(2) ffre spatial sense of spatio-temporaT terms ruill be Learnt

before their temporal sense. This urill result in differential error

rates to terms vhich are seen as being spatially dominant (e.g.

in front of, ahead of, behind) and temporally dominant (e.g, before,

I
,l,l

,i

I

after) .
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The flirst experiment undertaken Jooked at the acquisition

of the antonym rel.ationship in the spatjo'temporal semantic field

by Year 3 (7:0 to B:0 year old) children. The resuLts of this study

demonstrated that for children of this age the notion of froppositerr

uas a flirmly established semantic relation. Therefore, it uas

coneluded that any comprehension errors they make ruith such terms

can be attributed to their dual meaning and hour au/are the children

are of this dual meaning.

Consequently, the second experiment investigated both the

childrs and adultrs conceptualisation of a limited subset ofl spatio-

temporaT terms (in front, ahead, behind, before, after, first, tast)

by asking them to rate such terms for similarity of meaning. Thís

study found that both child and adult subjects perceived these terms

as existing in a 2 dimensional semantic space urhose dimensions could

be labelled spatiat and !-ryg¡g.!. Furthermore, this semantic space

u/as more ful1y differentiated in adults than children. Thereforet

some development had occurred in the semantic system of these 7

spatio-temporal terms¡ 
,

A third experiment vas therefore conducted to consider this

developmentaf change and hour it uras affected by linguistic, in

particular sentential-, context. Ttris exPerimental. design uras

employed ruith three subject populations, that is 7:0 to 12:0 year

old children, adults, and J.anguage-delayed children (urho rvere

functioning linguistically at an 8:0 year o1d leve1 according to

fortir (a) of the Peabodg Picture Vocabul.atg Test). The results of

each study indicated that all subject groups luere au,are of hou the

semantic constraints operating urithin the structure of a sentence
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affected their interpretation of the spatio-temporaT terms in front

of, ahead of, behind, before and after. Furthermore, this auareness

seemed to reaeh an adult competence at Year 4 or around 9:0 years

of age as uras evideneed by the performance similarities of Year 4

and adult subjects on this task. In addition, the group of language-

delayed subjects were found to be different and not merely delaved

vith respect to linguistic ability on this task as uras indicated by

a comparison of their performance uith that of their linguistic

age peers (Year J or B¡0 year olds).

The last experiment conducted, examined in more detail the

effects of lingui-stic context on childrenrs comprehension of the

spatio-temporaT terms in front of, behind, before and afte¡. fn

addition to employing spatial and temporal contexts, as in the

preceding study, this experiment utilised contexts tuhose meanings

urere ambival-ent, that is, spatial,/temporaL contexts. (Such contexts

alLour either a spatial or a temporal semantic interpretation. )

The findings of most interest in this study u,ere those in spatial/

temporal contexts. Subjects from Years 3 Lo 7 gave responses urhose

dominant meaning uas tempcral, that is, before and after, in such

contexts. This uras seen as indicating that children uere aurare

of the dual sense of the temporally dominant pair before/after vhen

provided vith a spatial/temporal linguistic context. Houever, such

a context failed to elicit the double meaning in childrenrs semantic

interpretations of the spatially dominant terms in front of and

behind.
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Overall, the results of these studies indicated feur

performance differences urhich could be attributed to variations

in VerbaL I.Q. or sex. This latter finding supports the research

cited by Maccoby and Jacklin (L974) uhich indicates that feur

reliable sex differences exist in linguistic abilities in the

middle years of childhood. Furthermore, no performance differences

uere found urhich could be attributed to the markedness of the

spatio-temporaT term, in line urith those predicted by E. Clark

(tgllc). Similarly, the spatial- sense of spatio-temporal terms

uas not found to be prior in acquisition as predicted by H. Clark

(L97t) as differential error rates to spatiatly and temporally

dominant terms generally proved to be insignificant.

In conclusion, a theoretical model uras postulated to account

for the primary school age childrs comprehension of spatio-tempotaT

terms. This model sau, a possible amalgamation of Senantic Feature

(E. Clark, 1971c) elni Prototgpe Theories (Nelson, 1974a; Rosch,

I973i Palermo, l97B) as envisaged by Bourerman (f978b). Such a

model incorporates the semantic featural notion of the former and

the prototype concept of the latter to explain hov the urord-field

of spatio-tenporal terms is conceptualised by primary school age

children and horu this conceptualisation is affected by sentential

context.
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CHAPTER .]..

INTRODUCTTON

The aequisition of ranguage is one of the major achieve-

ments of early childhood. rt is this achievement vhich enables

the child to make progress socially as urerr. as educationally and

to function effectiveJ.y in his environment. Houever, this
acquisition of the language system is not aLmost complete by

age 5:

'r. . . . the 5-year-old is far from having the
equivalent of an adult native speakerrs
facility ruith the language.rr
(Palermo & Molfese, lg7T, p. 409.)

Language acquisition continues ruelL into middLe and Later child-
hood, and some aspects, mainry semantic, are stirr being refined
and changed in the adult years. That this is so is cJ,ear].y

reflected by the ruork of Menyuk (Ig77) ruhose book Lanquaqe and

Maturation covers aspects of language acquisition and use from

infancy to adulthood; c. chomsky (196Ð also studied children
in the 5 to L0 year age group by investigating their syntactic
development. Hovever, as yet, studies on language use and

comprehension after age 5 are still ferv in number. psycho-

linguists and other urorkers in the area of ehild ranguage have

tended to concentrate on the Z to 5 year age group, urith

at'tention only recently being given to the periods of infancy
and the school years. But the child has not achieved adurt

competence in his mastery of ranguage by age 5. such mastery

is gradually approximated over the middre and rater years of
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childhood ruhich do see some important changes in language

development. These mainly take the form of refinements in the

understanding and use of the grammatical system, and a deeper

grasp of the meaning or semantic component of language. It

is also during this period that children acquire the ability

to think about and comment on languager that isr they acquire

netaTinguistjc awareness"(ReaC, in Sinclair, Jarvella & Leve1t,

1e7B).

The aim of this thesis is to study this age period. To

Iook at language understanding and use in children ofl primary

school age, the middle and fater years of childhood. Its

purpose is to investigate the semantic component of language,

and it asks the question:

What advances do schooT'age chifdren nake in

their comprehension and production of the

semantics of Tanguage?

The term semantics as used in this thesis vill be taken

as referring to conceptual meaning. Leech (1974) states that

conceptual neaning or sense is the 'rlogicaL, cognitive or

denotative contentrr of language (p. 26), and that "it can be

shovn to be integral to the essential functioning of languagerl

(p. 10). Therefore, it is important to look at the development

of conceptual meaning in school age children, for nov they are

exposed to language in a vider social milieu and are eonfronted

by not only its spoken, but also its ruritten form. Consequently

these children have the chance of hearing and seeing uords in
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a greater variety of linguistic and non-linguistic contexts

uhieh uill affect not only their language use but also the

meaning vhich they assign to language.

rrïhe semantic system of a language is the
knovledge that a speaker must have to
understand sentences and relate them to his
knoruledge of the uorLd. It includes both

knourledge of individual lexical items and

knourledge of hory the meaning of a sentence

is determined by the meanings of individual
lexical items and the structure of the
sentence. tt

(DaIe, 1976, p. 166)

This statement by Dale mirrors the essence of the semantic

system of language vhich the child must acquire. For he must

not only comprehend ruhat each vord or LexicaL item of the

language means, but he must aLso come to understand hcv sentence

structure affects meaning. This is by no means a simple task.

It is a long and involved process vhich takes many years, and

indeed can be considered to continue veLl into adulthood,

although aÈ that stage progress and change in the language

system occurs at a much slourer pace.

Various theories have been put foruard to explain the

childrs acquisition of semantics, most of urhich have been

concerned uith the comprehension of urords. There has been less

emphasis on houl sentence struct.ure affects meaning. Even more

rare have been discussions of hory the meaning of individual

lexical items may be modified by the tinguistic contexts in
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urhich they appear, changing meaning from one verbal context

to another.

The major emphasis in studies of semantic development

has been on the acquisition of the meanings of individual

lexical items, in part,icuLar, on pairs characterised by the

antonymic relationship. A detailed discussion of these

semantic theories ruill folloru. Evidence for and against each

theory vill also be considered.

1.1 SEMANTIC DEVELOPMENT THEORIES

The major theories to be discussed ryill be the Feature

Theorg as expounded by E. Clark (L973c) ¿nl Prototgpe ?heorg

(Rosch,1973; Nelson, L974a; Palermo, 1978). Currentty these

are the major theories u¡hich are put forurard as aLternative

explanations of the childrs acquisition of uord meaning. As

such, they have inspired much of the experimental vork urhich

has been done in this area, the findings of tuhich can generally

be found to fit the predictions of one or tþe other model.

Their specific relevance to the childfs comprehension of

antonym pairs, along vith the research vork done on these terms

vill receive major emphasis.

I.1.1 Semantic Feature Theory

The Semantic Feature Theorg is an early model of the

language acquisition process put forth by E. Clark (I973c).

In its initial form, the FuJl Semantjcs Hgpothesis, this theory

is only concerned ruith the child's acquisition of features of
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urord meaning. No consideration is giuen to hov the childts

non-linguistic knourledge, urhich is perceptually basedr nay

affect his comprehension of language. Hourever, the later

PartiaL Semantjcs Hgpothesis does take such non-linguistic

knovledge into account in the model it proffers for semantic

development. This later model developed from the former in

an effort to explain experimental findings vhich could not be

attributed solely to the presence or absence of vord features

in the childrs semantic system. Therefore, it discusses the

importance of the interaction betureen the childrs perceptually

determined knovledge and his partial semantic knoruledge for

the aequisition of vord meaning.

Both versione of the Feature Theorg are conce¡ned vith

the devel.opment of Lhe childrs understanding of the meanings

of individuaL ruords or Lexical items uhich ere seen as being

composed of semantic features or components (Katz & Fodor,

1963i Biervisch, 1967, 1970). Indeed Clark and Clark (1977)

state that one of the three fundamental charaeteristies of the

senee of a uord is that it is composed of a eoLlection of simple

semantic components which have been variously labelled semantic

markers, or features, or components, meaning postulates, or

minimal units of meaning. These semantic features are

conceptualised in terms of a plus or minus notation uhich

indicates vhether or not the semantic feature can be attributed

to a particular lexical iLem. Riclrards (f979) encapsulates

the general form of Sema¡tic Feature Theorg as follorus:
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"(it) assumes that the meaning of individual
lexical items can be characterised as a set
of values on a concatenation of underJ.ying
meaning components vhich are taken to
describe all the entries in a common lexical
fiel_d.'r
(Richards, Ig7g, p. l)

These semantic features, urhich are ar.so carred semantic

primitives (Bierruisch, 1967, rgTo), are furthermore herd to
be universal in that they underrie alr ranguages. Linguists
(Bolinger, 1965; Biervisch, 1967 , I97O), state that these

semantic markers or features are based on the ruorld knoruledge

of the human organism. such markers represent rcertain deep

seated, innate properties of the human organism and the

perceptual apparatus, Iand] determine the ruay in ruhich the

universe is conceived, adapted, and uorked on.r (Biervisch,

1967, p, t). Consequently, ruhat differs betveen languages

is not the set of universal semantic components urith their
basis in urorld knouledge, but the rur.es by vhich they are

combined in diffe¡ent languages. This description of semantic

features is heavily chomskian in tenure. Houever, such a

description is necessary to adequately describe the nature of
the semantic features uhich comprise urord meaning. The idea

that semantic markers are universal properties of language has

noL yet received definitive empirical validation. Houever,

urhether they are universal or not does not critically influence

the argument put foruard by the Cl.arks.
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The Full Semantics Hgpothesis (E. Clark, I97)c) is
concerned urith horv the child acquires the meanings of urords

during the course of language development. This hypothesis

states that the child does not know the full adult meanings

of vords urhen he first begins to use them. Instead he has

only partial entries for uords urhich consist of one or turo

features or components of meaning, rather than the complete

set of components ruith urhich the adult characterises the

meanings of vords. 0n1y gradually during the course of

development does the child acquire all of the features ryhich

represent the full or adult meaning of the vord. Therefore,

at first the childrs meanings are only partial meanings. He

has only used criterially one or truo of the features of a vord

in his decision of vhen and vhen not to apply the ruord. An

important point to make uith respect to these semantic features

tuhich comprise the childrs early uord meanings is that they are

related to the perceptual information the child has about the

rvorld he lives in. This can be seen most cLearly in looking

at the overextensions ruhich are characteristic of the childrs

productive speech betveen 1:0 and 2:6 years. In her extensive

examination of diary data E. Clark concluded that:

'r....the features that are used criterially in
the overextensions of vords appear to be derived
predominantly from the perceptuaJ. input to the
chi]d.... .tl
(E. Clark, I977c, p. 79)
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Indeed, the perceptual basis for these productive overextensions

falls into the six major categories of shape, movement, size,

sound, taste, and texture (E. Clark, L974, L977a). Such a large

perceptual component in the earliest features utilised by the

child in assigning ruord meanings lends further credence to the

universal and innate nature of semantic markers postulated by

Bierurisch (Pq, 1970).

This theory makes three basic assumptions urhich must be

considered in order to gain an understanding of its basis.

The first supposition is that word meaning can be reduced to

some combination of meaning units ruhich is smaLl-er than that

described by the vord. These are the semantic features. A

second postulate states that the childrs semantic markers or

features result from the coding of his percepts. It is an

identifiable (perceptually salient) characteristic of the

object that the child's urord ¡efers to. The third premise

asserts that the child learns, as he develops linguistically,

tuhich perceptual- features are relevant to his understanding

of the meanings of the urords in his language anC ruhich are not.

Each of these assumptions further underLines the importance of

perception in this theory, that is, the perceptual basis of

semantic features. This factor is supported by Olson (1970)

vho states that both language and perception involve the search

for features to enable the distinction betueen the actual. event

itself and the perceived or inferred alternatives.
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The Se¡¡antic Feature Hgpothesjs has concentrated on tuo

major areas in chitd language development. The first of these

is the source of the childrs earliest semantic features. As

stated above these are held to be the encoding of PercePtual

attributes by the child. Such features are held to be part

of the universal set of semantic primitives as they are derived

from the interpretation placed on his ovn cognitions and

perceptions by the human organism (E. Clark, L977c). These

perceptual features are in the form of non-linguistic knovledge

ruhich the child has been acquiring in the first year of life

through interaction uith and observation of both objects and

events in his environment. Such non-Iinguistic knoruledge

provides the child vith his first hypotheses about vord meaning

(e. Clark, 1975, L977b).

The second major area investigated and discussed by the

Semantic Feature Hgpothesi-s is the acquisition of the semantic

features ruhich comprise urords. These features or comPonents

are learnt gradually or t'component - by - componentrr. such an

acquisition is characteristic of adult as u¡ell as child language

learning. Adult lexical concepts are acquired in a 'rcomponent

- by - componenttr manner similar to that urhich depicts frbaby-

talkrf (Baron , I97t). It is in this second area of semantic

feature aequisition that E. Clark makes the follou,ing predictions:

(l) More general features are acquired before more specific

ones.
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(2) r'....if the features urhich, combined, make up the

meaning of a uord are related to each other hier-

archically, then the order of acquisition is top -
dovn, ....rr (E. Clark , I973c, p. 75). The top

feature, ruhich is the most general, is acquired first,
and the other features are acquired in line ruith

their order in the hierarchy.

(l) The child learns separately the features of each

urord in the acquisition of the vord itself.

It is the order of acquisition of the semantic features,

particularly of vords vhich comprise fields of semantieally

related terms, ruhich is of especial interest to Feature Theorg.

For E. cLarkrs theory hotds that certain features are acquired

before others, and it is this factor urhich has provided the

major impetus for research into EngJ.ish antonym pairs.

Tvo other researchers in this area offer their ovn inter-
pretations of E. clarkts theory. These urorkers are Bartlett
(1976) and Richards (1979). Bartlett (1976) succintly states

vhat she sees as being the four basic propositions of the theory.

First, urord meanings reflect the chirdts knovledge of percpeutar

att,ributes as urerl as the strategies he uses to organise events

perceptually, both of ruhich can be seen to evolve from the

initial dependence of urord meanings on the childrs perceptual

knourledge. Secondly the relationship betveen adult vord meaning

and the chirdrs perceptual strategies determines the order in

u¡hieh vord meanings are acquired. Thirdly, the semantic features
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uhich characterise urord meaning indicate the severar types of

r'el-ationships ruhich exist amongst terms that belong to ttre same

conceptual fierd. The final proposition states that semantic

development, rvithin a particular field, proceeds j_n an hier-

archicaL manner rvith the more generar features being acquired

prior to the more specific ones.

Richards (1979) observes that semantic feature aequisition

for any particula¡ domain can be characterised in terms of three

developmentar principles each of u¡hich exists in a dependent

reì.ationship. The first of these three principles she cal_ls

the top-to-bottom hqpothesis, It states that features exist

in an hierarchy and vithin this hierarchy they are acquired in

the order from generaL or broad (top¡ to specific (bottom).

Her second proposition has to do vith the nonsinultaneous

(asgnnetric) acguisjtion ofl semanticalJ.y contrasting pairs.

This principle holds that one member of an antonym pair is
acquired earlier than the other. Semantic Overextensjon is

the third principle Richards sees as being characteristic of

semantic Featu¡e Theorg. Not only do children overextend the

names of objects in their early vocabulary, but they also over-

extend the meaning of the earlier acquired member of an antonym

pair to include its later acquired opposite.

Each of these vriters has captured the essential.s of the

theory postulated by E. Clark (I97jc). Houever, the emphasis

they give to different aspects of this theory does differ.
Bartlett (1976) tends to stress the perceptual basis of early
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u,ord meanings and horu this affects the acquisition process.

In doing so she acknourledges the important place of perceptual

knovledge in E. Clarkrs Semantic Feature Theorg, demonstrating

that the childrs percepts are the foundation from vhich the

semantic features associated ruith earty u¡ord meanings develop.

Hovever, Bartlett does not extend these principles as they are

applied to a particular lexical domain. Explication of this

is more evident in Richards' (tglg) discussion. This latter

uorker, like Bartlett, stresses that hierarchieal acquisition

characterises semantic development vithin a specific field.

Hourever, Richards further explicates the application of

E. Clark's (1971c) theory to the semantic domain of antonym

pairs. It is in just this field that E, Clark's theory posits

strong predictions uhich lend themseLves readily to

experimentation. Such researeh has generated a urealth of data

and discussion, much of it in conflict urith E. Clark (I973c),

thus demonstrating the importance of this theory to current

work in the area of semantic development.

Having discussed interpretations of Semantic Feature

Theorg, the theory itself vill be considered in more detail.

The emphasis ruill be on its application to, and predictions

vith respect to antonym pairs, in particular dinensionaT

adjectives. H. Clark's (1970b, L97t) explanation of children's

comprehension of antonym pairs urill also be examined. Although

:there-are'diffefeneês in emphãsÍs in the explanations pút'foftÌT

by E. Clark and H. Clark, both rely heavily on the relevance
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of perceptual features in the childrs envj.ronment as aids to

his comprehension of antonym or relational pairs.

A second area in ryhich they agree is that relational pairs

can be conceptualised in terms of the unmarked-marked distinction

posited by linguists. Greenberg (1966) has provided several

criteria to characterise the principJ.e of narking of uord pairs

in language. The first of these is the neutralisation of the

unmarked member of the pair. Unmatked terms can be used in

question form ruithout impJ.ying any expectation about the object

being discussedr e.g, "IIow wide is that bench?,'. Hovever, vhen

the r¡arked term is used¡ B.Ç. "How narrow is that bench?,,,

something is suggested about a characteristic of the object.

This principle of contextual neutralisation is the major one

theorists have used Ín discussing the acquisition of antonym

pairs by young ehildren. Houever, other criteria are also used

in differentiating unmarked from zarked terms. Zero expression

of the unmarked memberr e.9. author-aut/roress is one such

criteria. This is allied to another yardstick of markedness

urhere the un¡¡a¡ked member of a pair is seen as having an

ambiguous nature. It indicates both the name of the category

to tuhich the pair belongs as vell as being a specific opposite

to the marked term rlith respect to meaning. The narked member

has only this latter opposite function. Turo other eriteria

of narkedness refer to usage frequency and antiquity of meaning.

ïhe un¡nar,ked member is not only found to occur more frequently

than the marked term but is also held to have a current meaning
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tuhich is prior in terms of the developmental history of the

language itself.
Experimental support for the application of the unmarked-

marked distinction to antonym pairs comes from tvo studies.

Salus and Salus (tgll) naO 55 children betveen the ages of 4:7

and 9:6 supply 'roppositesrr for 28 common vords. From their

results they concluded that the notion of narkedness is a valid

one. This ruas evidenced by the asymmetries in response rates.

The u¡uzarked members of pairs yielded their opposites ruith

greater frequency than ryas the case for the marked members.

Hamilton and Deese (197f) also found evidence for the relevance

of the unmarked-marked specification in their study of adject.ivar

opposites. They had their 28 adult subjects sort the 86 ruords

from 4l antonym pairs into groups. Their major findings urere

that the adjectives uhich uere covertly distinguished by

linguistic criteria of narking could be sorted by subjects,

and an evaLuative feature formed the basis for such separation

int,o groups. From this they concluded that narkjng and a feature

of evaluation uere functionally correlated. The presence of

this evaluative feature in the marking disÈinction is further

emphasised by French (t979). He found that adults could more

easily soLve reasoning problems urhen the affect of the noun

and adjective urere congruent, both positive (e.g. more friends),

than vhen they ruere incongruent (e.e. rnorê enemies).

ïhe asyrnmetry in the comprehension of unnarked-narked

pairs is the principle finding in the acquisition literature
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urhich the notion of linguistic marking has been used to explain.

Many studies have found that the unmarked member of antonym

pairs is acquired before its za¡ked counterpart. Such a

finding has been replicated across a vide variety of semantic

fields. It has been found to be the case for not only

comparative termsr e.g. morefJess, but also for dinensionaj

adjectives, e.g. Tong/short, spatial,/relational terms, e.g.

in front/behind, and temporal termsr ê.g. before/after. This

consistent finding of, the earlier comprehension of the unmarked

member can be attributed to the properties urhich characterise

it. The fact that the unmarked term has zero expression in

language, greater antiquity of current meaning as vel-l as

contextual neutraLisation as characteristics points to the

hypothesised ease of comprehension of this term. Ihe narked

term, by contrast, must be specified by the addition of some-

thing, either phonetically or semantically. Consequently, it
should be a later acquisition Ín the development of language.

Not only do children have difficulty u/ith unnarked and

marked terms, but so also do adults. One argument vhich is

frequently put fo¡uard to explain the ease ryith ryhich people

use and comprehend the unmarked member of relational pairs is

based on the greater frequency of such terms. Hovever, this

argument is refuted to a certain exted by Huttenlocher and

Higgins (1971). These authors state that there are a feu

- 
unmarked-naxked pairs-in-urhich-the ma¡ked term:oceurs more

frequently as reflected in the Thorndike-Lorge frequency count.

A second reason they give to discount this argument is that
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manked terms are less frequent as a result of being negative

and, therefore, more eognitively complex than unmatked terms.

Consequently, Huttenlocher and Higgins favour a theory of

cognitive complexity, based on the markedness of antonym pairst

to explain the comprehension difficulties urhich oecur uith such

pairs.

H. Clark (1969, L97Oat 1976) and Flores DrArcais (f970)

also put fo¡uard theories on the comprehension of comparative

sentences by adults ryhich seem to be related to theorising in

the area of childrenrs comprehension of antonym pairs.

H. CLarkts theory is formulated in terms of three principles.

The Principle of the Primacg of Functional Reiations states

that the simple functional relations, such as 'rsubject ofrr and

'robject of'r tuhich underlie sentences are more readily available

from memory than other, Iess basic kinds of sentenLial natking"

His second princip!e, The PtincipTe of Lexical tûarking, asserts

that certain positive adjectives are stored in memory in a less

complex form than their negative counterParts. Fina1ly, The

PrìncipTe of Congruence holds that Listeners can only retrieve

from memory, information u,hich is congruent at a deep level to

the information they are seeking. It is ruith respect to the

second principle that this theory has most application to the

acquisition of relational pairs by children. It is stated that

the positive or unmarked member of such pairs has tvo sensest

a nontnaT anì a contiasttve. v son

marked member has only a contrastjve sense. According to
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H. CLark, the nominai sense is stored and retrieved from memory

more easily than the contrastjve sense. He posits this as being

the reason for the un¡narked terms being understood more easily

and earlier than the ¡narked ones. This is also the reason uhy

the meanings of the .turo terms are often confused.

0n the other hand Flores DrA¡cais (1970) deals exclusively

vith the comprehension of comparative sentences containing the

forms 'tmore. . . .than" (C M sentences) and "-Zess . , , ,than" (C t-

sentences). The former type of sentences are easier to under-

stand than the tatter. This is not due to the linguistic

structure of such sentences, vhich is the same for both. Rathert

it is the resuLt of differences in urhat he calls thertfocus

of comparisonrr in these sentences. Flores DrArcais states that

C M sentences, those containing more, have the same grammatical

subject and ttfocus of comparisonrr. Hovever, in C L sentences

containing the ts¡¡ 2ess, the rrfocus of comparisonrt and

grammatical subject are different, and so such sentences are

more complex. This argument leans heavily on the notion that

linguistic ability is closely related to cognitive ability,

and is firmly supported by experimental data from adult subjects.

Such data uere collected from Italian adults in tuo experiments

on comparative sentences. For the first experiment subjects

u,ere required to reca]l comparative sentences of the form ttNl

is (are) morefTess A than N2'r, urhere Nl and N2 uere nouns and

A vas an adjective. It uras found that the subjeet and

attribute ìuere more easily recalled in C M sentencesr urhereas
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in C L sentences adjective o¡ attribute and object urere easier

for subjects to remember. The second experiment involved

subjectsr judgments of the relatedness of content pairs in

comparative sentences similar to those used in the first

experiment. Such judgments vere found to be closer for the

subject and the attribute in C M sentences, vhilst in C L

sentences the object or compLement tuas seen as being more

closely rel-ated to the adjective. The results of both

experiments underl.ine and emphasize the validity of the

impressionistic notion 'rfocus of comparisonrr as an explanation

of differences in the comprehension of C M and C L comparative

sentences.

After this diseussion of alternative theories to account

for the asymmetry in adultsr comprehension of antonym pairs or

reLationaL terms, childrenrs asymmetrical acquisition viLl now

be discussed. There are tvo theories currently put forurard to

explain the results obtained from the studies of such terms in

children. These are those of E. Clark (I973c) and H. Clark

(r97ob, 1973).

fþs Se¡nantic Feature Theorg of E. Clark has been applied

extensively in studying the childrs acquisition of antonym pairs

or djmensional adjectives. These terms are held to be confused

in their meanings even urhen the child has many urords in his

lexicon ruhich have full (adult) meaning for him. It is said

thaFthÍs--con f us ion:-results::f rom the :many: s emant=ic:f ea tures

that sueh urords have in corrrnon. They differ only urith respect
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to one feature, that of poiaritg. Biemisch (1970) has

characterised such pairs in the follouring manner:

"El and E2 are antonymsr if their meanings are

identical except that the meaning of E] has a

component C uhere that of E2 had Cl, and C and

Cl b"long to a particular subset of mutually

exclusive components. tt

(Biervisch, 1970, p. 170)

It is not until children reaLise that the tu¡o antonymous terms

differ as regards the pole (C anO CI) they designate, that they

urill be able to distinguish and so comprehend them correctly.

The Se¡¡antic Feature Theorg holds that djr¿ensionaL

adjective pairs are composed of tvo types of semantic features:

those urhich specify the dimension and those vhich denote poJatitg

(positive or negative). 0n the basis of the notion of feature

generality, E. clark predicts that the sjze dimension vill be

acquired first. It is the most general. and can be applied

ruithout restriction. The theory further postulates tnai tne

dimensionaf component of meaning is acquired before |uhe poLaritg

component. Only later is the polaritg feature added. Here the

hypothesis states that poJaritg ruill be acquired in the order

+Polar then -Polar. Underlying this prediction is the childfs

percept.ual preference or non-linguistic strategy to choose the

object urhich has the greatest extent. Consequently, urhen applied

to the area or conceptual domain of dj¡nensional adjectives the

Semantic Feature Theorg makes three predictions:
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(1) Tnere urill be an order of acquisition among di¡nensional

terms, Big/s¡¡alJ urill be the first pair acquired.

(2) The posiùive (+pol-ar) e¡ unmarked members of such

pairs uill be acquired befo¡e their negative (-potar) ot marked

opposites.

(5) Initially children vill confuse the meanings of members

of these antonym pairs. Both members vill be treated as possessing

the positive polar meaning and the dimensionai meaning or name.

It is important here to discuss hour E. cLark has modified

her initial theory to incorporate non-linguistic strategies.

such is the name appended to the response biases vhich chirdren

have been found to exhibit in comprehension studies. The

existence of non-linguistic strategies has been found most

clearly in the area of locative prepositions (E. Clark, Ig73b,

1974, 1975, L977b, 1979). These findings urill be revieved in

detair Later, but the main result is that non-ì-inguistic factors,

residing in the context, strongly affect childrenrs comprehension

of the l_ocative terms in, on and unde¡. As a consquence of

such evidence E. clark has reformulated her originar theory to

account for the effect of non-linguistic information on childrenrs

comprehension processes. This neu,er PartiaL semantics Hgpothesis

states that childrenrs vord meanings are based on a combination

of partial semantic knovledge and a non-linguistic strategy

urhich is perceptualty determined and contextually based. such

an hypothesis contrasts u,ith E. Clarkrs earlier Full Senantics

Hgpothesis u¡hich predicts that the chird has furl knourledge
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of the earlier acquired members of antonym pairs or reLationaL

sets.

The Pa¡tjaf Semantics Hgpothesjs is favoured by E. Clark,

tuho cites much research in the area of locative terms and

spatial,/relational terms to support it (E. Clark, 1980). Indeed

this hypothesis ties in cJ.osely vith her three stage model of

the acquisition of dinensionaL terms:

Staqe L : 0n1y the name of the dimension is understood

by the child (partial semantic knowledge).

Staqe 2 : The child has aequired both the dj¡ne¡sionaL

feature and the +PoLar feature. This latter feature is

acquired as a result of the childfs perceptual preference

(a non-Iinguistic strategy) for choosÍng the greater of

tvo extents.

Staqe f : Full meaning for both members of the dimensionaT

pair has nou been acquired. The child eomprehends the

dimensionaf as uell. as the + polar features.

H. Clark (rgZOU) studies The Primitive Nature of Childrents

Relational Concepts. To do this he looks at the nature of the

dimensional adjectives vhich are the members of such reLational

or antonym pairs. H. Clark labels these antonym pairs as

comparatives in his discussion. He states that the members of

such pairs are polar opposites, one being positive or unmarked

and the other negative or marked. This distinction is based on

the fact that one member of the pair represents the presence of

an attribute and the other its absence. The positive member of
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such pairs is said to have tvo meanings nominal and contrastive,

ulhereas the neqative member has only a contrastive sense. By

noninal-, H. Clark means that this term can be used in a'tneutraL"

sense. It refers to or names the dimension, Ê.g. Tength, and

can also be used neutrally in questions, e.g. "IIow Tong js t/:e

boatd?", ulhere it implies no expectation at all on the

questionerrs part. Tl-re positive member of a dinensional pair

possesses this nozljna-Z sense together ruith a contrastive or

comparative sense. In contrast, the negative member has only

a comparative sense. Based on this discussion of the different

senses of djmensional- pairs, seen in terms of the possession

or not of certain semantic features, H. Clark suggests three

stages for the aequisition of relational pairs:

Stace I : Both members of the pair are used in a nominaT,

non-comparative sense only.

Staqe 2 : At this stage it is assumed that Lhe best

exempJ.ar of a dimension is an object vith the most

extent. Therefore, as the nominaL term refers to

extension, both members of a reJational pair are used

to refer to the extended end of the scale or dimension.

Staqe f : The child has learnt to distinguish the

positive and negative members of the pair. Therefore,

he has acquired the full meaning of both terms.

The above three stages closely parallel those put forth by

In a later article H. Clark (1973) examines in greater

detail the role that perceptual characteristics play in
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determining uhen and hov the child acquires the meaning of

spatial terms. It is postulated that +"he child's acquisition

of spatial concepts is based on his early knourledge of the u¡orld

around him. This knourledge has been acquired through the

processes of perception. Therefore, H. Clark agrees urith E.

Clark in citing the existence of a strong reLationship betrueen

perceptual characteristics and the acquisition of uord meaning

in its earliest stages. This is seen clearly in his reference

to I'P-spacetr and trl-spacetr. trP-spacerr refers to the childts

o\un perceptual space in vhich the spatial terms. are initialJ.y

learned and laid dovn as concepts. rrl-spaceil is the semantic

organisation underlying the spatial terms of English vhich are

based on a concept of perceptual spaee.

There is a close relationship betureen these truo types of

space. Indeed, for the child to apply a vord he must have the

appropriate concept in his frP-spacerr. The close relationship

betveen rtP-spacerf and I'L-spacerf is put foruard strongly in the

correLation hgpothesis, urhich is the first of tryo hypotheses

H. Clark posits to account for language and language acquisition.

This hypothesis states that:

"The perceptual features in the childrs early
cognitive development (his P-space) are reflected
directly in the semantics of his language (his
L-space) .It
(H, Clark, I97tr p. J0).

After discussing the properties of rfP-spacefr and I'L-spacefr,

purely in the geometrical terms of referenee points, planes,
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directions and dimensions, Clark goes on to state the psycho-

logical implications of his theorising. túith respect to the

correiation hgpothesis it can be said that the child must use

his "P-space" if he is to learn the semantics associated with

spatial urords in the English language. This means that spatial

terms vhose ruLes of application refer to natural dimensions

oi "P-space't will be learnt more easily than those vhose

application rules do not. It also implies that the child vill

have diffliculty ruith spatial terms if he does not Possess their

underlying concept in "P-spaeer'.

It is mainly H. Clark's second hypothesisr Lhe conplexitg

hgpothesis, urhich makes it clear just hour this theory can be

applied to children's comprehension of relational terms. This

hypothesis states that the rules of application of spatial terms

constrain their acquisition order. A rule of application is

defined as a provision ruhich needs to be fulfilled if a vord is

to be used to refer to a perceptual event. 0n the basis of

this hypothesis H. Clark predicts that the positive (unnatked)

members of antonym pairs vill be acquired before the negative

(narked) members. This is because:

tt....the positive member specifies the assumed

normal direction or relation, and the negative

member specifies its direction or relation by

negating the assumed one.rl

(H. Clark, 197t, p. 55)

Consequently, the former term is seen as being cognitively

simpler than the latter and so is easier to process and comprehend.
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H. Clark further states that there is support for this idea

being applicable to adjectives, directional prepositions, and

relational prepositions, all of u¡hich possess the shared

characteristic of being antonymous terms. A further extension

ofl the compLexitg hgpothesjs enables H. Clark to predict the

order of acquisition of locational and relational prepositions,

as urell as of spatial or djmensionaf adjectives. This last

prediction is based on the notion of perceptual dimensions and

their salience. Those terms that refer to feuer dimensions

vitl be acquired before those that relate to many. 0ne-

dimensional terms are learnt earlier than tvo-dimensional terms

ruhich precede three-dimensional terms in acquisition. As

regards the salience of dimensions, it is hypothesised that

those terms referring to secondary dimensions urill be learnt

after those that refer to a primary dimension. Againr both

of these predictions derive from the notion of semantic

complexity as it is reflected in the features urhich characterise

these terms.

several criticisms have been levelled against .sernantjc

Feature Theorg by ruorkers in the area of child language

development. Nelson (L974a) criticises this theory on the

grounds that it does not suggest processes vhich enable the

child to organise individual semantic features into meaningful

word units. Nelson states that the child does operate on

, semant-i'c:features:at:a:eognitivel evel:urhi'eh Lies:

perception and language. Hourever, E. Clarkts theory is unable
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to account for this conceptual meaning urhich is independent of

Iexical items. Barrett (I978) further criticises the semantic

Feature Hgpothesis by noting that tryo of its major predictions

are not upheld ruhen the child language acquisition data are

examined closely. First Barrett states that not all semantic

fleatures are based on perceptual attributes. some of the

earliest features used by children have a functional basis as

proposed by Nelson (1974ù. Barrett further notes that some

of the chitdrs earliest vords are underextended in use¡ Ê.$.

the young ehild vho only understood sl¡oes to refer to these

objects uhen in a particular location. Such underextension

of uords suggests that the first features associated tuith a

vord may be specific rather than general in nature as postu-

lated by E. Clark. Keil Q979) further questions E. Clarkrs

principle of the primacy of general over specific semantic

features in the acquisition of vord meanings. In the light

of research on spatial adjectives Keil states the meaning of

many features varies from object to object causing their

initial- acquisition to be idiosyncratic in nature. such is

the case for the term ta-Zl tühose pel-et|ëg feature is acquired

before its dj¡nensionaT feature, and urhich is used by children

in a manner uhich is peculiar bo particular obiects.

Sinha(L979)alsoconcludesthattheSemanticFeature

Hgpothesis is inadequate as an explanation of child language

d e v e 1 o pm e n t:.:S h e -r e j e eë s:t h i s -t. h e o r y - 
j n :f a v o u r: o f J h e:

FunctionaT Core Hgpothesis as. elaborated by Nelson (I974a) and

:{
r.[J

td
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further characte¡ised in Roschts (I971) notion of f'prototype"

or rrbest exemplarrr. Sinha observes that vords are encoded as

sets of features that cohere together at the level of functionaL

similarity. She states this most cLearly in her rejection of

the Se¡¡antic Feature Hgpothesis..

t'.,..human beings encode objects not as abstract
feature lists but as stable complexes of features
clustered around a level- of abstraction at vhich

there exists a maximal functional similarity
betveen the instances of the object cLass.rr
(Sinna, 1979, p. 15)

Both Palermo (1978) and Richards (tglg) cite experimentaL

evidence vhich has failed to support one or more of the

predictions of the Semantic Feature Egpothesis. The first
principle called into doubt is that of the overextensions of

early object names. !úhilst such overextensiorr has been found

in prociuctive speech it is rare in studies of the child's

comprehension during this same period. Indeed, it seems

probable that the overextensions observed in chiLdrenrs early

speech data reflect their use of the limited number of urords

they have for expressing concepts. To communicate, they use

the ruord in their productive vocabulary vhich best fits the

situation. Therefore, such overextension is not due to lack

of comprehension but rather to the small number of vords in

their productive lexicon. Palermo and Richards have also noted

,l

ÌlJ

ttre lack of support for tvo of E. Clarkrs other major predictions.

The first of these is that unmarked or positive terms are learnt

þ
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before their negative ot marked counterparts. The second states

that at some time during the course of their acquisition, the

members of an unmarked-marked pair are treated as synonyms,

both being assigned the unmarked meaning. Each of these

predictions has failed to receive support from subsequent

developmental studies, and so the validity and generality of

E. Clarkts theory is again-questioned, The top-to-bottom

hypothesis is the only principle to receive consistent

verification according to Richards (1979). In hierarchically

organised lexical domains acquisition order occurs from the

top of the hierarchy dovnuard. Hovever, even the corroboration

of this principle is qualified by being limited to the field of

dinensiona-7 adjectives vhich characterise spatial refelence.

In conclusion, it can be stated !þ¿f Senantic Feature

Theorg offers an explanation of child language development

urhich can be tested in a formal situation. The nature of the

predictions formulated by this theory enables systematic

research to be conducted urhich vill either confirm or disconfirm

them. There is evidence both for and against the earlier

acquisition of lþs unmarked members of antonym pairs. Houlever,

the applicability of the markedness concept to the relational

pairs in language has not been questioned, and so remains a

viable distinction to test. For, it is important to discover

if there is an asymmetry in the acquisition of antonym pairst

p di rection-o f, J hi s:a s.¡zmm et

I A further relevant attribute of this theory is the differentiation
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of uro¡'ds into units of meaning labelled as semantic features

or components. Such features are held to characterise vord

meanirrg for adults and are uhat children must acquire. The

postulation of these semantic components enabl-es developmental

predictions to be made regarding the acquisition of relational

or antonym pairs. Houever, again the research on these pairs

has yielded contradictory findings as to vhether the di¡ne¡sionaj

ot nomina-Z feature is Learnt before the po-Zarjtg feature.

Nevertheless, the characterisation of urords as being composed

of semantic features is a viable proposition to test and can

produce interesting results vhen studied Ín the area of child

language development.

It is mainly in the area of the predicted basis of these

semantic features that Senantic Feature Theory is most difficult
to test. BoLh E. Clark (I975c) and H. Clark (fgZOU I L97t) state

that semantic features are derived from the child's early

percepts. Houever, this notion has been heavily criticised

by tvo researchers urho see vord meanings as having a functional

basis (Nelson, I974a, and Sinha, 1979). For these latter urorkers,

vord meanings are composed of tightly organised functional

concepts and not lists of features as postulated by E. CLark.

Nel,son and Sinha see the function of objects in the environment

as being important in the determination of urord meaning by the

child. For them, perceptual attributes or features have little

Thus, they directly contradict E. Clarkrs hypothesis that the
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basis of early vord meaning lies in the perceptual attributes

of objects. Furthermore, this contradiction has led to a

rueal-th of research and theorising ruhich has culminated in the

postulation of Prototgpe Theorg as an alternative explanation

of the comprehension of lexical terms.

1.1.2 Prototvoe Theory

Prototgpe Theorg is one of the truo theories currently

offered as an exPlanation of the language acquisition process.

However, this theory concentrates mainLy on the early concepts

of the child ryhich are said to underlie 1an9ua9e, or vords.

The general- focus of most vorkers in this area has tended to

be on the concepts urhich are the basis of the child's first

terms of reference, that is, the very earliest stages of

semantic development. Prorotgpe Theorg does not concentrate

on vords per se, as do Semantic Feature Theories, and

consequently a direct comparison vith these latter theories

as regards antonym pairs is not possible. Hourever, a discussion

of this theory enables a conceptualisation of hotu it may be

applied to opposites as an explanation of their acquisition and

of the development of the antonymous relationship in childhood.

At present, the main proponents of Prototgpe Theotg are

paLermo (1978), Nelson (1974a) and Rosch (197t). Each of these

theories ruill be considered in turn, and the major emphasis

of their approaches urill be discussed, Research ruork on both

child and adult subject populations urhich is relevant to

Prorotgpe Theorg ulill also be revieved. Lastly, Bou/ermanrs

(1978b) proposal of a possible amalgamation of Ptototgpe and
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Semantic Feature Theories as explanations of language acquisition

vill be examined.

Palermo (1978) encapsulates the conceptual basis of

Prototgpe Theorg by stating that rrmeanings or ideas consist

of prototypic concepts" (p. 244) as vell as the relation betureen

such concepts and their existence in space and time. For

PaLermo there are turo different types of prototYPesr conceptual

and relational. The former are the concepts urhich underlÍe

nouns rvhilst the latter are those rlhich underlie verbs.

Relational prototypes aLso perform the function of relating

coneeptual prototypes to each other. These prototypic concepts

are held to consist of a central core u¡hich extends to vague

boundaries. The examples ineluded rlithin a particular concept

vary in their degree of similarity to the core meaning and to

one another. Each prototype consists of three components,

perceptual, functional, and emotive, vhich although isolated

at a conceptual level nevertheless exist as a unitary vhole

in the prototype.

Having delineated the essence of prototypieal concepts

PaLermo then discusses natural and g-SgS9, prototypes. The

former are held to exist in the environment and to be based on

natural dimensions, e.g. colours, geometric forms. As such

they are relatively stable over time and change Iittle vith

experience. 0n the other h"nd gggglgg| prototypes derive from

ects-and:ev.ents:urhich-are-par=tly:cla ssi.fied:on t he hasis o f

natural dimensions and partly on the basis of acquired

distinetions uhich exist in the environment and urith u¡hich the
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child must deaL. Consequently, these latter prototypes are

subject to change over the developmental period as the child's

experiences vary and widen.

For Palermo, Ianguage acquisition requires that the child

acquire the syntactic rules and tuords for representing the

prototypic concepts he already has. The ehild must discover

from his language community hou¡ to express the concepts he

already has in his possession. As the basis for these concepts

is prototypicr then it fol-lours that ruord meanings vil-l also

have a prototypic base. t¡'lord meanings tuiLL consist of a

central core uith a vague periphery. It is this peripheral

region vhich differs betureen children and adults especially

for acquired concepts and resuJts in different prototypes for

the truo age groups. Horuever, Palermo holds that it is not

the concepts of children and adults rlhÍch differ greatly t

indeed they may be the samer but rather hour the complexity of

relationships into vhich they can enter is conceptualised.

Therefore, Ianguage acquisition consists of the development

of an understanding of the complexity of relationships into

urhich concepts may enter, and not a change in the concepts

themselves.

Rosch (L97t) states that most natural categories are

highly structured internally uith boundaries ruhich are less

urell-defined. This internal structure means that:

rvhich consists of the rclearest cases' (best

examples) of the category, rsurrounded by other
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category members of decreasing similarity to
that core meaning.rl

(Rosch, 1973, p. It2)

The core meaning of the category can be likened to a prototype

around vhich examples of the category group along dimensions

of similarity. Those examples uhich are best instances of

a category viÌl be very close or central to its core meaning

(prototype), vhilst the examples ruhich are on the periphery

of the category u¡ill be the ruorst instances of that particular

category. For Rosch, the structure of categories can be

assimilated to that of natural language concepts. Such concepts

are seen as being composed of a central prototypic core of best

exemplars surrounded by instances of decreasing similarity to
that core.

I'lith respect to the development of uord meaning, Rosch

holds that children initially use the tangible I'cLear casesrl

of a category to define it rather than any abstract criterial
features. For children, their concepts are initially composed

of only the central instances of the corresponding adult

concept, that is, the prototypic core. 0nly vith development

do the childrenrs concepts expand to include the more peripheral

instances. Since such concepts are said to form the basis of

ulord meanings, it can be concLuded that the latter are

originally restricted in form to a central exemplar. Only as

dev

peripheral members as instances of a concept, or uord.

orasano
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The research conducted by Rosch (I97t) defines the

characteristics of such categories. For the perceptual categories

of colour and form, she found that the concept of internal

structure had validity. The adolescent Dani subjects used in

this researeh found it easier to learn col-our and form categories

in uhich a core exemprar uas present. These subjects aLso learnt

the core exemplar of such categories urith greater ease and for

the form category identified the assumed natural prototype as

being the most representative member of the category. Her

research into semantic categories, an offshoot of that on

perceptual eategories, demonstrated that adult subjects do find

it a meaningful task to ans\uer questions about the degree of

similarity of cateqory members to a central core. Rosch also

found that both children and adults responded more rapidly to

sentences of the form, "An x is a g,,, ulhen x uras a centraL

rather than a peripheraL member of 9. For example in the fruit
category responses vere quicker to the sente¡sss ,,ån appTe is

a fruit" than to that ruhich stated ',An oLive is a fruit',.

Based on frequency norms appJe is a central member of the fruit
category vhereas oLive is an example urhich falIs at the

periphery of this category. In addition to a quicker response

time on the latter tasks, child subjects uere found to make

more errors urhen x uas a peripheral and not a centraL member

of the semantic category.

Rosch (1975) conducted a series of exoeriments to look

at the nature and structure of semantic categories as ulelL as
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to discover the form the mental representations of semantic

categories might take. In the first of these experimentst

Rosch found that for her adult subjects semantic categories

do have internal structure. Such subjects found it meanÍngful

to rate the members of superordinate categories urith respect

to their typieality. The remaining experiments used the priming

technique to discover the nature of the cognitive representation

of these superordinate eategories. In these experiments

subjects had to classify pairs of stimuli from 9 superordinate

categories, as either "samerr or "different'r. The stimuli for

each task ryere either vords or Pictures of high-, medium-r and

lory-rated members of these 9 categories, urhich urere Preceded in

presentation by a prime, a category name, or nothing. It uras

found that this prime only facilitated performance for good

category members. Even this effect vas reduced for urord

stimuli vhen the time interval- betrleen the Prime and presentation

of the stimulus pair ruas shortened. 0n the basis of these

experiments Rosch made the follouring major conclusions ruith

respeet to the cognitive representations ofl semantic categories:

(1) Tfrese representations are more similar to good

than poor examples of the categories.
(2) The perception of the meaning of pictures and

vords is, rr..roin the form of an abstract ordered

set of inclusion Probabitities of the meanings

of the members of the category ruith the proba-

k.:

structure of the categorY.rl
(Rosch, 1975, p, ?26)

to the internal
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(l) lnere is more to the representation of

superordinate semantic categories vhich cannot

be simply coded in terms of the meaning of uords

and pictures. This underlying representation may

take the form of an abstract set of items vhose

associated probabilities can refllect the category

meaning. Hourever, Rosch does not clearly define
this representation and so a mote rigorous
explanation of its form is not possible.

Rosch and Mervis (1975) conducted a se¡ies of 6 experiments

to examine one of the structural principles thought to govern

the formation of prototypes in semantic categories. Their basic

hypothesis uras that category members are seen as prototypical of

a category in relation to the number of attributes they have in

common urith other members of Èhe category. This notion of

attribute overlap amongst category members is referred to as

"family resemblance" by Rosch and Mervis. Such an hypothesis

uas refated to the model of cue validity vhere frequency of

a cue ruithin a particular category as urell as contrasting

categories defines its validity. In these experiments, adult

subjects had to list attributes of members of categoriesr suPer-

ordinates, and attributes of contrasting categories, as ruelL as

learn artificial categories. The results confirmed the hypothesis

tl'¡at cue validity is related to prototypicality. Therefor'er it

vas concluded that 'rfamily resemblance'r is an important factor

in prototype formation. The exemp.lars of a concept have a

I'family resemblancerr, uith peripheraf members having little

in common uith one another, and commonality increasing tovards

tlre central core or prototype.
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Nel-son (I97t, I974a) in her discussion of language

acquisition concentrates upon the earliest stages of referential

meaning, vhen the child is aged betveen 12 and 24 months. She

is concerned vith this very early stage of conceptual and semantic

development, and hory the chitd .Iearns to relate language to the

conceptual knourledge he already possesses. For Nelson, conceptual

knoruì-edge precedes semantic knourledge in the development of the

child, and is the base to uhich he must learn to attach the

language of his community. Therefore Nelson (1974a) focuses upon

the development of the concepts ruhich underLie the childrs early

speech forms. These natural language concepts do not have vell-

defined boundaries. Instead they are seen as being ttfluid, open

and prototypical" (Nelson, I974a, p. 274). Consequently they can

be related to Rosch's (1971) discussion of internal structure.

Indeed, as noted by Sinha (1979), Roschrs notion of a prototype

or best exemplar characterises the essence of the FunctionaT

Core Hgpotäesjs.

Nelson (I974a) states that concepts are formed by truo

processes, categorisation follorued by identification of common

attributes. This categorisation involves a synthesis of the

functional relationships into ruhich an object can enter, and

forms the basis of the childrs early concepts. For the young

child variation is salient. Therefore, his first ideas about

an object ruhich become incorporated into his concept of that

eet:ui}l:be :ba sed:on:act'ions:and:ehanges:in:s a

function of objects is held to be the primary basis for their

categorisation. This is amply demonstrated in an experiment
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by Nelson (1973), Here, child subjects, betueen 12 and 24

months, ìuere required to choose arìballf'from among 10 objects.

These objects urere rated along the dimensions sf Fos¡ and

Function for their similarity to a rrballrì by 16 adult judges.

The objects used in this study vere similar in form only (e.g.

a heavy black ball of hard pì-astic) or function only (e.9. a

small soft rubber football) or unLike in both form and function

(e.g. a small frisbee) to a rubber ball ruhich uras used as a

standard. Initially, the child made 5 choices from the set,

and then, after a period of free play vith the objects, made

another 5 choices. The results eoncfusively proved that urhen

children urere able to manipulate the objects, function became

a more potent force in the identification of the "balIft than

form.

Nelson sees the development of a concept as being composed

of four processes. First, the object is identified as such.

Next, the child identifies the important relationships into

urhich objeets may enter and assigns entities to an organised

cognitive concept on the basis of their functional relations.

Thirdly, nev instances of the concept are classified by noting

their relationship to the hierarchy of identificational

attributes derived from the functionally salient characteristics

of the objects already included in the concept. Lastly, the

child attaches a name to the already formed concept. Therefore,

' funetionalinformat=ion:is:the-Êi¡stscomponenFoÈthe:eoneep

urhich children acquire and forms the core of the concePt. This
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functional core derives from the various relat,ionships and acts

into ruhich the objects forming the concept can enter. For

Nelson (1978):

"....function [is] at the core of the childts
object concepts, u/ith identificational or
property knourledge a subsidiary, more peripheral

component, necessary for the identification of
objects, but not essentially definitional.rl
(Nelson, L978, P. 63)

As a result of this functional core the difference found

betureen child and adult concepts has been found to be smal-Ler

than previously thought. Both children and adults begin the

process of concept formation urith a functional core.

Identificational features are added to this core vhen it is

necessary to classify neru instances. Indeed, Nelsorr stresses

the importance of the functional cor'e by hypothesising that

it is rvhat children and adults look for urhen learning a neu

urord.

Language is said to develop from this functional core.

Verba1 labels are held to be uell formed from the outset. Alt

that is required of the child is the appending of a urord to a

concept ruith a ruell-formed functional core. Thereforer the

vord is ultimately defined by the core meaning of the concept.

Houever, concepts can change over time and may vary from context

to context. As a result, to fearn the meaning of a urord the

child must Jearn to rrmatch his oun core concept meaning to the

narrou linguistic concept" (Nelson, L977, p. L32).
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The child must rearrange the information in the functional

core so that it is norir composed of object specific functions,

with abstract markers for the other general reLationships into

rvhich it may enter. This diff,erentiation of general and specific

information in the functional core enables the child to use vords

only urith their socially agreed upon definition. As such, it is

a development tuhich comes after the initial ruord learning phase.

NeLson (I974b) conducted an experiment to investigate the

characteristics of young childrenrs conceptual categories in

long-term memory. Rosch's (1971) theory suggests that such

concepts have a strong centraL core. The experimental subjects,

631 5:0 year olds and 68, 8:0 year olds, had to state all of the

tlrings u¡hich belonged to 9 categories¡ e,g. furniture, clothest

tools. One of the major findings uras that all subjects tended

to agree amongst themselves on lyplg! category members. This

vas reflected most clearly in the furniture category vhich vas

found to have a central, urell-defined core in both age grouPs.

Nelson also reported that subjects relied on functional, and

not perceptual or abstract definitions for these categories.

A reflection of the importance of functional information in

the formation of categories. t'rlith development, it vas found

that the category boundaries became more defined due to the

structuring and expansion of the already existent structures.

For older children the categories u,ere more strongly articulated

as a refl.ection of the category groruth process postulated by

Rosch (I97t).
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In contrast to the results of the above experimentr Saltzt

SoLler and Sigel (I972) found that the concepts of young children

are narrou and fragmented. By contrast Nelson (1974b) reported

that such eoncepts urere vide and unbounded. In their experiment,

Saltz et al. (1972) tested children's ability to classífy 72

pictures under 6 concept labels. The three age levels studied

vere 5:0 to 6:0, 8:0 to 9:0, and l1:0 to 12:0 year olds. For

the purpose of analysis, core items ruere defined as those chosen

by 75ió or more of children and non-core items urere those chosen

by less than 752i. One major finding vas that younger children

used concepts as referring to one small aspect of the meaning

used by older children. The younger childrenrs concepts urere

also composed of all the characteristies, urhether relevant or

irrelevant of their initial contact urith the concept. From

these resuLts, Saltz g!9. concl,uded that conceptual develop-

ment consists of the integration of fragments and that young

childrenrs concepts rely heavily upon perceptuaJ. attributes.

Both of these conclusions are at variance urith Nelson (fSZ U).

Hoveve¡, despite these differences, both experiments did

discover the existence of a strong central core in childrenrs

concepts, thus }ending credence to the prototype vieu of

concept formation.

Anglin (L977) tends to disagree vith Nelson's (I974a)

vieur as regards the u¡eII-formed nature of verbal labels. For

U'O mean U'E orm f

beginning. This results from the laek of coordination betureen
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intension, the properties ulhich define a urord or concept, and

extension, the exemplar objects of a concept or vord, in the

childrs concepts. The child has not yet organised these

properties or exemplars into a coherent urhole for a vord or

concept. Hourever, Anglin does agree ruith Nelson in stating

that prototype-like mechanisms are important in the child's

categorisation of the vorld ttrrough language. Nevertheless,

unlike Nelson, Anglin sees these prototypes as being

equivalent to perceptual schemata. Children categorise

objects on the basis of hov they conform to the typical form

and not function of the stored prototype.

Barrett (1978) criticises the Functionaf Core Hgpothesis

on the grounds that ruord meaning must contain both perceptual

and functional information vhich serves to determine its
extension, and not merely functional information as postulated

by Nelson (I974b). NeLson (1979) counters this argument by

assertinQ that the functional. core contains many varied dynamic

relations. As such, it uras posited to integrate the perceptual

and semantic aspects of early concepts and not to separate them.

Sinha (I979) offers a model for conceptual development

rvhich extends Nelson's (1974b) notion of funetional core concept.

In this modeL functional- core concepts are held to be pre-

prototypical. Once they are formed, they must be supplemented

by rules urhich allov prototypes to be adequately specified.

are formed and as a resurt are decomposed into their constituent

features. It is the isolation of perceptual knoruledge flrom

rotot¡rpes-are also subject-to analys.is as soon-as they
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vague boundaries urhich defines a prototype. This internal

structure is said to characterise the concepts whieh underlie

uord meaning and affect child language development. Consequently,

Prototgpe Theorg offers an alternative explanation to Semantic

Feature Theorg for language acquisition. It sees language

development as the tearning of conceptual ruholes rather than

feature list,s. It is the central- cores urhich compose tl'rese

concepts ruhich the child first fearns in acquiring ruord meaning.

Orrly later does he come to grasp the structure of the ilt-
defined periphery of such concepts. In contrast, Semantic

Feature Theorg sees language acguisition as consisting of the

learning of semantic features. These are added to uord meaning

by the child as they are learnt so that eventually his feature

list coincides with that of the adult.

Bouerman (fgZgU) envisages a synthesis of Frototupe and

semantic Feature ?heories as necessary to exprain the language

acquisition process. In this article Boverman discusses the

acquisition of vord meaning by an analysis of the spontaneous

speech data of truo young children. From the ggg¿]glg vord

usage of these children she concludes that early vord meanings

do have a prototype structure. This usage is characterised by

a set of variations around a prototype composed of central.

instances. For example, one child Learnt the uord moon in

reference to the reaL moon, the prototype, but later extended

its a ication to such s as a lemon slice the dia on

a dishu¡asher, a shiny leaf, a D-shape, and hangnails. For the
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complexive categories in the data, the prototypicaL referent

uras present initially and uras the core around ruhich the category

devetoped. This development occurs as a result of the child

subjecting the prototypical referent to a featuraJ- analysis.

Consequently, the child is capable of recognising the prototypers

attributes in isolation. Neu/ referents come to be included in

the category on the basis of their possession of one or more of

these attributes. The features urhich comPose a prototype must

be further considered because in early vord usage they vary in

their centrality or importance in a chil-drs concepts. Both of

these findings, fleature analysis and variability, suggest the

importance of analysing prototypes into their featural

components if an adequate account of early urord meaning is to

be found. Rosch anC Merviå (1975) also state the importance

of considering the features or attributes ryhich comprise a

prototype. For items vary in the degree to vhic'h they are

prototypical members of a category, and such variation is

reflected in their featural commonality.

The possible amalgamation of Ptotatgpe and semantic

Feature Theoties suggested by Boverman (1978b) offers a viable

alternative exPlanation of language acquisition. Such a model

seems to capture the essence of ryord meaning for adult speakers.

For such meaning is conceptualised in terms of urhole Units

rather than individual features. Hourever, adults are auare of

:frhe:featuralcomposit-ion:oÈ-uch:unit.s.T-hese:featHreS:are

.+
rùt

i

H

relevant if the acquisition of urord meaning is to be discussed
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and also if the extension of urords outside tt¡eir usual

boundaries is to be dealt urith. It is these features vhich

compose the central prototype urhich the child must acquire if

he is to both adequately produce and comprehend the language

of l-ris community. Furthermore, the child must come to grasp

those features urhich exist at the periphery of the centraL

core so that he can understand the application of the uord to

neu instances or objects. Consequenùly, a prototypical model

composed of features vhich the language user can Decognise and

use seems to be a model urhich may be appropriate as an

explanation of language development.

I

r.I

-ql

I
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CHAPTER 2,

RESEARCH ON THE SEMANTICS OF ANTONYM PATRS

The theoretical models described by Senrant ic Feature

Theorg and Prot:otgpe Theorv geneDate many testabre hypotheses.

Much of the empiricaL ivork thus generated has concentrated on

terms incorporating antonymic relationships. The foÌrouring

chapters ruirl reviev sueh studies in the light of predictions

made by the Se¡nantic Featuæ Theorg. The evidence for and

against each of the predictions ruirl be considered for vords in

particular Lexical domains. This rvill lead to a discussion of

the issue of contextual constraints, specificalty tinguistic,
and their effect on meaning. The importance of the schoor age

childrs increasing understanding of the effect of verbal context

uilI also be examined.

2,T ACQUISITION OF THE ANTONYM RELATIONSHIP

Three studies have been undertaken concerned ruith the

child's acquisition of the antonym relationship. These studies

u¡ere conducted by E. Clark (tglZ) and Heidenheimer (tglS, LgTg).

The results of the latter studies uere contrary to those found

by E. Clark.

One of the major questions asked by E. Clark (L972)

concerned the childts ability to recognise the relat,ionship among

urords in semantic fields. Her experimental subjects urere

required to supply the troppositerf of vords from the turo semantic

fields of di¡¡ensionaL and spatjo-temporal terms. 0n the basis

of her resurts, E. crark concluded that semantic fields are set

Þ
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up early by the child. Indeed, semantically related vords are

grouped even before children have fuLl knouledge of the meaning

of sueh vords, indicating that terms from these turo semantic

fields are Learnt as pairs and not as single items.

Hovever, Heidenheimer (tgl>t I978) has challenged this

conclusion on the basis of the resuLts of truo research studies.

Heidenheimer (1975) gave her B0 experimental subjects a vord

association task utith I5 common adjective pairs as experimentaf

stimuli. She found that children responded vith a negation of

the stimulus vord, for example not big, prior to producing the

antonym response. Therefore, Heidenheimer concluded that each

member of an antonym pair is learnt as a singLe Lexical item

before tlre contrasting relationship, rvhich associates the terms

as a pair, is acquired. In her later study, Heidenheimer (f978)

found that 6:0 and 10:0 year old children learnt the antonym

response before the synonym response in semantic fields. This

evidence is in conflict urith E. Clarkts (1972) proposal that

semantic fields, characterised by conrmonality of features, are

ueIl organised even in young children.

The results of these studies clearly support the notion

that the antonym relation is ueJl-established in children by

6:0 years of age. Houever, they differ urith respect to hov

semantic fields are established and organised by the child.

2.2 ORDER OF ACOUISITION OF ANTONYM PATRS

ll
t

archieally organised lexical field the semantic features uill

be acquired in the order from general to speeific or top-to-
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bottom (Richards, 1979). The more general terms comprising

such semantieally related fields vill be acquired before the

more specific vhere degree of generality is defined in terms

of semantic features.

For djmensionaf adjective pairs this featural analysis

has been videJ.y researched on the basis of extensive theorising

(Bierwiscll, L967; H. Clark. I97t). In the hierarchy of

dimensionat adjectives, the term öjg includes the meaning of

the other terms in the hierarchy. Big is semantically less

complex as it requires feurer conditions for its application,

that is, it is specified by more general sernantic features.

The meanings of the other dimensional adjectives are more complex

semantically because they require additional features to specify

their conditions of application. Tabl-e 2.1 illustrates the

featural anaLysis of these pairs based on Bierurisch (1967) and

eLaborated by E. Clark (1977c) and H. Clark (I97t).

TABLE 2.1. Featural- Analysis of Dimensional
Adjective Pairs.

+ SecondargDeep / ShaTTow

7-Space

- Verfic:aj

I'lide /Narzow

Thì¿=k/Thin

7-Space, - VerticaTLong / Short

Ta17 / Short
Hish/ Low

7-Space

+ VerticaL

n-SpaceBig / Sna77

FTATURE LISTDIMENSIONAL PAIR
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In this table the Space feature specifies the number of dimensions

a pair can refer to, urhilst the other features, ! verticaf and

+Secondarg, further partieularise the direction and salience of

the dimension indicated by a specific pair. This analysis

demonstrates that òjg is the more general term and that specificity

increases for the terms beloru it in the table. Wide, thick and

deep possess the greatest semantic complexity because they require

the specification of a secondary dimension vhich is less percept-

ually salient than the primary vertical dimension. Consequentlyt

the predicted order of acquisition is öi9 before ta77 , high, and

7ong, and Lastly wide, thick, and deep.

In the area of spatio-temporaT terms there are fever

systematic relations existing among the pairs. Therefore the

prediction of order of acquisition, based on the notion of

semantic complexityr is more difficult. Hourever, H. Clark (I97t),

using his conceptualisation of prepositions as positional and

rel-ational, postulates that jn and on should be acquired before

above, over, ahead, and jn front of because they are semantically

less complex. E. Clark (1972) agrees ruith this prediction and

also states that up is simpler than over and above as it can

only specify direction on the vertical axis. Furthermore, in

front of is held to be simpler than before, first, and earlg

beeause the latter are the temporaL terms vhose spatial basis is

in front of.

isition

of antonym pairs, the studies urhich have been done in this area

vill nov be examined.
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E. Clark (I97?) looked at the question of order of

acquisition yithin þslþ dimensionaL and spatio-tempotaf semantic

fields. HeI results confirmed the predieted order of acquisition

for each of these fields, as illustrated above, based on the

notion of semantic complexity. Indeed, the generality of the

paft big/smal-f vas indicated by its frequency of substitution

for other pairs in the dimensional field.

Several other studies have been conducted to Look at the

order ofl acquisition of pairs vithin the field of dinensionaT

adjectives. All of these have been unanimous in their consistent

finding of an order of acquisition based on the semantic

complexity of these terms.

DonaLdson and hfaLes (1970) studied young Scottish childrenrs

comprehension of the pairs big/wee, Tong/short, thick/Lhin and

high/ 7ow. These pairs u,ere studied in both their superlative

and comparative forms. Their results indicated that responses

to the pair big/wee u,ere generally superior to those given to

other pairs vhen three dimensional objects urere used as stimuli.

["la]es and Campbell (1970) further analysed this data to look

at longitudinal effeets. Their analysis yielded the predicted

order of acquisition vith the pair biglwee being firstr and led

them to conclude:

'rthat semantic development proceeds initially
from rindifferentationt of the members of a

set of related terms or constructions to
compJete differentiation. "
(t'Jales & Campbelt, Ì970, p. 794)
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This again underlines the postulation of a general to specific

acquisition order (E. Clark, 1975c).

Four other studies (Eilers, Oller & Etlington, L9747

Breurer & Stone, 1975; BartleLt, 1976; Smith, Johnston & Coopt

I979) have investigated the order of acquisition of dinensional

adjectives by conducting experiments on childrenrs comprehension

of such pairs. The pairs commonly used in such experiments are

bìg/sna71 or Jjtt-Ze, Tong ot ta71/short, and wide/natrow.

Experimental subjects are generally of preschool age, and their

task is to choose an rrx onett , ulhere x is one of the dinensionaf

terms, from an array of objects ruhich vary on predetermined

dimensions. All studies have been consistent in finding superior

performance on the pair big/snaLL or -Zjtt-Ze, and a decreasing

performance on pairs as they become less general. The order of

acquisition u,as also continually found to be big before tal-7

before wide as uas predicted. Such results support E. Clarkrs

(I973c) theory as they indicate that children initially acquire

broader, more general meanings. 0nly as they mature do they

come to understand the more specific meanings as is demonstrated

by better performance vith increasing age.

E. Clark .(f980) studied the non-Iinguistic strategies Pre-

school children use in the acquisition of toP, bottom, ftont, and

back. The results of her tuo experiments shorued that there uras

an acquisition order of top before bottom and lastly tront and

the existence of tuo non-linguistic strategies. These urere the

preference to choose the topmost or uPPer surface of an object,
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and the perceptual saLience of the vertical over other

dimensions.

2.' COMPREHENSION OF SINGLE TERMS

Research urork vhich has looked at the acquisition of single

terms has shovn the earlier acquisition of the more general

features before the more specific as predicted by E. Clark (tgllc).

Mueh of this ruork has been concentrated on the antonym pair

big/ littie.

Cook (1976) investigated the acquisition of semantic

features based on the perceptual characteristics ef .årea and

ExLension for the uords big, Long, and littie. The results

obtained demonstrated the existence of a six staqe model of

development vhere more general features (Àrea) are used before

more specific ones (Extension). This same developmental sequence

uas aLso found for subject populations of Dournrs Syndrome and

gifted children.

Maratsos (tgll, I974) also conducted studies to examine

the preschool childrs acquisition of the rvord öjg. In his first

study, Maratsos (L977) found that l:0 year olds defined öig þy

reference to overalL size uhereas children over 4:5 years used

the vertical dimension in their definition of öi9 and, as a

result treated this uord as meaning ta77. Maratsos (1974) further

emphasised the increasing use made of the vertical dimension by

preschool children urhen defining òi9. Children uere tesled for

,

experiments. The results indicated that ruith age the notion of

"top-point" had an increasing influence on childrenrs definitions
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of these terms. Consequently Maratsos concLuded that as children

grou older I'top-point" acquires greater salience as a perceptual

categorisation. This concl-usion corroborates both his earlier

results, and the postulation of the salience of the vertical

dimension in childrenrs comprehension of spatial terms by H.

Clark (tgll) and E. Clark (I973c¡ 1980).

Several studies, hovever, have reported data urhich seem

to contradict the childrs initiaL reliance on an overafl size

cue for the meaning of òiø. These studies have noted the childrs

early dependence on one dimension only uhen defining öi9. Despite

these difflerences though, all have stiLl found the salience of

the vertical dimension in young childrenrs comprehension of this

dimensional term.

Bausano and Jeffrey (1975) found that their 2:0 and 3:0

year old subjects used the most salient cue (vidth or height)

in their judgments of the bigness of stimulus objects. Lumsden

and Poteat (1968) and Bartlett (1974) have also noted the

importance of the vertieal dimension in young childrenfs concept

of big. Both research studies found that children relied on the

vertical dimension urhen choosing the ttbigger onert or trbig onetl

from an array of stimuli. Lumsden and Poteat further found that

their adult subjects took longer to respond because they relied

on a notion of rrareal expanse" in making their choices. Such a

finding uas seen as evidence of a developmental progression from

a specific, one dimensional to a more generalr multidimensional.

definition (contrary to E. Clark, I973c).
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Finally, Layton and Stick (lglg) provide experimental

evidence ruhich indicates the productj.ve priority of big in the

reLational terminology of children. Their data, urhen examined

for substitutions, indicated that the first primary lexical item

used for any comparison uras bjg. This result mirrors the earLier

aequisition of öjg reported in comprehension studies and as

predicted by E. C1ark (1973c),

The results of the above studies support the priority of

big in both comprehension and production. Houever, they fail to

agree on the basis of the vord meaning of big and its development.

Some reported a gene¡al to specific progression, vhilst others

found that the broader, general meaning develops out of an

initial specific one based on one dimension onIy.

2.4 COMPREHENSTON OF DOMPARATIVF TFRMS

2,4.I MorefLess

The theoretical explanations put foruard to account for

childrenrs understanding of the comparative pair more/Jess urill

be discussed first. Then a revieur of the research done in this

area viIl be presented ruith an emphasis on the studies ryhich

have confirmed as against those vhich have failed to confirm the

Senantic Feature Hgpothtesis .

H. Clark (fgZOU, 1976) states that there is a three stage

developmental sequenee in childrenrs learning of ¡¡ore and -Zess.

vith the unmarked (nomina) and contrastive) and the marked

(contraatjvel terms. In stage one children only understand the
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the no¡¡jna-Z sense, here both terms are treated as if they mean

'fa quantity ofil or rrsomerr (see also Brush, 1976). At the second

stage, the child treats both terms as referring to the extended

end of Èhe scale. As it is only the nominaL term ,nore ruhich

refers to the extended end of the scale, the unmarked (nore) and

marked (less) terms are noìu treated as synonyms. In the final

stage, children fully understand the meanings of both terms and

can use them in their complete contrastive sense.

E. Clark (I973c, L977b) aLso characterises the childts

acquisition of more and Less in terms of three developmental

stages. She does this by discussing the components or features

urhich characterise the meanings of more and iess, and rvhich the

child must acquire before he gains full understandÍng of these

terms. For E. C1ark, the first meaning component attached to

more and -Zess is (+A¡nount). At the next stage the child procures

the feature (+PoLar) for the ure¡j more and generalises this to
also refer to fess, vhich he knovs contains the featu¡¿ (+Anount)

as does mone. It is only at the final stage that the child

acquires the featute (-PoLar). He Learns that less refers to

the opposite end of the dimension, and so he can correctly

differentiate the tvo terms.

E. Clark calls this her Ful,-l Semantics Hgpothesis and

contrasts it ruith the parti aL Senantics Hgpotâesjs (E. Clark,

I91tb, 1975, I977b), urhich realises the importance of non-linguistic

Iatter hypothesis proposed that initially the child has only

partial lexical entries for ¡nore and Jess characterised by the
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feature (+Anount). At this time he also Possesses a non-

linguistic strategy, based on his perceptual preference for

choosing the greater of tuo amounts. Consequently his early

comprehension of more and -Zess is determined by the combination

of this non-linguistic strategy vith his partial semantic

knourledge, ruhich means that at some stage in their acquisition

-Zess is treated as a synonym of more.

Experimental studies urhich have found that children treat

¡nore and -Zess as synonyms at some stage during Ìanguage develop-

ment have been conducted by Donaldson and Balfour (1968) t

Donal.dson and Lrlales (1970), Palermo Q97t, 1974), and Holland

and Palermo (1975). These studies have used both discrete and

continuous substances to look at the comprehension ef more and

-Zess by l:0 and 5:0 year o]d children. ALl have been consistent

in finding that:

(1) More is understood before -Zess.

(2) .Less is treated as a synonym of more

before it is fulty understood.

The former finding has also been replicated by Estes (1976),

Pike and 0lson (1977 ) and Olson and Nickerson (1978). All of

these studies found that ¡nore uas easier to comprehend than -less

for young children. (Estes, hourever, used the terms more and

fewer in a variety of stimulus contexts). The former turo studies

attributed this difference to perceptual rather than linguistic

bias for greater magnitudes, in line vith H. Clark (I970b).

Hovever, Pike and Olson (1977) stated that this difference u,as
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due to the mental representations of young chÍldren being in

the form of perceptuaL features rather than the contrasts ruhich

exist betueen the terms of a semantic field.

As regards the second finding of the synonymity of more

and Jess, Holland and paLermo (1975) concÌuded that this confusion

is superficial in nature because children can be taught to

discriminate more and Jess. Such confusion results from a

response bias to choose the greater of tryo extents and is evidence

that the childrs resporrses are due to:

";;; 
:::,::i'l:".:l::;::ï".::'iï:":ï:::T:""::

task demands....tt
(Sinha & t^Jalkerdine, l97B, p. 369)

Research by Harasym, Boersma and Maguire (197t) also

provides evidence for the confusion of more and -Zess at some

stage during their acquisition. Their major finding uras that

non-conserversr in the Piagetian sense, do not appear to dis-

tinguish ¡nore and -Zess on a semantic differential rating task.

Hovever, unlike PaLermo (tgll) they found that it is fþ¿ rnore

profile rvhich changes vith age and not the Zess, urhich remains

stable. such a finding seems to support the concrusion that

it is the meaning of more vhich is confused urith that of Jess,

and not the reverse as predicted by the senantic Feature Hgpothesìs.

Further contradictory evidence has been provided by 0'Dorud (l9BO)

in a similar semantic differential study rvhich failed to find any

deveropmental trends in the profile differentiation of more s¡6

Tace
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Studies vhich have reported contrary findings in this area

have mainly questioned the validity of the concfusion that less

is treated as a synonym of more. Hou¡ever, some have also called

into doubt the priority of more in the acquisition of this u¡ord

pair. Griffiths, Shantz and Siegel (L967), Harasym g!.3!. (197I)

and Schuram (1980) have all reported evidence supporting the prior

acquisition of -Zess. Griffiths et al. (tgøl) found that young

children used rnore and less urith equal probability vhen solving

conservation problems in the areas of number, length, and ureight,

Further Harasym g!9. (1971) concluded from their study into

the relationship betveen quantitative terms (more/7essl and

conservation ability in grade Ir 2, and 3 children that their

subjects urere more capable in their use of Jess. Schvam (fgAO)

provides additional interesting evidence that uhilst more is

comprehended before fess by hearing ehildren, the reverse is

true of deaf children. Deaf children uere highly accurate in

comprehending Jess in sign language but not so vith moae. Such

a resuLt uas replicated by hearing subjects in their comprehension

of the signs for ¡nore and -Zess. These data urere seen as an

indication of the'greater equivalence betveen sign and urord

meaning for less, for this sign the distance betveen the turo

hands decreased.

Many studies have been conducted vith children in the l:0

to 5:0 year age group urhich have found that children do not treat

-?ess as a synonym of more at any stage during their acquisition

of these terms (l,leiner, 1974¡ Tovnsend, 1974, L976; Kavanaugh,

L976b; lrJales, Garman & Griffiths, 19767 Carey, L978; Trehub

& Abramovitch, 1978; h,lannemacher & Ryan, I97B; Estes , L979).
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These studies have used a variety of contexts, stimuli and

methodologies, yet have still failed to find evidence of the

Jess is nore phenomenon. That this finding uas due to context

effects and vas task dependent uras most amply demonstrated by

Kavanaugh (1976b). He gave his subjects a comprehension and

a construction task, and found that urhilst the former task yielded

results consistent ruith -Zess being treated as more, the latter

ruhich involved tuo error choices did not. lrlales et al Ãglø)

also concluded that I'task variation" affects whether children

distinguish more and -Zess Ín comprehension. The subjects in

their study, xlho vere from three different language cultures

(English, Indian and Bornean), appeared to be inconsistent in

their usage af more and fess. 0n1y sometimes did they respect

the contrast. Trehub and Abramovitch (1978) and Estes (L979)

further concluded that -Zess is treated as being equivalent to

¡nore due to a non-linguistic preference to choose the greater

of turo amounts vhen presented urith stimulus arrays. Indeed,

Estes (1979) stated that this preference uas context dependent

and may be hightighted or lessened by the earlier requests of

the experimenter. This conclusion is further emphasised by

Carey (1978) u¡ho found a response bias to add in response to

instructions containing mor:e, Jess, and tiv (a nonsense syllable).

Donaldson and McGarrigle (l974) likevise found the context of

the experimental task to be important. Their preschool subjects

eruiÈnhp¡l hclrucpn ¡rrec haqcd nn -Zenøtà and fu-Z-lness in makino

judgments of nore.
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2.4.2 Sane/Ðif ferent

I'Achieving mastery of the relational terms

same and different Looks Like a task of
considerable complexity.'r
(Donaldson & t¡'lales, I97O, p, 24O)

This quote reflectå tn" problems chitdren vi11 encounter in

coming to a full (adult) understandÍng of this comparative pair.

Such difficulty is also seen in the results of research done

in this area. Here again the major contentious issue is vhether

children do treat same and different as synonyms at some point

during their acquisition of them.

Donaldson and hlales (1970) assessed preschool chiLdren's

understanding of sa¡¡e and different in a classification task

urhich involved four sets of objects. They found that most

children did not appear to discriminate betryeen the turo

instructions, "Give me one tåat js tåe 'same' in some wag" and

"Give me one that is ,different, in some wag." This result

supports the idea that these children \uere treating different as

having the same meaning as sarne. l,tlebb, Oliveri and 0tKeeffe

(I974) aLso found that ehildren treated different as synonymous

vith same at an early stage of development. Their experimental

tasks required subjects to select one object urhich uras djfferent

from another and to provide justification for their choÍces.

The data colleeted suggested a four-stage model for the develop-

ment of different. At first children treated dìfferent as meaning

.sarne. The next tuo stages sau, children using a basis of similarity

in their choiee of a ditterent object. 0nly at the final stage did
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they come t,o realise that different is defined by both identity

and similarity reLations.

The importanee of identity and similarity relations in the

comprehension of both sar¡e and djfferent is further seen in the

meanings assigned to same by Donaldson and hJa1es (1970). Such

rneanings are also mirrored in the data of Griffiths È4. 0967)

urho reported that subjects only achieved a 40?ó correct response

rate to same dgs to the ambiguity, "identity or equj.valencerr,

of its meanings. Furthermore, Karmiloff-Smith (tgll) found that

her J:0 year o1d subjects interpreted satl¡e as meaning the I'same

kindr'. 0n1y by 5:0 years of age have children developed the

tuo meanings of sat?e as ttsame onerr and rrsame kindtr.

Experiments ruhich have failed to corroborate the confusion

of diffezent ruith same have been conducted by Fein and Eshleman

(1974) and Joseph (1975). The former study found that both 5:0

and 9:0 year o1d subjects couLd distinguisþ same and different

in a task ruhich required them to ". . . . Touch the sane ( or ditferent)

block,,. The basis for their choice of the different object uras

the same at both age levels, they selected a different object.

Hourever, their judgments ef sarne varied tuith age. Younger

subjeets chose on the basis of relative value and older subjects

on the basis of individual size. Joseph (L975) also reported

that feru of her experimental subjects treated same and ditferent

as synonyms as urould be predicted by E. Clark (I973c).

ruo:oÈher:sÈudi e s:ha ve:also:f:ailed*o report Èh e:syn onymou

interpretation of sarne and different by young children. In a

series of experiments, bJales et al. (I976) studied the comprehension
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of same and different by ehildren from English, Indian and

Bornean language cultures. Their major finding uras that

children can distinguish same and different (or not sarne) but

that they do so urith their oun criteria. If u,e use adult

criteria in deciding vhether or not a child has learnt this

distinction ue often fail to notice the subtleties rvhich exist

in his language.

A final study by Glucksberg, Hay and Danks (1976) shoved

the important effect of experimental task on the resPonses 9iven.

These authors replicated Donaldson and hlales' (t970) study vith

both child and adult subjects, and found that both grouPs responded

in Like fashion to same and.different, treating them as synonyms.

Hovever, uhen young children uere given a task vhich specified

the relevant attributes of sameness and differenee their resPonses

to both terms uere correct, indicating that they knev the relevant

distinction.

These studies seem to demonstrate the importance of task

variabLes such as instructions, stimuli, and eriteria of

colrectness, in assessing childrenrs comprehension of sa¡ne and

different. AS vas the case uith more and less different

methodoJogies can, and often do, yield different results.

2,4.3 Bigser/Sna77er

Turo studies have looked at ehildrenrs acquisition of the

pair Þjggerfsmall.er. Only one of these has supported the prior

acquisition of the unmarked (biggerl as opposed to the natked

(snaTLer) term. This study (Olson & Nickerson, 1979) investigated
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the verification of sentences using the terms bigger and sma-Zfer

for both story and picture stimuli by 5:0 and 7:0 year old

children. These researchers found that öi99er questions urere

handled better than sr¡aller questions in correspondence vith the

prior acquisÍtion of tþs uøtarked term. Houever, Sinha and

I'tlalkerdine (1974) failed to find any significant differences

betu¡een their 3:0 year old subjectst resPonses fo -öigger and

smaller in a selection task.

Marschark (1977) conducted a study to examine childrenrs

comprehension of the superlative forms biggest and sma-ZJest.

His experimental subjects, 5zO and 4:0 year o1ds, uere required

rrto point to the biggest/smaflest" and thentrpoint to the next

biggest/smaLl-est" in a set of urooden doveLs. From his finding

that performanee on the unmarked adjectives uras superior to that

on the marked he concLuded:

'r....seriation ability vithin the size dimension

appears to be acquired asymmetrically according

to an unmarked-marked trend also seen in the

acquisition of polar adjectives.rl
(Marschark, 1977, p. 1051)

2,5 NONSIMULTANEOUS ACnU ISIT TON OF ANTONYMS

The above studies lead to a consideration of ruhat Richards

(1979) sees as E. Clarkrs second developmental principler the

nonsimuTÈaneous ( asgnnetric) acquisjtjon of semantically

esn Lea stj+ g:terms:o pa nt snyms-'f,f¡e:unr¡a¡Jced:nemb ees.Èant ony-m

pairs is said to have both a nominaf and a contrastiye senset

urhilst the ¡¡arired member has only a contrastjve sense. Due to
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the earlier Learning of the nonina-Z sense and of the +Po-le

contrast, based on chil-drenrs perceptual preference for greater

extent, unmarked terms are acquired before their marked counter-

parts.

But, just hour general is this finding in the semantic

fields constituting the English language? Research on eomP-

arative terms has produced conflicting results. The results

from further fields of semantically related terms ruill noru be

considered.

2.5.L Dimensional Ad'iectives

The first studies to be discussed vilI be those urhich have

found results in accord ruith E' clarkts (l97lc) prediction of

asymmetry in the acquisition of antonym pairs. These studies

have looked at the childrs acquisition of dimensionaT adjectives

in their nominal, comparative, and superlative forms. Rubin

(I97t), McNair (lg7f), Breuer and stone (L975), siegel (1977)

and SmÍth et al. Q979) have all studied the comprehension of

dimensional terms, in their nominal form, by children in the l:0

to 6:0) year age group. The pairs studied have been big/7itt7e

or sma1l, ta77/short, wide/narrow, Tong/short, thick/thin and

deep/sha77ow. In such pairs the first member is the unmatked

positive term and, on the basis of the semantic Feature

Hgpothesis, is the one expected to be first in acquisition.

AII studies have involved a selection task in urhich the subject

is required to ehoose ot "Point to the x onen in an array of

stimulus objeets (ruhere X is a dimensional term). These studies

have agreed in their finding that there are nore corlect responses
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to the unmarked or positive member of such pairs, indicating

its priority in acquisition u/ith respect to the marked oî

negative term. Markoruitz (1975) has also reported a similar

finding in his study of the comprehension of spatial adjectives

in their nominal, comparative and superlative forms by

moderately retarded subjects. An identical finding has been

deseribed by Nelson and Benedict (L974) uho tested children's

comprehension of the relative adjective pairs ta77/short q¡d

fat/skinny in both nominal and comparative forms. Their

subjects vere found to perform better on positÍve than negative

terms as uras indicated by more correct responses and shorter

response latencies to the former terms.

Other studies ruhich have looked at the asymmet¡ic

acquisition of dimensional adjectives in their comparative and

superlative forms have been conducted by Donaldson and l¡lales

(1970), Vrlales and Campbell (1970), Ehri and Ammon (1974),0'Dourd

(1976) and Hosley (1978). Again, all studies have Looked at

childrenrs comprehension of dj¡¡ensionaL adjective pairs in tasks

uhere they had to select 'tThe xer or xest one". These studies

have also been consistent in reporting that the positive pole

term is acquired before the negative pole term urhich leads to

the conclusion that¡

tr....ehildren do operate in terms of the

polarities assumed in most theoretical
discussions; ....rt

,l

,i

I

(Donaldson & lJaLes, 1970, p. 264)
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Even though Ehri and Ammon (I974) used a slightJ.y different

instructionaL format urhich involved both an assertion and a

transformational question incorporating a dimensional termr they

still reported results in support of H. Clark's (1969) PrincipTe

of LexicaT ltarking. Tounsend and Erb (1975) further relate that

their training procedure facilitated performance on taffe¡ and

fatter but not shorter and tl:jnner questions. This result they

sau, as confirming the general difficulty children have vith

negative adjectives.

At this point it is relevant to note that truo of these

studies appear to provide only partial support for E. clark

(1971c). Hosley (1978) only found the positive polarity effect

for one, story retelling¡ of his tuo experimental tasks. In

the second taskr Picture selection, he failed to find any

dífference betveen the comprehension of positive and negative

adjectives. Furthermore, 0rDourd Ã976) although rePorting the

prior acquisition of the un¡¡arked adjectives concluded that this

uas due to the greater frequency of such terms rather than to

their simpler semantic nature. Sueh a conclusion is at odds

vith the Senantic Feature Hgpothesis as uel.l as Huttenlocher

and Higgins' (197f) discussion ofl markedness,

Some of the above studies, trlales and Campbell (1970),

McNair (Lg7t) I and Siegel (1977 ), have also dese¡ibed the primacy

oî unmarked terms in the Productive speech of young children.

l"lales and Campbell (1970) noted that their child subjects

:I
rl,t

produced unmarked adjectives almost tryice as frequently as matked

adjectives urhen replying to questions. Siegel (1977) also found

l
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that the asymmetry of big and little found in comprehension vas

mi¡rored in her language production tasks.

A final study by KIaLzy, Clark and Macken (1971) uras

designed to determine if the aequisition of polar dimensionaL

adjectives by children uras due to linguistic factors, such as

differences in adutt frequency or usage, or to difficulties at

a conceptuaL leveL. Their preschoor subjects urere required to

Learn nonsense syllables, cvc labels, assigned to the positive

and negative ends of the four dimensions of height, width, rength

and tåjcl<tre.ss. It vas found that the CVC labets for the positive

ends of the dimensions took less time to learn (feurer trials) and

produced feuer errors during the Learning period. These resuLts

confirmed the hypothesis that a conceptual mechanism eauses the

asymmetry in the learning of positive and negative adjectives.

Such a mechani.sm can:

";;'"':ï"::::"";:::"::ï; 
ill:';ï,."iï::ï:

lack of extension.tt
(f. Clark, 1974, p. L22).

Tovnsend (tgltt, I976) although noting superior performance

on unmarked rather t,han r¡arked adjectives failed to conclude that

this ruas due to an asymmetry in acquisition. rn his earrier

study, Tovnsend (L974) examined l:0 to 5:0 year olds' understanding

of taTLer and si:orter urhen placed in five different question

contexts, and found that taJler uras easier to comprehend than

ri
rl,t

þ

shorter. Hovever, the responses to the marked term uere frequently

above chance level indicating that the asymmetry found in former

I
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studies may have been due to an experimental artefact. Tovnsend

(I976) further studied children's interpretation of positive and

negative adjectives, in both their comparative and superlative

forms, in a five choice situation. He discovered that correct

responses vere only more frequent on some unmarked adjectives

(thicker, ta7ler, more) ruhilst on others they did not differ

betveen the un¡¡arked and marked terms (Higher/7owet). From this

he concfuded that to test more adequatety the theory of narking,

a situation must be provided urhich enables the child to make an

incorrect response urhich differs from the response appropriate

to the unmarked comparative. Indeed, such choice situations

are necessary to clearly determine the extent of the marking

effect with respect to asymmetry of acquisition, and its

attendant confusion of the meanings of the members of antonym

pairs.

Ehri (I976) has studied adjective language development in

4:0 to B:0 year olds in a series of tasks designed to assess

Iexical development, coordination, comparison and seriation vith

respect to adjeetives. Her results for the Object Description

Task, designed to eticit production of adjectives, demonstrated

that positive terms \uere produced more frequently than negative

terms by these subjects. Such a finding is in line vith the

prior production of un¡¡a¡l<ed or positive terms found by l"lales

and Campbell (]970), McNair (I97t), and Siegel (1977). Hourever,

ative constructions for öjg and LittLe, Ehri found no difference

betueen positive and negative adjectives.

I
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Other studies urhich have failed to report an asymmetry in

the acquisition of unmarked and matked terms have been conducted

by lllebrun (1974), Bartlett (1.974), Coots (1976), Dunckley (1976)

and Layton and Stiek (1979). All of these studies have found no

evidence of the prior acquisition of the un¡narked term urhen

dinensional adjectives have been examined in a series of tasks.

Illebrun (I974) has shovn that both normaL and deviant language

subjects, vhen matched for Mean Length of Utterance, evidenced

no difference in terms of ease of eomprehension for the nominal t

comparative, and superlative forms sf unnatked and matked

adjectives. Further, Dunckley (L976) and Coots (L976) failed

to find any polarity difference ruhen their preschool subjects

u,ere reguired to learn CVC tabels for both the positive and

negative ends of the dimensions, size, height, width and depti:.

Such a finding is at odds uith the conceptual asymmetry reported

by Klatzy g$l, Ogll) urhich is said to underlie the supposed

linguistic asymmetry. Finally, Layton and Stick (1979) produced

data vhich shoved that the confusion of meaning betveen positive

and negative terms can go either uray. They found that their

subjects substituted the positive and negative terms of ttuo pairs

(big/snaLf and large/LittLe) for each other uith equal frequency.

Such a finding is contrary to the earlier comPrehension of

positive or unmarked terms ruith respect to their marked counter-

parts. This lack of confusion is also supported by Ehri (1976)

uho coneluded that polar confusion is not a general phenomenont

but depends on the lexical history of the particular neqative

adjeetive being studied.
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Eilers et al. (I97t+) have aLso failed to find support for

the prior comprehension of Lhe unnarked term of djmensional-

adjective pairs. Indeed, in both their comprehension studies

they found that young children made more errors on unmarked than

marked adjectives. Their first experiment involved a selection

task in vhich 2:0 and 3:0 year o1d subjects had to choose the öi9,

Litt7e, 7ong, short, wide ot natrow one from an object pair.

The second experiment uras comprised of truo seetions, one of vhich

replicated the first experiment ruhilst the second tested the non-

semantic preferences of 2:0 and 3:0 year olds. Their finding

that subjects preferred to choose objects corresponding to the

marked adjectives conflicts ruith H. Clark's (1970b) prediction

of young childrenrs preference for greater extent. 0n the basis

of these results, Eilers et al. concluded that children pass

through turo developmental stages in the acquisition of unmarked-

marked pairs. At the first stager 2z6 to f:6 years, they use a

strategy vhich resul,ts in their treating the un¡na¡ked term as a

synonym of the marked, Only at the second stage, after 3:6 yearst

do they adopt the strategy postulated by E. Clark (1971c) rvhich

results in the assignment of the meaning of the unmatked adjective

to the marked.

A finat study by Bartlett (1976) has provided further

evidence contrary to the asymmetrical development of unnarked-

narked dinensional adjective pairs. In her first experimentt

Barttett util-ised a forced choice oaradiom and stimuli tvhich

varied on one, tuo or all dimensions. Her experimental subjects

only performed uorse on negative adjectives (Jittle, shorÉ and
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narrow) urhen the stimuli varied on turo o¡ all dinrensions. No

such diffe¡ence uas found urith one dimensional stimuli. Bartlett

concluded that these data failed to support the idea that the

subjects do not yet possess the (-Pc7ar) semantic feature of

these terms. The data from this experiment also corroborates

the earlier finding of Tovnsend (I976) tf'at polar asymmetry

depends on the dimensional pair studied. In a second experiment,

Bartlett looked at 2:0 and 3:0 year oldsr understanding of öi9

and little in a seleetion task and failed to find any difference

in performance vhich couJd be attributed to polarity. Consequently,

BartLett concluded that he¡ data provided experimental evidence

for a rrSemantics Acquisition Hypothesis'r, vhich predicts that

PoLar features are acquired before dimensionaL features. This

conclusion is further supported by Carey (f978) vith respect to

childrenrs comprehension of more and -Zess but goes against one

of E. Clark's (l97lc) major predietions.

Again, it can be seen t.hat the findings in the semantic

fieLd of dimensional adjectives are contradictory. Some support

the Sezantic Feature Hgpothesjs fully, others partially¡ and

still others not at all. This same inconsistency is to be found

in all of the other areas to be discussed beloru.

2.5.? Contrastive Pairs

Several of the studies discussed above have also

investigated childrenrs acquisition of other antonym pairs in

the English language (e.g. Jight/dark, happg/sad, cleanfdirtg,

hot/coLd, hard/soft). These studies (Nelson & Benedict, 1974;
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Ehri¡ 1976; Tournsend, rg76; smith et al. , rg79) have all oni.y

reported slight differenees, if any, favouring the earlier
comprehension of the positive members of such paj.rs. These

differenees lrere not as large nor as significant as those found

for di¡¡ensionai pairs. This resul.t carls into question the

varidity of applying the notion of narked,ness to such antonym

pairs.

Truo other studies have looked at chirdrenrs acquisition

of contrasting terms. The first, conducted by Kuczaj (L97s),

studied childrenrs acquisition of the meaning of alwags (positive)

and neve¡ (negative). The major finding ruas that correct responses

uere more frequent to neyer than to aTwags sentences. Such a

finding uras interpreted as a corroboration of E. clarkrs (r97lb)

Partial semantics Hgpothesis in that ruhen first attaching a

meaning to the turo te¡ms children use different strategies, and

the choice of this strategy is determined by the childrs prior

experiences. In the second experiment, t'lebb and Abrahamson

(1976) tested 4:0 and 7:0 year ords'comprehension of tàjs and

tåat under the tuo conditions of same perspective and different

perspective. The prediction that comprehension of tåat (unnarked)

vould be superior to comprehension of täjs uras not confirmed in

the same perspective condition. This resurted from a non-

linguistic bias for young children to choose the nearer toy as

ureLL as no reported difference for older subjects.

contradictory findinqs have arso been reported in studies

on adult subjects. clark and card (1969) tested adult subjects'

memory for comparativ sentences containing unmarked and marked
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adjectives. They found that constructions vith unmarked

adjectives urere recaJ.red verbatim more frequentry than those
tuith nar.ked adjectives. A second result, that marked adjectives
vere often recalled as theit unmarked counterpart, lends credence
to the Semantic Feature Theorg prediction that the latter
adjectives are stored in memory vith one .r.ess semantic feature
than the former. Hourever, Breuer and Lichenstein (1974) have

calLed this theory into question on the basis of findings of
ttuo experiments' rn the first experiment, subjects had to reca]]
sentences containing one member of an antonym pair (e.g. taJT)
or its negation (e.g. not ta77). Forty antonym pairs vere used
in this study' The resurts appeared to support the "theory
of memory for marked semantic featuresfr in that rexical shifts
from ¡narked to unmarked terms uere significantly more freguent
than the reve¡se. Nevertheress, the authors hord that the
Itmemory-for-meaning' theory uas more adequate as an expranation
of the resuLts since it predicted the finding of a rarge number

of t'meaning preserving'r antonym shifts urhereas the ¡na¡king theory
does not' The former hypothesis received fu¡ther confirmation in
the second experiment uhere the homogeneous stimurus rists
prevented antonym shifts urhich preserved meaninq by inhibiting
subjectsr use of not.

Asymmetries have ar.so been found in the proeessin g of right
(unnarkedl and Jeft by adult subjects (Olson & Laxar, IgT::).
Their experimental tasks invol vcd unnd-nì n#,,ñÀ t¡^ñ.i ß.: -^r: -- L

'vfrf¿bqL¿vlt uy

right-handed subjects, and demonstrated that these subjects
responded more quiekly to right than to left. Such a result is
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taken as evidence of a postulated difference betveen the mental

representations of right and left, ruith the former being simpler.

Hovever, a contrary result is reported by Glushko and Cooper

(1978) ruho found that the effect of Texica) narking in a sentence-

picture verification task decreased as the time betureen the

stimuli (spatial description and test picture) increased.

2,5 ,3 Locatives

E. Clark (L973b) conducted a study to examine the young

childfs comprehension of jn, on and under, the results of vhich

confirm her Pa¡tjal- Semantics llgpotl:esjs. In the first experiment,

children aged J.:6 to 4:5 years uere required to put a toy in, oD,

or under a reference point objeet. The major finding ruas that

children younger tl-¡an 3:0 shoved a deveJ^opmental trend in their

acquisition of these responses, urittt in being acquired first,
then o¡, and lastly under. The children's responses indicated

that jn vas aluays responded to eorrectly, errors vith on only

occurred ryhen the refe¡ence point uras a container, (children

gave an jn response), and under vas seLdom responded to

correctly, being treated as if it meant in at-on. E. Clark

accounts for these results in terms of the folloving tvo ordered

ruLes vhich children use in their comprehension of these locatives:

Rule I 3 I'If the RP is a container, x is inside itrì.

Rule 2 : I'If the RP has a horizontal surface, x is on itrr.

In Rules I and 2, RP represents the reference point urith respeet

to tuhich the child has to place X, the object. These rules

accounted for 90,"í of the errors made by subjects, and received
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further confirmation in a second experiment urhere subjects had

to copy an object configuration. Such ruLes are the non-linguistic

strategies the child uses to aid comprehension urhen he only has

partial semantic knoruledge. They are based on the childrs

perceptual knoruledge of objects and relations in the vorld. This

point is further emphasised by t'lindmiller (1976) vho states that

the childrs understanding of spatial locatives is paced by his

conception of space. Houlever, such rules are gradually supplemented

by full semantic knourledge as the child develops. Data from

E. Clarkts third experiment on in, on and under demonstrate this.

Despite this, the initial non-Iinguistic strategies may be used

as the basis for the late¡ acquired Iinguistic hypotheses about

urord meaning.

Further data urhich support the prior acquisition of in

and on uith respect to under have been reported by Ames and

Learned (1948) and !úashington and Naremore (1978) vho studied the

productive speech ofl young children. Hourever, this asymmetry in

acquisition has not been reported by all researchers in the area.

Sinha and hlalkerdine (I974), Hodun (1975) and lnlashington and

Naremore (1978) have all found that in, on and under urere acquired

by their subjects at similar times urhen given in comp¡ehension

tests. But it is important to note that many of their subjects

vere older than E. Clark's. They vere 2:6 years old and above,

the age urhen children begin to acquire full adult meanings for

Sinha and tr'lalkerdine (f974) have also reported a finding

contradictory to E. Clarkrs model ruith regard to the childrs
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manipulation of objects in the experimental setting. E. Clark

found that her subjects often righted an upturned glass to place

an object in it uhen asked to copy a configuration ruith the

objeet on the glass, ruhilst Sinha and hlalkerdine failed to find

such a response. fn a similar situation, ulhere children vere

told to ,,Put the balf in the cup,'¡ their subjects either put the

ball on top of the cup or banged it on top of the cuprs surface.

Such a finding is at odds urith the supposed prior acquisition of

in,

Tuo other studies have cited findings ruhich call into

question the data and concfusions of E. Clark (1971b), tr'Jilcox

and Palermo (1974) questioned the generality of the strategies

proposed by E. C1ark by stating that:

"....the contextual support for the linguistic
statements presented to the children by Clark
vas such that the children had no alternative
to the specific non-linguistic strategies....rr
(tJilcox & palermo, 1974, p, 247)

In their experiment children l:6 to 2zll years had to put

an object in/on/under another in three contextually congruent

and three contextually incongruent tasks. Here congruency uras

defined in terms of contextual support or lack of such support

for the linguistic statement. l,Jilcox and Palermors results for

the congruent tasks replicated Clark, but those for the

incongruent did not. Furthermore, on all tasks subjects performed

l¡etter u,ith in, than on, and their performance on under either

equalled or bettered than on jn. In fact, in and on ruere both
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treated as synonyms of unde¡. Noting that their stimuli and

contexts, unlike those of E. Clark, favoured on and under rather

than jn responses, l^/ilcox and Pal.ermo concluded that the childrs

interpretation of a vord in a particular situation is determined

by contexÈual factors as vel.L as linguistic and non-linguistic

strategies.

Grieve, Hoogenraad and Murray (L977) reported further

problems ruith the original study of children's comprehension

of jn, oD, and under vhich may have confounded the resufts. In

the first task of their study, children uere merely required to

point to the ârrangement specified by the instruction. The aim

of this task uras to eliminate any problems vhich might be due to

object manipulation. The remaining four tasks, all involving

object manipulation, varied the noun phrases used to refer to the

objects in the cornprehension task, si.nce it rlas held that these

infLuenced the child's eonsttual of the task. Grieve 9!4"s
resuLts confirmed that children do initially understand jn and o¡:

prior to under but failed to find confusions amongst these terms.

They also found that comprehension of these l"ocatives uras better

in the pointing rather than the manipulation tasks. Further, the

noun phrase used to refer to the objects to be manipulated strongly

affected the responses given. Children often made errors vhen the

noun phrases used proposed an unusual arrangement of objectsr e.9.

tabTe under chair or taò-Ze on cup. Such errors vere not made

:u¡henlåe:natu¡s:sf,Jf=¡6+ef,+Lj=en:t¡eèveet=r:Lhe tuto:oLj.eets:uas:se.en

to be normal or canonical e.g. chair under tabJe. 0n the basis

of these resuLts, Grieve et al. concluded that the interpretation
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of in, o¡l and under by 220 and 5:0 year olds is affected by both

the context in vhich the instruetions occur and their language.

Othe¡ prepositions vhich have been studied ate upfdown,

at the top of/at the botton of, ovetfunder and aöovefbeTow.

E. Clark (L977b), in looking at the errors maCe on sueh pre-

positional pairs, concluded that most childrenrs responses could

be accounted for by a non-linguistic strategy of placing objects

on the topmost or next-to-top surface. That such a non-Iinguistic

strategy exists is further supported by E. Clark (fpAO) ruho found

that top vas acquired before botton in line urith children basing

their comprehension on the strategy of choosing the topmost surface.

ïhese latter studies provide additionaL confirmation for the

Partiaf semantics Hgpothesis, E. Clark (I97tb), uhereby chiLdren's

initial comprehension of a urord is determined by partial semantic

knoruledge aided by the use of a non-linguistic strategy.

In concLusion, the research revieved in the cu¡rent chapter

has demonstrated that E. Clark's (1971c) Semantic Feature Hgpothesis

is only partially confirmed. ldhile it is generally found that

semantic features are acquired in the order from general to specific,

support for both the asymmetrical acquisition of antonym pairs and

the overextension of the meaning of the unmarked to the marked

members of sueh pairs has been contradictory. Indeed, this contra-

diction has been found in a variety of semantic fields most of

vhich can be characterised in terms of spatial dimensions or

the research data on antonym pairs ruhich can be said to have a

temporal meaning. This urill lead to a discussion of terms urhich
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have both a spatial and a temporal sense. It is predicted that

it is such antonym pairs, that is spatjo-tenporaT, ruhich ruill

cause most eomprehension difficulties for children since they

possess a dual meaning. Consequently, they are expected to be

someu¡hat later acquisitions. The folloving chapter ruill reviev

the rather limited research that has been done s¡ spatio-temporal

terms in the light of the Semantic Feature Hgpothesis,
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CHAPTER 3.

RESEARCH ON THE SEMANTICS OF SPATTO.TEMPORAL PAIRS

This chapter vill reviev the vork vhich has been conducted

on the antonym pairs comprising the spatio-tenporaT semantic

field in the light of the predictions made by the Semantic Feature

Theorg. Such a field is relatively complex as the antonym pairs

vithin it, in front (of) or ahead (of), behind, before, atter,

first and Jast can be characterised as having both a spatial and

a temporal sense. Therefore, these terms can be expected to

give rise to comprehension problems in children. Houever, before

discussing studies vhich have investigated childrenrs acquisition

of such terms in their dual sense and horu this may be affected

by contextuaL constraints, the uork urhich has examined these

terms in only one of their senses ruill be considered. Such

research has looked at the spatial sense of the pair in front of

or ahead of/behind and the temporal sense of before/after,

indicating that these are respectively the dominant senses of

such pairs.

3,I SPATIAL/RELATIONAL ANT0NYMS : .r¡v FRoil? oFlBE¡r¡iv¡

H. Clark (1973) and E. Clark (I97lc) hold that in rront ot

is prior in acquisition to its antonym behind. They base this

prediction on the principle of markedness urhereby the unmarked

or positive term (in front of) is acquired before tþs marked or

negative (.bei:ind). For E. Clark (lgllc) tne positive is roughly

equivalent to "ryithin the fietd of visionrr and the negative to
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l'not vithin the field of vision" (E. Clark , I973c, p. 106).

This asymmetry of front and åack in the perceptual field is
vhat H. Clark (L97t) refers to as a property of P-space and

according to his correLation hgpothesjs it ruill be further

reflected in L-space (the linguistic system). Such a conclusion

is elaborated by E. Clark (I977c) urho states that the asymmetries

present in the perceptual capacities of the human organism are

reflected in asymmetries among the pairs of uords vhich describe

spatial reLations in English. Consequently, front (and its
prepositional derivatives) are assigned a positive feature of

meaning ruhilst .back (and its prepositional derivatives) are

assigned a negative component.

0n1y turo studies have been conducted urhich provide support

for this prediction of asymmetry in acquisition. tdindmiller

(I976) studied childrenrs comprehension of jn tront of and behind

in a series of tasks designed to look at the acquisition of

spatial prepositions. She found that her youngest subjects gave

more correct responses to in front of than behind on a locative

placement task. Houever, this result held only uhen checkers

uere used as stimuLi. ùrlhen the experimental stimuli urere cars,

performance on in front of and behind uras simil.ar. E. Clark

(1980) simitarly provided experimental support for the prior

acquisition of in front of. Her preschool subjects (l:6 to

4:ll years) uere required to place one object in front or jn

hznl. nF a^^lÈ.^- Tt-^ -^.:^- f:-J:-- ...^^ !L-! ^L.:11-^- t ^-^ tL^-
r I re rrrqJu¡ | ¿l tull llj vqÐ Ll lgL Ll l¿¿u^ El I ¿gÈÐ Ll lql I

2:5 years performed better on in front of. But after this
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age, performance differences between the turo prepositions

levelled off.

Both of these studies provide only partial corroboration

of the prediction of asymmetry of acquisition urhich leads to

the conclusion that the applicability of this principle to the

prepositions jn front of and behind may have limited validity.

Such a conclusion is strongly supported by the many studies

ruhich have either failed to find any difference in acquisition

or have found a difference in favour of behind,

Studies urhich have failed to find any difference in

childrenrs acquisition of jn front of and behind have been

conducted by Harris and Stromnen (I972), Hodun (I975), Kuczaj

and Maratsos (1975) and Sinha and t¡Jalkerdine (1974). Harris

and Stromnen (L972) found that their subjects made a high

percentage of placement responses to front rand öack ulhich

indicated that they conceptualised these terms as opposites.

Correct responses vere just as likely to front as to öack ruith

both featured, e.g. tog bugs, and featureless, e.g. wood bTocks,

objects. This finding uas also reported by Kuczaj and Maratsos

(1975) in a similar experimental task. These authors concluded

that the simul.taneous acquisition of front s¡fl back can be

attributed to the relative simplicity of the dimension of

opposition they characterise. Sinha and l,rlalkerdine (1974) also

failed to find any evidence for the greater difficulty of behind

in an orientation test. Indeed, their subjects used a variety

of response strategies in comprehending both in front of and

behind.
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SeveraL other studies have reported a result in direct

conflict to H. Clark's (1971) prediction regarding the

acquisition of in front of and behind. Collins (1974) found

that the positive spatial members of the pairs in front/in back

and ahead/behind u/ere more difficult than their negative counter-

parts for children u,ith normaL and deviant language development.

Similarly both PierarL (1977) and I'rlashington and Naremore (1978)

have described the prior acquisiton of behind in ehiLdrenrs

receptive as ueLl as their productive speech (the former study

being done in French). Other studies, Cox (L979) and Tanz (1980)t

have cited evidence from comprehension studies ruith both

featured and featureless objects ruhieh indicates that:

". . . . I backt is lexicalised earlier than, or

is dominant over , t frontt .tl
(Harris & Strommen, !979, P, 20I).

These contradictory results have led to a questioning of

the validity of H. Clark's (1971) conceptualisation of jn front

of and behind (or front and bacir). Harris and Strommen (1979)

hold that the un¡na¡ked'marked distinction cannot be applied to

front and åack because the senses associated rvith this distinction

(noninal and contrastive) cannot be clearly employed vith these

tuo terms. Furthermore, Cox ¡979) stated that it is behjnd

ruhich should be seen as the positive term and in ftont of as the

negative term. She based this conception on the notion that

of the subject and so is at the positive end of the horizontal-

frontal dimension. Consequently, behind is positive because
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it is placed further touard the positive end of the dimension.

Other uriters (e.g. Tanz, 1980) have questioned the supposition

of rrperceptual positivenessrr as a predictor of acquisition order

on the grounds that in back of is used more frequently in

conmunication and carries more communicative force, therefore it

is acquired earlier.

The conflicting results urith this antonym pair might

further be predicted by the ambiguous nature of such expressions

as jn front of and behind (!úales, 1979). This ambiguity arises

because many objects, ê.g. an aeroplane, have an intrinsic front,

that is they have a part uhich is usual-Ly defined as "the fronttr.

ïherefore, horu is front to be defined? In terms of the properties

of the object ("intrinsic" front) or uith respect to the speaker

(',egocentric,, front)? H. Clark (I97t) has also noted this

ambiguity by stating that there are tvo fronts and baeks in

English, that is, the inherent front and öack and the egocentric

front and back. Such a confusion of meaning is further refl-ected

in data ruhich support the earlier acquisition of tront and öack

urith featured (fronted) objects rather than featureLess (non-

fronted) objects. This result again demonstrates the strong

influence that contextual factors have on childrenrs compre-

hension of antonym pairs.

t .? TEMP0RAL ANT0NYMS : BEToREIÀF?ER

E, Clark (1970, I973a) maintains that three principles

account for the development of the child's ability to produce

and comprehend temporal events. order-of-mention, the firstt
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states that events ruhich are described in their order of

occurrence are simpler. The second principle, derivationaL

sinplicitg, maintains that sentences in rvhich the subordinate

clause occurs seeond are easier to produce and comprehend than

those in urhich it occurs first. Thirdly, a sentence is simpler

to understand and describe if the first event is also the theme,

this is Lhe choice of thene principle.

The interaction of the above three principles in childrenrs

aequisition of sentence forms for temporal order has been studied

by E. Clark (tgl0, I977a). E. Clark looked at the spontaneous

productive speech cf l5 nursery schooL children and found that

coordinate elauses are acquired first, folloued by subordinate

clauses in second position, and lastly subordinate cLauses in

first position. These data are consistent urith E. Clark's

hypothesis that the interaction amongst the three principles

determines the development of the childrs description of

temporal events.
I

ExperimentaJ- support for the first of these principles,

order-of-mention, has been provided by many uorkers. Collins

Q974) found that subjects uiith both normal and deviant language

development could comprehend before and after sentences vhere

order-of-mention and o¡de¡-of-occurrence uere congruent ruith

greaÈer ease than uhere they uere incongruent. The importance

of order-of-mention as an aid to the comprehension of temporal

sentences has also been reported for French children (Ferreiro

& Sinclair, I97l) and mentally retarded subjects (Clem, I976).
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Hatch (1971) examined childrenrs responses to instructions

containing before and after as temporaL markers vhich sequenced

the trvo events to be acted out. she discovered that alr subjects

responded more accurately yþe¡ order-of-mentjon corresponded to

the order in u¡hich the actions ìuere to be performed. This

result has been consistently repticated by other experimenters

using a simil-ar experimental paradigm (Bever, L97O; Coker,

1975; Body, 1978; Ehri & Ga1anis, l9B0). Flores D,Arcais

(I978) has aLso reported the importance of the order-of-nention

strategy in childrenrs processing of cLausar and final sentences.

0nly turo experimenters have failed to demonstrate the

importance and consistency of this principle (Amidon & carey,

1972, and Amidon, 1976). Amidon and carey (1972) found that

children attended more to the information contained in the main

clause, irrespective of its position, in processing temporal

sentences. Amidon (1976) reported that the ease of compre-

hension uas not affected by the order in ruhich events vere

mentioned.

E. Clark (I97I) investigated f:0 and 4:0 year olds' com-

prehension of befo¡e and after to see if her prediction that

before urill be acquired prior to after uas borne out. The

childrenrs task vas to carry out instructions containing before

and afte¡ as conjunctions. The four basic construction types

used for these sentences urere 5J before 52, Before 52rSJ;

or actions). A second experimentar task required chirdren to
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use the tvo terms, before and after, in their replies to
guestions. The data from both tasks supported the prior

acquisition of before and the folloving three-stage develop-

mentaL model:

Staqe I - neither before nor after is understood.

Staoe 2 - before is understood but not after.

Staqe f - both before and after are fully comprehended.

From these results, E. Clark concluded that the theory of

merkedness uith respect to the antonym pair before/aftez ís

upheld , Before is acquired first as it is positive or unmarked,

containing the feature (+Prior) and being related to the positive

preposition jn fzont of. After, the negative or marked tetm

vhich contains ¿ (-Priorl component and is related to behind,

is acquired last (see also H. Clark, I97t),

Further experimental support for the aequisitional precedence

of befoze has been reported by Bever and Morrisey (1970), trleil

(1970), Ferreiro and Sinclair (1971) and Feagans (1980a) using

similar experimental paradigms to test childrenrs comprehension.

Ehri and Galanis (1980) have also found that l:0 to 5:0 year o1d

subjects took longer to Learn sentences of the form 5J after 52,

than those of the fs¡¡ Eefore 52, 5f. Therefore, they have

further demonstrated the primacy of before in childrents

development of vord meanings for the pair before/after. Finally

hleil and Stenning (1978) re-examined children's ability to both

:l
r[,1

t'

comprehend and imitate sentences containing the temporal markers

before and afËer. In both tasks, the after sentences uere

v
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found to cause children more difficulty than the before

sentences.

Many studies have been conducted u¡hich have failed to
uphold E. Clarkrs prediction of the prior acquisition of before.

These studies have reported either no difference in acquisition

or e.Lse the priority of after, therefore indicating the strong

influence of task or contextual factors on childrenrs compre-

hension of these terms.

Barrie-B1ackley (1975) found that 5:0 and 6:0 year olds

made feulel errors on after than öefore sentences when given

both a comprehension and a repetition task employing E. Clarkrs

(197f) experimental paradigm. Furthermore, Ames (1946) has

noted the productive priority of after in obse¡vations of young

childrenfs spontaneous speech. Hourever, Harner (I976) has

reported contradictory findings. Before uas comprehended better

than after vhen it uras used as a conjunction, but the reverse

uas true vhen the tvo ulords appeared as adverbs in sentences.

This finding she sees as indicating that:

;;' ;l :lï:l::':":i:::i,::":,";i'il:' :^ï.
understands the terms in varying contexts.'r
(Harner, L976, p. 79.)

A final study (Amidon, L976), has also provided evidenee of

the easier nature of after ruith respect to before. This

Ë

r'l
rl,ì

experrment LnVo]ve0 a compreÌ¡ension task srmÍfar to E. Cfark's

(1971) as urell as a question ansvering task. 0n both tasks,

þ
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subjects made more errors on before than afÉe¡ sentences.

Consequently, these ¡esults conflict ruith the earLier data

of E. Clark (197I).

Many studies have failed to report any difference in

childrenrs comprehension of these terms (Amidon & Carey, L972;

Collins, 1974; Coker , I975i French & Brovn, 1977; Coker,

1978; Kavanaugh, 1979; Harner, 1980; Townsend & Ravelo, J.980).

All of these researchers have found no difference betveen before

and after using a variety of tasks, and so have been led to

concLude that context plays an important part in childrents

acquisition of these terms:

It....the basic internal relations of the l-exicon

are pretty urell developed at an early age. Later
deveJ.opments invofve the abiJ.ity to apply these
meanings in varying contexts, and the gradual

acquisition of the contextual rufes vhich
determine socially appropriate usages."
( Sinha & l,r,lalkerdine, I97 4 | p. 30 . )

These latter authors also questioned the validity of the

application of fþe nrarkedness principle to the pair öefozefaftez,

and, consequently called into doubt their asymmetry in

acquisition.

Amidon and Carey Q972) studied 5:0 and 6:0 year oldsl

comprehension of betore and after in a task urhere they urere

required to move familiar objects in response to instructions.
TL-.1 - ^..L: L t:

r'|
rl,l

I

It
t

rrrsJr ÐuuJEUr-Ð urtrtt 9J.vts'tt LUru tt^PtrI'¿iltÈ,ttLdJ, LalEtKÞo Itt Lrltt r IIÞL¡

Þ

training, the five experimental groups differed ruith respect to
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vhether they received feedback about the correctness of their
response and intonationaL emphasis on the temporal marker.

The second task consisted of a post-test ruith similar

instructions to see the effects of training. Feedback ryas

found to have a faciritative effect. Hovever, there urere only

slight differences in the number of errors subjects made on

before and afte¡ constructions, a resuÌt ruhich contradicts

E. C1ark's (1971) findings. 0n the basis of their subjects'

greater attention to the main clause of the sentence, irres-
pective of its position, these authors also questioned the

importance of order-of-mentjon as a processing strategy.

Johnson (1975) attempted to sort out the conflict betryeen

E. Clark's (1971) study and Amidon and Carey,s (1972) study.

Eighteen 4:0 and 5:0 year o1d chitdren had to complete three

tasks involving the use of before/after sentences urhose form

vas similar to the four basic types used by E. Clark (1971).

The three tasks y¡¿¡¿ Conprehension, Picture Command and Command,

urith the first being a replication of E. ctark and the last of

Amidon and Carey. Performance on the Comprehensjon task vas

found to be superior to that on the Command task. The error

types on the truo tasks also diflfered, that is, reversals urere

more eommon on the former and omissions on the latter. 0n the

basis of these results Johnson concluded that the test itemst

language interfered urith childrenrs manifestation of their
I nnmn¡ohana'ian ^f +^-^^-^1 ^-J-- :-â----.l-i --l

i
,]

ference vas evidenced by the change in error patterns.

demonstrated a contextuat effect.

I

: 
-I

This
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Coker (1978) also cited research vhich aimed to resol.ve

the contradictions betueen E. Clarkfs and Amidon and Careyrs

studies. Her subjects urere required to perform tasks in uhich

before and after occurred as prepositions and as conjunctions.

Cokerfs results varied from a difference favouring after, to
no difference at aIJ., to the rel-ative ease of before. Therefore,

she concluded that children use either a semantic strategy (order-

of-nention) ot a syntactic strategy (direct attention to the

main cfause) ruhen proeessing senLences containing åefore and

after. The use of these strategies is determined by task

requirements, and so tl-rere is no fixed acquisition order for

before and after. Rather, their acquisition is dependent on

context of use.

French and Broryn (1977) and Kavanaugh (1979) provide

further experimental support for the importance of context in

the childrs acquisition of before and afte¡. Their experi-

mental tasks required children to act out events described in

before and after sentences urhere the actions described uere

either JogicaT (one order only) or aröjtrarg (reversible). They

found, in opposition to E. Clark (1971), no evidence of any

difference betveen before and after in the number of errors

made. A further consistent finding vas that TogicaL sentences

vere easier to comprehend than arbitrarg sentences. Both of

these resuLts emphasise the important r.oLe played by context in

the acquisition of language.

Tuo experiments vhich have been conducted ruith adult

subjects corroborate E. C]ark's (1970, 7977a) predictions.
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Clark and C]ark (1968) found evidence for the order-of-nention

strategy vhen adults had to recaLl sentences describing tvo

events using before and after as temporal markers. rn another

study smith and McMahon (1970) reported that their adurt subjeets

responded to before sentences ruith feruer errors and a shorter

latency than to after sentences. Their task required subjects

to answer a question about the first event vhen presenLed ruith

before/after sentence constructions. Both of these experiments

yield confirmatory evidence for one aspect of E. Clarkts hypo-

thesis, and so strengthen, someuhat, its founderi.ng empirical

basis.

3,1 SPATIO-TEMP0RAL TERMS : rlv FÂo¡¡? oF l.efiEe, oF I BEl/¡/f¿;

BEFORE / AFTER; FTRST / LAST

"Linguistic time has been variously described

as linguistic space or as a spatial metaphor.'t
(Hodun, I97Sr p. f)

This quot.e mirrors the close connection vhich holds at a

linguistic leveL between time and space, Indeed, uriters
(¡'litler & Johnson-Laird, Ig76 and hJales, IgBl) have noted that

the temporal expressions in the English language borrov heaviJ.y

from thre spatial. Such a close connection betveen the truo

fields of time and space, as expressed in language, urill 1ead

to initial difficulties in children's comprehension of terms

urhich have both a spatial and a temporal sense, that is, spatio-

tenporaT terms. It can also be predicted that the linguistic
designations for space ruÍlI precede those for times in acquisltion,
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for the latter are held to have a linguistic basis in spatial
wotds.

The spatial basis for time conception has also been

commented on by various authors vho see motion as being the

primitive notion ruhich underLies both space and time.

rrComprehension of space as uell as of time
grours out of the comprehension of movement.rl
(Meyer, I94O, p, IlZ)

Piaget (1969) further discussed the importance of motion by

stating that time can be represented as the coordination of
motions at varying speeds. Furthermore, Beilin (I975) and

Miller and Johnson-Laird (Ig76) comment upon the close relation_

ship urhich exists betveen time and space urhen they are conceived

of in terms of motion urhich consists of changes both spatiarly
and temporaì.Iy. consequently, the understanding of motion in
a spatial sense is the basis from which the child constructs

his idea of time.

H. clark (tgll) has placed the concepts of time and spaee,

and their linguistic expressions, in a developmental frameurork.

For H. cLark, time is based on a spatial metaphor uhere time is
viewed in terms of locatives and/or movements on an unidimensional

line. H. clark stated that there are tvo spatiar metaphors

underlying time. These are the moving tine and moving ego

metaphors. The moving ti¡¡e metaphor sees rrevents as moving

foruard (pastruard) past a stationary ego' uhereas the moving ego

metaphor states that the speaker moves 'rforurard (futureruard) past

stationary events,, (H. Clark, !973, p. 52). 0f these turo
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spatial metaphors, only one has received strong experimental

support. Both Feagans (1980b) and t¡Jales (1981) found that

adults preferred the noving ego conception of time.

H. Clark (1973) fu¡ther elaborated his hypothesis urith

respect to relational prepositions in English by noting that

such terms are derived from the spatial front/bac.k dimension.

The pairs before/after, ahead/behind and jn front/in back ate

all related to tl'¡is one dimensionaf continuum uhich moves

through the speaker from front to back. Those terms deriving

from front (before, ahead, in frontl are deemed to be positive

or unmarked and their counterparts negative or marked because

they are related to àack. This results in the prior acquisition

of before, ahead, and jn tront based on the principte of

markedness ruhich predicts the developmental precedence of front

the positive term, in the spatiat dimension. Consequently,

there is an asymmetry in the acquisition of these refational

prepositional pairs. Hourever, H. Clark's (1971) major

prediction urith respect to verbal expressions of time and space

is coneerned ruith the developmental priority of these terms

based on the spatial metaphor that is held to underlie time

coneept,ualisations. H. clark (L97t) not onry stated that time

expressions shouLd follory space expressions deveLopmentally,

but he also predicted, based on his conpTexitg hgpothesis, that

terms uhich can be used in both a spatiaj- and a temporal sense

This Latter prediction is the one to be eonsidered in

childrenfs acquisition of spatio-temporal terms. Hourever,
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before a discussion of the experimentar findings for these terms,

research ruhich has shoun the dependence of the childrs conception

of time upon his knouledge of space uill be examined.

Productive speech data in support of the priority of space

as opposed to time vords has been provided by Ames (19116) and

Ames and Learned (1949). These vorkers recorded the spontaneous

speeeh of children in the l:6 to 4:0 year age range at regular

six monthly intervats. The data indicated a six month intervaL

betueen grourth in the spatial and temporal vocabularies of their
subjects. spatial terms urere more frequent in these subjectst

l-exicons at 2¿6 years vhereas temporal uords only demonstrated

a grourth spurt later, aL 3t0 years. Grimm (Ig7S) has reported

a simirar finding from his study of the preposltions produced

by German children betveen 2zo and 7:0 years of age. He found

that only those prepositions ulhich his subjects used locatively

uere also used temporally. Grimm's data also indicated that

locative prepositions u,ere used far more frequently than temporat

prepositions. Both these findings led Grimm to conclude that

the temporal notion deverops from the spatiar notion in the

common orientation system of space and time. Finalry E. clark
(1971) noted that truo of her youngest subjects gave locative

ansu,ersr e.g. 'there', ot nright here', to temporal (when) questions

in her productive task. This finding supports the earlier
acquisition of spatial expressions, and the consequent mis-

their spatiat metaphor basis.
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Several other studies have shorun hou the childts

conception of time is affected by spatial cues in the stimul-us

arrays, and, therefore, have demonstrated the spatial basis of

time. Lovell and Slater (1960) found that normal and

educationally subnormal children understood better the equality

of synchronous intervals ruhen given spatial guidemarks (equal

interval line marks) on the tvo vessels in a situation vhere the

uater Level in one vent dovn as it rose in the other. Berndt

and lnlood (1974) noted that their 5:0 and 7:0 year oId subjects

used a distance model, vhere longer distance equalled longer

time, vhen judging the relative time for ryhich turo trains

travelled. Furthermore, in making duration judgments ehildren

relied on the relative salience of beginning versus end points,

that is, spatial locations (Levin, Gilat & Zelniker, 1980).

Children's duration judgments urere al,so affected by Ínterfering

movement eues (Levinr Israeli & Daronr, 7978). This resuLt

supports the importance of motion in childrenrs understanding

of an aspect of time. In a final study I'lales (fggf ) discovered

that it uras harder for children to process temporal information

in contexts urhere there uras more interfering spatial information,

therefore, demonstrating the existence of a eommon linear,

spatial str'ucture vhich underlies temporal comprehension.

Davidson and Klich (1980) have provided evidence urhich

indicates the priority of spatial ordering in an Aboriginal

t

and 16:4 years, uere given tuo free recall tasks using either
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pictures or natural objects. 0n the basis of their subjects'
preference for spatial over temporal order in free recarl they

concluded that such ordering is due to cultural and environmental-

factors. This shours the importance of space in another cul.ture

urhere there is less emphasis on time.

All ol these experiments have established both the

importance of space over time and the dependence of the latter
orr the former. The studies ruhich have considered the dereropment

of terms vith both spatial and temporal- rneanings ruill nou be

discussed.

Turo studies harre found the priority of space over time in
such spatio-tenporal urs¡ds. Hodun (1975) examined the role of

spatial information in preschoor childrenrs acquisition of

temporal relations. Three tasks urere used to assess childrenrs
understanding of the terms before, after, ahead anC beåjnd.

These tasks varied in terms of the information they provided

on order and movement. Hodun found that the pair ahead/behind

was easier for subjects to comprehend than before/after, and

also that children performed u/orse on those tasks urhere spatial
and temporaL cues confricted. Furthermore, the youngest

subjects (4:5 years) performed better in contexts urhere there uras

a static display (spatial) rather than a sequence of turo events.

These results uere taken as evidence for the developmental

priority of spatiat relations as vell. as the facilitative effect

ol t. ES

has arso studied the comprehension of spatial and temporar terms
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in f:0 and 5:0 year old chifdren. His task involved spatial

arrangements of tvo dolls, and the chiLd vas asked to indicate

tuhich vas jn front of/behind or before/after a designated doll.

He found that subjects performed better on the spatial ( in front

of, behindl terms, and also that only if subjects correctly

comprehended the spatial ryord did they get its corresponding

temporal counterpart correct e.g, behind - after. These ¡esults

demonstrate the dependence of temporal relations on the spatial.

Certain researchers have questioned the priority of the

spatial dimension over that ol time. Navon (f978) stated that

certain dominance criteria serve to delineate a conceptual hier-

archy amongst tl-re dimensions ure as humans apprehend. For Navon,

the temporaf dimension dominates all others vhilst the spatial

dimension dominates all but the dimension of time. This is

tl¡e reverse of that predicted by H. Clark (L97t), but has

received partial support, from several experimental studies.

Friedman and Seely (1976) investigated children's under-

standing of seven spatio-temporaT terms (befare, after, first,
7ast, ahead, behind and together with) in tuo spatia] and turo

temporal tasks. They found that öefore, after, first, and fast

u,ere comprehended better in temporal tasks by the youngest (3:0

year olds) subjects ruhilst behind uras easi.er to comprehend in

spatial. tasks. Experimental subjects also reinterpreted

temporal tasks in a spatial sense for the terms ahead and öeåjnd.

Jå+åJ+rty-+einLer:pr:e,È+Lionç:oÈçpaÈi+=l:asLempoe+J+ask+:€êêH*Fed:

for the terms before, after, fìrst, and Jast. These findings are
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taken as support for the prior spatial acquisition of some terms

but the primacy of temporal meanings for others. They also

indicate that:

';::::":iï, "::":iï";"::,:ii;':::":":l 
.n"

same developmental periods. (... . )Therefore,
one concept is unlikely to depend on the prior
learning of the other.'l
(Harris & Strommen, 1979, p. I9?)

Feagans (f980b) conducted tuo experiments to Look at the

reLationship betue¿¡ before and after in their spatial and

temporal senses. In the first experiment 60 adult subjects

uere required to place temporal before and afËer on a time line
and then give spatial synonyms for these terms by looking at

their diagrams. 0n their diagrams most subjects placed the

marker, a triangle, for temporal before in fr.ont of that for

temporar after (a circi.e), indicating the predominant use of the

moving ego metaphor. Therefore, the synonyms they gave for

temporal before and temporaf after urere respectively based on

back axisr e.g. in back of, behinð|, after, and front axis, e.g.

in front of, ahead, before, spatial terms. These resurts led

Feagans to conclude that most adults equated tempora! before

vith spatial afËe¡ and temporaf after urith spatial Þefo¡e.

This is contrary to H. C]ark's (1971) prediction that temporal

before and afËer are based on their spatial analogues. In

the second experiment f:Or 5:0 and 7:0 year old children had

to put a train together in the order specified by spatial sentences
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incorporating öefo¡e and after, The result of better

performance on after than öefore sentences by 1:0 year olds

uras taken as indieative of the priority of spatial after,

in conflict to ruhat is predicted by H. Clark (1973). These

results do not so much question the priority of space but

rather the spatial basis of the temporal terms before and after.

This basis does not seem to be their spatial counterparts but

instead their spatial opposites.

In a final study, Richards and Harupe (1980), tested

children's comprehension of the urord pairs before/after,

first/7asÉ and ahead/behjnd in spatial, temporal, and spatial/

temporal tasks. Their major findings u,ere as folJours:

(1) Before and after urere cornprehended better in

temporal and spatial,/temporal tasks and urorse in

spatial. tasks.

(2) First and laÉt u,ere comprehended better in

temporal tasks.

(l) Ahead and beàjnd uere responded to uorse in

temporal tasks than in either spatial or

spatial/temporal tasks.

From these resuLts, Richards and Haurpe concluded that each

antonym pair is acquired in one of its dual senses before the

other. The pairs before/afte¡ and first/7ast are both

acquired in a temporal sense first, uhilst the pair ahead/

tr,,-+À^--^r^
¿rr q uHqL¡q¡ 99rrsva r u¡Lr19¡rilgrut

this acquisition order is determined by the linguistic
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communityrs usage of these various terms. such a concLusion

reeeived experimental support from adurt definitions of these

urord pairs. These pairs ruere defined in the sense that uras

predominant for young childrenr e.g. before/afte¡ - temporal

definition. Collins (1974) further comoborates the dominant

temporal sense of the pair öefore/after. Both her normaL and

deviant, in terms of language development, subjects found

before and afte¡ easier to comprehend in temporal than spatial

order sentences.

The resul-ts of all of these experiments question the

priority of spatial conceptions for time uords and therefore

contradiet H. Clarkts (1971) prediction tl¡at temporal vords

urirl be Learnt in their spatial sense first. Horuever, they

provide only limited support for Navon (1979) as they only

establish the priority of the time dimension for certain

English words but not for others.

3.4 CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS : N0N-L INGUIST IC AND LINGUISTIC

I'Determination of the meaning of a vord for a

particular speaker, such as a child, requi.res
carefuL and extended observation of the speakerrs
use and comprehension of the ruord in a variety
of linguistic and non-linguistic contexts,t'
(Date, 1976, p. 170)

This quote emphasises the inportance of context, both verbaL

and non-verbar, in the childrs comprehension of ruord meaning.

Therefore, in any study of childrenrs comprehension of urords
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it is important to look at u¡hat effect these contextual factors

have. Just horu pourerful are the effects of context?

Tl-re importance of non-ringuistic factors on the compre-

hension of antonym pairs has been amply demonstrated in the

studies revieured so far. This research has shoun that the

effect of task variabLes, such as the objects used as stimuli,

can be pouerful. Such a result has been reported for

comparative terms (nore/ Jess ), dimensionaL adjectives, and

spatial/relational terms. Tl're form and the ranguage of the

experimental instructions has also been found tcr affect the

results obtained. For the locatives in, on and under, trlilcox

and Palerno (r974) discovered that children,s responses u,ere

strongly affected by vhether the stimulus context supported

or failed to support the language of the instruction. French

and Broun (L977) and Kavanaugh (1979) have reported a similar

strong effect for childrenfs comprehension of logicar versus

arbitrarg sentences conjoined by the temporal markers before

and after. Indeed, Sinha and l,Jalkerdine (Ig7Ð comment that:

t'The major factors affecting difficulty of
comprehension are not to be found in any

intrinsic difference betureen the turo terms,
but in the frames vithin vhich the relational
term is focated.r'
(Sinna & bJalkerdine, 1974, p. 28)

Breu¡er and Lichenstein (I974) have further noted the importance

of linguistic factors on adultsr comprehension and recarl

processes. The results they obtained urere affected by the set

of stimulus terms subject,s had to recall.
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The importance of context for the comprehension of

spatio-temporal terms has been reported by the researchers in

this area. Both Hodun (1975) and l,Jales (l98l) have noted the

facilitative effect a non-linguistic spatial context has on

children's comprehension of temporal terms. Friedman and

seely (r976) and Richards and Haurpe (1980) have arso commented

upon the significant infLuence of non-linguistic context on

their subjectsr comprehension of terms ruith both a spatiar and

a temporal sense. Both studies reported that their subjects

understood spatially dominant terms best in spatiat contexts

and vorst in temporal, vhereas the reverse uras true of

temporally dominant vords. Furthermore, Richards and Haurpe

(1980) concl-uded that one sense of spatio-temporal terms 'ris
Learned by analogy to the other, as a consequence of its
correlation urith the other sense .r, and "the analogy is
accomplished by experience ruithin contexts representing the

intersection of space and time¡ ....t (Richards & Harupe, 1990,

pp. 29-30). Finally, Feagans (1980b) provided evidence of

the effect of non-linguistic context on adults' provision of

synonyms for temporal Þefoæ and after. Her subjects ulere

required to give synonyms for betore and after based on their

spatial configurations of these terms on a time Line. Those

subjects vho gave spatiat after synonymsr e.g. beàjnd for

before alurays placed before to the left of after on their

oragrams, vhile those uho positioned before to the right of

after invariably gave a spatial before synonymr ê.g. in front,
ahead.
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The above resufts all point to the importance of

linguistic and non-linguistic factors in childrents comprehension

of u¡ord meaning. For young children, 3:0 to 5:0 yearsr non-

linguistic context exerts a strong inf.luence on tl-re resPonses

they give to antonym pairs in experimental situations.

Linguistie factors also seem to play a part as the language of

the instructions affects childrents understanding of such terms.

The effect of these latter factors seems to increase uritlr aget

beconring dominant in the Primary school years. This point is

emphasised by Olson and Nickerson (1978) who studied changes in

childrenrs comptehension processes during the school years in

terms of their ability to confine interpretation to the

information given in a vritten text. In their study of the

comparative relations norefl,ess and bigger/ sna[fet these

researchers found that context had a similar effect on chil'drenrs

interpretation of the relations studied. Olson Q977) further

stressed this point by noting that the development of comPre-

hension involves the ability to rely on the speech si9na1 alone

in assigning meaning to an utterance.

The importance of linguistic context in the primary

school period can be related to the major aspect of semantic

development ruhich occurs during this time, urhich is a greater

understanding of the semantic relations betrveen urords. Anglin

(1970) stated that young children can readily appreciate ttre

concrete relations binding uords, but have difficulty in

comprehending the more abstract relations ruhich exist betveen
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u/ords. This understanding only develops as part of the

maturation process. Surartz and Hall (tllZ¡ conducted an

experiment ryhere 5:O, 7zO, 9:0 and IJ.:0 year old subjects

!,ere required to give definitions for common nouns. They

found evidence of a shift from concrete to abstract definitions

vith age, thus providing support for the predicted concrete

to abstract development. It is the use of vords in a ruider

variety of contexts by both the child and others urhich al-lorus

the comprehension of these abstract reLations to develop.

The importance of context to language comprehension in

this period is obvious. That this is a linguistic context is

evidenced in Sinhars statement thatfrthersenser of a uord is

a relatÍon tuhich it contracts urith other uordsrl (Sinha, L979,

p. l). This is a flurther refÌection of the school. age child's

learning to confine interpretation to the information in the

text (01son & Nickerson, l97B).

The main aim of this thesis is to discover hour sentence

structure affects the school age childrs comprehension of

antonym pairs from the spatio-temporaT semantic fie1d. By

sehool age the child's comprehension is determined by both

this strueture and the meanings or senses of the individual

lexical items. The child's avareness of verbal context

gradually increases over the school years, probably as a

result of the increasing emphasis on reading and writing skills

as the major means of communication. It is this greater

sensitÍvity on the child's part uhich causes sentence structure
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or linguistic context to be such an important variable in

the comprehension processes during the school years.

Having established the importance of linguistic context

for childrents semantic development in the school years, it is

nou necessary to define and delineate the area of importance to

this study. Based on the above discussion the aims are:

(1) To examine the development of the spatjo-temporaT

semantic field in primary school age children.

To discover urhethe¡ Prototgpe Theorg or Se¡¡antjc

Feature Theorg is more appJ.icable to this develop-

ment. In conjunction with this, to examine hov

adults conceptualise these terms so as to have a

comparative basis for childrenrs developing

comprehension.

(Z) fo examine urhat effect sentence context has on the

comprehension of terms ruith both a spatial and a

temporal sense.

(l) To examine the effect of delayed language develop-

ment on the aequisition of these antonym pairs.

Are such children merely !9]3¡99, or, in real.ity,

different in their development?
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CHAPTER 4.

UNDERST I T

THE SPåTTO-TEI.IPOREL SEMAIITIC FIELD

Before discussing in detail the efl'ects of linguistic

context on children's comprehension of the antonym pairs uhich

comprise the spatjo-tempora-Z semantic field, it is neeessary to

estabtish that children in the age gDoup being considered do in

fact grasp tfue essentia] nature of the antonym relationship.

E. Clark (Ig7ù found that her 4:0 and 5:0 year old subjects

demonstrated knourledge of this relationship at chance Level

onty. Heidenheimer (1975) stated that by the age of 6:0 the

child:

rr. . .. produces antonyms uith such regularity (. . .')
that it seems reasonable to claim that he has

developed a cognitive strategy of contr'astive

opposition.'l
(Heidenheimer, 1975t P. 757)

Fu¡ther, Heidenheimer (t978) reported a similar finding of

the strength of the antonym oPeration in the semantic processing

of 6:0 year olds urhilst that of synonymy is held to be a some-

vhat later acquisition.

The Heidenheimer study designates 6:0 years of age as

being the time urhen the child comes to grasp the nature of

opposites ruhich comprise antonym pairs in his language.

Therefore, children of primary school age, 7zO years and overt

should be able to demonstr.ate knourledge of the antonymic
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relatÍon in the ruord field of spatio-temporal terms.

The aim of the experiment described vithin this chapter

is to look at the primary school age child's knourLedge of the

antonym relation in the semantic field of spatjo-temporal terms.

The actual study uas an extension of E. Clarkts (1972) research

on the comprehension of the antonymic relationship by 4:0 and

5:0 year olds. One of the major aims uras to see hou urell the

results of this study support those of E. Clark (Lllz), or

couLd be seen as a natural devel.opmental progression from her

results, given that the present experimental subjects come from

an ol-der age group.

Another purpose uras to discover if the results of the

present study voutd corroborate E. Clark's (1971c) senantic

Feature Theorg. This theory holds that the child gradually

acquires the full adult meaning of a urord by adding semantic

features to his initial partial lexical entries. Therefore,

in the area of antonym pairs, the theory predicts that the

ehild passes from a stage of partial, incomplete understanding

urhere he has knoruledge of only one member (the positive or

unnarked term) to one of complete or full comprehension. At

this final stage, the child understands the meaning of both

members of the antonym pair, and he knours that they are joined

by a contrastive relation of opposition.

blhen applied to the spatjo-tempora-Z terms used in this

study, the theory predicts that children ruill acquire the

positive or unmarked (e,8. in, on) before the negative or
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marked (e.g. out, off) members of each pair. This ruill be

reflected in the differential error rates lor positive as

opposed to negative terms.

The Se¡¡antjc Feature Theorg makes a further prediction

of acquisition order for terms urhich comprise semantically

related fields. It is held that these terms are aequired in

the order from general to specific, urhere the generality of a

Èerm is specified by its feature composition. Those terms,

vithin these hierarchically organised fields, ruhich possess

fev and broad features are acquired before those ryhich require

more specific semantic features for their definition. Indeed,

E. Clark (I971c) states that in feature hierarchies:

r'.... the top feature, being the most general

in the definition of the vord, is acquired first
urith the other features being acquired in the
order of their hierarchicaJ. dependence.rr

(E. Clark, I971c, p, 75).

This notion of "top-to-bottom" acquisition order can be

applied to the field sf spatio-temporaT terms. Hourever, it is

important to note that the prediction of acquisition order is

more difficult to make for terms in this semantic field because

the relationships betueen them are less systematic. Neverthe-

less, H. Clark (1973) stated that jn and on ryill be aequired

before above, over, ahead and jn front of. He based this

prediction on the notion of semantic complexity defined in

terms of horu these prepositions specify location. The former

terms are merely positional and are held to be the most neutral
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English prepositions. Therefore, they are acquired earliest.

Hovever, the latter are directional as they can only indj.cate

location by specifying a direction from a position. As a

resuLt they are more compLex semantically and so are acquired

later. E. Clark (I97ù has made further predictions in the

area of spatio-tenpora,T terms. She first posits that jn and

on are simpler than over and above as the former simply refer

tc position uhereas the latter require specification not only

of the reference point object but also of t,he area(s) urhich

exists betueen it and the object being placed. Furtherr of

those terms vhich refer tc the vertical axis, up is simpler

than aåove and over as it can only specify direction on t¡e

vertical. axis. Final.ly, in front of is held to be simpler

than öefore, first and earJy as the former term provides the

spatial. basis .for the latter temporal terms.

There are severa). major experimental studies rvhich have

looked at the development of the antonymie relationship in

child language. Each of these ruill noru be discussed.

E. Clark (L97Ð uas eoncerned vith the childrs auareness

of the membership of urords in semantic fields or more specifically

his ability to recognise that particular urords are related in

meaning. E. Clark stated that children are able to form

semantic fields prior to the acquisition of the fu]l (adult)

meanings of urords. To investigate this 15 boys and 15 girls

aged betueen 4:0 and 5:6 years urere asked to supply the

"opposite" of the ruord spoken by the experimenter in an
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experimental task vhich uras presented in the nature of a ilvord-

gamerf. Ttvo semantic fields , dimensionaf and spatio-tenporal,

constituted the 18 antonym pairs used as experimental stimuli.

The results confirmed the hypothesis that the order of

acquisition of pairs ruithin each field is determined by their

semantic complexity. This ruas reflected in both the

differentiar error rates for pairs as veLL as the substitutions

made amongst the terms urithin a particular field. The

predicted order of acquisition for terms in the spatio-temporal

field uas verified in the data and this order is irrustrated in
Table 4.1 bel-oru.

TABLE 4.1-. Predicted order of Acquisition of tdord
Pairs in the Spatio-TenporaT Semantic
Field based on E. Clark (tglZ).

(I) ( in/out)
( onl otf )

before ( above/beLow)
( over/under)

(2) up/down before ( above/be7ow)
( over/under)

(3) in front/ in back before ahead/behind

(4) in frontlin back before
( first/ Tast )
( earig/late )
(befoze/after )

The major conclusion draun from this study r¡ras that the child

sets up semantic fields early by grouping urords that are

related in meaning. Indeed, semantically related uords are

grouped even before the child has full knourledge of the sense

of sueh uords. This ruas evidenced by the substitutions

children made in a particul.ar semantic field. For example
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the pair big/snar.r- vas substituted g09ó of the time for other
dinensionai terms. Consequently, E. Clark concluded that
these dimensionaf and spatio-tenporar pairs are .rearnt as
pairs and not as single lexical items.

Kavanaugh (rg76a) provided data ruhich also pointed
to the early acquisition of a contrastive reration in semantic
processing. He found that his 3:0 to 5:5 year ord subjects
gave rerationar responses above chance revet urhen performing
a choice task urhich involved comparative sentences of the form
t'The girl js X-e¡ than the bog,,, Kavanaugh took this as
evidence that preschoor chirdren are able to process comparative
sentences in terms of the rerationar information they eontain.
Further he concLuded that the data:

f" " 'suggest that the comprehension of comparative
sentences is determined by the nonlinguisÈic
ability to represent objects of comparison along
a singJ.e dimension.rl
(Kavanaugh, !916a, p. 3I7)

Three other experimentar studies have reported results
contrary to those of E. Clark (Ig7Ð. In the first of these,
Heidenheimer (1975) studied the acquisition of the antonym

response by children. The major hypothesis ruas that the
J'earning of this response uas dependent on the prior acguisition
of what Heidenheimer referred to as a rstrategy of negationr,.
Eighty experimental subjects, 40 boys and 40 girrs, aged betveen
4:0 and 6:9 years compreted a simpre vord association task.
Fifteen antonym pairs (e.g. aJive/dead; thick/thi¡rl urhich
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coul-d be characterised by the unmarked - marked dichotomy ruere

used as experimental stimuli in this study. The major finding

uas the emergence of a rregation response in vhich the child

merely prefixed the stimulus urord rtith notr e.g. not prettg.

This response strategy uas primarily used by younger subjects

before the antonym response became prominent. Heidenheimer

cited such a finding as evidence that each member of an antonym

pair is first learnt as a single lexicaL item before being

learnt in its relationaL sense. Therefore, her results and

concLusion are contrary to those of E. Clark (1972). Hovever,

in support of E. Clarkrs (1972) results, Heidenheimer reported

that antonym responses to marked or negative terms uere just as

frequent as to unmarked or positive terms.

In a second study, Heidenheimer (f978) looked at both

antonym and synonym categorisations in older children. It
ruas predicted that the antonym relation voul-d be learnt earlier

than the synonym relation on the basis that the Latter is more

difficult to process semantically. The 72 experimental

subjects ruho fell in the age range 623 to 10:11 years, u,ere

required to perform both a uord association and a false

recognition task. In both tasks the experimental stimuli

vere l0 urord triads, e.g. begin/end/start¡ sout/sweet/bitter,

uhere the first urords uere the stimuli for the vord association

task as ruell as the critical stimuli for the false recognition

task. The second and third urords of these sets urere respectively

the antonym and synonym foils for the false recognition task.
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From the evidence of antonym responding at the youngest ages

and the inerease of synonym responses ryith age found in both

tasks r Heidenheimer concluded that the developmentar sequence

urhich uas predicted on the basis of complexity of processing

vas verified by the later emergence of the synonym operation.

This uras seen as evidence in conflict ruith E. Cl_arkr s (1972)

proposal. that semantic fietds, characterised by commonality of

features, are ve1l organised even in young children. Conse-

quently, the synonym response should have primacy in childrents

semantic processing and not emerge as a later development in

the school years as found by Heidenheimer (tgZg).

A final study conducted by Friedman and Seely (1976)

looked at childrenfs understanding of spatio-temporal terms.

Their subjects ruere J9 children aged betrueen J:0 and 5:0 years

uhose task uras to respond to instructions containing 7 spatio-

tenporaT terms in both spatial and temporal contexts. The

7 terms used in this experiment, urere öefore, after, first, Jast,

ahead of, behind and together with. The finding of most

relevance here vas that there u/as no significant difference

beÈueen marked (negative) and unmarked (positive) terms u¡ith

respect to comectness of response in any experimental situation.

This is further evidence in contradiction to one of E. Clark's

(I973c) major predictions, but is corroborated by a similar

finding in the data of E. Clark (1972) and Heidenheimer (f925).

üJithin the context of these findings, the folloving three

hypotheses u,ere tested in the present experiment:-
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(1) Primary school age children vilI make a larger proportion

of "aduft cortect" responses than errors in an antonym

elicitation task. These responses are in terms of

dictionary definition, e.g. bis - smalL. This urill be

evidence of these childrenrs understanding of the antonym

reJ,ationship. The combined effects of greater semantic

knourledge and formal education u/ill produce such

comprehension results.

(2) The most common type of error DesPonses tuill be those

uhich can be categorised as "semanticaTlg appropriate".

Such responses share semantie features rlith the correct

opposite. This again urill be the result of developmental

effects.

(l) The negatíve (narkedl member of the antonym pair urill

evoke more errors than the positive ( unnatked) member.

The Se¡nantic Feature Theorg provides the basis for this

hypothesis vith its prediction that the positive mernber

of an antonym pair is learnt first by children.

4.I METHOD

4.1.I Subjects

In this experiment the subjects ruere 60 monolinguaL Year

I children, 3O males and f0 femaLes, attending a suburban primary

school in an upper middle class area. The ages of the

experimentat subjects ranged from 7:2 years to 8:ll years vith

a mean of 7'.7 . 0n form (a) of the Peaåodg Picture VocabuLatg
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Test ( P .P .V .1. / these subjects'

varied betueen 78 and I45, with

in the rrnormal.rr range of g5-Il5

provides mean chronological age

each sex group.)

verbal comprehension I.Q. ts

609ó of the children scoring

I.Q. points. (Appendix I-A

and mean P.P,V"T. scores for

4.I.2 ExperimentaL qn

The 10 spatio-tenporaT antonym pairs listed in Tabre 4.2

urere used as experimentaL stimuli. These l0 pairs urere the

same as those used by E. Clark (tglZ) except that öej:jnd vas

substituted for in back as the opposite of jn front. This

was done because of lack of use of jn öack in Australia.

TABLE 4.2. List of 10 Spatio-TemporaT Pairs
used in the Study.

In front/Behind*
Ahead/ Behind

First/ Last
EarTg / zate
Before / After

In/ Out

on/ off
Up/Down

ove r f tlnder

Above/ Below

*tn back in E. Clark's (1972) study.

These 19 terms vere printed in heavy btack print on separate

pieces of square ruhite cardboard. From these terms, tuo

experimental rists (Ll and L2) ruere constructed. As can be

seen from Table 4.J each rist uras composed of half the positive

and half the negative terms in such a uay that the positive and

negative members of the same pair did not occur in the same list
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(except ahead/behjnd due to behind occurring as the opposite

for both in front and aàead).

TABLE 4.1. The Truo Experimental Lists (Lt anO L2) used.

These tuo lists uere then combined in the two orders

A (lf, L2) and B (12, L1). Fifteen subjects of each sex

recei-ved each order.

4,I.3 Procedure

Subjects u,ere seen individually by the experimenter (E)

in an area set apart from the cl-assrooms. After putting each

subject at ease, form (a) of the P.P.V.r. vas administered.

The experimental task ryas then given to each child in

the nature of uhat vas called a "word gane". First, E checked

that each child kneru vhat the term 'roppositerr meant by asking

them to define it. If the child couJd not do this, E gave

an explanation by using examples such as tu77/enptg and slow/

fast. (Horyever, unlike E. Clark's (1972) subjects, most of

the present experimental subjects understood ruhat an "opposi.teft

uras before starting the experiment proper. ) Once E had ensured

that the subjects kneru the meaning of the term iloppositefr, the

In front
Fi¡st
Late

Befote

Out

On

Down

Over

Bel-ow

Behind

Ahead

Last
EarJg

After

fn
oft
Up

Under

A.bove

L2LI
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experimental task uras begun. E prefaced this by saying,

"You pJag the game like this. If f sag good,

qou sag....?

Now, if f sag sad, gou sag. . ..?

tutd it I sag quiet, gou sag....?

The subject, vas then given each of the 19 stimulus terms and

asked for its opposite. Each stimulus term vas presented orally

and visuaJ.ly. Not only could the subject read it from the

card, but E al-so stated it aloud as each stimulus card vas

presented. Before presentation of the particufar experimental

order the cards urithin each list uere shuffled to ensure

randomisation.

Children ìuere encouraged to respond throughout the task

by use of verbal. reinforcers such as "good" etc.. Houever,

no corrections vere made to the childrenrs responses. E merely

marked dourn the response and proceeded to the next stimulus.

4.2 RESULTS

The childDenrs responses to the opposites task uere

classified in the folloving three categories based on E. Clark

(L972) ¡

(1) Aduit correet, ruhich consisted of the opposites shoun

in Table 4.2.

The next truo categories uere the error response classifications.

(2) SenanticaTTg Appropriate, vhich urere responses of the

same pole as the correct opposite and urhich, shared

semantic features vith itr ê.g. high-LittLe.
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(t) other errors, vhich vere alÌ other incorrect responses

such as synonyms, negations, e,g. not high, and ,'don,t

knoÍ,r". These error responses uere grouped as a category

because singly they constituted such smarl numbers urhose

separate anaJ.ysis uould yield no valid or strong eoncLusions.

0n the basis of these categories three independent raters

as velL as E classified all of the errors made by the experi-

mental subjects. Ninety per cent agreement vas found betveen

these raters and E. Therefore, Ers ovn ratings of subjectst

erlors urere used in the data anaLysis.

The largest proportion of responses made by subjects fetl
in the adult correct category (gr.lgí). The errors, ryhich

comprised the other I8,9?í of responses, urere mainly composed

of semant icaL79 appropriate responses (72 ,Z\i of error responses)

urith very feu responses of the oÉJ:er error typ" ( ?7 .goÁ). Table

4.4 belov clearly ill,ustrates the strong tendency for these

experimental subjects to respond ruith the correct opposite and,

the¡efore, make few errors on this experimental task. (Rav

data for each sex X presentation order group is given in

Appendix I-B).

TABLE 4.4. Classification of all Subjectsr Responses

5.2L3.7Bl .lPercentaoe
of Total"

60156924Number

Other
Error

SenanticaTTg
Appropriate

Aduit
Correct
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hJhen the childrenfs responses to each urord pair vere

considered, Table 4.5, it can be seen that the pairs vhich

yielded the most errors in the experiment vere above/be7ow (6I),

ahead/behind (4I averaged) and overlunder (10). This table

also indicates that the largest number of errors made by

subjects on any vord pair can be cLassified as semanticaTTg

appropriate.

TABLE 4.5. Classification of Subjects' Responses
to Each l¡Jord Pair.

I
I
5

4

r4
9

6

T4

+The figures in this line include child responses to
three terms as stimuLi and not truo as the other Lines

do, as öehjnd rvas the correct opposite for both in front
and aäead.

hlhen response type uas considered in relation to sex and

I.Q. score on form (a) of the P.P.v.?., no differences u,ere

found for either variable. This is evident in Tables 4.6 and

4.7 folloving.

2

3

?5

57

5t

I
6

I

r20
110

1r6

90

59

rIl
t10
108

9B

In/ Out

on/otf
Up/Down

overfUnder

Above / BeTow

În front / Ahead / Behind*

rirstfzast
Earlg f Late

Before / After

Other
Error

SenanticaTlg
Appropriate

Adult
Correct
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TABLE 4.6. Sex X Response Type.

TABLE 4.7. I.Q. Sco¡e (P.P.v.r.) X Response Type
(Percentage*).

*These figures are reported as percentages because

of the unequai numbers in each I.Q. (P,P.v,T.) group.

These differences also proved to be nonsignificant ruhen

response type ruas correlated ruith both sex and verbal I.Q.

variables separately (KendalJ Correlation Coefficient). '

Experimental order (A or B) similarly had no effect on

the type of response given. Such a result uas to be presumed

as this variable vas part of the normal randomisation procedure

and therefore, vas not expected to affect the results.

A three factor analysÍs of variance (Subjects X Response

Type X Stimulus Term rpositive or negativet) uas performed

on all terms except in front/ahead/behind. These latter three

273tOthet Ertor
8472Semant ical 79 Approprja te

459465Adult Correct

FemalesMales

6.52.64.54,75.64.872.3
Other
Error

136-145

88.2

5,t9,28.920,512.816,724.5
SenanticaTTg
Appropriate

88.286.67 4.891 .67 8.563,2
Adult
Cortect

I26-L35II6-I25106-11596-I0586-957 6-85P.P,V ,T,
score range
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urords u/ere excluded because öe,hjnd appeared in only one list
but vas the opposite response for botl-r in front and ai:ead.

The resul,ts of tlris analysis are given in Table 4.8 and reveal

a significant main effect for response type (F = 236I.9,

d.f. = lr?t6r o = 0.05) and a significant interaction effect

for response type X stimulus term (F = 17.48¡ d.f. = I¡236t

o, = 0.05). Houever, no significant effect for the other main

variable ofl stimulus term uas found.

TABLE 4.8. Three-factor 4.0.V.
X Stimulus Term).

(Sub¡ect X Response

*Significant at o. = 0.05, F Ir2t6 = 7.89

A Chi-square Analysis (see Hays, 1963) of the response

data for the terms in front/ahead/behind yielded a significant
value (X2 = 1J.5, d.f. = 4s a. = 0.05). This demonstrated that

behind produced thre largest number of aduLt correct responses.

rI
rrj

236I.9x
,56

17.48x

2094.5

.50

15.50

209.28

7094.5

.50

15 .50

276

I
I
I

Subjects

Response Type

Stimulus Term

Response Type X

Stimulus Term

F IM.SS.SD.F .Source

þ
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4.3 DISCUSSION

The data from tl'ris experiment supported the first turo

hypotheses in relation to the type of responses. It ruas found

that the largest proportion of responses made by experimental

subjects could be cLassifed as aduLt correct, and this proved

significant using an analysis of variance. Such a resurt uras

true for children of both sexes. It uas arso unaffected uhen

the variables of experimental order and stimurus term (positive

or negative) uere taken into account. In support of hypothesis

turo, most of the errors made by chird subjects courd be classified

as semanticaTTg appropriate, This vas most cl.earry seen for the

pairs above/be7ow and over/unde¡ on urhich the subjects made the

most errors. ì¡'Jhen these error data vere examined closely subjects

urere seen to be giving, as opposites, terms ruhich occurred on

the vertical axis but rihich ruere not the correct opposite in

terms of dictioniary definitionr e.g. above-down or under-up"

Indeed such se¡nanticaTTg appropriate responses urere most prevalent

amongst the terms in this area (i.e: up/down; above/be7ow;

over/under), and of these, over half vere substitutions of a more

conrplex by a simpLer termr ê.9. beLow-doutn. This latter finding

provides support for E. CLark (197Ð urho predicted tl¡at the pair

up/down should be substituted fot above/be7ow and overlunder as

the former pair has a simprer specification on the verticaf axis.

However, feur other substitutions of semanticaLty simple for

more complex terms occurred in the experimental data. Some

substitutions even urent in the opposite direction to that

I

r'l
rrj

:
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predictedr Ê.g. behind-before. Consequently, there is only

limited support for E. Clark's (l97lc) general to specific

development in the present experimentaL data.

The data do support those reported by E. Clark (1972),

although the percentage of adult correct responses is aLmost

tvice that ruhich she found (BI.I9í vs. 49,í), This latter

finding can be attributed to the fact that E. Clark's subjects

uere younger (4:0 to 5:6 years) than those used in the present

experimental study. Therefore, they uere at an earLier

developmental level vith respect to these spatio-temporaJ

antonym pairs. The present subjects, being 3:0 years older,

should demonstrate a clearer understanding of the antonymic

relationship. This is clearly reflected in childrenfs responses

to the question "Ðo gou know what an opposite is?". 0n1y 11

of the present 60 experimental subjects did not, but none of

E. Cl.ark's (1972) subjects did. Another finding urhich

cotroborates a developmental increase in childrents comprehension

of the antonym relation is that the present experimental subjects

gave a similar number of se¡¡aaticaTTg appropriate responses as

did E. Clarkts (L97?) (It.a"¡ vs. L49ó). This demonstrates that

the increase in correct responding has not just been in terms

of poTaritg, in ruhich case semanticaTlg appropriate responses

might be expected to increase as did aduLt correct responses.

It has been in terms of meaning also. Children not only

demonstrated a greater auareness of the +PoJe/-Pole distinction

*

:!
r4
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but they also shoured evidence of grasping the notion of correct

opposite (dictionary definition), that is, that members of an

antonym pair exist in a direct one-to-one relationship of

opposition to each other.

All of these findings lead to the conclusion that by the

tinre children have reached primary schooL age (7:0 years and

over), they do understand the meaning and polarity relations

tuhich exist among pairs of opposites in the spat-io-temporal

semantic field. Such a result supports Heidenheimer (1975,

I97B) who reported data vhich confirmed the acquisition and

comprehension of the antonym relationship by children 6¡0 years

and over.

The third hypothesis regardirrg ttre differential error

rate to positive and negative terms received no confirmation

in the data. No significant effect for type of stimulus term

uas found vhen a three-vay analysis of variance uras performed

on the experimental data. Even the significant interaction

effect for Response Type X Stimulus Term obtained in the

analysis of variance leads to an interpretation of no difference

betveen positive and negative terms. This interaction uras

caused by the positive terms producing a slightly larger number

of aduJt correct responses, and the negative terms a slightly

larger number of semanticaTTg appropriate responses. Hovever,

uhen these tuo response categories urere added for each type of

term there uras very little difference. As semanticaTTg

appropriate responses can be considered 'rcorrectrr in that they

Þ

I

!1
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share semantic features urith the aduLt corzect response, this

result further supports the conclusion of no difference betureen

positive and negative terms.

These findings are in opposition to one of the major

predictions of the ^Se¡nantic Feature Hgpothesis, that the positive

members of antonym pairs are acquired before their negative

counterparts. Hovever, they do support the results reported

by E. Clark (I97Ð herself and Heidenheimer (L975). These

authors found no differences betueen unmarked (positive) and

marked (negative) terms ruith respect to antonym elicitation,

for both types of terms yielded similar numbers of opposites

uhen given in uord tasks. Therefore, the results of these

researchers as vell as the present experimental data question

the applicability of this principle of the Semantic Feature

Hgpothesis to uord tasks involving opposites, and so limit
its generality. Ho\uever, Friedman and Seely (1976) have also

failed to find any differences betueen the positive and

negative members of antonym pairs on a somevhat different task

tuhich involved the comprehension of spatjo-temporaT terms in

spatial as urell as temporal contexts. Consequently, the

validity of this prediction can be questioned on a number of

grounds. Perhaps it is task and/or context dependent.

E. Clarkts (1972) other major prediction urith respect

to the acquisition of spatio-temporaL terms only received

partial confirmation from the experimental data. 0n1y her

first truo predictions in this area (see Table 4.1) u¡ere
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relation ruhich holds betveen these urord pairs in the spatio'

temporal semantic field. From nov onr any eonfusions or

errors children make ruit,h such vord pairs can be seen to be

due to their increasing aurareness of the varying contexts in

vhich these terms may be used. Such incomprehension Primary

school age children evidence can be-aEcribed to the dual

meaning (spatial and temporal) of these urords, and hotu

contextual effects determine urhich sense is applicabLe. It

is this meaning in context ruhich must nou¡ be mastered.
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CHAPTER 5

CHTI D AND ADIII T CNNÍìTPTTNNS NF SPATTC-

TEMPORAL TERMS

Children of primary school age appear to have a firm grasp

of the antonym relationship urhich exists among uord pairs in the

spatio-temporaT semantic field. This has been amply demonstrated

in the former experiment vhere over 809ó of the childrents

resPonses to an I'oppositesil task could be classified as aduLt

correct. These subjects gave the direct opposite, listed in

Table 4.2 (p. I17) to the spatio-tenporal terms studied signifi-
cantly more often than ruould be expected by chance. Consequently,

any errors o¡ misinterpretations vhich children of primary school

age make vith spatio-temporal terms can be attributed to the

dual meaning of these terms, and hov avare they are of this dual

meaning.

Therefore, it is important to examine childrenfs concept-

ualisation of spatio-tenporal terms. Do children realise that

such terms have both a spatial and a temporal sense? 0r do they

initially perceive such terms as having only one meaning? Is it
only vith development that children understand that both a

spatial and a temporal sense is necessary to adequately charact-

erise their meaning?

The major purpose of the present study is, therefore, to

examine childrenrs perception of the meanings of urords from the

spatio-temporaL semantic field. Hourever, only a limited subset

of those terms studied in the previous experiment uill be investi-

gated. These are the terms in front, ahead, behind, before,
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after' first and last. The external validation for this choice

is both theoretical and semantic, that is dictionary definition,
in nature.

0f the pairs Listed in Table 4.2 those selected for

examination in the present study seem to embody both a spatiar

and a temporal sense most crearly. This conclusion is supported

urhen the multiple dictionary definitions for these terms, listed
in Table 5.1, are considered. Alr seven terms are defined as

having a movement, position and time sense. The many and varied

definitions for each term quite clearly utilise notions of time

and space in attempting to capture the essentiar meaning of the

term as it is used by speakers of the Engrish language. The

definitions aLso demonstrate that these spatio-tenporal terms

are often used as synonyms for each otherr e.g. ahead is equiva_

lent to beforel after is equivalent to behind. Furthermore, it
is noteurorthy that before and after are used in adverbial

definitions for first and fast respectively. This occurs for

both spatial and temporal meanings.

H. clark (tgll) discusses the close rerationship uhich

exists betveen spatial and temporaL terms in the English ranguage.

For H. clark the temporal. terms of English have a quite specific

spatiar basis. The reLational prepositions vhich are used to

describe time, such as betare, after, ahead, behind, in front and

in back, are derived from the spatial notions of fronÈ and baek.

Thus, H. clark concludes that a spatial metaphor underlies the

English temporal prepositions and contributes to their meaning.



TABLE 5.I. Dictionary Definitions of Spatio-TemporaT Terms.
(Funk & t'lagna11s, I974).

AHEAD (enyonym cf jn front of) BEFORE FIRST

- et the head or front
- Ín edvence
- onvardr foruerd
- uithout restreint, headlong
- bfore, in front of (l.lebeter, 1968)

BEHIND

Adj. 
:

Prep.

-

Con.i. -

in fzvtÉ-, aH
preceding in time, previously
earlier, soonef
in tztcrtt of; ahrød of
fece to face ruith, in the presence of
prior to, in time, earlier or sooner than
in advance of as in rank, attairunent, etc.
demanding the attention of
in the cognizance or poruer of
drivst in fltt of , noved by
previous to time vhen; sooner than
in preference to; rather than

AFTER

- farther aft; toruard the stern (Nautical)
- follouing in time or plece, subsequent;

late¡
- at a later time
- in the rear; bltitf,
- in AE mr of; farther back than;

folloruing
- subsequently to; at a later period than
- in suceession to¡ follouing repeatedly
- as a result of; subsequently to and

because of
- notuithstanding; subseguently to and in

spite of
- next belou in order of importance
- in search or pursuit of
- eccording to the nature, uishes or customs of
- in imitetion of; in the manner of
- in honqrr, temanùrance or observance of
- in relation to, concerning
- follotuing the time that

- nu¡ùering: the ordinel one
- prioE b all otlers in tfue:

earliest
- r¡sa¡-.st or foøtæt in p7æ

from a given point
- higheet or foremost in

character, renk, etc,
- that uhich comee or ie firet;

the beginning
- e uinning poeition in e contesü
- åefoæ all otlæts in ozder as

in dfuig, tìtre, p7æ oE tztrlk
- åefo¡e or in pæfuirlæ b,

€¡ome propoaed ect or enticipeted
event; soonef

- for the lest time

L AST

- next before the preeent¡
most recent

- least fit or likely;
most remote

- beyond or above all othere¡
utmost

- beneath all othere
- afÞr a17 oUææ in tifle or ozder
- at a time next preceding the

present
- in conclusion; flnally
- the end; concluslon

Adj.

Ad-i.

Prep.

ln, touerd or at the rear¡ backvard;
looking behind
in a previoue place, condition, etc.
in a tí¡e ge b1
in reserve; to be made knoun
in arrears; not according to schedule
¡etarftd in Lfue, es a train or clock
et the beck or farther side of
to or toserd the rear
tuLLaútry atþr
zeniniry afEr
Lafu.r ttnn
suetaining, eupporting
inferior to ee in position,
eccompliehments, etc.
rnt yet reveeled or mede knoun ebout

Adj.

Preb

Noun

Adv.

Noun

Adj.

Adv.

Adv.

P
v{
N)coú
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Consequently, ruhen terms such as in front, ahead, behind, before

and after are considered as- single lexical items it can be

concluded that they have both a spatial and a temporal sense.

Traugott (1978) further emphasises the fact that the language

system of temporal terms has an underlying spatial base. She

states that Lhis spatial basis is locative in nature. Further,

in agreement vith H. Clark (I97t), Traugott sees the temporal

pairs as having an asymmetrical foundation in the front/back axis

tvhich is defined in terms of the human body's perceptual apparatus.

As evidence for this Traugott cites cornmon examples:

rr....rue look !ryg! to the years ahead¡ ure Look

back on the past, all that is past lies behind us.rl

(Traugott, 1978, p, 378)

Such expressions make use of the notion of an asymmetrical

perceptual plane running through the body vhich classifies every-

thing that is visible as being in front urhilst the "invisibLeil

constitutes the back, In draving such an analogy, Traugott relies

heavily on H. Clark's (1973) earlier conceptualisation of a

spatial metaphor for time language. Consequently, she further

elaborates the close connection urhich exists betrueen the truo

meaning systems of space and time in the EngJ.ish language.

In addition, Traugott affirms the dual spatial and temporal

meaning of terms classified as spatio-temporaT.

Beilin (L975) provides additional theoretical support for

the attribution of both a spatial and a temporal sense to the

pairs before/afte¡ and first/7ast. He states this clearly by
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noting that for these pairs in some contexts, linguistie time is

interchangeable urith reference to space. Indeed, for Beilint

the time and space lexieons are very elosely connected by vhat

he calls tta common metric" for referring to both time and space.

Othe¡ research vorkers in this area have also noted tl¡at

both spatial and temporal senses can be attributed to the urord

pairs ahead/behind, before/after and fjrst/7ast, Indeed, in

their investigation of young childrenrs comprehension sf spatio-

temporaT terms both Friedman and Seely (plA) and Richards and

Harupe (fggO) seLected just these pairs for analysis. This is

indicative that adults can and do perceive these terms as having

trvo different but related usâges. Adults are clearly aurare of

both the spatial and temporaL meanings of such uord pairs.

Hovever, it is important to realise that one of the meanings

of spatio-tenporal terms is regarded as being dominant. This

notion of one meaning dominating the other has strong theoretical

and empirical support. The linguist Bennett (1975) ascribes

either spatiaL or temporaf meaning comPonents to the terms jn

front ot, behind, before and after. Table 5.2 illustrates the

components he sees as characterising these terms urhen they are

used as prepositions. This table indicates that in front of and

behind are assigned a spatial meaning urhereas a temporal meaning

is attributed to after. Hovever, the rrtimerr and rrplace"

components have both been omitted from the analysis of befote.

The reason for this according to Bennett, is that both spatial

and temporal uses of before are prevalent. This results in the
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TABLE 5.2. Componential Analysis of English
Prepositions. (Bennett t I975)

In tront of
Behind

Befare

After

t'.Locative anteri.or place't

'rlocative posterior placerr
rrl.ocative anteriorrr

'rl.ocetive posterior timert

sense af before being mainly dete¡mined by the context of use

rather than by any properties urhich inhere in befare itself.

Pierart (lgll ) also provides minor evidence of a strong spatial

sense for before. Her study investigated the French childrs

acquisition of the spatial relationship markers devant and

derriêre. The English equivalents of these terms are

respectively in front of ot before and öel:jnd. Thus, it can be

concluded that in French, as uell as in Engì.ish, before has a

cl-ear spatial sense.

Richards and Havpe (1980) further discuss the dominant

sense of the antonymous pairs ahead/behind, before/after and

first/7ast from both a grammatical and semantic vievpoint. These

authors concLude that aåead and behind are mainly spatial

expressions vith a secondary temporal sense. If they are to be

used temporally then they are frequently marked by appending the

noun tj¡¡e. In contrast, the terms before and after are pre-

dominantly used, both grammatically and semantically, in a

temporal sense. For the final pair, tirst/Jast, a dominant

meaning is more difficult to determine. These terms appear to

be used urith equal validity and ease in either a spatial or a
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temporal sense. Consequently, the dominant meaning for fi¡st

and last is more flexible and ambiguous in nature. It can be

classified as neither spatial nor temporal as is the case for

the former tvo pairs.

SeveraL investigations into the semantic field of spatio-

temporaT terms have provided empirical support for the dominance

of one sense of these vords. Friedman and Seely (1976) tested

f:0 to 5:0 year oldsr understanding of the vords before, after,

first, 7ast, ahead of, behind and together with in both spatial

and temporal tasks. In these tasks the child vas required either

to place or to move doLls in response to experimental instructions

incorporating the 7 spatio-temporal terms. There urere tvo major

findings in this study. First, younger subjects comprehended

before, after, first and last at an above chance level in temporal

tasks, ulhilst similar comprehension performance for aåead of and

behind vas found on the spatial tasks. The second major finding

uras that before, after, first and last uere often reinterpreted

in a temporal sense in spatial tasks, ruhile ahead of and behind

urere given a spatial reinterpretation in temporal tasks. From

these resul.ts, Friedman and Seely concluded that aàead of and

behind are first understood in a spatial sense urhereas the

temporal sense is prior in childrenrs acquisition of before,

after, first s¡fl Jast. Such data and conclusions support the

notion of one dominant sense for these dual-meaning spatio-

tenporal terms.

Richards and Harupe (1980) in a study of adults and childrent

have also examined young childrenrs comprehension of the vord
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pairs beforefafter, ahead/behjnd and first/7ast in three difîerent

tasks. These tasks involved non-linguistic contexts u¡hich vere

either spatial, temporal or spatial/temporal j-n nature. In both

the spatial and spatial/temporal tasks the child placed an obiect

in relation to one or more fixed objects in accordance urith the

experimental instruetions. The temporal task required the subject

to push buttons in an order determined by experimenter commands.

In all tasks the 6 spatio-tempotaT terms vere used in tl-re

instructions. The results obtained indicated that in spatial

contexts childrenrs performance on the pair ai:ead/behind uas

superior to tl¡at on other Pairs. For the pair before/after

subjects achieved suPeriority of performance in the temporal

contexts or tasks. This latter finding uas also replicated for

the pair tirst/7ast. 0n the basis of these results, the authors

eoncl-uded that the pairs before/afte¡ and first/Last are initially

aequired in a temporal sense. Only later in development is

their spatial sense also understood. Hourever, for the pair

ahead/behjnd the spati.al meaning is primary urith the temporal

being a later acquisition. This developmental data rvas reflected

in the definitions adult subjects gave for these spatio-tempotaT

terms. Definitions for ahead and òei:jnd vere mainly spatial

urhilst those fot before and after u,ere Predominantly temporal.

Houever, for first and fast the definitions given by adults vere

more frequently ambiguous. Therefore, they vere difficult to

classify as favouring either a spatial or a temporal sense.
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Hodun (L975) further illustrates this notion of a dominant

meaning for adults. Her 32 adult subjects vere required to rate

the terms ahead, behind, before and afÉer on a 12 point scale

characterised as a spatial to temporal continuum. Hodunrs major

finding ruas that ahead and .beåjnd urere judged to be primarily

spatial, thus confirming the idea that these terms have a dominant

spatial sense. Before and after vere rated as being more neutral

in meaning ruith both spatial and temporal aspects. Nevertheless,

ruith respect to the pair ahead/behind they \vere perceived as

being temporal, urhich is indicative of tl'ris being tlreir donlinant

sense.

The rvork of these theoreticians and researchers emphasises

the dual meaning rvhich underlies the spatjo-temporal terms in

English as velL as the dominance of one of these meanings for a

partieular pair. This latter fact urould be expected to influence

aequisition order of the turo senses attributed to spatio-temporaT

terms. According to H. Clark (1973) spatial perceptions are t'he

basis of t emporal perceptions. From urhich the Correlation

Hgpothesis postulates that temporal language is based on spaÈial

language. Furthermore, H. Clarkts CompTexitg HgpoÉl¡esis states

that:

"....spatial expressions should aPpear before time

expressions, and in particular, each term that can

be used both spatiaLly and temporally should be

acquired in its spatial sense first. I'

(H. Clark, I97t, p. 57)
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Therefore, H. Clark prediets that spatio'temporal terms are first
acquired in their spatial sense. Only later do children come to

real-ise that t,hey also embody a temporal meaning. In contrast,

the vork of Hodun (1975), Friedman and Seely (L976) and Richards

and Harupe (1980) predicts that each spatio-temporaL term is first

learnt in its dominant sense as reflected by its usage in the

linguistic community. Consequently, aäead and behind are first

Learnt spatially, and before and after are first given a temporal

meaning. Houever, for first and -Zast the prediction, based on

dominant usage i.s more difficult to make. Nevertheless, the

experimental data of both Friedman and Seely (L976) and Richards

and Havpe (1980) points to the developmental priority of a

temporal meaning for these u¡ords.

To test ruhich of these predictions uras true a study uras

conducted using the technique of data collection and analysis

knou¡n as ILuTtidimensional Scaling (M.Ð.5. ). This is a quanti-

ficational approach to the representation of meaning which has

been developed primarÍIy by Shepard (1962) and Kruskal (f964).

In such a method, subjects are typically required to give iudg-

ments of similarity for all pairs constituting the semantic domain

of interest. These data, vhen analysed, yield a dimensional

space ryhich is held to characterise peoplers conceptions of these

te¡ms in psychologÍcal or semantic space. M.D.S. techniques have

been used successfully to study a variety of semantic fields such

as colours, prepositions and verbs.

Prepositions have been studied by H. Clark (1968) and

Fillenbaum and Rapoport (f971). H. Clark (f968) investigated
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the meaning and use of JJ common English prepositions using

sentence-composition, free association and grouping tasks. l'Jhen

the data ruere subjected to M,D.s. analysis (Kruskal, L964),

H. Clark found that the prepositions could be conceptualised

in terms of tuo dimensions. Tl-rese trlo dimensions grouped terms

according to similarity in meaning. The eloser tuo terms vere in

dimensional space, the more simiJ.ar they uere in meaningr e.9.

between, among. Hourever, Fillenbaum and Rapoport (1971)

questioned the applicability of this method of analysis to the

vord field of prepositions. These researchers asked their adult

subjects either to construct labelled tree diagrams or to perform

a grouping task uith 29 prepositions similar to those used by

H. Clark. Although a tvo dimensional representation de¡ived

from a ì4.D.s. analysis fitted the data of the former groupr it

couLd not adequateJ-y describe that of the latter. For both

groups, a cluster analysis yielded a better representation of

semantic space. Therefore, according to Fillenbaum and Rapoport

it is the preferred methoci of analysis for the ruord field of

prepositions.

Pierart and Costermans (1979) have investigated the

semantic space of 1l French prepositions of space localisation.

Their subjects ruere I00 French adults aged betrueen 18:0 and 20:0

years urhose task uas to rate each of the 78 possible pair combi-

nations on a 5 point similarity scale. This scaLe ranged from

"veag simiLar,, at one end to "compTeteTg different" at the other.

hJhen these data ruere subjected to a u.D.s. analysis they yielded

a 7 din¡ensional solution. These dimensions, 5 of tuhich urere
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bipolar and 4 unipolar, u,ere found to characterise adequately

the semantÍc features associated vith each of the 13 prepositions.

They also received confirmation urhen a cluster analysis uras

performed on the data. The bipolar dimension labelled sagjtaTÍtg

uras the one isolated in this data vhich has most relevance to the

present study. This dimension distinguished the terms devant (in

front of) and de¡riêre (behind). Ttre study conducted by pierart

and Costermans also demonstrated the applicability of both M,D.s.

and cl.uster analysis to the prepositional vord field in contra-

diction to Fillenbaum and Rapoport (tgll) Uut in corroboration

of H. Clark (1968).

Other studies vhich have used the lt4.Ð.5. technique to

investigate semantic fields have been conducted by Rips, Shoben

and Smith (tgll) and the already cited urork of Fillenbaum and

Rapoport (1971). The former authors used a rating task to obtain

judgments of semanÈic similarity for the domains of birds and

mammaLs. They found that the data from both domains could be

represented as a turo climensional space, uhere the horizontal

dimension vas labelTed size and the verticaL , predacitg.

Fillenbaum and Rapoport (1971) have also demonstrated the useful-

ness and applicability of the ltt.Ð.S. technique to a variety of

semantic fields. These vorkers used three different n¡ethods to

obtain their data. Each method required the subject to judge

similarity by either constructing tree diagrams or undirected

graphs or by grouping urords. Their results indicated the

re.l.evance of the þI.D,s. model to highly structured domains such

as cofurs. In these domains a dimensional soJution adequately
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represented the data. Hourever, for semanÈic fields vith i11-

defined boundaries, such as the HAVE vetb famiJ.y, such an analysis

yielded uninterpretable dimensions. Consequently cluster analysis

u/as seen to be the better method to use to provide an adequate

representation of the semantic Space of such ill-defined domains.

The above studies all point to the usefufness and applic-

ability of the M.D.s. method to the semantic field of spatjo-

tenporal vords. Such a uord field may be characterised as vell-

defined since it is smal-l- compact and highly structured vith

definite boundaries delineated in terms of a dual spatial,/temporal

sense. Therefore, it meets the criteria of applicability postu-

lated by Fillenbaum and Rapoport (1971), for urhich they also

provide support. These authors further emphasise that this

technique has seldom been used to investigate horu semantic

structures deveJ-op. Its use has been heavily concentrated in

the area of the adult subjective lexicon and the properties vhich

characterise it. 0f ttre studies reported above, only that of

H. C1ark (1968) obtained data from child subjects, thus

emphasising the limited use of this technique urith children.

Therefore, the present study aims to use the method of

M.D.s. to study the semantic field of spatjo-temporal terms.

The purpose is to investigate childrenrs coneeptualisations of

the meanings of these vords, and hour they differ from those of

adults. Based on the above diseussion, the foJ.loruing predictions

uere tested:-

(1) Tuo dimensions uilt be found vhich adequately characterise

the terms in front, ahead, behind, befote, aftet, fjrsÉ and
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-Zast in semantic space. These vill be labelled spatial

and temporal in correspondence vith the dual meanings

associated vith spatio-temporal terms.

(?) This dimensional space urill be more distinct in the adult

that in the child data.

a) Distinction of these antonymous urord pairs on the tvo

dimensions ruill be more characteristic of adults as

they are more au/are that such words have both a spatial

and a temporal sense.

b) For children, the spatio-temporaT terms vill- be more

fully represented on th" SPg!þ! than on th" !ryL
dimension. This prediction is based cn H. Clark (I97t)

tuho postulated that the spatial sense of spatjo-tenporaT

terms is learnt before their temporal sense.

5.] METHOD

5.1.1 Sub.'iects

This experiment used subjects from both child and adult age

groups. The child subjects ruere 56 monolinguaL Year f students

(27 males and 29 females) attending an uPper middle class suburban

primary school.. These experimental subjects ranged in age from

7:10 to 9:2 years vith a mean age of 8:4. 0n form (a) of the

Peabodg Picture VocabuLarg Test (P.P.v.r.) the verbal comprehension

I.Q. of these subjects ranged from 8f Lo I75, uith a mean of Il1.

(Appendix II-A provides the mean chronological ages and mean

P.P,v.T. scores for each sex group.)

k
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There vete 259 monolingual adult subjects uho participated

in the present study. These subjects vere Psychology I students

(125 males and ll4 females) ruith a mean age of ZLz? years urho

completed the task as part of a course requirement.

5,I,2 Experimental Desiqn

The seven spatio-temporal terms in front, ahead, behind,

before, after, first and fast constituted the experimental stimuli

for this task. Ttrese vere presented to subjects in booklet l"orm.

The first three pages of these booklets contained instructions

and examples flor adult subjects, urhilst the first truo pages of

the childrents books comprised examples onty. The last seven

pages of the booklets for each age group vere the actual

experimental sheets uhose format vas the same for both age groups

as illustrated in Appendix II-B(1).

0n each experimental page, one of the seven urords appeared

at the top and uras labelled the " standard word". The remaining

six vords, t'comparison words,,, appeared on the left-hand side of

the page, vith a 5 point rating scale opposite each. Randomisation

vas achieved by varying the order of presentation of pages on

tuhich eaeh vord appeared as the "standard". The list order of

the "comparison utords,' aLso varied randomly for different nstandard

words" .

There urere only minor differences betveen the mode of

presentation for child and adult subjects. These differences

urere concerned vith the format of the instructions and the nature

of the examples given. Child subjects urere given their instruetions
t

k
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orally, by the experimenter, and for them physical objects, in

the form of draurings, vere used as il-Iustrations of the rating

scale. Hovever, adult subjects received ruritten instructions

and verbal or vord examples. Appendices II-B(2) and II-B(r)

list the instructions and examples given to both groups of subjects.

5.1 .t Procedure

The experimental task uras a paper and pencil task vhich

required subjects to rate urord pairs for similaritv of meanino.

A 5 point ratinq scale uras used to obtain these subjective

similarity judgments. Each of the points on this scale vas

assigned a numerical value of I to 5 ruitt¡ a simiLarity judgment

associated vith each number as follorus:-

t - verg alike

2 - aTike

3 - aLmost aLike

4 - a littLe bit aTike

5 - not at aLi aiike

The use of such a scal.e comesponds vith previous vork on tones

(Gandour, 1978) and prepositions (Pierart & Costermans, 1979).

Botl'r of these studies used rating scales to obtain similarity

judgments from their subjects urhich uere subsequently analysed

by the M.Ð.5. teehnique.

The subjectrs task u¡as to pair the "standatd wotd", urhich

appeared at the top of each experimental pager ruith each of the

'comparison words", and to rate them for rrdegree of similarity'r.

0nce the subject had made this judgment he uras required to place

r'l
rl

I
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a cross in the appropriate space of the scale vhich appeared

opposite each "comparison wotd",

The experimentaL task uras essentially the same for ehild

and adult subjects. Hourever, there u,ere minor variations in

procedure. Adult subjects uere seen in large groups of 50-60

ruhilst children u,ere seen in pairs. This difference ìuas necessary

to ensure that each child fully grasped the nature of the rating

task. Children uere al-so given verbaÌ, and not urittent

instructions as vell as verbal encouragement throughout. Both of

these mociifications urere neeessary to ensure the younger subjectrs

comprehension of the experimental task. These uere the only

modifications deemed to be required in the experimental procedure.

All subjects, both child and aCult, completed the task in

l5-10 minutes ujthout any problems. Indeedr once they had received

the instructions and completed the examples, very feur subjects

asked for further cl-arification of the experimental task. They

simply proceeded to rate each of the six vords u¡hich appeared on

the experimentaL pages rvithout hesitation, passing smoothly from

one page to the next.

5.2 RESULTS

5,2.1 Method of Analysis

The data yielded sguare 7 x 7 matrices urhere each cell

corresponded to a measure of similarity betveen the tvo objeets

representing that rov and column of the matrix. According to

Gover (1966) and Shepaû (1972) such data is readily analysable

via M.D.5. techniques vhere the similarity measuDes are seen as
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constituting the proximity data for the analysis.

PrincipaL Coozdinate AnaTgsis (Genstat, 1977) vas the method

of analysis used. This technique is based on the urork of Gourer

(1966) ruho states that PrincipaT coordinate Analgsis (P.c.o./ vill
yield the coordinates of a set of n points in multidimensional-

space given input data in the form of an n x n matrix vhose cells

represent measures of similarity betrueen the individuaL elements.

The output from this analysis shorus the configuration of the n-

units in a small dimensionaJ. space. This spatial representation

reveals any grouping patterns rvhich exist amongst the elements

for vhich similarity measures u,ere obtained.

For the purpose of this study, the group data for child and

adult subjects vere transformed into symmetrical matrices urhich

provided the input to the P"c.o. program. Data vere analysed

in group form rather than individually for each subject because

of the constrained nature of the ruord field studied. Houever,

despite the fact that only a feur spatio-temporaT terms urere

examined ì4.D.s. was still seen as a viable technique of analysis

in line vith Ripst et al (L973) similar use of this technique

ruith a small number of elements. These authors applied I4.D.s.

anaLysis to a small subset of both bird (6) and mammaf (6) terms.

They found solutions vhich uere readily interpretable in tvo

dimensions labelled size and predacitg in support of their earlier

findings for larger groups of these tuo categories. Furthermoret

the delimited nature of the semantic field studied vas expeeted

to yield a compact solution. According to Fillenbaum and

Rapoport (I971) subregions of a domain render simple structures.
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5.?.2 Dimensional Solutions

Both the child and adult data, when subjected to p.C.O.

yielded a turo dimensional plot of semantic space for the 7 spatio-

temporal terms. These dimensional plots or solutions are

represented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, for children and adults

respectively.

t,lhen the amount of varianee accounted for by these truo

dimensions uras consÍdered, it uras found that this percentage uas

greater for the adult (BI.l9ó) than the child (66.L?ó) data.

Hourever, for both child and adult populations the first dimension

constituted the largest percentage variance as can be seen in

Table 5.J. This tabre arso illustrates that for both age groups

the second dimension is less differentiated in terms of the

pereentage of variance it accounts for in the simirarity data

for the 7 spatio-temporaT terms.

TABLE 5.1. Percentage Variance Attributed to the First
Ttuo Dimensions of the P.c.o. Solutions for
Child and Adult Groups.

lL.?70. IAdults
15.05l .1Children

2nd Dimension1st Dimension

The first dimension found in the similarity data distinguished

and grouped in front, ahead, before and first on one side of the

scale, and behind, atter and -Zast on the other. This result uras

similar for both groups of subjects. 0n the second dimension
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separation of the terms uras more difficult to discern, especially

for child subjects. Hovever, in the adult popuJ.ation this

dimension clearly differentiated the terms before and after.

5.2.t Frequency Data

The frequency ruith ruhich each u¡ord pair vas given a

particular rating by both child and adult subjects appears in

Appendices II - C(I) and II - C(2) respectively. These data

appear as numerical values from I to 5 urhich indicate each of the

spaces on the similarity rating scale as discussed in the procedure

section above.

The frequency data uere pooled for each age grouP to yield

mean and standard deviation scores as ilLustrated in Tables 5.4

and 5.5. Table 5.4 indicates that the mean similarity ratings

for children tend to congregate around the middle of the scale.

Most subjects appeared to rate the urord pairs in the third and

fourth spaces of the scaLe ruhilst very feur used the end points

of I and 5. In contrast to the child data, Table 5.5 illustrates

that adult subjeets made infrequent use of the midpoint (l) of the

rating sca1e. Their ratings shoved a tendency to fall at the

extreme or end points.

Further comparisons of Tables 5.4 and 5.5 demonstrated that

there !/as more variability in the childrenrs than in the adults'

ratings of each urord pair. This is evidenced by the larger

standard deviations for child subjects' similarity ratings. These

values mainly varied betveen 1.00 and 2.00 for children, urhereas

for adults they uere much smaller, taking vaLues of 1.00 or less

in most cases.
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x = 3.00 x = 3.68

sD = 1.55 ED = 1.73

x 3 77

SD = 1.63

x = 2.66

SD = 1.69

x = 4.27 i'= l.{8

SD = 1.03sD = 1.29
LåÈt

x = 3.50

SD - 1.85

x = 3.23

SD - 1,5{

1 = 2.s0

SD - 1.68

x 3 73

SD . l.{6

x 2 20

SD - 1.57

x = 1.7I

SD = 1.12
Fir st

,ß - 2.87

SD - l.a7

x - 3.18

SD - 1.5{

I - 3.{3

SD = I.l8

x = 2.91

SD = 1.66

x = 3.¡15

sD = 1.6I

x 3 t3

sD = 1.{1
After

i = 3.57

SD - 1.{?

x - 2.13

5D - 1.5I

x - 3.15

sD - 1.55

X = 3.1¡l

SD = 1.55

>a - 2.35

SD = 1.39

x = 2.32

sD = I.{1
Before

i . 2.77

SD - I.60

x - 3.75

aD - L.22

x = 2.89

sD - 1.6I

3 6l

SD = 1.50

x = 3.77

sD = I.{8

x . 3.79

SD = t.{l
Behind

x - 3.79

SD - 1.55

2a - 2.12

SD - 1.32

i - 2.3{

SD = I.{0

x = 3.20

SD I 59

x = 3.59

SD - l.{9

x 2 07

SD . I.57
nhead

x - 3.70

8D - 1.57

x - 1.61

gD - l.I0

x = 3.lI
5D - I.l2

x - 2.39

sD - 1.{2

i' = 3.32

SD - 1.7¡l

x - 1.8{

SD - I.30
Infront

IJrBtFir¡tÀfterB€foreB'ehindÀheÂdInfront

TABLE 5.4. Child !{ean Sirnilarity Ratings for Each Word Paír'

x 2 sa I

i
x - 1.6?

SD - l.l9 6D - 0.61

x - 1.66

sD . 0.?6

i . {.8e

SD - 0.15

x - 2.¡19

sD . I.08

x . 4.90

SD = 0.38
LaÊt

x =l .88

sD ' 0.62

x = l.?0

sD - 0.66

1 = 2.s6

sD = t.II
x - 2.10 x = 1.85

sD . 0.¡¡8sD = 0.95

I - l.e6

sD - 0.89
First

x I 69
| 

1=z.es

I sD - 1.08SD' 0.63

î. = a.77

SD - 0.63

x 2 36

SD - 1.27

X - {.50

sD = 0.76

x = {.70

SD - 0.68

B€fore

Àfter

x = 1.58

sD = 0.85

x - 2.58

sD . I.23

I = a.72

SD = 0.71

x = ¡1.{8

SD = 0.9¡Û

,t = 2.17

SD = 1.26

î, = 2..5a

sD - 1.f4

I = 2.3e

sD - 1.12

x - l.?9

sD . 0.57

x = 2.15

sD - 1.26

i = {.s5

sD - 0.81

i = a.8{

SD = 0.52

x { .80

sD = 0.53
Behindl

I = l.8s

SD = 0.60.

i = 2.16

8D = 0.90

4 5{

SD = 0.85

x = 2.23

sD - 1.20

-x = {.83

SD = 0.62

x'1.¡12

SD = 0.71
Àhead

Ï - r.8I

SD . 0.67

x = 1.63

sD - 0.95

x = 4.56

SD = 0.92

x, - 2.32

sD = 1.22

x = 1.86

sD = 0.57

x - I.¡14

SD - 0.75
Infront

LastFirstÀfterIt¡eadl Behind BeforcInfront

TABLE 5.5. Adult l,tean Similarity Ratíngs for Each $lord Pair.
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ùúhen the frequency data uere pooled for each subject group

for each ruord pair, it uas found that the last scaLe space (5)

rvhich represented not at aLL aTike in meaning, accounted for the

largest number of subject ratings of direct antonym pairsr e.g.

in tront/behind, This difference vas underlined more in the aduLt

than the child data. It uras also more marked for the paír fitst/

l-ast. These differences are ilfustrated graphically in Figures

5.3 (a-d). Figure 5.3 (c) further indicates that children spread

more evenly than adults amongst the 5 rating scale vaLues for the

pair åefore/after.

The validity of the rating scale technique as a method of

data coLlection for similar5ty data uras evidenced by the small

number of rating changes subjects made for rrsame-uordrr pairs

depending on vhich urord appeared as the "standard" r e.9. behind-

before versus before-behind, ù'Jhen extreme rating changes, those

ruhich uent from one end of the scale to the other (1+>5) r u,ere

considered, only 3.126 of the childrents total ratings and 0.1,"ú

of those of the adults shoured such changes. These percentages

urere also found to be negJ.igible uhen all rating changes that

occurred uere taken into account. For children these changes

constituted 8.3?i and for adults 2.99i. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 further

reflect the stability of rating assignments for frsame-uord pairsrr.

Mean values for both child and adult subjects changed relatively

little uhen each vord of such pairs aPPeared as the 'standard".
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5.3 DISCUSSION

A tvo dimensional solut,ion uras found to be the best

representation for the 7 spatio-tenporaT terms, in front, ahead,

behind, before, after, first and Last, in semantic space. For

both children and adults the amount of variance accounted for

by the first tvo dimensions of the multidimensional space uas

large, demonstrating that these turo dimensions gave the best

interpretation of the data. Therefore, they provided an adequate

characterisation of hov these 7 terms u,ere perceived in terms of

semantie similarity. Both children and adults indicated in their

judgments of similarity betrueen pairs of these terms that they

uere conceptualised as existing in a tvo dimensional psycho-

logicat or semantic space. These ttuo dimensions uere labelled

spatial (lst dimension) and temporal (znd dimension) in support

of the first prediction regarding the dual meaning of spatio-

temporaT terms in the English language. Such a finding mirrors

the duality of meaning assigned to these terms by J.inguists

(Traugott , L7TB) and theoreticians (H. Clark, I97t & Beilin, 1975).

It also underLines the importance and relevance of the muJ.tiple

dictionary definitions of the 7 spatio-temporal terms studied.

Such definitions elearly contrast the spatial and temporal usages

of these terms, and assign both to each of the terms ahead, behind,

betore, after, fjrst and -last as is evident in Table 5.1.

Consequently, the present data provide experimental supPort for

the notion that the spatjo-temporal terms are conceived as having

a dual sense by speakers of the English language.
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In corroboration of the second prediction, it uras found

that the dimensional space uras more differentiated in adult than

child subjects. This uas most apparent vhen the percentage of

variance associated urith each dimension uas considered for eaeh

age group separately (table 5,t). For adult subjects, the first

truo dimensións accounted for gl .39(, of the variance uhereas for

children this percentage vas 1ess, being 66,I?ó. These figures

demonstrate that for children the tvo dimensionsr !S!¡¡{ and

!@.!, uere less fully articulated in their eonceptions of

the semantic space of these spatio-tempozaT terms. Tables 5.4

and 5.5 further indicate that the variability of child ratings

vas greater than that of adults. In the former population the

standard deviation values associated ryith each mean score urere

greater thus demonstrating that the spatio-temporal concepts vere

less stabl-e for children than adults. Consequently, support is

again found for the clearer distinction of spatio-temporal terms

in adult as opposed to child semantic space.

A further indication of this developmental difference is

found by an examination of the graphical plots of the dimensional

soLutions for each subject population (Figures 5.1 and 5.2).

These graphs illustrate clearly that the first dimension, urhieh

accounts for the majority of the variance in the data of both

age groups, more fully differentiates amongst the terms for the

adult in eontrast to the child age group. This dimension,

Iabelled as gE!$, distinguishes the terms into truo groups.

The composition of these tvo groups is respectively in tront,

ahead, before, first and Þehjnd, after, Jast. Such separation

of the terms into tvo distinct groups is more characteristic of
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adults than children. Figure 5.2 also indicates that in the adult

population the second dimension distinguishes fjrst from Jast as

veJl as before from afte¡. Hovever, for ehildren only the pair

before/afterisdifferentiatedonthesecondor@dimension-

This comparison of the child and adult distribution of the

terms in turo dimensional space leads to the postulation of the

folloving developmental sequence for the 7 spatio-temporaT terms

studied. At first in ftont, ahead, behind, first ¿¡çl Jast are

acquired in a spatial sense. This is in correspondence vith

H.ClarkIs(1973)predictionthattermsryithbothaspatialand

a temporal meaning r¡¡ilI be learnt first in their spatial sense.

Houever, in contradiction to H. Clark (1973) both the spatial

and the temporal senses of the terms before and after seem to

be equa]ly urelJ- understood by chitdren. children appeared to

distinguish these terms on both spatial and tem¡g! dimensions

vith equal facility.

As development progresses, children acquire more knourledge

of the semantics of their language and so changes occur in the

conceptualisation of these terms in semantic space. These

changes are mainly concerned ruith the perception of the terms

first and fast. Adults realise that these terms have a temporal

as ureLl as a spatial sense. This ís evident from the

differentiation of these terms on both dimensions in the adult

configuration (Figure 5.2). older subjects also more clearly

differentiate the terms befote and after in tvo dimensionaJ

semantic space. FoD these subjects, the dual meaning of this

spatio-temporal pair has been more firmly grasped and understood'
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Hourever, there is tittle indication in the adult data that jn

frortt, ahead and öehjnd are discriminated on any but a -@f.
dimension. This differentiation on the sPatial dimension is more

marked than in the child data. Houever, like the child subjectst

adult subjects have failed to indicate in their similarity iudg-

menLs that they conceive of these three terms as having a strong

temporal meaning.

The above hypothesised deveLopmental seguence, based on

the experimental data, provides only partial support for the

second prediction. For, although the dimensional plot is more

differentiated for adults than chÍ]dren, the expected form of

this differentiation is only found for the terms first and Iast.

It is onJ.y this pair urhich adults distinguished on both dimensions

urhilst children difflerentiated them on only one, the -Wg!þ! as

predicted. The terms in front, ahead and öeåjnd did not yield

a strong temporaL dimension in the adult data as uas expected.

Indeed, these terms appeared to be distinguished equally vell

by children and adults in a spatial sense. As regards befote

ancl after, temporal and spatial differentiation vas just as

evident for children as adults, thus contradicting the prediction

that only the spatial sense ruould be found in the child data.

consequently, it may be concluded that only some of the

terms, in front, ahead, behind, fitst and -zast, are learnt in

their spatial sense first as predicted by H. Ctark (I97t).

Hovever, this f inding for aåead and .bei:jnd is in line u¡ith

Ríchards and Haupets (1980) discussion vhich emphasises the

dominant meaning of these terms as being spatial. Bennettts (1975)
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comPonential analysis of the prepositions in ftont of and behino

is also supported by this result. An important component assigned

to these terms in their prePositional usage is trplacef indicating

a dominant spatial. sense. Furthel exPerimental support for the

present finding is provided by the urork of Hodun (1975) and that

of Friedman and Seely (lgle). The former Desearcher found that

ahead and òei:jnd vere rated as primarily spatial- in meaning by

adult subjects. The latter vorkers reported that child subjects

freguentty gave a spatial reinterpretation of these terms in

temporal tasks. Thus, both resuLts demonstrate the importance

and primacy of the spatial sense for aäead and behjnd.

Hovever, the data for the uords before and after fail to

support either H. Clark's (1973) theory of the spatial basis for

time or the ruork of researchers (Friedman & Seely, 1976; Richards

& Havpe, 1980) vho hold that the dominant meanings of these terms

is temporal. The present data indicate that both adults and

children readily conceive of these terms as having both a spatial

and a temporal sense. Fo¡ these terms the temporaf sense does

not appear to be dominant nor is the spatiaf sense acquired first

as predicted by H. clark (L973). Atthough such a finding is

contrary to the predicÈions and results of the major vorkers in

this area, it does receive someurhat limited support from both

Bennett (1975) and Hodun (Lg75). BennetL (1975) acknourledges

the fact that the spatial and temporal usages of .before are

equally prevalent in his componential analysis of this term as

a preposition (Table 5.?). In this analysis Bennett assigns

neither a rrplacerr nor a 'rtimerr component to this preposition,
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stating that the context of use strongly affects urhich rneaning

is assigned to before. Further evidence for the dual nature

or meaning of before and after is provided by Hodun (1975). Her

adult subjects, uhen required to rate befote and after on a

spatial to temporal continuum, tended to perceive them as somevhat

neutral in meaning. They urere conceived of as having both spatial

and temporal aspects, a finding further corroborated in the present

dimensional solutions for these terms.

The dimensional solution uras the major emphasis of the

present study. Houreverr a consideration of the frequency data

enables the postulation of concLusions regarding the validity of

the measuring instrument and the strength of the antonymy relation

ruhich holds among pairs of this set of spatio-temporal terms.

In the results section it vas noted that only a small

percentage of tlre ratings made for rrsame-uord pairs[ by children

and adults changed as a result of different " standard words" .

The highest pereentage of such changes \uas 8.3?ó fot ehild subjects.

This indicates ùhat they constituted a small proportion of the

entire ratings made and so can be considered to be negligible in

effect. This lack of rating change for each vord pair is also

evident from a consideration of Tables 5.4 and 5.5 ryhich provide

mean and standard deviation data for each urord pair at each age

level. Again, it is noticeable that both values changed very

little for frsame-uord pairsrr as the urord used as "standard"

changed. Such data provide support for the utilisation of the

rating scale technique as a means of obtaining similarity iudg-

ments from both children and adults. The results also question
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the applicability of criticisms fevelled at similarity judgments

by Torgerson (1965) and Clark and Clark (1977). These authors

chalì.enge the vaLidity of sueh subjective similarity data. For

them, such judgments change over time due to their sensitivity

fo context, instructions and the stimulus pair being compared.

Hourever, vhen the small number of rating changes made by age

groups in the present experiment are considered, these criticisms

tend to lose some of their force. Thus the rating scale technique

tvhich uas used to gather the similarity data is seen to be vaLid.

Therefore, it can be expected to provide data ruhose dimensional

solution adequately represents the subjects' conceptualisation of

these 7 spatio-temporal terms in semantic spaee.

The strength of the antonymy relationship ruhich exists among

uord pairs in the English language is demonstrated for both 7:0 to

B:0 year old and adult subjects in this experiment. tnJhen the

percentage of subjects giving a particular rating value to

antonymous pairs is considered it is found that the majority gave

a rating of 5 (equivalent to not at aLf alike). This finding

is evident for both child and adult subjects, although it is more

noticeable for the latter age group, especially for the pair

beforefafter. It is al.so more prominent for the pair first/7ast

than for any of the other antonym pairs. Such data indicate that

7:0 to 8:0 year old children are aìuare of the semantic reJation

of antonymy uhich holds betveen pairs of terms in the spatio-

tenporaL vord field. For these children, the notion of "oppositert

is a urell-established conception as uras demonstrated more fully

in fhe earlier study.
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Consequently, it can be postulated that any difficuLties

chÍldren nov have in their comprehension of the 7 spatio-tempota)

terms urill be due to contextual- factors, in particular linguistic

factors. This confusion ruill result from the uray these terms are

clustered in semantic space as represented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.

More specifically, the vords in front, ahead, before and fj¡sË

form a close knit group in the child data. Therefore, they can

be expected to cause comprehension probLems for children rvhen

they are placed in different linguistic contexts. Bennetb (1975)

cLearJ-y states the dependence on linguistic context of tl're meaning

assigned to the prepositi on before. Before has both spatial and

temporal senses, and this meaning difference lies in the context

of use rather than inhering in before itself. By analogyr it is

predieted that the negative counterparts or antonyms of these

positive terms rui11 give rise to similar interpretation diffi-

culties in varying contexts. This notion is given fr¡rther

credence by Friedman and Seelyts (1976) oldest subjects, the 5:0

year o1ds, vho uere able to take non-linguistic context into

account vhen interpreting instructions involving spatio-tenporal

terms.

Therefore, it is important to consider just horu important

linguistic context is for the comprehension of terms u¡hich have

a dual meaning. By placing spatio-temporaT terms in different

contexts it rvill be possible to gauge the extent of this effecÈ.

Houreve¡, it is only possible to undertake such research urith the

terms in front, ahead, behìnd, before and after. First and Jast

are excluded from this analysis for a variety of reasons. Firstlyt
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these latter terms are ambiguous in meaning according to Richards

and Harupe (fggO), and, therefore it is difficult to assign them

either a dominant spatial or a temporal sense. Such ambiguity of

meanÍng seems also to be refl.ected in the present adult data vhere

the second dimension diflferentiates fjrst and -Zast in the opposite

direction to ttrat of the temporally dominant pair before/after.

The assignment of a dominant nreaning is easier for the terms jn

front, ahead and öehind (spatially dominant) and before and afte¡

(temporally dominant). These dominant senses vere cLearly evident

in the definitions adult Eng1j,sh speakers gave for these terms

(Richards & Harupe, 1980). Hourever, the main reasons for the

exclusion of first and last are grammatical. First ¿¡d last can

only take one argument, e.g. "x is first,", u/hereas the other

terms can take tuo, e.g. "x is before/in tront of Y.". Hence

first and last do not fit grammatically uith the other terms or

urith the nature oî the sentence task ruhich ruill be used to test

for the effects of linguistic context.

In conclusion, the present data have illustrated that both

child¡en and aCults are auare of t,he dual meaning of a limited

subset of spatio-tenporaL terms. Hovever, their conceptualisations

of both senses for any one term is not equivalent, orte sense is

seen as being dominant. Therefore, it is necessary to look at

the effects of linguistic context or¡ the semantic interpretation

given to these dual meaning terms. The question to be considered

is if ruith the aid of an appropriate sentence frame subjects tuill

be able to give a non-dominant interpretation to such terms as

in front, ahead, behind, befote and afte¡.
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CHAPTER 6.

THE EFFECT OF SENTENCE CNNTFXT NN PRTÍ'IARY SCHOOI

CHILDREN'S COMPREHENSION ntr SPATTO- TEIIPOR,AL TTRMS

The preceding experiments have demonstrated that children

of primary .school age do have an adequate understanding of the

antonym relationship ruhich exists betureen vord pairs in the spatio-

temporaT semantie field. Furthermore, it has been shotun that both

children and adults distinguish such terms on tuo dimensions,

labelled spatial and t.emporaL, in semantic space. Houreverr the

dimensional solutions for the turo age grouPs differ. For childrent

the positive or unmatked terms in front, ahead, first and before

formed a tightly knit cluster, urhilst only the first three terms

uere found to ctuster in the adult data. Adults clearly distin-

guished before from the other three terms in the dimensional plot

urhich represented their conceptualisation of spatio-temporaT terms

in semantic space. Consequently, it can be seen that some

development has occurred. Children do differ from aduLts in being

Less aurare of the semantics of their language, in particular of

spatio-temporal terms.

Therefore, it is important to look at childrenrs grourinq

a\uareness of the semantic system ruhich characterises the urord-

field of spatio-tenporaL terms. Just tuhen do changes in their

au,areness of such terms occur? It is also necessary to investigate

the effects of linguistic context sn childrenrs comprehension of

these uords. By 7:0 years of age children have grasped the nature

of the relation of antonymy ruhich exists betureen spatio-tenporaT

urord pairs, but are not yet auare of the many semantic subtleties
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ruhich characterise the English language and vhich enable adults

to use and comprehend language vith such facility. Children can

only come to knov such subtleties by exper'iencing language in a

ryide variety of contexts, both linguistic and non-linguistic.

Bierruisch (fgZO) clearly emphasised the importance of

linguistic context as an aid to comprehension by stating that:

"....the semantic interpretation of a given

sentence might depend in part on the particular
linguistic or extralinguistic context in vhich

it occurs.tt
(Bierruischr 1970r p. lBl)

This point is further str'essed by Sinha and tlJalkerdine (1974) and

Sinha (tltl¡ vho stated that ttre sense of a vord is determined by

its relation to the other urords uhich occur in the sentence vith

it. Therefore, the meanirrg of a urord is not something vhich

inheres in the vord itself, such as is provided by a dictionary

definition. A uordrs meaning is also affected by its use in a

lirrguistic context, by its relation to other sentence constituents.

Olson and Nickerson (1978) declared that it is this meaning or

sense vhich ehildren acquire during Èhe school years, once they

begin to use ruritten language ulith more variety and skill. During

these years, linguistic context comes to play a major role in

childrents comprehension of the English language.

Three studies have been concerned ruith the young childrs

ability to make judgments about the syntactic or semantic

eorrectness of sentences. De Villiers and De Villiers (1972,

L974) asked 2:0 and 1;0 year old children to ansuer questions
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about the semantic and syntactic acceptability of simple

imperatives. The resuLts of both studies indicated that children

uere able to judge semantic anomaly before syntaetic anomaly (urord-

order reversal). Furthermore, the ability to correct sentences

judged as urong uas found to increase u,ith age. Gleitmanr Gleitman

and Shipley (1972) have afso examined the ability of ehildren to

make metalinguistic judgments, that is to reflect upon linguistic

rules. In the first part of their research they forind that 2:0

year olds vere able to judge and partially correct sentences \uhich

uere telegraphic in form as ruel-l as those vhich reversed word-order.

Furthermorer 5:0 and 7:0 year olds shoured an increasing ability to

expJ-ain urhy such sentences vere deviant, in both syntactic and

semantic terms.

These studies have all demonstrated that the capacity to

reffect upon language and linguistic rules increases urith aqe.

Adult-like performance seems to be achieved by the middle school

years. Therefore, school- age children are aurare of linguistic

rules and so should be able to grasp the nature of a task in

urhich sentence context vill affect. the semantic interpretation

given to a particular uord.

Several experiments have been conducted urhich have shovn

the direct effects of linguistic corrtext on language processing.

Atthough these studies have used a variety of tasks, they have

aII demonstrated the subjects' ability to utilise contextual

corrstraints, of a linguistic naturer in comprehending language.

Klein, Klein and Bertino (1974) examined 10:0 and l2:0 year oldrs

use of cor¡textuaL infor'mation in a uror'd boundary task. Their
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experimental tasks required subjects to recognise the vord

bounda¡Íes in prose passages vhich ryere either coherent or random

in order. 0n the basis of the subjectsr better performance on

coherent passages, Klein et al. concluded that these children did

use contextual information to predict later aspects of a vritten

message. Furthermore, this ability increased vith ager as

evidenced by the superior performance of 12:0 year olds.

Schvaneveì.dt, Ackerman and SemJear (1977) investigated the effeet

of semantic context on the urord recognition abilÍty of 7:0 and

9:0 year o1ds. Their subjects had to judge letter stringst

presented on sl-ides, as uords or non-uords. The slides for urords

consisted of pairs of associated or unassociated urords, tuhilst the

non-vord letter strings vere paired ruith either uords or non-vords

on the slide stimuli. The resufts demonstrated that semantic

context facilitated the speed and accuracy of resPonsesr indicatinq

that such contexts enabled subjects to access more easily the

knouledge they had about the form of related rvords.

Rosenberg and associates have conducted a series of studies

to look at the effects of semantic integration on subjectsr ability

to recall sentences. Rosenberg and Jarvella (1970a, b) have

discussed uord meaning in terms of "Jingujstjc contextuai features".

Such features are inherent, that is, the linguistic contexts vhich

comprise the vordts dictionary definition, and experientiaJr the

linguistic correlates of the experiences ruhich usually accomPany

the vord. It is the former features urhich are most relevant to

the present research, for these are the features rvhich reside

in the sentence context and rlhich affect the interpretation given
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to a urord. These Tinguistic contextuaT features are used by

Rosenberg and Ja¡vel1a to define the semantic integration of a

sentence. Sentences are either semanticaTlg we77-integrated (SwI),

vhere the contextual features are aluays associated urith the

subject, 
",,g. 

The dog chased the cat, or semanticaTTg poor7g-

integrated (SPf) vhose uord combinations occur as infrequent

Ìesponses to their subjectsr e.g. The editor outned the castfe.

Such .Str¡f and .SPr sentences formed the basis of several researeh

studies urhich have demonstrated that adult subjects have a better

recall of srr¡¡ sentences.

Tuo developmental studies have also utilised fþs þ35is SFI

s¡f, SPr distinction in their research. Vanevery and Rosenberg

(1970) required their 6:0 and I2:0 year old subjects to recall

^5rø and SPr sentences presented on index cards. Recall perfor-

mance vas not orrly found to be superior fs¡ SFr sentences, in

corrobor'ation of the adult data, but also increased uith age.

Older subjects recalled both more urords and more complete

sentences than younger subjects indicating their aurareness of the

semantic- integration vhich exists in a sentence. In a second

study, Rosenberg, Jarvella and Cross (1971) examined the ability

of children in the 5:3 to 9:l age range to recall SI'/J and SPr

sentences. Unlike the former researchers, Rosenberg et al. found

no developmental increase in the ability to use information on

semantic integration. Their 5:0 year oId subjects urere just as

auare of semantic constraints as their older subjectsr as uras

evidenced by a superior recalt performance on SInf sentences for

all age groups. Therefore, Rosenberg g!3!. concluded that even
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5:0 year olds are capable of utilising the contextuaL features

represented in semantic integration.

Hovever, a study by Muma and Zvycevicz-Emory (1979) using

a different methodology has again shourn that there is an age

difference in childrenrs ability to utilise contextual information.

In this experimental task¡ 5:0 and 9:0 year old, and adult subjects

had to fill in the blanks of four different noun frames (N-; 
-N;

_N_; N_N) urhere the stimuli vere either animate or inanimate nouns.

The major finding uas that only the resPonses of 9:0 year olds and

adults evidenced a differentiation of linguistic contexts. These

older subjeets gave different uord categories for different bl-ank

positionsr e.g. adjectives if the blank preceded the noun (-N);

intransitive verbs if the blank came after the noun (N-), rlhilst

5:0 year ofds mereì.y gave noun responses to all blank positions.

Consequently, it uras concluded that older subjects u/ere more

affeeted by contextual constraints than younger subjects in this

linguistic production task.

childrenrs auareness of semantic anomaly or ambiguity has

been examined in tuo research studies. In the first of theset

James and Milleî (1973) investigated the ability of 4:0 to 7:0

year old children to identify, explain, and convert semantically

anomalous sentences. The J2 sentences comprising the experimental

stimuli vere either semantically meaningfuf or semantically

anomalous according to criteria of adjective-noun or verb-noun

viol-aLions. Performance on all tasks improved vith age indicating

that older childrenr 6:9 to 7:3 years, have a greater understanding

of the selection restrictions U/hich oPerate in sentences. The
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ability to detect linguistic ambiguity ruas the foeus of a second

study by ShuJ.tz and Pilon (L973). Shultz and Pilon defined

linguistic ambiguity on the three levels of the lexicon, phonology,

and syntax of the language. 0f interest to the present research

is their data on lexical ambiguity, that is defined as the case

in urhich more than cne meaning exists for a particular wordr e.g.

c7ub. In the experinrental task, 6zO, 9:0, 72:.O, and l5:0 year

old subjects had to describe urhat each of 24 ambiguous sentences,

only 6 of urhich vere fexically ambiguous, meant. Tl-rey urere afso

reguired to sel.ect a picture vhich represented this meaning and

to justify their choiee. It tuas found that subjectsr ability to

detect lexical ambiguity increased steadily vith age. Such a

result corresponds to the data of other studies vhich have shourn

a developmental increase in the ability to use contextual infor-

mation.

The results of the above studies have demonst¡'ated that

children of primary school age, 7:0 years and overr are avare of

the semantic corrstraints u¡hich exist in sentences, and of their

effect on language comprehension. Children of this age are

eoming to terms vith the notion of Lexical ambiguity. Consequently,

it is useful to examine the effects of linguistic context on single

vord interpretation. Irr particular, are children capable of

realising that lexical ambiguity is resoLved by the linguistic

context in ruhich a particular term occurs?

It is important to invesLigate lexical ambiguity l'or terms

uhich comprise semantically related fields. In such fields,

relatedness is defined in terms of the features or components
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of meaning which such urords share. Bouerman (I978b) has discussed

the speech errors produced by her daughters vhich demonstrate an

early auareness of the semantic relatedness tuhich exists among

uords from a particular domain. For example, at 3:9 Eva stated,

rf Can I have any reading behind dinner?r', urhen her mother uas

preparing the meal; the apProPriate ulord to use in this situation

uras after. Such errors are likened to adult slips of the tonguet

vhere the correct ruord is replaced by a semantically related one.

As such, they are indicative of the childrs perception of tl-re

semantic similarities ryhich exist betureen urords from the same

semantic domain. Hoveverr as the child is, as yet, unable to

isolate the relevant linguistic aspects vhich have signiflicance

for a urord usage in a particular context, he makes such

semantically related errors. Irrdeed, the confusion cited earl.ier

of behind and after, is evidence of the child's inability to

distinguish position in time from position in space in a non-

Iinguistic context. Therefore, it is relevant to investigate

vhether a eimilar inability uill also be present for older children

in linguistic contexts, for by school age such eontexts are held

to strongly determirre comPrehension (Qlson & Nickerson, 1978).

The purpose of the present study ulas to look at the primary

school age childrs acquisition of spatjo-tempotal terms in

different linguistic, in particular sententiaÌ, contexts. The

terms to be studied are in ftont of, ahead of, behind, before,

and after. The terms first and .Zast uere omitted from the

present investigation because of their ambiguity of meaning for

adult subjects (Richards & Hartper 1980), as vell as their
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grammatical difference ruith respect to the other vords. This

Iatter difference meant that fj¡st and -Zast could not be

appropriately used in the sentence frames tasks to be employed

in further research on the semantics of spatio-temporaT terms.

The do*.¡ble meaning attributed to the five spat io-tenporaJ

terms in front ot, ahead of, behind, before and after is evident

from a perusal of their dictionary definitions appearing in Table

5.1 (p, I32). H. Clark (L9D) and Traugott (f978) have further

noted the cLose connection ruhich exists betrueen the tvo senses

of these urords. Both these workers have stated that the tempor'al

terms of the English language have a spatial basis in the front-

öaclç axis defined by the human perceptual apparatus. Therefore,

they have affirmed that a dual spatial and temporal sense can be

assigned to spatio-temporal uords.

Houever, there is strong empirical evidenee to support the

notion that one of the tu¡o meanings of susþ spatia-tenporal terms

is dominant. Tl-¡is is apparent in Table 5.2 (p. 115) vhich

illustrates Bennettts (1975) componential analysis of the prep-

ositions in tront of, behind, before and after. Bennett has

assigned the former tuo terms a strong spatial sense urhilst thre

latter tu¡o are seen as being primarily temporal in meaning.

Furthermore, his attribution of the sense, spatial or temporal,

of before to its context of usage indicates the important role

of linguistic context in comprehension. This underlines the

importance of looking at hov contextual constraints affeet the

semantic interpretation of dual meaning terms.
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Hodun (1975) and Richards and Harupe (1980) have aLso

reported that ai:ead and behind are assigned a dominant spatial

sense ruhilst before and after are seen as being primarily temporal.

in meaning. Further, the results of the previousLy reported I'1.Ð.s.

study demonstrated that both child and adult subjects conceptualized

spatio-tenporaT terms as existing in a tuo dimensional semantic

sPace. In this spaee, in front, ahead and öehjnd are distinguished

on the spatial dimension urhilst before and after are characterised

by primary distinction on th" .!ryf. dimensj.on.

Several studies have investigated childrenrs comprehension

of spatio-temporaT terms. These have used a variety of tasks to

gain insight into this understanding. Houever, although some have

used contextual support as an aid to comprehension, this has alurays

been of a non-Linguistic nature.

In a study revieued earlier, E. Clark (L972) examined

children's knowLedge of the dinensional. and spatio-temporal fields

in an 'roppositesil task and found that young chiLdren do group

urords that are related in meani.ng. An aspect of her results

ruhich is relevant to the present discussion is the finding that

4:0 and 5:0 year old subjects learnt the pair in front/in back

prior to the pair Þeforefafter. Furthermore, in this task,

children used jn front as a substitute for its temporal equivalent

before. These results support the coneLusion that the spatial

sense of spatjo-temporaT terms is learnt before their temporal

sense. Such a conclusion is furt,her corroborated by Ì¡Jales (198f )

tuho found a superior performance on in front/behind ruith respect

to before/after in a task urhich required comprehension of a
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description of a spatial arrangement. He aLso reported that

children found it harder to process temporal information in

situations vhere there vere conflicting spatiaJ- cues.

Hodun (L975) has studied the role of spatial information in

4:0 and 5:0 year olds' acquisition of temporal relations. The

experimentai task required the comprehension of sentences of

differing syntactic complexity ruhich uere presented in contexts

urhich varied the availability of spatial and,/or temporal movement

information. Hodunrs major finding ruas that performance on ahead

and öeåjnd ulas superior to that on before and after. Hourever,

comprehension of these latter terms did vary contextually, being

best in spatial contexts and not ciiffering betveen corrtexts urhich

provided temporal cues al-one or both spatial and temporal. cues.

Furttrermore, contexts vhere spatial and temporal cues conflicted

vere found most difficult by child subjects. Therefore, Hodun

concluded that young childrenrs comprehension of temporal sequenee,

is aided by their comprehension of spatial sequence, in corro-

boration of H. Clark (L973).

Houever, some research studies have questioned the primacy

of the spatial sense for all spatio-temporaT terms. The resuLts

of such ulork partially support Navon's (1978) theoretical

orientation urhich is in direct opposition to H. CÌark,s (1971)

prediction that space perceptions precede those of time, In his

discussion of hou people perceive and conceptualise stimuli u¡hich

vary along several dimensions, Navon stated that the ruorld is not

perceived as a multidimensional space in ruhich all dimensions are

of equal status. Rather, it is seen as a ,,hierarchv of dim t
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in ruhich time dominates space and the latter dominates all other

dimensions. Furthermore, the psychological rea]-ity of this hier-

archy is validated by a discussion of several empiri-cal phenomena'

Firsttythereistlrephenomenonof@,peopleseek||orderl|

or trfaurfufness,, in a set of tulo dimensional stimuli' Secondlyt in

relation to change, Navon noted that the sentences of our language

urhich describe variation over time and space, give time-relations

a greater scope than location markers' Finally, he stated that

our).anguagemarksstatementsaboutlocationfortimebutnot

those of time for space¡ e.9' "The su¡ js at zenith at noon" 
' 

but

not ,,?he sun js at noon when at zenith" (Navon, L978, p. 227).

Partial confirmation for Navonrs alternative conceptualisation

of perceptual preferences comes from turo studies conducted on

childrenrs comprehension of spatjo-tempotal terms. Both Friedman

and Seely |].|976) and Richards and Harupe (1980) have reported

results ruhich indicated the developmental priority of the temporal

sense for the terms befote and after' These studies also demon-

strated that child subjects, vhen asked to comprehend spatjo-

temporaT terms in varying non-linguistic contexts, assigned a

dominant spatial sense to al:ead and beåjnd and a dominant t'emporal

sense to before and after. Richards and Harupe (1980) further

foundthatadultsubjectsprovideddefinitionsfortheseterms

vhichconfirmedthechildrenIsdominantinterpretations.

TheabovediscussionindÍcatestheimportanceoflookingat

childrenrs comprehension of spatio-temporaT terms in varying

contexts. Indeed, Hodun (Ì975) has clearly stated that young

children can comprehend both spatial and temporal relations given
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the appropriate experimental task and context. Therefore, the

aim of the present study is to investigate childrenrs compre-

hension of the terms in front of, ahead of, behind, before and

after in both spatial and temporal sentential (linguistic) eontexts.

The major purpose is to see hou linguistic context urill affect the

primary school age ehild's interpretaLion of these dual meaning

spatio-temporal terms. [¡Ji]l the child assign the dominant meaning

to the term, regardless of context? 0r ruill context influence his

interpretation and aLlov the secondary meaning of the term to be

comprehended? The folloving predictions urere tested in the present

experiment r -
(I) tdhere there is a conflict betrueen sentence context and

dominant lexical meaning of the term, e.g. a spatial context

and a temporal term, more errors \uill be made. Performance

on such inconqruent sentences ruÍll be poorer than on conoruent

-

sentenees vhere context and meaning are the same (Hodun, I975).

(2) Subjects ruill make more semanticaTTg appropziate errors than

other types of errors on inconoruent sentences. Such errors

are of the same pole as the correct opposite and share

semantic features ulith it¡ ê.Ç. in ftont of - aftet.

(7) Positive ot unmarked termsr e.g. befote, urill cause feurer

errors than negative or marked termsr e.g. attet, as Predicted

by E. Clark (I973c).

(4) Terms ruith a dominant spatial senser €.g. in front of, urill

result in less errors than those urith a dominant temporal

sense¡ e.g. after, This is predicted by H. Clark's (1971)

ConpLex itg Hgpothes is.
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(5) Performance on this sentence frames task vill increase uith

age. Both the number and nature of errors made on

inconqruent sentences urilL change urith age demonstrating a

greater contextual influence.

6.I METHOD.

6.1.1 Subjects

In this experiment the subjects rue¡e 200 monolingual children

attending an upper-middle cLass suburban primary school. The

experimental subjects uere taken flr'om Years 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7r and

ranged in age from 7:4 to 13:2 years. There \uere 40 subjectsr 20

males and 20 females, at each year Jevel. 0n form (a) of the

P .P .V .T . these subjects' verbal comprehension I . Q. ts varied

betveen 86 and 145, vith an overall mean of 110.4. The mean vafues

and ranges for age and verbal I.Q. scores appear in Table 6.Ì.

Appendix III-A provides the mean chronologÍcaI ages and mean scores

for each year on form (") of the P.P.v.T.

TABLE 6.1. Mean Values and Ranges of Age and I.Q.
(P.P.v.T.) for Subjects at Each Year L el.ev

*

r*
rrl

88 - 140

88 - r35

89 - I45
87 - Lt7

86 - Lt+5

I09.2
111.5

I10.1
108.6

I10.4

724 - 9:2

B:8 - 9:ll
927 - lLz4

10:7 - 1l:I0
LIz9 - ISzZ

8:0

9;l
10 :4

I1: l
12¿2

Year J

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Mean RangeRangeMean

P.P.V.T I.Q.AGE+

* Age values are given in years and months.
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6.I.2 Experimental Desiqn

The experiment involved the use of the 5 spatio'tenpotaT

terms in ftont of, ahead of, behind, before, and aftet, These

terms vere placed in simple sentence frames that elicited either

a spatial or, temporal. context. In ttrese sentence frames the

copular usage of the verb "to öe", ulhich seems tc¡ evoke a spatial

meaning, especially uhen used in its present tense form lisl¡

vas used to create a spatial context. Similarly the past tense

form of the verb "to come", that is came, which seems to elicit

a temporal- contrast, indicated the temporal context in these

sentence frames.

From these simple sentence frames the 10 sentence pairst

vhich comprised the experimental stimuli, u,ere constructed.

These pairs took the follouring form:-

'tA isfcame spatio-temPotal term B"

"5o B is/cane At,

Appendix III-B lists the I0 sentence pairs used in this experi-

mental study. Ttte nouns "John" ¿¡çl "Pau-l" uere used in such

sentence pairs rather than the names of cartoon characters (or

super heroes) to ensure familiarity and neutrality for all

subjects.

Presentation of the sentence pairs uras both visual and oral

for all subjects. Each sentence pair uras ruritten in heavy black

print in the middle of a rectangular Piece of urhite cardboard

uhose dimensions uere 20 cm x 17 cm. 0n these cards, the complete

sentence of each pair appeared first, and beneath uras the sentence

urhich had (an) element/s missing from it. Each card uras presented

¡

I

I
'lll
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individually to the subject so he eould see and read it as the

experimenter read each sentence pair aloud.

There urere 10 random presentation orders for the sentence

pairs vorked out on the basis of a Latin-square design. 0f the

40 subjects at each year level¡ 4 subjects, 2 mafes and 2 femalest

received each presentation order.

6.I.3 Procedure

A1I subjects uere seen individually by the experimenter in

a quiet room set apart from the classrooms. The subject and the

experimenter sat side by side at a desk on ruhich the stinrulus

material-s uere placed for the subject to see.

After putting each subject at their easer form (a) of the

P,P.v.T. uras admi-nistered. Then the experimental task uas given

to the subject in the nature of urhat uras arruord gamefr. The task

uras introduced by the follouiing instructions:-

"This is a word game which we ate going to p7ag.

You pTag it Tike täis. First f wil7 sag a sentence which

I want gou to fisten to verg carefuTTg. This sentence js

conpJete - all the words are in it. Then I wi77 sag a

second sentence, However, thete is something nissing ftom

this second sentence, and I want gou to teff ne what is
missing."

In addiLion to reading each sentence pair aloud the

experimenter presented it visually on a stimulus card uhich the

subject could read.

Before eommencing the experimental task, the experimenter

provided examples utilising the pairs overlunder and beTowfabove.

:l
r[j

l
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The subject uas required to master these examples before being

presented urith the experimental pairs. At the same time the

experimenter reminded the subject to listen careful-lv and to

supply the ruord/s vhich vas missing from the second sentence of

each pair.

Ttre I0 experimental sentence pairs urere then presented one

at a time to each subject uritl-r a Pause betureen each pair.

Presentation order of the experimental stinruli varied betveen

subjects according to urhich of the l0 random orders they had been

assigned to.

Subjects urere verbally encouraged to respond throughout the

task by the experimenter. Hovever, at no time during experimen-

tation vere the subjectsr responses corrected, The experimenter

simply marked dorun the subject's response on the data sheet and

gave reinflorcement by such statements as " good" before proceeding

to the next stimuì-us pair.

6.2 RESULTS

The results of the experinrentaL task vill be considered in

tvo sections. In the first section the overaì.I performance ol'

tlre subjects on the task as uell as the statistical analyses

performed on the data uritl be discussed. The second section urill

examine irr detail the types of er.rors made on each sentence pair.

In both sections, the data urill be considered from the pers-

pective of each individual year level as rvell as from that of tlle

total group, vhere the data from all years are combined.
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The response data of this experiment uere classified as

correct or inco¡rect on the basis of the antonym relation. A

c'orrect response uas defined as the rrdirect oppositerr of the

spatio-tempozal term appearing in the fj_rst sentence of each pair,

e.g. betcre-afLer, All otl-rer responses vere classified as errors.

6.2,I Analvsis of Correct Responses

Tl^rere vere 10 sentence pairs in the experimental task

responded to by 40 subjects at each year level. Tlrerefore, there

urere 400 possible correct responses at each year. It uas found

that all subjects in each year performed at better than chance

level, that is, all years managed to achieve more than 200 (50tó)

correct responses. Table 6.2 lists the number and percentage of

correct resp onses for corrgruent sentences , that is, those vhe¡e

sentence context and dominant adverbial meaning are the same, and

inconqruent sentenees , that is, those irr urhich context and

adverbial meaning differ, for each year.

TABLE 6.2. Correct Responses for Each Year on
Congruent versus Inconqruent Sentence Pairs.

54

65

72.5

72

75

r08

110

r45

t44
150

7t
90

89,5

88

92,5

146

180

L79

L76

185

Year t
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

PercentageNumberPercentageNumber

iNCONGRUENTCONGRUENT
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Table 6.2 indicates that the number of correct responses

made on both cgnqruent and inconoruent sentence pairs showed a

steady but not linear increase urith age. This increase was most

notable from Years I to 4. Thereafter, a performance plateau

vas reached ruith only small variations in the number of correct

responses occurring. At all year leveLs conoruent sentence Par.rs

urere responded to nrore correctly than inconoruent sentence palrs.

This difference uas marked at each year Ievel. Table 6.2 further

demonstrates that Ít is the Year 3 subjects urho are the poorest

performers on this task.

These conclusions are also suPPorted ruhen the number of

correct responses given by subjects in each year grouP to each

sentence pair in isolation are considered. Such data apPear in

Table 6,3 and indicate the same developmental age trend of a

general tendency for number of correct responses to increaser as

ve11asasimi]arsuperiorperformanceoneach.@sentence

pair.

TABLE 6.3. Number of Comect Responses x ExPerimental
Sentence Pair at Each Year Leve].

Year t+

t6
)2

* Denotes an inconqruen'! sentence pair.
+ Possible maximum in each cell = 40.

Raru data, in terms of number of correct resPonses, for each year

appear in Appendix III-C.

36to3I
'I

37tg33257B

Year 6

Year 7

35283029t633t52240

362824to347432
'I

t9Year 5
'B

3l+232727t5352627
'B

tt2614252327282026
+

32Year t

9 108lf7x6*54I ?+ 3x

t6
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The difference found in the frequency data betu¡een congrue¡t

and inconqruent sentence pairs also proved to be significant vhen

a three-factor analysis of variance (4.0.V.) uras performed on all
pairs for each year group separately. In this 4.0.V. the three

factors or variables vere Subjects x Spat (Spatiat or Temporal

Dominant Adverb) x Cong ( Conqruent or Incongruent Sentence Pair).

The significant results of these analyses appear in Table 6.4.

(Appendix III-D(I) gives the full results of each 4.0.V. for the

different Year Level-s. )

TABLE 6.4. Significant Results of Three-u,ay 4.0.V.
(Subjects x Spat x Cong) on the Data for
Each Year.

t6.o2

Significant values at c, = 0.05, FIr39 = 4.10

As indicated in Table 6.4 there is a significant main effect

for the congruqncy (con g) factor in all year groups. 0n1y for

Years 3 and 6 did the lexical variable (sPat) achieve significance

as a main effect.

L.r5r.t5l rt9CongYear 7

4.45

17 .64

o,5t
I .0f

0

I
I 5t
ot

l r39

Irt9
Spat

Cong

Year 6

50.56t.?5r.z5l r39CongYear 5

49.302.46?.46I r39CongYear 4

4,19

2I.28
o.54

1 .1.1

o.54

r.1l
I rt9
L r39

Spat

Cong

Year J

V R.S.S. M.SD.FSource
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A second three factor 4.0.V. (Subjects x Mark (un¡¡arked or

marked adverb) x Cong) was performed on the data for each year

group to determine the effect af narkedness. (Full results of

these analyses appear in Appendix III-D(z)). Again, a significant

main effeet vas found fo¡ the conqruency variable at all year

Levels (F Ir79 = 4.10r o = 0.05). Howevet, markedness (mark) did

not achieve significance as a main effect for any year group.

Neve¡the1ess, a significant interaction effect of mark x eong vas

found in the Year J data (F = 9.I7, d.f. = Ir39r o = 0.05).

Three significant effects urere found vhen the data for all
years vere combined and subjected to a four factor 4.0.V. (Gr

(grade) x Subjects x Spat x Cong). There uere tuo main effects

of grade (F = 5.86, d.f. = 4rl95r o = 0.05) and conqrueney (F 
=

146,6I, d.f. = 1,195r o = 0.05). The other significant effect

obtaineci uas caused by the interaction of grade urith the Lexical

variabl-e (spat) (F = 2.94, d.f . = 4rl95r o = 0.05). Results of

this A.O.V. appear in Table 6.5.

TABLE 6.5. Four-way 4.0.V. (Gr x Subjects x Spat
x Cong) Results.

5.86*
0.lc

1 46 .61*

2.94+

1.04

0.04

1 .10

0. B5

0.01

7 .00

0.lt
0.05

0.002

0.05

3.40
0.0J

7 .00

r.26
0,20

0.002

0.21

4,r95
r rr95
I,195
4 rr95
4 rr95
1,195

4 rr95

Gr

Spat

Cong

Gr x Spat

Gr x Cong

Spat x Cong

GrxSpatxCong

V.RM.SS.SD.F .Source

*Significant ato= 0.05; F 1,195 =3.89, F 4rI95=2.4I
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Chi-square analyses u,ere performed on the number of eomect

responses at each year level eonsidered in relation to sexr I.Q.

(P.P.V.r,) and presentation order. (Results of these analyses

appear in Appendix III-E). A signifieant sex effect uras found in

these data for subjects in Years 3 (X' = 7.?9) and 6 (X2 = 4i

Crit X2 = l.'84, d.f. = 1r o = 0.05). At Year J females achieved

a higher percentage of correct responses (709ó) than males (571ó),

vhiLst at Year 6 the mal-es scored more correct responses (84,'6)

than the females (769í). The only significant difference vith

respect to verbal I.Q. ruas found for Year 7 children (X2 = 6,O7;

Crit X2 = 3,84¡ d.f. = I, o = 0.05). In this group chitdren vith

verbal f.Q.ts in the range 86-116 had a greater percentage of

correct responses (86.59ó) than those uhose verbal I.Q. vas greater

than 116 (76,42i). Neither sex nor I.Q. (P.P.V.T.) variables

achieved significance urhen the data for all subjects vere combined

and subjected to Chi-square analyses.

The Chi-square analyses performed on the data of number of

correct responses for different experimental orders yielded

significant vaLues at Years 3 (X2 = 28.74), 4 (X2 = 27.51) and

6 (X2 = lB.4) urhen Crit X2 = 16.92, d.f , = 9r o = 0.05. t¡Jhen the

data for each presentation order uere considered in more detail

it ruas found that subjects at Years J and 4 made more errors on

the third presentation order. Houever, at Year 6 the effect uas

due to more errors being made on presentation order 10. The

effect of presentat,ion order also proved to be significant u¡hen

the data from all years vere pooled (X2 = 24,73; Crit X2 = 16,92,

d.f. = 9, 0, = 0.05).
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6.?,2 Error Analysis

The error responses made by experimental subjects in this

senLence frames task urere classified into four major categories.

These categories u/ere as foLlotus:-

(f ) Semanti.caTJg Appropriate, an rroppositerr response uhich ulas

of the same pole as the correct response but a synonym of

itr e.g. before - behind.

(2) Sgnongm, a responee vhich uas a synonym of the spatio-temporaL

term appearing in the first sentence of a given pair¡ ê'Ço

behind - after.

(3) Repetition, a response by the subject ruhich simply repeated

the term occurring in the first sentence, e.9. after ' after'

(4) other Error, any other type of error resPonse made by the

child, e.g. last, second, not after, vhich did not form

part of the stimulus ruord field of the experiment.

lúhen the types of errors made in the experimental task urere

examined for all years combined, it uras found that the largest

proportion could be classified as semanticaTTg approptiate (72.4o,6),

The other three categories of sgnongn (!I.4?6), repetition (9.99í)

and other error (6,t",i) uere found to constitut,e fairly sma1l

percentages in these experimental data. These findings urere

further reflected in the data for each year level urhich appear in

Table 6.6.
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TABLE 6.6. Percentage of Responses in Each Error
Category for Each Year Level.

18.5

1.1

L.3

0

0

15. B

12.?

9.2

3.7

1.5

16.4

15,6

6.6
?\

10. B

49.3

71.t
82,9

93,8

87 .7

Year 3

Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Other
ErrorRepetitionSgnongn

SenanticaTTg
Appropriate

Houever, as TabJ.e 6.6 illustrates, the proportion of each

error category changes as year level chanqes and age increases.

SemanticaTTg appropriate responses are the Largest category of

errors for any year group, but this category comes to assume

greater importance in the data of older subjects. Furthermoret

the other elror categories of sgnongm. tepetition, and other

error generaJ.ly deerease their nUmbeDS in the responses of older

subjects, being primarily dominant at Years 7 and 4- It is

important to note that vhilst the other errot responses constitute

a fairly large portion of the error responses of Year 3 subjects,

this is not so in the data of the other grouPs. Indeed, Year 3

subjects made an almost equivalent number of sgnongm, repetition,

and other eI¡or responses, ruhilst for Years 4 Lo 7 this is not the

case. The error resPonses of these latter years are largely

semanticaTTg appropriate in nature.

ùJhen the e¡.ror data for conqruent and inconqruent sentence

pairs uere considered, it uas generally found that error resPonses

of all types uere more common on the inco¡q¡genf pairs. This
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result u/as found in the data for each year leveL and is clearly

reflected in Table 6.7. (Appendix III-F lists the type of errors

made on each sentence pair at each year l-eveL).

TABLE 6.7. Numbe¡ of Errors of Each Type made by
Subjects at Each Year Level on Cry!.
and Inconoruent Sentence Pairs.-

N.B. C = conqruent sentence pair
I = inconqrueqt sentence Pair

It is evident from Table 6.7 that the number of errors made

on inconqruent sentenee pairs decreased vith age, This decrease

is most marked for the error categories of sgnongm' repetition'

and otåer error^. SemanticaTTg appropriate error responses remain

fairly high in each year group. Indeed, urhen this category of

error response is examined in relation to all errors made by

subjects at any year level on the inconqruent sentence pairs, it

vas found to increase vith age. Table 6.8 indicates the increasing

prominence of the semanticaTTg appropriate error category in the

error data of older subjects.

T4

I
0

0

0

E
0

I
0

0

1I

9

7

2

I

t2

2

0

I
0

I6

I2
7

2

6

I
2

2

0

I

51

4B

45

52

4t

2t

I6
1B

2t

r4

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

IcIcIcc I

Other ErrorRepetitionSgnongn
SenanticaTTg
Appropriate
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TABLE 6.8. SemanticaTTg Appropriate Error Responses
on Inconoruent Sentence Pairs Considered
in Relation to All Other Errors at Each
Year Level (as percentages).

SemanticaTTg appropriate responses on inconqruent sentence

pairs ruill henceforth be called predicÉed (P) errors, in support

of the notion of contextual effects on semantie interpretation.

All other types of error responses on such sentence pairs uill be

labelled as non-ptedicted (N.P.). Therefore, it can be concluded

that there is a developmental increase in the number of predicted

errols on inconqruent sentence pairs. This increase is not only

found vhen such pairs are considered as a group, but also urhen

each inconqruent sentenee pair is examined individually. The

data presented in Table 6,9 cleatly illustrates this finding.

Table 6.9 indicates that there is a general developmental

trend for predjcted errors to increase relative ta non-prea¡ctea

errors on inconqruent sentence pairs. It. is also evident that

predicted errors generally constitute the larger ertor category

on any sentence pair at each year level.

44.6

7r,4
18. 2

7.I
14.0

55.4

6B

B1

6

B

9

0

q2

B6

Year J

Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

All Other Errors
SenanticaJJg
Appropriate
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TABLE 6.9. Predicted versus Non-Predicted Errors
on Each Inconqruent Sentence Pair at
Each Year Levef.

10

4

0

0

0

l6
t3
T2

I2
IO

9

6

B

4

4

6

7

B

6

5

t0

6

I
0

1

7

7

o

11

B

5

2

I
0

1

I5

t?
7

5

6

7

4

0

0

1

7

9

9

1B

I4

Year J

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

N.P.PN.P.PN.PPN.P.PN.P.P

B7632

6.3 DICSUSSION

The results of the present experiment confirm the first
major hypothesis ruith regard to performance on 99ÆI@ as opposed

to inconqruent sentence pairs. It uas found that subjects at all

year fevels made more errors on those sentences vhere the linguistic

context and the dominant lexical meaning of the adverb conflicted

than on those vhere it did not. The prediction is very strongly

supported by the experimental data in Table 6.2. Furthermoret

Figures 6.1 and 6.? (a-e) graphieally illustrate t.his effect.

Therefore, it can be concJuded that sentence context has a very

pourerful infJuence on primary school age chit-drenrs interpreiation

of the spatio-temporaT terms in front of, ahead of, behind, before

and after. The sign ificant main effect found fsr the congruency

(cong) variable under an analysis of variance further corroborates

this conclusion. This effect vas not only significant vhen the

data for all year levels urere combined, but also proved to be
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significant vhen analyses of variance vere performed on the data

for each individual year. In further support of these chiLdrenrs

difficulty vith inconqruent sentence pairs, it uras found that

all such pairs uere harder than the conqruent pairs urhen the l0

sentence pairs were ranked in terms of difficulty for each year

1evel.

Hodun (I975) has reported an analogous result in her research.

In this study, child subjects again found it more difficult Lo

comprehend spatio-temporal terms in contexts u¡here spatial and

temporal cues conflicted. A later study by lrrlales (198I) has also

demonstrated that children have more difficulty processing temporaL

information in situations vhere there is conflicting spatial

information.

Further support flor the strong effect of sentence context

on the semantic interpretation of spatio-temporaL terms is provided

by an examination of the types of error's made on inconoruent

sentence pairs. 0n both types of inconqruent sentences , that is,

spatial meaning/temporal context and temporal meaning/spatial

eontext, the majority of error responses could be classified as

semanticaTTg appropriate. This is clearly illustrated for each

year level in Tables 6.8 and 6.9. SemanticaTl-g appropriate

responses are those vhich are synonyms of the correct opposite

response Òf the spatio-temporal term appearing in the first

sentence of a pair. Therefore, they are predicted on the basis

of linguistic, that is, sentential, context affecting the semantic

interpretation of the adverb. The eontext of the sentence enables

the "minor' or rrsecondaryrr meaning of the adverb to be comprehended,
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suppressingr by its effect, the dominant sense. This finding vith

resP ect to the nature of errors on incongruent sentence pairs not

onJ,y confirms the first hypothesis as regards the effects of

context, but also its corollary, vhich states that se¡nanticaTTg

appropriate erro¡s urill be more frequent on inconoruent sentence

pairs.

However, Friedman and Seely (L976) provide evidence in

confÌict rvith the effects of context on childrenfs comprehension

of spatìo-temporaT terms. These workers found that l:0 to 5:0

year old children interpreted before and after in a temporal sense

in spatial tasks, ruhilst in temporal tasks ahead of and beåjnd urere

given a spatial interpretation. The results of this study seem

to be in contradiction to those found in the present experimental

task. Hovever, the difference may be attributed to the nature of

the contexts and the tasks used in the ttuo studies. Friedman

and Seely utilised experimental tasks and contexts urhich urere non-

linguistic, vhereas the present study employed a linguistic task

in tvo different (spatial and temporal) linguistic contexts.

The difference in the results of the tvo experiments may also be

a necessary consequence of the younger age of Friedman and Seely I s

subjects. It is only later, during the middle schooL years, from

about 7:0 years onuards, that text comes to play an ever-increasing

role in childrenrs comprehension of language (01son & Nickerson,

reTB).

A second hypothesis vith respeet to the effect of ma¡kedness

on childrenrs eomprehension of spatio-temporal terms received only

very timited support from the present experimental data. Under a
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three-factor analysis of variance there uras no significant main

effect for this variabl-e at any year 1eveJ.. Indeed, vhen the

percentage of correct r'esponses on sentence pairs wilh unmarked

adverbs are considered in relation to those vith ¡¿arked adverbs,

the difference exceeds 5ií, only for Year 5 subjects (5.89ó).

Hovever, the markedness by congruency interaction (mark x cong)

did attain significance in tl're Year J subjects' data. Upon closer

examination of these data, it vas flound that the interaction

occurred because such subjects made a larger number of correet

responses on the unmarked adverbs in conqruent sentence contexts.

Such a finding is indicative of the easier nature of linguistic

contexts ulhere semantic cues do not conflict urhen children are

presented vith a term, from a particular pair, urhich is held to

be prior in aeguisition (E. CLark, I977c). The fact that this

resuLt vas only reported for the youngest subjeets, demonstrates

that the markedness of a term ceases to be an important factor

in the semantic processing of older subjects. Indeed, even this

markedness effect ruould not have been found for Year J subjects

if there had not been contextual. support to aid their semantic

interpretation. Consequently, the present findings are contrary

to those of E. Clark (1971c) and of H. Clark (L971) ruho predict

that children urill understand the unmarked member of antonym pairs

before acquiring its ¡¡a¡ked opposite.

The dominant lexical meaning of the adverb uras only found

to affect Year J and Year 6 subjectst comprehension of the 5

spatio-tenporaL terms investigated. This effect proved t.o be

significant urhen an analysis of variance uas performed on the
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data of each group. Upon consideration of the correct responses

to spatial dominant and temporal dominant adverbs by Year f and

Year 6 subjects, it uras found in both cases that the significant

effect could be attributed to superior Performance on spatially

dominant adverbs.

These findings confirm the experimental data of E. clark

(I972) vho reported that children, in an 'roppositestr task,

performed better on the spatially dominant pair in front/ in back,

than on the temporal pair befoxefaftet, E. Clark's subjects aLso

used jn front as a substitute for betore urhen asked to give the

opposite of after. Furthermore, hJales (fgAf) found that children

comprehended jn front of, and behind prior Lo before and afte¡ in

spatial contexts. such data also confirm H. clarkts (1971)

prediction that children vill first comprehend the spatial sense

of terms labelled as spatio-temporaL in meaning.

Hovever, the lexical variable (spat) did not achieve

significance vhen the data for Years 4, 5 and 7 vere separately

subjected to analysis of variance. At eaeh year level the

difference betueen the number of correct responses to spatial and

temporal dominant adverbs uas never more than 5,'ó. Furthermoret

an analysis of variance performed on the Pooled group data for

Years 7 Lo 7 also failed to produce a significant main effect for

the lexicaL variable. Therefore, the present exPerimental data

provide only partial support for the fourth hypothesis in relation

to the effect of dominant lexieal meaning. Only at truo Year levels,

that is, Years f and 6, uras the comprehension of spatial dominant

adverbs superior to that of temporal dominant adverbs. In the
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other Years, there u,as no significant disparity in the childrenrs

comprehension of these terms uith differing dominant senses.

Consequentty, the significant interaction effect obtained betureen

the grade and lexicaf variabLes in the analysis of the group data

can be attributed to the significant effect of the lexical variable

at Years I and 6.

The present experinrental. data and analyses also provide

only partial confirmation for the findings of Hodun (I975). Hodun

found that 4:0 and 5:0 year olds have a better comprehension of

terms ruith a dominant spatial sense ( ahead and beàjr¡dl than those

urith a dominant temporal sense (before and aftet). Hourevert

such a resuLt uas only reported for Year f and 6 subjects in the

present study. For Years 41 5 and 7 and the pooled group data,

no such effect uras obtained. Such a result is in line uith the

findings of the I4.D.S. study ruhich indicated that Year 5 subjects

u/ere aurare of both senses, spatial and temporal, of spatio-temporal

terms. Therefore, the prediction that the terms vith a dominant

spatial sense are prior in acquisition, and so ìuiIl cause feuer

errors is not supported. Hourever, this result may be exPlained

by the age of these subjects. By the time children reach primary

school age, they are auare of the basic duaL meanings of spatio-

temporaL terms and nov must only learn vhat are the approprÍate

contexts of usage. Therefore, the appearance of a significant

lexical effect at Years f and 6 is more probably associated vith

random noise in the data of these subject populations tl'¡an urith

any other variable.

i
{
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Nevertheless, the results do support the conclusions dravn

by Friedman and Seely (1976) and Richards and Haurpe (fgg0). 0n

the basis of their research findings these urorkers asserted that

some urords, ahead and behjnd, are understood in a spatial sense

first, ruhilst others, before and after, are first comprehended in

their temporål sense. The data of the present study confirm this

ccnclusion as it vas found that subjects had most difficulty in

comprehending spat io'temporal terms when the sentence context

and dominant lexical meaning of the adverb conflicted.

The resuLts of the Chi-square analyses indicated significant

effects for sex, verbal I.Q., and presentation order at different

year Ìevels. In Years f and 6 a significant sex difference in

performance u,as found. At Year J level this difference vas caused

by the superior performance of femaLe subjects. The girls in this

year leve1 gave a percentage of correct resPonses ulhich uras urel-L

above chanee level (709i), ruhilst the boys' performance LeveL vas

only slightly better than urould be expected by chance (57",ó).

Houever, for subjects in Year 6 the difference ìuas reversedr vith

maLes achieving a larger number of correct responses (949¿) on

this experimental task than females Q6?í). These differences

uere unexpected, for according to Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) the

early sex difference found in J.anguage abilities disappears in

the middle schooL years. Furthermore, there are no large

disparities in the verbal I.Q. scores for male and female subjects

in Years 5 and 6, and hence the effect cannot be attributed to

verbal I.Q. variability. Therefore, it can be concluded that

this effect is again due to random noise in the data of Year J

þ
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and Year 6 subjects. A conclusion further corroborated by the

non-significant sex difference found for Years 4, 5 and 7 as urell

as the combined grouP data.

0n1y for the Year 7 data u,as a significant effect found

for verbal I.Q. [,,lhen the data for this grouP uere examined in

more detail it uas found that subjects tuhose verbal I.Q.'s fell

in the range 86-116 points achieved a higher percentaqe of comect

responses (86.5?ó) than thcse ruhose verbal, I.Q.rs u,ere greater

than 116 (76.4ió). This result can probably be attributed to random

fluctuation in the data of subjects from this year grouP. Hourevert

it may be a consequence of the tendency for subjects urith verbal

I.Q.'s greater than 116 to perceive the task as being more difficult

in nature than it vas in actuality. Perhaps these subjects uere

looking for more complex verbal ansurers than uere required due to

their greater verbal facility. This difference in perception may

therefore have been a possible faetor contributing to such subjectsl

poorer performance on the experimental task.

under chi-square analyses, presentation order vas found to

be a significant effect in the data of Year 31 4, and 6 subjects.

This resuLt ryas unexpected as the presentation order of sentence

pairs vas only varied as part of the normal randomisation

procedure. Hovever, at truo of these Year levels, 3 and 4, the

effect uras due to the subjectsr poorer performance on an order

ruhich started urith an inconoruent sentence pair. Sueh poor

perforrnance is a further reflection of these subjects' difficulty

vith sentences urhere context and dominant lexical meaning ccnflict'

Ttrerefore, it corresponds to the earlier rePorted strong influence
lt
I

þ
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ofl linguistic eontext on the semantic interpretation of the

spatio-temporaT terms investigated.

The final hypothesis u,as stated in developmental terms.

The data reported for this experiment indicate that perforrnance

on both conqruent and ineonqruent sentence pairs dici increase

vitlr age, Tables 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate this result by demons-

trating that the number of correct responses given to both types

of sentences generally increased from Year 3 to Year 7. These

tables shotu that performance improved markedly from Year f to

Year 4, urith only a slight improvement occurring to Year 5 from

vhieh time a performance plateau is reached. This developmentaì.

trend is aLso supported by the significant grade effect obtained

for the pooled group data under an analysis of variance.

Consequently, it can be concluded that, as expected, performance

improved vith age.

This developmental difference is further reflected in the

errors made on inconqruent sentence pairs. Not only do such errors

generally decrease vith age, but their nature aLso changes, as

illustrated in Table 6.7. The resul,ts indicate that the

semanticaTTg appropriate error category inereases from Year J to

7, uhilst the proportion of errors urhich can be classified as

sgnongm, repetition and other error tends tc¡ decrease. Sueh a

result is true of both inconoruent sentence pairs considered as

a group and in isolation or individually. Furthermore, the

largest changes in the response level for these error types oecurs

from Year 7 to 4, ruith Years 5 to 7 evidencing a more stable level

of responding. The only inconqruent sentence pair ruhich did not

k
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show a dramatic decrease in the proportion of other error types

in relation to semanticaTTg appropriate errors vas the seventh

pair. In this pair the verb and adverb took the formrr-is after-rt,

and therefore may have led to the semantic interpretation of one

person chasing another. Consequently, subjects uere more likely

to give a varÍety of error responses to this sentence pair than

to any other pair.

There are tvo other experimental findings of refevance to

the present discussion. Firstly, Year 3 subjects performed at

near chance level- (549i) on inconqruent sentence pairs. This

finding may be a result of the hazy and iII-defined nature of

this semantic field for 7:0 and 8:0 year o1ds. It may aLso reflect

the difficulty such children have vhen processing a rvritten

presentation of semantic information. Children of this age have

not yet deveJ.oped the facile skill vith ruritten material vhich is

charaeteristic of older children and adults, and urhich enabLes

them to fully comprehend the semantic subtleties of the language

(01son & Nickerson, 1978).

A second important result is that subjects in all Year groups

achieved a high 1evel of performance on congrueot sentence pairs.

As indicated in Table 6.2 subjects, even in Year 3, responded urell

above chance level on such sentence pairs. Indeed, from Year 4

onurards the response level stabilized at a high level of around

90,'ó correct. Such a result corroborates the findings of the turo

earlier studies ruith respect to the antonym relation. Both the

"opposites'r study and the M.D.s. study indicated that children in

Year J have a firm grasp of the semantic relation of antonymy.
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Furthermore, the present study demonstrates that this relationship

is cl-earJy comprehended by children in the primary school age

group, that is 7:0 to 12:0 year olds.

In concLusion, this experiment points to the major influence

of sententiaL or J.inguistic context on childrenrs comprehension of

the spatjo-tempora-Z terms in front of, ahead of, behind, before and

after. This context determines vhether children interpret the

meanings of such terms in either their spatial or their temporal

sense. Its pouerful infl-uence is reflected in the confusion it

creates in children and the errors it causes them to make uhen

faced vith a comprehension task in ruhich context and dominant

lexical meaning of the adverb conflict. So strong is this effect,

that it causes the non-dominant or rrminor'f meaning of the adverb

to come to the fore. This is indicated by the large number of

semanticaTTg appropriate responses subjects gave to inconqruent

sentence pairs. Such a concl-usion is strongly supported by

Menyuk (tgll ) rvho states that one of the products of language

development, in particular the semantic development of the lexicon,

in the middle and later childhooci years is:

"The ability to understand and use lexical items

appropriately urithin sentence contexts vithin
situations. "
(Menyuk, L977 r P. t05)

Anotl-rer eonclusion ruhich can be draun from this study, is

tl-rat the ability to use contextual information, particularly of

a textuaL or linguistic nature, increases urith age. Evidenee

for this conclusion is to be found in the changing nature of
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error responses vith age, in particular the developmental increase

in semanticaTþappropriate or predicted errors on inconqruent

sentenee pairs. These errors are indicative of the subjectsl

aurareness of the constraints of context, and hov it affects their

interpretation of a term. The fact that they increase uith age

demonstrate= tnat subjects develop the ability to utilise contextuaL

information as they progress through the middle and Later years of

childhood. Such a result is predicted by both Menyuk (1977) and

Olson and Nickerson (1978) urho emphasize the importance of the

primary school age childrs increasing facility tuith the info¡mation

contained ruithin the sentence context. It is further supported

by the results of a variety of studies on the effects of context.

Klein g!3I. Q974) examined the use of contextual information

by 10:0 and I2:0 year olds in a vord boundary task and found that

the ability to use such information to predict later aspects of a

urritten message increased ruith age. Muma and Zvyceuicz-Emory

$979) have reported a similar developmental effect for a urord-

production task. Only their older subjects¡ 9:0 year olds, vere

able to demonstrate any differentiation of contexts in a linguistic

production task. Such distinction uas missing from the data of

5:0 year olds. Truo other studies have shotun a similar increase

in the ability to use contextual information to interpret semantic

ambiguity. James and Miller (L973) found that 7:0 year olds vere

more capable than 4:0 year olds at identifying, explaining and

converting semantically anomaLous sentences. Shultz and Pilon

(1973) have further demonstrated the greater competence of older

subjects in the detection of linguistic ambiguity.
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Hovever, vhilst Vanevery and Rosenberg (1970) have reported

a superior recall of 5lr¡r sentences by ol-der subjects, Rosenberg

et al. (I97I) contradict this finding by their demonstration that

5:0 year olds are just as auare of the semantic constraints

operating vithin a sentence as are adults. This uas evidenced by

a similar recall performance of .Slfr sentences at various age

level-s.

Nevertheless, tl-re present study has indicated that linguistic

context does affect comprehension, and that this effect increases

uith age as children become more a\uare of the semantic constraints

urhich operate vithin a sentence. [,,lhat nory remains to be examined

is urhen the ability to use contextual information reaches an adult

performance LeveL. This area uiLl be investigated in the next

chapter vhich ruill describe a study urith adult subjects using

the same experimental paradigm to enabÌe a comparison to be made

vith the child data.
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CHAPTER 7.

THE EFF OF SE NTF NCE CONTEXT NN THtr NNM RTHTNSTNNP

SPATIO.TEMPORAL TE MS

The preceding experiment has demonstrated that linguistict

or more specifically sentential, context does affect childrenrs

interpretation of spatio-tenporal terms. This vas evidenced by

their performance on a task in urhich sentential context either

supported or failed to support the dominant sense of these dual

meaning terms. In particular, vhen sentence context conflicted

ruith the dominant meaning of the spatio-tenporal term embedded

urithin it children uere able to assign the non-dominant orrrminoril

meaning to the term, Fr.¡rthermore, this avareness of the semantic

constr'aints which operate ruithin a sentence did change with age.

As children progressed from Year J to Year 7 they became more

sensitive to the effects that sentence context has on the inter-

pretation of a ruord. There is, therefore, a developmental

increase in the ability to recognise that the sense of a urord is

determined by the reLationships i.t eontracts vith other sentence

elements. Consequently, it is refevant to consider at vhat age

an adult-like performance is achieved for this ability.

The purpose of this experinrent is to look at the semantic

system of spatio-tenporal terms for an adult population. By the

time adulthood has been reached, people have been exposed to

language in a wide variety of situations. They have experienced

both spoken and ruritten language in many different contexts.

Therefore, adults are conscious of the fact that the meaning
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assigned to a vord is determined by its context of use. They have

come to knou the many semantic subtleties vhich characterise vord

meaning and horu these are affected by both non-Iinguistic and

Iinguistic context.

Turo studies vhich have been conducted have shotvn the effects

of context on semantic processing in adults. Rosenberg and

JarveLla (1970a) have investigated the use of contextual features

for sentence perception by adult subjects. This study uas carried

out using the basic S.W.I. (semanticaTTg welf integtated) and

5.P.r. (semanticaTlg poorJg integratedl sentence dichotomy also

employed in child studies (Vanevery & Rosenberg, I970; Rosenbergt

Jarvella & Cross, !97I). In the former type of sentence (S.Vr.r.)

the eontextuaL features support the subject of the sentence u,hereas

in the latter (s.P.1./ these sentence features or constitutents

do not. Rosenberg and Jarvella (1970a) required their under-

graduate subjects to shadou tape-recorded 5.Í/.¡. and 5.P.r.

sentences, of the same grammatical form, under both quiet and

noise conditions. Immediately the subject had heard each sentencet

he had to repeat it. In addition there uras an incidental learninq

task in ruhich subjects urere asked to recall the sentences they

had heard vithout prior uarning. The results demonstrated that

subjects performed better on 5.I'l.f. than.S.P.f. sentences under

noise conditions only. Not only urere S.W.I. sentences shadoued

betler but they also evidenced a superior performance leveÌ on

the incidental learning task, in terms of number of urords recalled,

under noise conditions. These latter results for the noise

condition parallel those reported for children ruhich indicated
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superior recaLl of 5.1rl.-r. sentences (Vanevery & Rosenbetg, I970i

Rosenberg et al. , L97l), Hourevet that such effects vere not

reported for the quiet condition uas attributed to the ease of

this task, vhich required only minimal attention to the input

message and 
,its 

meaning, for adult subjects. 0n the basis of

these findings, Rosenberg and Jarvella concluded that adults do

use the semantic information contained in contextual features in

a sentence perception task urhere noise reduces intelligibility.

The subjeetrs sentence interpretation is aided in such situations

by the contextual cues provided by the semantical)g weJT integrated

sentences.

fn a second study, hlalter (L973) examined the eflfects of

sentence and non-sentence context on the dimensions, in particular

semantic and phonemic, of urord memory. His 72 fenale under-

graduate subjects urere presented urith lists of urords in eitl¡er

sentence form or random order. After a retention interval of 5

or 20 seconds, during ulhich thei' ss¡'tleted maths problemsr the

subject uas reguir,ed to perform a recognition task in ruhich the

probe cues urere either a homonym of, or a synonym of, or identical

to the vord in the original list. The subjectrs task uas to

indicate ves or l/o to the cued relationship betrueen the probe and

the urord in tl-¡e list. tnJalterts findings of most relevance to

the present study urere that not only did sentence context aid

correct recognition and reduce probe-urord latencies, but this

effect uas greater for synonym (semantic) than homonym (phonemic)

reeognition. ConsequentJ.y, ÙJalter concluded that the semantic

dimension of urord memory vas strongly influenced by a sentence
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context presentation as evidenced by subjectsr superior

performance urith identical and synonym probe cues. Such results

and conclusions corroborate the data reported in the preceding

chapter from the research of Klein, Klein and Bertino (1974),

and Schvaneveldt, Ackerman and Semlear (L977), For both studies

found that childrenrs vord recognition ability \uas affected by

semantic context in a positive fashion.

Both of these studies, Rosenberg and Jarvella (I970a) and

I¡rlal-ter (1973) have provided evidence that adults are au'are of the

semantic constraints urhich operate urithin a sentence. Thei¡

semantic Processes are affected by the features tuhich reside in

the sentence context. Therefore, the present study.aims to look

at adults' comprehension of the dual meaning spatio-tempora-Z terms

in different linguistic contexts. In Particulart horu is adultsl

understanding of the spatjo-temporal terms in tront of, ahead of,

behind, before and after infLuenced by different linquistic

contexts?

That these terms have turo meanings for adults has been amply

demonstrated in the earlier reported M.D.s. study. In this

experiment it vas found that adults conceived of these spatio-

temporaT terms as existing in a tvo-dimensionaf semantic sPace

urhose dimensions \uere labelled spatial and !3g¿9¡gl' IRefer to

Figure 5.2, p,!49.] Hovever, this study also demonstrated that

one of the meanings is dominant for a particular term. As such

the data are in line urith results reported by Hodun (1975) and

Richards and Haurpe (f980) for adult subjects. The former study

had subjects rate spatio-temporal terms on a spatial to temporal
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continuum ruhilst the latter merely asked subjects to provide

definitions for such terms. Hoveverr both found that adults

perceived ahead and behjnd as being strongly spatial in meaning

ruhilst before and after \uere seen as having a strong temporal

sense. Furthermore, Bennett (L97r) provides theoretical support

for this one dominant sense viev in his componential analysis of

the terms in front of, behind, betore and after ulhen used as

prepositions. [Refer to Table 5.2, p, 135.f Therefore, it can

be concLuded that whilst adults are auare of both senses of spatio-

temporal terms, they still see one as being dominant. As a result

of this, context can be expected to exert an effect on their

comprehension of such terms since it plays a large role in the

determination of vord meaning.

Consequently, the purpose of the present experiment is to

examine hour adultst comprehension of the spatjo-tempotaf terms

in front of, ahead of, behind, before and after is affected by

spatial and temporal sentential contexts. The major aim is to

obtain some comparative data by replicating the former experiment

vith child subjects in an adult population. If it is assumed

that children reach adult competence on this experimental task in

the primary school years, the present data ruill enable the

determination of vhen, tl-rat is, at uhat age, such competence is

achieved. At the same time the data u¡ill demonstrate rvhat effect

if any, sentence context exerts on adul-tsf understanding of the

spatio-temporaT terms. Therefore, the present study tested the

folloving predictions utilising the previously employed sentence

frames experimental paradigm and in the tight of the results of

the preceding child study:-
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(l) Adult subjects uill make more errors on inconqruent sentence

pairs, in ruhich the sentence context and dominant lexical

meaning of the adverb conflict, than on conqruent pairs, in
tuhich sentence context and Ìexical meaning are in accord.

(2) Reaction time ruilt also be greater for inconqruent than

for conqruent sentence pairs. This is because in the former

pairs the linguistie context does not support the dominant

interpretation of the adverb and so such sentence pairs

take longer to process semantically. l¡rtalter's (1971)

resuLts of reduced probe recognition time uith vords

presented in a sentence context predicts such an effect.
(3) Adutt subjects urill make more semanticaTTg appropriate errors

than any other types of errors on inconqruent sentence pa]-rs.

such errors are of the same pole as the correet opposite and

share semantic features ruith itr s.g. behind-before. These

errors are predicted on the basis of the effects of context.

(4) There u¡ill be no significant difference betveen the number

of errors subjects make on spatial and temporal dominant

adverbs. Such a prediction is based on the fact that adults

have largely acquired the semantics of their language and

so are equally au,are of both types of adverbs.

(5) This last prediction is stated as a comparative hypothesi.s.

Is adult comprehension of spatio-temporal terms like that of

children, similarly affected by context? Is the adultst

performance on this sentence frames task similar to that of

any age group of children previousJ.y studied?
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It is important to note that the markedness hypothesis vas

not examined in the present adult study because this prediction

applies specifically to the area of language acquisition (E. Cl_ark,

I973c; H. Clark I L973).

7.7 METHOD

7.1.1 Subjects

The subjects for this experiment urere 40 monolingual under-

graduate students, 20 males and 20 females, urho uere enrolled for

Psychology I at the University of Adelaide. They completed the

experimental task as part of a course requirement. The ages of

these experimental subjects ranged from 17:3 to 2O:3 years ruith

a mean age of I8t2. lAppendix IV-A provides the age range and

mean age for each sex group.]

7.I.2 Experimental Desiqn

The present experiment employed the same sentence frames

paradigm used in the child study, This involved the use of the 5

terms in front of, ahead ot, behind, betore and afte¡ placed in

simple sentence frames urhich elicited either a spatial or a temporal

context. The form of the sentences, vhich constituted the

experimental stimuli, is listed in Appendix III-B and is as for

the child study.

The only difference betveen this adult study and the

preceding child one ruith respect to experimentaL design vas in

the method of presentation. For adult subjects, the I0 sentence

pairs urere presented one at a time on a VT 100 screen. First the
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complete sentence of the pair appeared, ruhich the subject readt

and then the sentence urith (an) element/s missing from it appeared.

In this presentation mode the inter-stimulus intervaL, that is, the

time betrveen the first and second sentences of a particular pair

uras 1250 milliseconds in duration. The time betureen sentence

pairs or the inter-triaL interval uas 5 seconds in length.

Consequently, adult subjects received only visual presentation of

the experimental stimuli.

This presentation variance uas the only difference in design

betveen the child and adult subjects, as the L0 random presentation

orders used urith child subjects urere again employed vith adults.

In addition, four subjects, truo of each sexr once more received

each of these presentation orders.

7 ,Lt Procedure

All subjects uere seen individually by the experimenter in

a quiet roorlr. In this room the subject sat at a desk in front of

the VT 100 screen and the experimenter sat to the side to record

all of the subjectrs verbal responses. The only equipment on this

desk uras a response button ruhich the subject vas required to press

each time he responded. This response button enabled a reaction

time value to be estimated by measuring the time betryeen the end

of the presentation of the second sentence of a pair and the

subjectrs response.

0nce the subject uas comfortably seated at the desk the

experimenter explained the task and its requirements uith the

foLlouring instructions:-
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"This is a word task. Your job js to watch pairs of sentences

which wi77 appear on tåe sc¡een in front of gou. First one

sentence of the pair wi77 appear. You wil-f have time to read it
before the second. sentence of the pair appears. The fitst sentence

of each pair wi77 be a compJete sentence, However, the second

sentence wiTL have a word or wotds missing tton it. Your task js

to respond r^Ìith the appropriate word or words for this second

sentence as guickTg and accuratefg as possible. You ate afso

required to press this button (E indicates) once gou have thought

of this word and as gou sag it a7oud."

Before doing the experiment,al task the subiect \uas given a

practice session which employed the 10 sentence pairs listed in

Appendix IV-B. This practice session vas to ensure that all

subjects had an adequate understanding of the task requirements

(in this respect it fulfilled its aim). Once the suhject had

completed tlre 10 practice pairs there u,as a brief break before

the experiment itself commenced, During this interval the

experimenter reminded the subject to respond quickly and accurately

and to press the button as he responded. Then the experimenter

instructed the subject to press the button to start the experi-

mentaL trials.

Upon eompletion of the task, the experimenter explained

the nature of the study and its expectations to the subject, and

ansuered any questions. Each subject uas then thanked for his

participation and alloved to leave.
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7.2 RESULTS

The results obtained from the adult subjects in this

experiment u¡ill be considered in turo sections. In the first

section the subjectst overafl performance on the task in terms

of the number of correct responses made and the reaction times

for the responses ruill be discussed. This section uill also

present the statistical analyses performed on these data. The

types of errors made by adult subjects on the different sentence

pairs urill be the topic of the second section.

As uritl-r the data of the child study r a correct response

vas defined as the rrdirect-oppositerr of the spatjo-temporal term

appearing in the first sentence of a pairre.9. ahead of-behind.

Any responses other than these uere categorised as errors.

7,2.I Analvsis of Correct Resoonses and Reaction Ïimes

There vere 40 subjects in this study vho responded to I0

sentence pairs, making the lotal possible correct responses equal

to 400. It uas found that Lhe adult subjects performed at better

than chance LeveL (200 or 509í) on this task. They achieved an

overall high performance level of 76.59ó (tO6).

tdhen the number of correct responses given to the tvo

different types of sentence pairs, g19g! and .i.W!.'
uras considered it uras found that these subjects gave more couect

resp onses to conqruent (84.596) than to inconqruent (68.59ó)

sentence pairs. This superior performance on conqruent sentence

pairs uras also evident urhen the resPonse data for each of the

l0 sentence pairs uere considered. These data appear in Table 7.1
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tuhich indicates that adult subjects performed better on all
conqruent sentence pairs than they did on those pairs urhich uere

inconqruent. [Raur data for adult sub jects in terms of number

of correct responses appears in Appendix IV-C.]

TABLE 7.1. Number of Comect Responses x Experimental
Sentence Parr.

10

+Denotes an inconqruent sentence par.r.

+Possible maximum in each cell = 40.

The finding that subjects per formed better on conqruent than

on incongruent pairs uras further suPPorted vhen a three-factor

analysis of variance (4.0.V,) uras performed on the number of

correct responses to each sentence pair. In this 4.0.V. the

three factors ruere Subjects, Spat (spatial or temporal dominant

adverb) and Cong (conoruent or inconqruent sentenee pair). TabLe

7.2 presents the results of this analysis and indicates that only

for the conqruencv (cong) va¡iabLe vas there a significant main

effect. No other significant main effects or interaction effects

vere obtained under this analysis. Therefore, from a consideratiorr

of the frequency of correct responses to each sentence pair and

the results of the 4.0.V. performed on these data it can be

conc1udedthesubjects'performanceU,aSbetteronry!than

3I34263025t4342B28i6+

9B*7x6*543xzrtI

on inconqruent paLrs.
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TABLE 7.2. Tl-rree-vay 4.0.V.
x Cong) Results.

(Subjects x Spat

*Significant at r1 = 0.05, F I¡39 = 4.f 0.
+Subjects served as an error term in the A.O.V.

Houever, vhen the reaction time data for conqruent and

inconqruent sentence pairs uere considered the results did not

support the above findings or concLusion. The overall mean

reaction times to eonqruent and to inconqruent sentence pairs

examined as groups vere found to differ very littte. For all_

conqruent sentence pairs this mean value uras 2070 milliseconds

tuhilst the mean value for all inconqruent, pairs uras not much

longerr being 2195 nilliseconds. This lack of difference between

conoruent and i nconqruent sentence pairsr reaction tin¡es is further

emphasised by the reaction time data for each of the L0 sentenee

pairs urhich is presented in Table 7.3.

TAELE 7.3. Reaction Time+ x Experimental Sentenee Pair.

3.84+

0.0r
15.15*

3.44

0,16

0.001

0. 87

0.t4

6.3I
0.00I
0. 87

0. i.4

39

Irt9
L r79

I r39

Subj ects

Spat

Cong

Spat x Cong

V. R.M. S.s.s.D.FSOURCE

1900227629591956208I181927552397I5B1I659

l098+7+6*543*2*I

+These val.ues are given in milliseconds.
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Furthermore, urhen a three,factor 4.0.V. (Subjects x Spat x

Cong) uas performed on the reaction time data no significant

effects urere obtained. The results of this analysis appear in

Appendix IV-D. From the reaction time results and this analysis

it can therefore be concluded that reaction time did not differ

significantly betureen gg¡glg! and inconqruent sentence pairs

for these adult subjects. Consequently, further analyses to be

discussed in tlris section ruill only examine the frequency data

on the number of correct responses.

lrlhen a Chi-square analysis u/as performed on the number of

correct responses in relation to presentation order a significant

effect vas obtained (X2 = 27.4; Crit X2 = 16.92, d.f. = 9, o

= 0.05). This analysis indicated that adult subjects had most

difficulty tuith presentation orders 6 and l0 as is illustrated in

Table 7.4.

TABLE 7.4. Number of Comect Responses x
Presentation 0rder.

22t43tt42t36tt29
'I

J3+

109I765432I

+ Possible maximum in each ce]l = 40.

There u,ere no other significant differences found in these

frequency data. For both male and femaLe subjects achieved an

equivalent level of performance (151 or 76.59i) on al1 sentence

pairs in this task. Their performance on eonqruent and.¿.ggg¡ry!.
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sentence paiDs, urhether considered as groups or individually, also

varied by such small amounts as to be negligible.

7.?,2 Error Analysis

As for the child error data of the preceding experiment, the

adult error' responses urere cLassified into the four error categories

of semanticaTlg appropriate, sgnongm, repetition and other error.

[Refer to p.lB5, Chapter 6, for an explanation of these categorÍes.]

lrlhen the types of errors made by experimental subjects in

this task u/ere examined, it uas found that the largest proportiorr

(6I.79ó) could be c]assified as semanticaTTg appropriate. 0f the

other three error categories, only those of sgnongn (18.19ó) and

repetition (2O.29ó) ruere represented in the present adult data.

These subjects failed to make any responses urhich could be placed

in the other eîror category.

Table 7.5 illustrates the type of errors made by adult

subjects on each sentence pair and indicates that errors, of all

types, urere generally more common on inconqrue¡t than conqruent

Pa].rs.

TABLE 7.5. Type of Error Response x Experimental
Sentence Pair.

*

Other Error

t2I3223IIIRepetition
t4I2223Sgnongm

34961t2t9I3
Senantical)g
Appropriate

t09B*7+6*54tx2*t

*Denotes an inconqruent sentence pair.+
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From an examination of Table 7.5 iL afso becomes evident

that se¡¿anticaTTg appropriate error responses u,ere more frequent

(68.29á) than all other types of error responses (11.89á) on the

inconqruent sentence pairs. These semanticaTTg appropriate errors

on inconqrue¡t pairs are predicted on the basis of the effects of

context on the semantic interpretation of the adverb. AIl other

error responses on such sentence pairs are ron-predicted.

Therefore, it can be concl-uded thaL adult subjects made more

predicted than non-predicted errors on inconqruent sentence pairs.

Such a conclusion is aLso supported by a consideration of

these subjectst per formance on each incongruent sentence pair.

Table 7.6 presents the data on predicted and non-predicted errors

for each inconqruent pair and again indicates that the former type

of error is more usual.

TABLE 7.6. Predicted lPl versus À/on-P.redicted (N.P.)
Errors on Each Incorlgg! Sentence Pair.

7.' DISCUSSION

The results of the present study vith adult subjects confirmed

the first hypothesis but not the second vith respect to their

performance on conqruent and inconoruent sentence pairs. It urae

found that subjects made more errors on sentence pairs urhere

linguistic context and dominant lexical meaning of the adverb

'

'|

rJ

59464]It94B

/V. PPN.PP
'V.P.

P,f.P.Ptf.P.P

B76t?

tt
I
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conflicted than on those pairs urhere it did not. Such a resuLt

supports tl-re first hypothesis. However, contrary to the prediction

of the second hypothesis, adults did not take tonger to respond to

inconqruent than to congruelrt sentence pairs. Indeedr their

reaction tim.es to these truo different sentence pair types differed

very ]ittle. These findings are most clearly illustrated in

Figures 7.I, 7.2 and 7.J ruhich indicate that only the graphical

plot of subjects' correct ¡esponses, ligure 7.2, in this experi-

ment conform to the predicted crossover configuration. Ttlis effect

is not found in the graph of the reaction time data vhich aPpears

in Figure 7.3.

The analysis of variance Performed on the number of correct

responses and reaction time data for tl-ris experiment provide

further confirmation of the first but not the second hypothesis.

A significant conqruency effect uas found in the data on response

correctness. Hovever, no such effect reached significance uhen

the reaction time data uere subjected to an analysis of variance.

Therefore¡ it can be concluded that adults' interpretation

of the spatio-temporaT terms in front of, ahead of, behind, befote

and after is sLrongly influenced by sentential context as has

been reported earlier for chitd subjects. Neverthelessr this

effect uras evident for only one of the performance measures taken.

For it vas found t.hat not only did subjects score more correct

resP onses on conqruent than on inconqruent pairs vhen examined as

groups, but, Uhen the 10 sentence pairs vere ranked in terms of

difficulty, atl inconqruent pairs uere harder than conqruent pairs'

Hovever, such an effect in favour of the ease of conqruent sentence

pairs uas not reported for the reaction time data.

þ

:I
r[t
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The lack of difference in the reaction times to conoruent

and inconqruent pairs uas unexpected as it vas predicted that

sentence context uould aid the comprehension processes for the

former sentences and so reduce reaction time. Hovever, this
finding can perhaps be attributed to aduLtsr greater cornpetence

vith semantic processing tasks. Adults are aìuare of the many and

varied subtleties vhich cha¡acterise the semantics of their
language because of their more highly developed ringuistic skills.
These skills perhaps enable them to Learn and use ,short-cuts'

urhen processing ranguage input for meaning. Therefore, ruhilst

they still make errors on semantic processing tasks they do not

take longer because they may utilise the rfshort-cuts' they have

learnt. consequently, the adult subjectsr poorer performance

on incongruent sentence pairs is only reflected in one, correctness

of r'esponse, but not the other, reaction time, of the measures

taken. Hovever, this lack of a significant difference betueen

the processing times fo¡ conoruent and inconqruent sentence pairs

may arso be a reflection of the crudity of the reaction time

measure employed. The equipment may need to be much more

sophistieated to enable finer estimates of reaction time to be

made so that any small differences ruhich do exist can be detected.

Further support for the strong effect of sentence context on

adultsf interpretation of the spatio-temporal terms vas provided

by the types of errors made on inconqruent sentence pairs.

-semantjcalLg appropriate errors uere found to be more common

than any of the other emor types on such sentence pairs as is
evident in Tables 7.5 añd 7.6, Such errors are predicted on the
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basis of the effeets of linguistic context. This context aLlours

subjects to assign the non-dominant meaning to the adverb and so

resuLts in a large number of semanticaTTg appropriate responses.

Consequently, the error data for inconqruent sentence pairs confirm

the third hypothesis tested and as a resuLt lend further support to

ttre strong effect of linguistic context on the comprehension of the

five spatio-tenporaf terms studied. As such these findings

correspond to the earlier cited results of Rosenberg and Jarvella

(1970a) and hlalter (1973) vho both reported that sentence context

aided semantic prccessing in adults.

There are turo other aspects of the error response data uhich

need to be considered at this point. The first of these concerns

the type of error responses adult subjects made on all sentence

pairs in this task. None of the errors made by subjects could

be classified in the other error category, they all fell into the

categories of semanticaTTg appropriate, sgnongm ot repetition,

Consequently, all responses given by adult subjects in this task

uere members of the spatjo-temporal semantic field being studied.

Such a result indicates that adults conceive of this class or

field as being comprised of a closely knit grouP of uords strongly

related in terms of meaning components. Therefore, it supports

the earlier reported tvo dimensional coneeptualisation of spatio-

temporal terms by adults. [Refer to Figure 5.2, p.149.]

Furthermore, this finding demonstrates the strong effects of

sentential context in eLiciLing the spaLial or temporal sense of

the dual meaning spatio-tenporaL terms.
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A second important result found in the error data concerns

the subjects' performance on the seventh sentence pair. This is
the inconqruent sentence pair urhose critical verbaf and adverbiaL

components uere ',-is after-,,. As in the child data, repetition

error responses urere quite common to this pair demonstrating that

some adults, as did chÍldren, interpreted the first sentence of

this pair as meaning one person uas chasing another.

The fourth hypothesis to be tested in the present study did

receive confirmation in the experimental data. This hypothesis

postulated no difference betureen adultsr performance on spatially

and temporally dominant adverbs in this sentence frames task.

It uras supported by the three-factor (subjects x spat x cong)

analyses of variance performed on both the number of correct

responses and the reaction time data. Both analyses failed to
report a significant main effect for the lexical variab]e (spat).

Tl-rerefore, it can be concLuded that as no ciifferenee u/as found

betueen adultsr responses to spatiarry and temporally dominant

adverbs, then the categories of space and time are firmly

established in the adult semantic system.

ïl-rere vas only one other significant effect r,eported for the

present adult data. rt uras found that adurts, just like children,

performed urorse on some experimentar presentation orders, 6 and

10, than others. This effect u,as unexpected as presentation order

uras merely varied as part of normal randomisation procedure and so

uas not expected to affect performance. Hourever, this result may

be attributed to subjectsr poorer performance on, as vell as their
confusion ruith, inconqruent sentence pairs. Such a postulation
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can expLain the finding for presentation order 6 urhose first three

sentence pairs vere all incongruent. Nevertheless, it is only a

partial explanation, for the 10th presentation order beqan uith

conqruent pairs and therefore any performance difference for this

order can only be attributed to random fluctuation in the data.

Finally, it is important to consider the relationship

betureen child and adult performance on this experimental task.

lúhen the adult data ve¡e compared ruith that of children at each

year Ievel, it was found that the present results most closely

approximated those reported for Year 4 subjects. For both age

groups ttrere vere only smalL differences in their overal-L perform-

ance on this task, Year 4 achieved 77.5,0ó correct responses vhilst

that of adults vas 76.5,'ú. Furthermore, their performance on

conqruent (Year 4=9O9í Acjults = 84.59ó,) and inconqruent (Year 4

= 65i('; Adults = 68.5,'ú) sentence pairs considered as groups urere

found to differ very 1itt1e. This correspondence betureen the

Year 4 and Adult data also becomes evident from a perusal of

Figures 6.2(b) (p.190) and 7.2, ruhich are very similar in form,

as veIl as from an examination of each age groupsr performance

on the different sentence pairs (Tables 6.1 (p.l8l) and 7.f).

Furthermore, vhen the error types made on inconqruent sentence

pairs in terms of predicted (lss¡ 4 = 68,6?ó; Adults = 68,2oÅ)

and non-predicted (Year 4 = 7I.41í'; Adults = 3I.89ó) errors are

considered, a similar close relationship is found.

Tl'rerefore, it can be concluded that adult-like performance

on this sentence frames task is achieved by Year 4 or around 9:0

years of age. Such a corrclusion is strongJ.y supported by the
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many similarities betueen the Year 4 child data and the present

adult data. It is further corroborated by the deveJopmental trend

found in the former sentence frames study. These data from child

subjects indicated that the most dramatic increase in performance

occurred from Years f to 4. Thereafter, performance remained at

a fairly stabLe level urith only minor variations occurring in it.
Consequently, from Year 4 onuards subjects demonstrate adutt-like

competence in their performance of this semantic processing task.

Hovever, there vere minor variations in child and adult

performance on this experimental task vhich it is important to

consider. Firstly, there vere no reported sex differences in the

adult data vhereas such differences have been previously demon-

strated for Year I and Year 6 subjects. As such effects uere

attributed to random fluctuation in the data of these Year groups,

they are not of major signifieance to the present data as they

indicate no deveLopmental change. A second variation concerns

the types of errors made by child and adult subjects. Adult

subjects made no responses outside the urord field of the spatio-

tenporal terms (in front of, ahead of, behind, before, after)

being studied, vhereas chiLd subjects up to Year 5 did. Houever,

as responses vhich could be classified as other error constituted

a small percentage of both Year 4 (f.19ó) and Year 5 (l.t?í) error

responses it can be assumed that such errors urere due to random

noise in the data. Therefore, the change in otåer erroc pattern,

Lhat is, those errors outside the spatlo-temporal semantie field,

is of such a small magnitude as to not reflect a strong develop-

mental trend.
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In conclusion, sentential or linguistic context appears to

strongly influence adultsr interpretation of the 5 spatio-tenporal

terms in front of, ahead ot, behind, betore and after. Ttlis effect

is similar to ttrat reported for child subjects, for the data

indicate that from about 9:0 years onvards children become aurare

of hov tl¡e sense of a vord is determined by the linguistie context

in uhich it appears. Fr.¡rthermore, there seems to be little change

in this ability to recognise the effects of context from the 9:0

to l2:0 year old age group to adulthood. Adults as uell as

children in this age range appear to be equally aurare of hou a

spatial and a temporal sentence context urill affect the meaning

they assign to these J spatio-temporal terms.

Such a concl.usion is supported by the results reported by

l¡Jalter (1973) urho demonstrated the poverful influence of sentence

context on the performance of adult subjects in a probe recognition

task. It also corresponds to much of the current tl¡eorising in tl're

area of semantics on the effects of context. Researchers such as

Dale (1976), Menyuk (1977 ) and Sinha (L979) all state that the

linguistic context or environment in ruhich a urord occurs has a

strong effect on the vordrs interpretation. l¡'Jhen assigning meanings

to urords, they cannot be considered in isolation, but must be

placed in a linguistic context to enable their meaning to be

understood. It is this linguistic context vhich comes to play

an increasing role in language comprehension through the school

years as ie emphasised by Otson and Nickerson (]978) and demons-

trated in the present sentence frames studies. Consequently, it

can be said tl¡at sentenee context aids the semantic interpretation
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of a term from the middle years of childhood and tlrroughout

adulthood.

The preceding experiments have provided evicience urhich

indicates the importance of linguistic context for the processes

of language comprehension in chiLd and adult subjects. The next

chapter urill discuss the effects of context in a language-delayed

population. Previous research, Illebrun (1974) and Collins (1974),

has suggested that such ehildren differ very little from normal-

chiLdren in their comprehension of spatial and temporal antonym

pairs. Furthermore, the vork of Liles, Shulman and BartleLt (1977)

has shovn that language-delayed children are able to judge and

correct semantically anomaLous sentences, indicating their ability

to perform a task uhich involves the reflection on sentence

strueture. Therefore, auareness of the semantic constraints

tuhich operate vithin a sentence vill be examined in a language-

delayed population employing a similar sentence frames paraCigm.

The aim is to diseover if such subjects do possess the capacity

to utilise contextuaL information as an aid to the interpretation

of spatio-tenporaT terms.
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CHAPTER 8

THE EFFECT OF SENTENCE CONTEXT ON THE COMPREHEI{STON

OF SPATT)-TEMP1RAL TERMS BY CHTI DRFN I^ITTH

DELAYED LANGUAGE

The experinrents conducted in the tvo preceding chapters

have demonstrated that sentential context does affect childrents

as uell as aduLtsr comprehension of spatio-tenporaT terms. Botl-r

children and adults uere able to utilise the contextuaL information

contained vithin tl¡e semantic structure of the sentence to assign

the non-dominant sense to dual meaning spatio-temporal terms.

Moreover, this abiJ.Íty to employ the sentence context as an aici

in the comprehension of spatio-temporal terms vas found to change

vith age, and reach adult-like Level at Year 4 or around 9:0 years

of age. Therefore, there is a developmental ehange in chiLdrents

avareness of the semantic constr.aints urhich operate vithin a

sentence and ruhich heJ.p determine uord meaning. Consequently,

it is relevant to consider if this ability or au¡areness is

affected by a delay in language development.

The populatiorr to be studied in the present experiment vill
be those children urho can be classified as having a pure Tanguage

deLag. Such children have been defined by lrurin and Marge (L97?)

as possessing language skills at Level.s belov those attained by

tl¡eir age peers. Hovever, lnleiner (L974) has most clearly delin-

eated this population by stating that:

It....deJaged Language deveLopment refers to the
late appearance or slov development of language
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in a child u,ho does not have sensory, motor,

emotional, or intellectual problems that might

be considered basic to his diffieulties.rr
(tnleiner, 1974, p, 2o2)

Therefore, the children to be investigated in this study Possess

a developmental delay in their language abilities which cannot

be attributed to such complicating factors as mentaL retardation,

deafness etc. They have vhat has been called, for the PurPoses

of this study , a pure Janguage delag.

There has been very little experimentation done ruitlr this

popuJ"ation of language-delayed children. This is probably a

refiection of their small numbers in not only the general

population (Stevenson & Richman, 1976), but also in the population

of children vho suffer from speech and language disorders of

various types (Campbell , 1979, Appendix V-A). Stevenson and

Richman (1976) found that orrly 4 of the 7O5 3:0 year olds ttrey

surveyed irr their study suffered from a pure Tanguage deLag.

Furthermore, Campbell (L979) reported that only 7.3?á of children

receiving treatment in a 7 month period in several speech therapy

clinics urere classified as being delayed in language development.

The data from tlris latter study are illustrated in Table 8.1

ruhich clearly indicates the infrequency of the delayed language

category. Therefore these data demonstrate that the experinrental

investigation of children ruith delaged Tanguage development has

been limited by their small numbers and the attendant diffieulties

of isolating such a population.
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TABLE 8.1. Prevalence of Speech and Language Disorders
in a Therapeutic Population.

Nevertheless, there have been several studies vhich have

examined the language skilì.s of this group of children. Most of

these studies have looked at the syntactic system of language-

delayed children and found that it is simpler in structure than

that of their age peers. Such children are said to employ a syntax

u¡hich is characteristic of an earlier stage of linguistic develop-

ment. Houever, Lee Q966) has reported a contrary resuLt from her

comparative analysis of the spontaneous speech of a normally-

developing and a language-delayed child. Her data led her to

conclude that the latter child uas not merely sl.over in develop-

ment, but failed to produce certain syntactic structures, such as

the designative construction, e.g. 'that a horseü, on uhich later

syntactic development clepended. Liles, Shulman and Bartlett (1977)

have found a similar difference in the ability of linguistically

normal and linguistically deviant children to judge and correct

agrammaticaL sentences. The results of their research indicated
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that linguistically normal children gave a larger number of correct

responses on this task as vell- as feuer inappropriate corrections.

The data fr'om both of these studies have demonstrated that

languaqe-delayed children are different in terms of their language

deveJ.opment. Houever, most of the studies ruhich have been conducted

in the area of syntax have reported an opposite result, that is,

a language deLav and not a language difference.

Menyuk (1964) found that children classified as using

infantile speech used syntactic rules urhich were sintplerr and

less generalised, and less differentiated than tfrose used by

children vittr normal speech. Menyuk and Looney (L97ãarb) have

further emphasised this point in the results of their experÍmental

tasks vhich required normal and language-disordered children to

repeat vari-ous sentence types, e.g. active-declaratives, phono-

logical sequences. From the poorer performance of the language-

disordered subjects on these repetition tasks, Menyuk and Looney

eoncluded that such children analyse language at the simplest

level using a limited set of syntactic and phonological rul,es.

Further experimentation ruhich has examined the syntactic

systems of language-delayed children has been carried out by

Morehead and Ingran (1977) and Leonard, Bolders and Miller (1976).

As in the former research of Menyuk and Looney the normal and

language-disordered children in these studies differed in terms

of chronological age, urit,h the former grouP being younger.

Morehead and Ingran (L973) matched their normal and linguistically

deviant children of different ages in terms of mean morphemes

per utterance (MM,/U) before obtaining the language samples for
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vhich glarnîars vere uritten. Fev differences uere found in the

phrase structure grammars of the turo groups uhen matched for MMr/U.

Therefore, Morehead and Ingram concluded that the older language-

delayed children ìvere merely deJ.ayed in their acquisition of

language, that is, they urere behind their same age Peers in terms

of grammatical development. This conclusion has been further

supported by Leonard et aL. (1976) urho reported that the grammars

ruritten for the language samples of their normal and language-

disordered subjects differed very little urhen such subjects urere

matched in terms of mean length of utterance (MLU). Houever,

again the language-disordered children uere significantly older

than the normal children vho possessed similar grammarsr thus

indicating that they, the language-disordered, urere functioning

at an earlier level of linguistic development.

Turo studies have examined the phonological development of

children vith delayed language. In the first of these Gilbert

(1970) had 10 pre-schoolers, 5 normal and 5 delayed ruith respect

to language, Learn and then repeat 4 monosyllabic' Urords ruhich

vere the names for 4 nonsense dravings. His results indicated

that language-delayed children exPerienced difficulty in

identifying the normal verbalisations, ruhilst no such difficulty

vas evidenced by normaf children. Gilbert therefore concluded

that children ruith delayed language are at a less mature level

of phonological development. Bond and t'rlilson (1980) have

reported a similar result in their investigation of t'he acquisi-

tion of the voicing contrast. They found that the verbal pro-

ductions of language-delayed subjects shoved a less mature
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development of the voicing contrast compared urith those of normal

speaking children.

The above studies lead to the conclusion that both the

phonological and syntactic abilities of children classified as

having a pure Tanguage deTag are behind those attained by their

age peers. Therefore, it is an open question as to urhether the

semantic abilities of such children reflect a similar delay.

Feur studies have been conducted to investigate the semantic

abilities of language-delayed children. Hovever, those urhich

have been carried out, Illebrun (I974) and Collins (1974) indicate

that vhen J.anguage-delayed and normal children are matched in

terms of MLU there are no differences. Illebrun (L974) tested

the comprehension of the spatial pairs high/7ow, thick/thin, wide/

naîrovt. Tongfshort, ta77/short and deep/shaTLow in their polar,

comparative and superlative forms by norrnal and linguistically

deviant children. He found that the comprehension of the turo

groups of children did not differ for these spatial adjectives.

Furthermore, Collins (1974) has reported no differences in the

comprehension of temporal order clauses utilising the terms before

and after by normal and linguistically deviant children at similar

stages of linguistic development. Hovever, she did report some

differences in their comprehension of spatial order sentences

employing the terms before, after, in front of, in back of, ahead

and behind.

Although the above studies have found no differences betureen

normal and linguistically deviant children, it is important to ncte

that both matched their subjects on MLU measureso Consequently,
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their subjects urere at similar stages of linguistic development

and, as a result, differences in their performance on these tasks

ruould not be expected. Houever, to achieve comparable MLU leveLs

for their tvo subject populations Illebrun and Cotlins had to accept

uride disparities in the chronological ages of the groups. In

both experiments the language-disordered subjects u,ere considerably

older than the normal subjects at a particular linguistic stage.

Therefore, the data reported by lllebrun and Collins further

support the notion that language-delayed children are sl,over or

behind in the J.anguage acquisition process. This idea is further

emphasised by Morehead and Ingram (1977) t

It....linguistically devÍant children do not develop

bizarre linguistic systems that are qualitatively
different from normal. children. Rather they

develop quite similar linguistic systems vith a

marked delay in onset and acquisition time.rl

(Morehead & Ingram, 1973, P, 344)

Therefore, the PurPose of the present study is to examine

the development of the semantic system in a population of language-

delayed children. In particular thj.s study ProPoses to investigate

these childrenrs comprehension of the 5 sPatio-tenpotal terms jn

front of, ahead of, behind, before and after, and hov this eom-

prehension is affected by spatial and temporal sentential contexts.

The aim is to replicate the preceding child study utilising the

same sentence frames experimental. paradigm in order to see if

linguistic context affects the language-delayed childrs inter-

pretation of spatio-temparaT terms. It has already been demon-

strated that sentential context does affect normaL childrenrs and
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adultsr interpretation of such dual meaning terms. Furthermore,

this auareness of the effects of context uas found to change ruith

age, uith adult-Iike performance being achieved betrueen 9:0 and

I0:0 years of age. Consequently, the present study urill employ

the same experimentaL paradigm urith a group of language-delayed

children vhose delay puts them at the earliest level of

linguistic functioning ruith respect to this skill. It is expected

that the semantics of spatio-temporal terms in the J.inguistic

system of such a population ruill not be as fuIly articuLated as

that of normal children of a simifar chronological age. This ruill

result in their functioning at an earlier developmental Level in

their comprehension of such terms.

Therefore, the present study tested the folloruing predictions

in the light of the above discussion and the preceding research

with normal child and adult subjects:-

(1) Language-delayed subjects vill make more errors on

i.nconoruent sentence pairs, those urhere sentence context

and dominant LexicaL meaning of the adverb conflict, than

on conqruent pairs, urhere context and Iexical meaning agree.

(2) Language-delayed subjects ruill make more semanticaTTg

appropriate errorsr o.g. after- in front of, on inconqruent

sentence pairs than any other types of errors. Such errors

are predicted on the basis of the effects of context allouing

the'tminot''meaning of the spatio-temporal term to come to the

fore.

(l) Language-delayed subjects ryill make fever errors on positive

or unmarked termsr €.g. in tront of than on negative or
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marked termsr p.g, behind. This is predicted by E. Clarkts

(I973c) Semantic Feature Egpothesis.

(4) Language-delayed subjeets urill make feurer errors on spatially

dominant adverbsr e.9. behind, than on temporally dominant

adverbsr ê.g. after. Ihe Conplexitg Hgpothesis of H. Clark

(L97t) predicts this effect.

(5) The last prediction is stated in comparative terms. Is

the J.anguage-delayed childrs comprehension of spatio-temporaT

terms, Iike thaÈ of linguistically normal chifdren, similarly

affected by sentential context? Is the performance of

language-delayed children similar to that of any age group

of children previously studied? In particular, is their

performance on this task delayed or gi@f

8.1 METHOD

8. I .1 Sub.i ects

The subjects in this experiment urere 19 children, B males

and 11 females classified as having a pu¡e language de7ag. These

subjects vere selected from a population of 269 Year 5 Lo 7

children, L44 males and 125 females, attending 5 upper-middle

class suburban primary schooLs. There vere J criteria for

incl.usion in the present experimental population based on the

childrenrs scores on form (a) of the P.P.V.?. These criteria

uere as follorus:-

(I) Verbal I.Q. < 84

(2) Mental Age - Chronological Age )- I:6 years

(l) Percentile r( 12.
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Table 8.2 lists the range and mean values for the variables of

chronological age, mental age, verbal I.Q. and percentile in the

present experimental population. (Appendix V-B provides data

on the mean values of these variables for each sex group.)

TABLE 8.2. Mean Val.ues and Ranges of Chronological
Age, Mental Age, Verbal I.Q. and Percentile
for Experimental Subjects.

Percentile

Range

*Age values are in years and months.

8.f .2 Experimental Desiqn

The same sentence frames paradigm previously employed ryith

child and adult subjects vas used in the present experiment.

This paradigm utilised the 5 spatio-tenporal terms in front of,

ahead of , behind, before and afte¡ placed in either spatial or

temporal sentential- contexts. The 10 sentence frames in ruhich

these terms urere placed flormed the basis of the experinrental

sentence pairs as listed in Appendix III-8.
As tuith the preceding child study, the l0 sentence pairs

u,ere presented both orally and visually, that is, on cards. The

format of these cards uras identical to that used urith linguistically

normal children urith a card for each pair.

The onJ.y differenee betueen the present study and that urith

linguistically normal children ruas ruith respect to presentation

T-I27.77I-8478.67 :1-10 :4B: l09 z7 -I7 ¿311 :11

MeanRangeMeanRangeMeanRangeMean

Verba] I.Q.Mental AgexChronological Age*
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order. 0n1y one presentation order, order 6, uras used in this
experiment for the 10 sentence pairs. This order uras randomry

chosen from the l0 presentation orders previously emproyed. The

Purpose of this seLection vas to reduce the effect of presentation

order as a contributing factor to any significant results obtained

sinee this variable had been found to exert a significant effect

in the data of linguistically normal subjects.

8.L.3 Procedure

The present experimentar procedure uras an exact replieation

of that employed uith linguistically normaJ. chirdren for this
sentence frames task. There uras only one procedural difference.

These language-delayed subjects vere only given the experimentat

task at the time of the study, having been seLected on the basis

of ttreir scores on the earLier administered p,p,v,T, (form a).

Apart from this one dilference, all subjects u/ere seen individually

and subjected to a procedure vhich involved the same example

sentences and experimental sentence pairs presented in a like
manner to that of the preceding child study.

Again, the subject's task vas to suppJ.y the missing element,/s

from the second sentence of each pair. 0nce the response uras

givenr the experimenter provided reinforcement by such statements

as "good" and continued to the next sentence pair until the task

had been completed.

i
rj

V
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8.2 RESUTTS

As in the analysis of the truo preceding sentence frames

studies, the resuLts of the present study vill be considered in
turo sections. The flirst section uriLL examine the subjectsr overalL

performance on the task and the statistical analyses performed on

these data. In the second section the types of e¡rors the language-

deJ-ayed subjeets made on the experimental sentenee pairs vill be

discussed.

0nce more, thecorrectness of the responses made uras determined

by the semantic relationship of antonymy. A response uras scored as

correct if it uras the dÍrect opposite of the spatio-temporaj term

appearing in the first sentence of a pair, e.g. in front of - behind.

All other responses uere scored as incorrect.

8.2.I Analysis of Correct R SES

This task involved l0 sentence pairs ruhich ìüere responded to

by 19 subjects, therefore there urere L90 possibl-e correct responses.

rt vas found that the language-delayed subjects performed at onry

slightly better than chance Lever on this task. They achieved only

rrl or 59.5?ó comect responses. Houever, urhen the number of eorrect,

responses made to the truo different types of sentence pairs,

conqruent and inconqruent , urere consiciered, it ruas fc¡und that

this lov performance leveL cor.¡ld be attributed to the subjects'

poorer performance on inconqruent pairs. Indeed, uhilst these

subjects managed to achieve 65 (69.5ÍU) correct on conqruent

sent'ence pairs, their score on the inconqruent sentence palrs uras

þ

+

1l,i

no better than uroul.d be expected by chance alonè (4g or 50.5,"ó).
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(Appendix v-c provides the raur data, in terms of number of correct

responses, for the language-delayed subjects on this task.)

The superior performance of language-delayed subjects on

conqruent sentence pairs ruas also evident urhen the subjectst

responses to each of the 10 sentence pairs vas examined. Tl¡ese

data appear in Table 8.5 uhich indicates that such subjects

generally tended to perform better on conqruent than inconqruent

sentence pairs.

TABLE B.]. Number of Correct Responses x Experimental
Sentence Pair.

*Denotes an inconqruent sentence Par.r.
+Possible maximum in each celL = 19.

l,úhen the number of comect responses on each pair vere

subjected to analyses of variance (A.0.v.) it uas again found that

these subjects performed better on conqruent than inconq¡uent

sentence pairs. Tvo such 4.0.v. vere performed on these data both

of urhich invoLved J factors. In the first 4.0.v. the J factors

uere subjects x spat (spatial or temporal dominant adverb) x cong

(conqruent or inconqruent sentence pair), vhilst in the second

the factors uere Subjects x Mark (unnarked or marked adverb) x

cong. The significant resuLts of both analyses appear in Tabre g.4

urhich illustrates that only the conqruency (cong) variable achieved

significance as a main effect. (Fulr results of each of these

separate 4.0.V. appear in Appendix V-D.)

I

ItI76II2DT1I210l5+

109B*7x6x54t+2)(l

:"!

'1,!
,l:
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TABLE 8.4. Sign ifi
bxSut(

cant Results of Three-tday 4.0.V.
Spat x Cong) and (Sub x Mark x Cong)1.

Significant values at o = 0.05, F I,l8 = 4.4I

Therefore, it is evident from a consideration of these frequency

data and the 4.0.V. performed on these data that subjects gave

significantly more correct responses to conqrue¡t than to

inconqruent sentence pa].rs.

There uere no sex differences found in performance on this

task. Males and females differed very little in t,erms of overalL

correct performance (males = 6I.2ií,¡ females = 58,2?6). This result

uras aLso evident vhen the subjectsr performance on the truo sentence

types, conqruent and inconqruent , urere considered. These data

appear in Table 8.5 which again indicates that males and females

differed only slightly vith respect to their performance on this

sentence frames task.

TABLE 8.5 . Percentage of Correct Responses on
Congruent and Inconqruent Sentence
Pairs r Sex.

I

I

17 .65o.530.53I,18CongSubxMarkxCong

8. 210.42o.421rl8CongSubxSpatxCong

V. R.M.S5.S.D.FSOURCEA.O.V

:'l
Itt

47.t55Incongruent

69.r67.5Congruent

FemaLesMales
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8.2.2 Er¡or Analysis

The four error categories of semanticaTTg appropriate,

sgnongm, repetitio¡ and other error u¡ere used in the analysis of

the aror responses made on the l0 experimental sentence pairs.

These are the same as those employed in the analysis of the normal

chird and adult error data on this sentence frames task, and are

explained fully in the Results section of Cl-rapter 6, p. lBF.

Upon examination of the types of errors made by language-

delayed subjects in this experimentar task, it vas found that the

largesl proportion couLd be classified as repetition (45.49ó).

SemanticaTTg appropriate (tt.B?í) and sgnongn (19.5,'ó) responses

constituted the tvo next largest categories of errors. atlter

eîrar responses (I.39í) urere found to be ver¡, infrequent in the

errors these subjects made on the sentence pairs of this experi-

mental task.

Table 8.6 lists the number of errors of the various types

made by these language-delayed subjects on each sentence pair.

It also illustrates that error responses, of all types, urere more

common on inconqruent than on conqruent Pa1rs.

TABLE 8.6, Type of Error Response x Experimental
Sentence Pair.

IOther Errot

7t57t2642Repetition

II4I2IIItSgnongm

224242t26ISenanticaTTg
Appropriate

t09B*7x6*54t+2x1

*Denotes an incongruent sentence Pafr.
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t'Jhen the types of errors made on alL inconoruent sentence

pairs urere examined, it uras found that se¡nanticalLg appropriate

errors (t+0,49¿) vere less frequent than all other error types (59.6"Å).

As semanticaTlg appropriate errors are predjcted on the basis of the

effects of sentence context on the comprehension of the adverb,

it can be concLuded that language-delayed subjects made more non-

predicted than predicted errors on inconqruen_t sentence pairs.

ïhis conclusion is further supported by a consideration of

the predjcted and non-predicted errors made by these experimental

subj ects on each inconqruent sentenee pair. These data appear in

Table 8.7 and indicate that non-predicted errors uere more frequent

on J of the 5 inconqruent pairs. Furthermore, this difference uras

most narked for sentence pairs 7 and B.

TABLE 8.7. Predicted (P) versus.tvon-Predicted (NP)
Errors on Each fnconoruent Sentence Pair.

B. r. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study urith language-delayed

subjects provide only partial confirmation for the various hypo-

theses tested. Only the first hypothesis urith regard to perfor-

mance on ry!. as opposed to inconqruent sentence pairs uas

supported by the present experimental data. Turo other hypotheses,

9492344336

NPPNPPNPPNPPNPP

B7632
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those concerned vith error type and the effects of narkedness urere

not comoborated urhilst turo more regarding the effects of lexieal
meaning and delayed language development uere onry partially

confirmed.

In support of the first prediction, it u¡as found that the

language-delayed subjects of the present experiment made more

errors on sentenee pairs urhere ringuistic context and dominant

lexical meaning of the adverb conflicted than on those ryhere it
did not. The strong confirmation for this prediction is evicjent

in Table B.J and also graphically illustrated in Figures B.l and

B.?. Therefore, it can be eoncluded that the language-delayed

childfs eomprehension of the spatio-temporal terms in front of,

ahead of, behind, before and after is affected by sentential

context. Furthermore, the significant main effect found for the

conqruency (cong) variable in the analyses of variance similarly

corroborates the importance of this contextual effect.

ïhis finding for language-delayed subjects is comparable to

the effect found in the data of both linguistically normal children

and adults using the same experimental paradigm. It also corres-

ponds to the results reported by Hodun (fgZ:) ruho found that

children urith normal language development had difficurty under-

standing spatio-temporaT terms if the spatial and temporal

contextual cues conflicted. Further, l,Jales (f98l) has reported

similar results for the temporal terms. His normal 4:0 tc¡ 6:0

year old subject.s found it harder to process temporal information

in contexts ruhere there uas a lot of interfering spatiar infor-

mation.
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FIGURE 8.2. ExperimenÈaI Performance of Language-Delayed Subjects.
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Hourever, the strong effect of linguistic context uras not

supported urhen the types of errors made on inconqruent sentenee

pairs urere examined. It was found that language-delayed subjects

made more non'predicted (sgnongm' tepetition, other errorl than

predicted (senantÍca77g appropriate) errors on such sentence

pairs. This result is clearLy illustrated in Tables 8.6 and 8.7

urhich further indicate tl'rat these subjects' large number of

tepetition error responses on inconqruent sentence pairs 7, 7 ,

and B uras the cause. Consequently, the errors results lor the

language-delayed subjects are contrary to those reported earLier

for linguistically normal- children and adults. For the former

data fail to indicate a large number of semanticaTTg appropriate

resPonses orr inconoruent sentence pairs. Therefore, these data

do not confirm the secorrd hypothesis ruith respect to error type

and, as a result do not further emPhasise tl¡e effects of context.

The third hypothesis regarding the effects of markedness

u/as not corroborated in the present experimental data. This

variable (mark) did not achieve significance as a main effect

vhen a three factor analysis of variance vas performed on the

data. Furthermore, ttre percentage of correct responses to

unmarked and ma¡ked adverbs differed by less than J?ó. Consequently,

the present results correspond to those Previously reported for

J.inguistically normal children as no markedness effect is

significantly evident in either set of data. Tl-rerefore, the

prediction that the unmatked member of antonym pairs is develop-

mentally prior t.o its marked counterpart (E. CLark, 1977c; H'

Clark, 1973) uras not confirmed.
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The number of correct r.esponses to spatial and temporal

dominant adverbs uras also found to differ very littie for tl-rese

language-delayed subjects. Indeed, urhen a three factor analysis

of variance uras performed on these data the lexical variable (spat)

did not attain significance as a main effect indicating that such

subjects responded equally urell to spatial and temporal dominant

adverbs. such a result is contrary to resul.ts rePorted by E.

Clark (1972), Hodun (L975) and lrlales (f98I). Tlrese researchers

all found ttrat spatially dominant terms vere understood before

temporally dominant terms by normal children. The present data

al.so conflict rrrith the CompJexitg Hgpothesis of H. CLark (L977)

vhich predicts that children first Learn the spatial sense of

spatio-temporal terms. Hovever, the data do corresPond uittr that

pr.eviousLy reported for linguistically normal children. Such

subjects gave a similar number of correct responses to spatial

and temporal dominant adverbs in the same experimental task.

Finally, it is important to compare the present data urith

that of linguistically normal children in order to deterrnine if

the subjects in this experimental study are 5þ]3¿99! or different

ruith respect to this ability. The mental age, on the P'P'v'T',

of the present population of language-delayed children indicated

that Lhey ruere fu¡nctiorring linguistically at about an 8:0 year

old Ìevel. Therefore, tþeir' data rvill be compared ruith that of

Year J linguistically normal children. This is similar to the

approach taken by other sÈudies (Morehead & Ingram, 1975¡ IIlebrunt

1974; collins, L974; Leonard et al. , 1976; Bond & tdilsonr 1980)

ruhich have used a linguistic measure in comparative studies of
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normal and linguistically deviant children.

t,Jhen the data for tllese tvo groups of children urere examined

in detail it vas found that both performed at rtear chance level

on tlte inconqruent sentence pairs of this task. Year J children

gave only slightly more correct responses ( 549i) to such pairs tl-ran

did the language-delayed children (50.59ó). Furtl-rermore, ttre

performance of the tvo groups on spatial dominant adverbs in

either spatial or temporaÌ sententiaL contexts differed very

little, by less than 59ó. Hovever, urhen their performance on the

temporal- dominant adverbs uas considered, it uas found that Year f

subjects achieved more correct responses in both types of contexts

than did the tanguage-delayed subjects. This is evident from an

examination of Figures 5.2(a) (p. 190) and 8.2. Therefore, it can

be concluded that urhile the language-delayed children appear to be

functioning at an earlier 1evel, cornmensurate ruith their linguistic

age (on the p.p,V.r. ), urith respect to spatially dominant adverbs

such is not the case for adverbs ruith a dominant temporal meaning.

Such a finding is contrary to the research of Collins (1974)

vhich found that children vith normal and deviant language

development differed only as regards their comprehension of spatial

and not l-emporal order information. Hovever, it does provide

partial confirmation for H. clarkts (1971) prediction of the

priority of spatial meaning in language acquisition. The spatial

dominant adverbs urhich are held to be the first acquiredr ìuere

Less delayed in their development for this population of larrguage-

delayed subjects than urere the temporal dominant adverbs. These

latter terms seem to be understood at an earlier linguistic stage

Þ
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than the former as they are comprehended at a level beloru that

indicated by the linguistic mental age of this group of subjects

uhereas the spatial terms are comprehended at this linguistic

mental. age Ievel.

Upon examination of the error data of Year J and language-

deJ-ayed subj ects on inconqruent sentence pairs a someuhat different

picture emerges. Both groups of subjects did make a similar number

of error's on such pairs, houever, the nature of these errors

differed. The majority of errors made by Year J subjects could be

classified as sezanticallg appropriate and therefore urere predicted

on the basis of contextual effects on the semantic interpretation

of the adverb. Houevet, repetition ¡esponses eorrstituted the

largest category of error responses for language-delayed subjects,

and such responses vere particularJ.y common on sentence pairs 3,

7 and B. This predominance of repetitjoà errors for the 7th

pair is simiLar to that reported for Year 3 subjects. Indeed, the

7th pair caused all subjects, children as veLL as adults, to give

a large number of repetition ¡esponses. Such a finding can be

explained by the notion that ttre key elements of the first sentence

of this pair, that is, "_ is atLer _", evoke a sense of one

person chasing another. This idea gains further credence in the

present data from the finding that the language-delayed subjects

made a large number of repetitjor¡ errors on the 4th sentence

pair ("_ came after _"). Hovever, the large number of

repetition errors on sentenee pairs f and I cannot be attributed

to a diverse interpretation evoked by the sentence structure.

I

ri
ÌùJ
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Therefore, the difference in the nature of the errors made by

Year J and J.anguage-delayed subjects leads to the conclusion that

perhaps the latter group of subjects are deviant and not merely

delayed, ruith respect to ttre linguistic ability this task requires.

This conclusion uras further supPorted ruhen the error types

orr alÌ sentence pairs in this experimental task urere consicjered.

Again it ruas found that the J.anguage-delayed subjects made more

errors ulhich could be classified as repetition responses. Tl're

number of semanticaTTg appropriate responses they gave (33.8,'ó) ruas

vell belov that of Year 3 normaL subjects. Furthermorer unlike

Year J children, the language-delayed children did not make equiva-

lent numbers of errors in the categories of synongm' lepetition

and other error. Consequently, all of these findings point to the

conclusion tlrat such chiÌdren perform differently on this task

than do Iinguistically normaL children.

In concfusion, this experiment has demonstrated that

linguistic context does affect the meaning rlhich language-delayed

children assign to the 5 spatio-tenporal terms in ftont of, ahead

of, behind, befare and after. Such children are aurare of hour the

semantic constraints operating vithin the context of a sentence

infLuence word meaning. Hovever, their ability urith, oI' au,areness

of, such constraints is limited compared vith that of their

linguistic age peers. This conclusion is especially evident uhen

the large number of repetjtjor¿ errors these children made on this

task vere considered. Such errors are indicative of these

children's different interpretation of the sentence pairs as urell

as their taek of complete comprehension of the semantic relation

.'l
t1

Þ
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of antonymy. Unlike their mental lirrguistic age peeDs, the

J-anguage-delayed children do not fully grasp the antonymous

relationship. Therefore, it is concLuded that on this sentence

frames task language-delayed chitdren display linguistic skills

vhich are different from those of children urho are devefoping

language normally. Such a conelusion confirms the research of

Lee (tgge) and Liles et al. (1977) on the syntax of language

disorder but is contrary to the results of other researchers irr

the areas of syntax (Menyuk, 1964; Menyuk & Looney, I972arb;

Morehead & Ingram, 1973; Leonard et al. , 1976), semantics

(Illebrun, L974; Collins, 1974), and phonology (Gilbert, I97O;

Bond & Lrlilson, l9B0).

Therefore, having shourn that linguistic context does affect

the semantic interpretation of spatio-temparal terms by both normal

and linguistieally deviant subjects, it is reLevant to consider

these contextual effects in more detail. To do this such terms

ruill be placed in spatiaÌ, temporal and ambiguous (spatial,/temporal)

sentence eontexts to discover hour children vill respond in an

ambivalent meaning situation.
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CHAPTER 9,

ÏHE EFFECTS OF AN AMBTI/AI FNT NR DIIAI MTANTNN I TNGIITSTTfì

CONTEXT ON PRIMARY SCHNOI CHTIDRFN'S COMPRFHENSTON

OF SPATTO-TET4PORAL TERMS

The preceding chapters have demonstrated that children of

primary schooL age are aurare of the duaL meaning of terms ruhich

comprise the spatjo-temporaf semantic field. This has been

evidenced by their responses to a task ruhich required them to rate

such terms for degree of subjective similarity vith respect to

meaning. In such a task, B:0 year oLds urere flound to conceptualise

these terms as existing in a tvo dimensional semantic space as

illustrated in Figure 5.1 (p. I49), urhose dimensions urere labelled

spatial and temporal-. Furthermore, not only do children reaLise

that spatio-tenporai terms have both a spatial and a temporal

sense, but they are also auare of hory this meaning is affected by

linguistic eontext. This latter fact uas demonstrated by chiLdren's

performanee on a task in vhich sentential context either supported

or failed to support the dominant interpretation of the spatio-

tenporaL term. 0f particul-ar interest uere their responses to

sentences urhere the linguistic context and tlre dominant lexical

meaning of the spatio-temporaT term conflicted. In such contexts,

childrenrs responses indicated that they urere assigning a non-

dominant interpretation to the spatio-tenpora-Z term. Therefore,

the data from both of these tasks demonstrated that primary school

age children are aurare of both senses of spatjo-tenporal terms and

hour such meaning or sense is determined by contextual factors ruhich

reside in the sentence.
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The foregoing studies have also shorun that populations of

both adult and language-delayed child subjects realise that the

semantic constraints operating ruithin a sentence affect the inter-

pretation of dual meaning spat-Ío-temporal terms. Furthermore,

they have demonstrated that this semantic avareness is influenced

by developmental factors. It changes urith age and seems to reach

an adult LeveL of competence at Year 4 or around 9:0 years of age.

Consequently, the purpose of the present study is to

investigate in more detail the effects of J.inguistic context on

childrenrs comprehension of spatio-temporal terms, in particular

in frortt of, behind, befare and afte¡. The spatio-tenporal te¡m

ahead of has been omitted from the present experiment on the basis

of previous empirical findings, urhieh indicate the primary school

age child's limited use of this term. In the "Opposites'r Study

it uras found that Year I chiLdren only gave aåead of as the

opposite of behind on 4 occasions uhereas in fzont of vas given

as its antonym 4l times. Similarly, in the previous sentence

frames study in front of uras the predominant r'esponse to the

spatially dominant term öeåjnd for all subject populations tested.

Therefore, only the terms in front of, behind, before and after

vere studied in more detail in the present sentence contexts

experiment.

The double meaning attributed to these spatio'tenporal terms

has been demonstrated empirically in the preceding t4.Ð.s. and

Sentence l-rames studies as urell as in the dictionary definitions

uhieh appear in Table 5.1 (p. Itz). It has also been discussed

by H. Clark (I97t) and Traugott (fgZA) urho both state that the
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English temporal terms have a spatial basis in the human organism's

front-back perceptual plane. Therefore, a close connection exists

betveen space and time conceptions in the English language, and

it is this link ruhich allotus or enables a dual sense to be assigned

to spatjo-tenporaT terms.

Hovever, it is held that only one of the turo senses of spatio-

temporal terms is dominant. The linguist Bennett (I975) states

that jn front of and behind have a strong spatial sense urhile the

temporal sense is primary for befote and afte¡. This is evicjent

in his componential analysis of these Prepositional terms ruhich

appears in Table 5.2 (p. 115). Furthermore, the results of the

M.D.S. study, ruhilst reporting that all of these terms have both

a spatial and a temporal sense, indicate that such a distinction

on the spatial dimension characterises in front and öeäjnd urhereas

before and after are primarily distinguished on the temporal

dimension.

The dominance ol' the spatiaL sense for ahead ot (a synonym

of jn front of) and behjr¡d, and the temporal sense fot before and

after has been similarly reporLed by many researchers using both

child and adult subjects (Hodun, 1975¡ Friedman & Seely, 1976i

Richards & Haurpe, 1980). These vorkers have also clemonstrated

that childrenrs comprehension of such terms is affected by the non-

linguistic contexts in ruhich they occur. Friedman and Seely (1976)

found that their child subjects performed better s¡ öefore and

after in temporal tasks ulhilst ahead of and behind urere comPrehended

better in spatial tasks. Furthermore, their subjects reinterpreted

these terms in their dominant senser that is, befote and after
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temporally and ahead cf and behirtd spatially, in non-linguistic

task situations urhic'h vere in conflict urith these primary meanings.

Ollrer studies urith chitd subjects have also demonstrated

the effects of non-J-inguistic context on childrenrs interpretation

of spatio-temporaT terms. Both Hodun (L975) and l¡'lales (1981)

reported that children had more difficulty comprehending spatio-

temporaT terms uhere spatial and temporal cues conflicted. Hodun

(1975) found that u¡hen the spatial information uras in opposition

to the contextuaL information on temporal sequence, children

performed uorse on tasks requiring their comprehension of the pairs

ahead/behjnd and before/after. Similarly l,Jafesr (1981) study provides

evidence of children's difficulty in understanding temporal infor-

mation, or the t,erms before and after, in situations urhere there

are conflicting spatial cues.

In a final study on the effects of non-linguistic context on

children's interpretation of spatio-temporaT terms, Richards and

Havpe (1980) investigated 4:0 to 6r0 year ol-dsr understanding of

the pairs ahead/behind, before/after and first/7ast in spatial,

temporal and spatial/temporal tasks. Similar to the results of

other researchers they found that ahead and behirtd urere comPre-

hended better in spatial tasks vhilst the comprehension of before

and after ruas better in temporal tasks. Richards and Havpe further

reported that child¡enrs understanding of these pairs vas better in

spatial/temporal tasks than in tasks urhose nature differed from

thein dominant semantic sense, that is temporal tasks fot ahead/

behind and spatial tasks for beforefafter, Consequently, they

concluded that one sense of spatio-tenpozal terms is learnt through
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its association urith the other sense in contexts ruhich jointJ.y

represent notions of space and time. Therefore, it can be

concluded that the data from the study by Richards and Haurpe (fggO)

demonstrate that comprehension of the non-dominant sense of spatio-

tenporal terms is aided by contexts or tasks vhich provide both

spatiat and temporal cues, that is spatial/temporal tasks. Houever,

urhile these data do indicate the importance of spatial,/temporal

contexts for 4:0 to 6:0 year oldsr interpretation of spatio-tenporaL

terms they only do so for non-Iinguistic contexts. Therefore, it

is refevant to consider horu spatial,/temporal contexts ruhich are

linguistic in nature uritl affect the older child's, that is 7:0

years and over, comprehension of dual meaning spatio-temporaT

terms. For, it is during these middle school years that linguistic

context comes to play an ever increasing role in the childrs under-

standing of his language (Menyuk, 1977; OJ-son & Nickerson, J.978).

The purpose of the present study is to investigate hov a

spatial/temporal linguistic context u¡ill affect the primary school

age childrs comptehension of the spatio-tempotaT terms in ftont

of, behind, befcre and after. This study vill look at childrenrs

understanding of these terms in spatial, temporal and spatial/

temporal. (ambivalent) contexts to examine in more detail the

effects of linguistic or sentential context on the semantic inter-

pretation of spatjo-tenporaT terms. In particular' u,hen confronted

vith a sentence context urhere either a spatial or a temporal inter-

pretation is equatly probable, uhich one vill primary school age

children make? Furthermore, uill this interpretation shou a

developmental trend, as uras evidenced in the earlier sentence
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frames study, and change vith age?

Based on the above discussion and the earlier reported

research findings, the following hypotheses u,ere tested in the

present experiment:-

(l) Irr spatial sentential contexts the spatial responses in front

of and behind ruill predominant at all age levels. This

prediction uas based on the vork of Hodun (1975), Friedman

and Seely (1976) and Richards and Haurpe (f980) urho all

reported a dominant spatial interpretation for these terms.

Such responses are labelled as .ry!.
(Z) In temporal sentential contexts, the temporal responses

before and after ruill predominate at all age levels. This

prediction \uas again based on tl¡e results of research by

Hodun (1975), Friedman and Seely (L976) and Richards and

Harupe (1980) vhich has found that such terms have a dominant

temporal sense. Again, these resPonses are termed correct,.

(l) In spatial,/temporal sentential contexts, the nature of the

responses vill change urith age.

(a) Younger subjects (Year l) ruilt give mainly spatial

responses, e.g. in front of. H. Clark's (1971)

postulation of the priority of the spatial sense of

spatio-tenporaT terms Provides the basis for this

prediction.

(b) From Year 4 (around 9:0 years of age) onuards there urill

be a mixture of both spatial, e,g. öehjnd, and temporalt

e.g. after, responses in such contexts. This prediction

is based or¡ the findings of the earlier sentence frames
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study urhich demonstrated adult competence at Year 4

Ieve1. By Year 4 it is expected that children urill be

equally au/are of both senses of spatjo-tenporaT terms.

Therefore, they urill not evidence any strong bias in

either a spatial or a temporal direction in the resPonses

they give in spatial/temporal contexts.

(4) There ruill be a difference betureen the responses given to

unmatkedr e.g, in front of, beforerand marked, e.g. behind'

after, urord pairs in all sententiaf contexts. E. Clark's

(I973c) Senantic Feature Thearg provides the basis for this

predietion. SpecifÍcallY,

(a) In spatial contexts, subjects at a1I age levels vill

give more spatial responses urj.th un¡¡arked than urith

marked stimulus pairs.

(b) In temporal- corrtexts, unmarked stimulus pairs ui1l

elicit more temporal responses tt¡an ¡rarked stimul-us

pairs from subjects of all age levels.

(c) In spatial,/temporal contexts, response variabi-litv¡

defined in terms of a mixture of spatial and temporal

responses, urill first be apparent vj.th unmarked stimulus

Pairs.

9.I METHOD

9.1.1 5ub'iects

The subjects in this experiment vere 100 monolingual children

attending an upper-middle class suburban prinrary school. Ïtrese

experimental subjects urere selected from Years 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7t
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and ranged in age from 7:6 to l2:ll years. There urere 20 subjectst

I0 males and 10 females, at each year level. 0n form (a) of the

P.P.V.T. these subjectsr verbal I.Q.'s varied betueen 102 and I40

ruith an overalf mean of ll$.5. The mean values and ranges for

age and verbal I.Q. scores appear in Table 9.I. (Appendix VI-A

Provides the mean scores for each year group on the P.P.V 'r ')

TABLE 9.1. Mean Values and Ranges of Age and I.Q.
(p.p.v.T.) for Subjects at Eaeh Year Level.

*Age values are given in years and months.

9 .L,2 Exoerimental Desiqn

The experiment involved the use of the 4 spatio-tenporaT

terms in front of, behind, before and after. These vords served

as the experimental vord stimuli vhÍch the subjects urere to place

in various sentence frames.

There urere 15 sentence frames, 5 each representing spatialt

temporal and spatial,/temporal sentential contexts, urhich comprised

the experimental sentence stimuti. These sentence frames urere

ro2-I37

102-140

ro5-I,5

ro5-rt6

r0B-117

I20.7

118.7

12I.6

IT4.4

117

7 :6-8: I0

8: 8-9: 9

929-LO:9

l0: 9-1 2:4

ll : B-12: I1

B:4

o.,

IOzZ

l1:5

I2:4

Year J

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

RangeMeanRangeMean

P.P.V.T. I,Q.AGE*
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chosen on the basis of being clearly spatial, or clearly temporal,

or ambiguous, that is, evoking a spatial or a temporaJ. interpretation

urith equal probability, in nature. Ratíngs by 3 independent judgest

linguists, confirmed that the nature of these sentence frames uas

as postulated by the experimenter. Appendix VI-B lists the 15

sentence frames vhich vere employed in this study.

These 15 sentence frames urere presented truice to each subjectt

once ryith an unmarked stimulus pairr ê.g. in front ot, before and

once vith a marked stimulus pair, e.g. åeåind, after. They urere

presented in booklet form in vhich 6 sentences appeared per page.

The format of each sentence frame and uord pair in thj.s booklet

uras as in the following example:-

in front of, before

The p7 ane fJ-ew the nountaÍn,

The order of the J0 sentence frames in the experimental

booklets uas randomised using a random numbers tab1e. All subjects

at each year J.evel vere presented urith this one experimental order.

The only other randomisation procedure employed uas urith respect to

the stimulus vord pairs. At each year level¡ l0 subjects (5 mafes

and 5 females) received Lhe unnarked u¡ord stimuli in the order

in front of, before and t|¡e marked stimuli in the order after, behind.

For the remaining l0 subjects in each year group, the presentation

order of urord stimulus pairs uras reversed, that is, the unmarked

order uas öefore, in front of, and the r¡arked order behind, aftet.
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I .7,t Procedure

Subjects at all year levels, except Year Jr urere seen by the

experimenter in pairs in a quiet room set apart from the classrooms.

Year J subjects uere seen individually to counteract any effects

their lack of confidence in an experimental situation might have.

This slight modification of the procedure afso enabled the

experimenter to ensure that such young subjects understood the

task fully.

All subjects urere put at their ease before the experimenter

handed them the experimental booklet on ruhich they uere required

to urrite their age, grade and sex. They urere then asked to read

the instructions urhieh appeared on the front page of the booklet

as the experimenter read them aloud. These instructions vere the

same for each subject and uere as follows:-

Your task is to read care.fuJJg each sentence

on the foTTowing pages. Thete is a gap in each

sentence and gou have to decide which word ( fron the

two appearing above this sentence) goes in this gap-

þIhich word makes tàe sentence sound g@ o, better?

CircLe the word at the top of each sentence which

fits it öest.
Take gour tine in this task and give the answer

which soundsbest to gou. There are no right or W
answezs. You decide which word goes in the gap in
each sentence and circfe it.

lvrlhen the instructions had been read, the experimenter told

the subjects to turn the page and urork the 6 example sentences.

The format of this page vas the same as that of the experimental

pages and appears in Appendix VI-C.
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upon completion of this page the subjects urere instructed by

the experimenter to nov complete eaeh experimental page at their

oun pace. Subjects vere also told not to look back at a page once

it had been completed.

The presentation format uas the same for all subjects.

Hourever, urhilst Year 4 to Year 7 subjects only received visual

presentation of the experimental stimuli, Year 3 subjects received

both visual and oral presentation. This difference uras necessitated

by the younger subjectsr lack of familiarity ruith and confidence in

this task situation. Older subjects uere found to be capable of

adequately handling the demands of the exPeriment.

Once the subjects had completed the task, the experimenter

collected their booklets, checked that they had completed all

sentences, and then thanked them for their participation.

9.2 RESULTS

The results of this experimental task rvill be considered in

J sections to correspond ruith the nature of the linguistie contexts

(spatiat, temporal and spatial/temporal) employed. In aIl sections

the overall performance of the subjects in each linguistic context

as uell as the statistical analyses performed on the data ruill be

discussed. Furthermore, aII data ruill be considered from the

perspective of each individual year and also from that of the

total group, vhere the data from all years are eombined'

For the analysis in each linguistic context, the sentence

frames employed vilt be labelled A, B, C, D and E to correspond

urith the 5 different sentence fDames used for a partieular context.
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In addition, only in spatial/temporal contexts uritl both the number

of spatial and temporal responses made by subjects be examined.

For the other truo linguistic contexts, spatial and temporal, only

one category of response type, that isrspatial in the former and

temporal in the Latter, vilI be considered.

9.?,I Spatial Contexts

There uere 5 spatial sentence frames responded to turice,

once vith unmarked and once vith r¡arked uord stimuli, by 2O subjects

at each year J.evel. Therefore, there urere 200 possible spatial

responses at each year leveI. It vas found that subjeets in each

year group gave a number of spatial responses in spatial contexts

urhich uas velL above chance level (lO0 or 50,"ó). Table 9.2 lists

the number of spatial responses given by subjects at each year

l-eveL in all spatial sentence frames combined.

TABLE 9.2. Spatial Responses in Spatial Contexts
for Each Year.

82.5

90.5

87

92

89.5

r65
lBt
174

184

179

Year J
Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

PercentageNumber

Table 9.2 indicates that the number of spatial responses

made in spatial sentence contexts increased very little ruith age,

being higher than 80,'ó even for t,he youngest, Year 3 subjects.

Indeed, as age increased variations in performance in these sentence

contexts vere quite small.
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This conclusion uras further supported urhen the spatial

responses made in each spatial context at each year leveL urere

considered. These data appear in TabLe 9.3.

TABLE 9.r. Spatial Responses in Each Spatial
Context for Each Year.

37,210.835,436.2371

,4
36

38

t9
t9

3T

2B

32

3I
tz

t5
38

32

38

34

]I
39

36

38

37

34

40

t6
38

37

Year f
Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

EDcBA+

+Possible maximum in each cell = 40.

Again TabLe 9.f illustrates that subjects in each year gave a

large number of spatial responses in each spatial context and that

this number evidenced only sma1l age related changes. [Appendix

VI-D(I) lists the raur data for each year group in terms of spatial

responses to positive (unnarked) and negative (na*ed) ruord stimuli

in each spatial context. ]

Chi-square analyses urere perfor'med on the resPonses

made by subjects at each year level in each spatiaJ. context vhen

positive and negative vord stimuli vere used. Significant X2 values

urere found for the data at Years 41 51 6 and 7. A significant

resuLt vas also reported ruhen the data for alL Years vere eombined

and subjected to a Chi-square analysis. Table 9.4 lists the

significant X2 val.ues obtained in these analyses. [Appendix VI-E

provides the full results of the Chi-square analyses.l
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ïABLE 9.4. Significant Results of Chi-Square
Analyses Performed on the Spatial' Contexts Data.

72.57OVERALL

40.07

12.89

32.88

I8.57

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

X2 Value

Crit X2 = !6.92, d.f. = 9, o = 0.05

Table 9.4 indicates that the particular spatial sentence frame

employed did affect the number of spatial responses given by

subjects at all year levels except Year J.

An Analysis of Variance (A.0.V.) vas performed on the spatial

context response data. Hourever, as this analysis also considered

response data from the temporal contexts, it ryill be dealt urith

after a discussion of the temporal context frequency data.

9.2,2 TemporaL Contexts

As urith the spatial contexts, there urere 200 possible temporal

responses which subjects at each level could make in temporal

contexts. It uras found that subjects in each year produced a number

of temporal responses in temporal contexts uhich urere urell. above

the chanee level of 509ó (100). Furthermore, the percentage of

temporal responses in such contexts given by subjects at each year

Level vas close to 100îú. This is indicated in Table 9.5 vhich

lists the number of temporal responses given to all temporal

sentence frames combined by subjects in each year group.
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TABLE 9.5. Temporal Responses in Temporal
Contexts for Each Year.

96

98.5

99

99

100

192

r97

I9B

198

200

Year J
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6
Year 7

PercentageNumber

Table 9.5 illustrates that the percentage of temporal responses

given in temporal- contexts did not change very much urith ager being

maintained at a high level- of over 959(' in each year group.

Table 9.6 ruhich lists the temporal responses given in each

temporal context by the va¡ious year groupsr further supports this

conclusion. It can be seen from an examination of the data vhich

appear in Table 9.6 that the majority of.the responses given in

each temporal context by subjects at any year level could be

classified as temporal in nature.

TABLE 9.6. Temporal Responses in Each Temporal
Context for Each Year.

39.639.8t7 .B4039.8x

40

39

40

t9
40

t9
40

40

40

40

t4
3B

38

t9
40

40

40

40

40

40

39

40

40

40

40

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

EDcBA+

+PossibJe maximum in each ceI1 = 40
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lAppendix VI-D(Z) Iists the rav data, in terms of temporal responses

to positive and negative urord stimuLi in temporal contexts, for each

year group. J

The responses made by subjects at each year level in each

temporal context vhen positive and negative stimuli urere employed

uere analysed using Chi-square analyses. These analyses revealed

significant eflfects for Years J and 5. Furthermore, a signific'ant

effect vas obtained vhen a Chi-square analysis tuas performed on the

combined data for all year groups. The significant resul-ts of

these Chi-square analyses appear in TabLe 9.7. lfutt results of

these analyses appear in Appendix VI-E.]

TABLE 9.7. Significant Results of Chi-square
Analyses Performed on the Temporal
Contexts Data.

45.01OVERALL

28.I2
18. r8

Year J
Year 5

x2 Value

Crit X2 = 16.92, d.f . = 91 0. = 0.05

These results lead to the conclusion that the number of temporal

responses given by subjects tuas affected by the particular temporal

sentence context used, especially at Year J and Year 5 levels.
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9.2,1 Analysis of Combined Spat and Temporal Context Data

A four factor 4.0.V. lSuu¡ects x Sex x Conx (spatial or

temporaJ.) x Stim (positive or negative)l uas performed on the

response data for both spatial and temporal contexts for each year

group. The significant results of these analyses aPPear in Table

9.8. lAppendix VI-F(1) gives the full results of each 4.0.V. for

the different year levels.]

TABLE 9.8.

6.94

B. 84

6.94

I .01

5.5I
I .01

I .0r
5.51

I .01

I,18
r,18
I,18

Stim

Conx

Stim x Conx

Year 7

9.592.45?.45l rlBConxYear 6

T2.B'7.207.20l rrBConxYear 5

9.933.201.20l rlBConxYear 4

6.55

9.36

6.79

9.11

9 .11

6.6I

9.11

9.II
6.6r

1,18

r,lB
I,1B

5ex

Conx

Sex x Conx

Year J

V.R.M.S.5.SD.F.SOURCE

Significant at s = 0.05r F 1¡18 = 4.41

As indicated in Table 9.8 there uras a significant main effect for

context at all year levels (o = 0.05, F 1¡18 = 4.41). 0nly in

Year J anC Year 7 did any of the other variables achieve signifi-

cance as a main effect. For Year J the sex variable vas signifi-

cant u¡hilst for Year 7 the significant effect uras attributed to

Significant Results of Four-ruay A.0.V.
(Sub x Sex x Conx x Stim) Performed on
the Spatial and Temporal Context Data
for Each Year.
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the type of ryord stimuli, unmatked/positive ot matked/negative,

used (0 = 0.05, F Ì¡lB = 4.41). Houever, in both year grouPs these

significant effects u,ere compounded by the effects of context as

demonstrated by the significant interaction effects (Sex x Conx

at Year 3 and Stim x Conx at Year 7) obtained. Thereforet it can

be concluded that the type of sentence context employed, that ist

spatial or temporaL, influenced the nature of the responses given

by subjects at all Year leveLs.

This conclusion \uas further suPported vhen the data for all

years u,ere combined and subjected to a flive factor 4.0.V. (Grade

x subjects x Sex x Conx x Stim). The context (conx) variable

again proved to be significant as a main effect (o = 0.05, F It90

= 3,94). Furthermore, truo other significant effects u,ere found in

these data, a main effect for sex and an interaction effect of

Sex x Conx (q = 0.05, F 1¡90 = 1,94). Results of this 4.0.V.

appear in Table 9.9.

TABLE 9.9. Five-ruay 4.0.V. (Gr x Sub ¡ Sex x
Conx x Stim) Results.

6.86+

l.9t
2.42

2.t9
r.76
l. 87

0.20

47.5tx
4.68*

o.67

2.1,

4.4r

1.24

1.55

0.49

o.36

0.J8
0.04

26.Or

2.56

o.t7
1.18

4.4r

4.96

6,2r
o,49

o.36

r.5t
0.16

26.O1

2.56

r.46
4.7r

1r90

4r9o

4r9o

I,90
I,90
4r9o

4r9o

I,90
1r90

4r9o

4r9o

Sex

Grade

Grade x Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Gr x Stim

GrxSexxStim
Conx

Sex x Conx

Gr x Conx

GrxSexxConx

V.RM.SS. S.D.F.SOURCE

*significant value at o' = 0.05r F lr90 = 3'94¡'.-

F 4r9O = 2,46'lr
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9 .2,4 Spatial,/TemÞoral Contexts

There vere 5 spatial/temporal sentence frames respondeC to

tvice by 20 subjects in each year group. Therefore, there uras a

total of 200 possible responses in spatial,/temporal contexts for

each year level. If the assumption is made that spatial and

temporal responses should occur urith equal probability in such

contexts, then there should be 100 possible spatial responses and

J.00 possible temporal responses i.n spatiat/temporal contexts for

each year group.

In spatial/temporal contexts it vas found that both spatial

and temporal responses produced by subjects in each year group

uere above the ehance level of 509í, (50). Hourever, it uas note-

uorthy that at each year level the proportion of temporal responses

given by subjects uras at least tryice that of their spatial responses

in spatial/temporal contexts. These findings are evident in Table

9.I0 tuhich lists the number of spatial and temporal responses

subjects at each year level gave in spatial/temporal contexts.

TABLE 9.I0. Spatial Responses and Temporal, Responses
in Spatial/Temporal Contexts for Each Year.

*

:*
ll,l

66

69

74

69.5

68.5

L3?

rl8
148

139

rt7

t4

'L
?6

to.5
tt.5

6g

62

52

6t
63

Year f
Year 4
Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

PercentageNumberPercentageNumber

Temporal ResponsesSpatial Responses
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Table 9.10 further illustrates that the proportion of spatial and

temporal responses subjects gave in such contexts changed very

Iittle as a function of age. Indeed, both types of responses

shorued very minor variations urith age.

This conclusion uras further corroborated vhen the spatial

and temporal responses produced in each spatial/temporal context

by each year group \uere considered. These data appear in Table 9.I1.

TABLE 9.11. Spatial and Temporal ResPonses in Each
Spatial/Temporal Context for Each \/ear'

:l
rl,ú

30.29.82tT7?BI226.813.230.89.2X

3I

70

3?

?5

3t

9

10

B

15

7

2I

2t

24

25

22

19

T7

I6

15

18

24

29

t3

27

27

I6

11

7

It

L3

28

26

25

to

25

I?

L4

15

10

I5

28

to

t4

t2

30

T2

10

6

I

10

Year J

Year ú.

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Spat TempTempSpatTempSpatTempSpatTempSpat+

EDcBA

l

+Possible maximum in each ce]l = 20.

Appendix VI-D(l) lists the raur data for each spatial/temporal context

urith respect to positive and negative uord stimuli for each year group'

Both Tabtes 9.10 and 9.11 illustrate that subjects in all year

groups urere generally more likely to give temporal than spatial

responses to spatial,/temporal sentence frames. This trend uas evident

in the combined spatial,/temPoraL eontext data as urell as in each

individual spatial/temporal context.

þ
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Chi-square analyses uere performed on the response data for

each year group in spatial/temporaL contexts. These analyses

considered the subjects' responses in each spatiat,/temporal context

ruhen positive and negative uord stimuli vere employed. 0nly for

Years 5 and 7 u¡ere significant X2 values reported. Houever, vhen

the data for all year groups uere combined and subjected to a Chi-

square analysis a significant resuLt ruas again found. The signifi-

cant results of these Chi-square analyses appear in Table 9.I2.

IAppendix VI-E lists the ful]. results of each Chi-square analysis

at each year level. ]

TABLE 9.I2, Significant Results of Chi-Square
Analyses Performed on Spatial/Temporal
Context Data.

I

38.54OVERALL

25.36

17.25

Year 5

Year 7

X2 Value

Crit X2 = L6.92, d.f, = 9r 0 = 0.05.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the number of temporal responses

given by subjects varied as a funct,ion of the particular spatial./

temporal context employed.

A three-factor A.0.V. [SuOjects x Sex x Stimulus (positive or

negative) ] uras performed on the response data for spatial,/temporal

contexts for each year group. Each of these analyses employed

T

the variability index. This index uras cafeulated for each type of
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stimuLus vord pair (positive or negative) in the 5 sentenee contexts

in ruhich they occurred using the follouing formula:-

ABS (Nuntber of SpatiaT Responses - 2.5)

This measure uas employed for the present 4.0.V, as it ruas the

response variaþility ruhich vas of interest in spatial,/temporal

contexts. The significant resuLts of each 4.0.V. at each year

Jevel appear in Table 9.It. [AppendÍx VI-F(2) lists the fuIl
resufts of each 4.0.V. for each year group.]

TABLE 9.7'. Significant Results of Three-hlay 4.0.V.
(Sub x Sex x Stim) on Variability l¡dex
Data for Each Year in Sþatial/Temporal
Context,s.

0,=0.05rF1118=4.41

Table 9.11 indicates that only in the Year 7 data urere any signifi-

cant effects reported for the variability index. These vere the

significant main effects for sex and stimuLus type (positive or

negative) (o = 0.05, F 1¡18 = 4,4I). Therefore, at Year 7 the sex

of the subject as rveLl. as the type of stimuLus vord pairr positive

(unnarked) or negative (¡¡arked), employed, affected the value of

the variabilitv index.

0n1y one of these main eflfects, that ol' stimulus urord type,

u,as reported urhen a four factor 4.0.V. (Grade x Sub x Sex x Stim)

uras performed on the response data in spatial/temporal contexts

7.57

5.2r

4.2?

3.O2

4.22

3.O2

I,18

1rl8

Sex

Stim

Year 7

V.R.M. S.S.S.D.F.SOURCE
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for all yeaDs combined. In tlris anal.y sis tt¡e variabilitv index

uas again used. Table 9.14 iltustr'ates the resuLts of tttis 4.0.V.

TABLE 9.I4. Four-vay 4.0.V. (Gr x Sub x Sex x Stim)
ResuLts.

*significant vafue at q, = 0.05r F lr90 = 7.94¡
F 4r9O = 2.46.

The results illustrated in Table 9.14 further support the

conclusion draun from the Year 7 data that the type ofl stimulus

ruord pair, positive (urvnarked) or negative (natked), significantly

influences the value of the variabilitv index.

9,3 DISCUgSION

The data of the present experiment provide strong confirmation

for only turo of the hypotheses, those concerning the nature of the

responses made in spatial and temporal sentential contexts, tested.

In the spatial/temporal linguistic contexts the types of responses

made by children at every year level failed to corroborate ttle

predictions of the third hypothesis. Similarly no evidence uas

found in support of the markedness eflfect in any linguistic context

for any year group.

o.76
0.11

2.2r
6,7 5+

r,47
o.49

o.46

0.50

0.07

r.45
4.50

0.98

o.t?
0. t0

0. 50

o.2B

5. B0

4.50

0.98

1.f0
r.22

1 ,90
4r9o

4r9o

l ,90
1r90

4r9O

4r9o

Sex

Gr

Gr x Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Gr x Stim

GrxSexxStim

V.RM. S.5.SD.F.SOURCE
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In confirmation of tl'¡e first hypothesis it vas found that

child subjects at all year levels gave a majority of spatial

responses in spatial contexts. Furthermore, the predominanee

of spatial responses in such contexts changed very little urith

age, being at an already high level of 82.5,"ó for Year J children.

The str'ong corroboration of this first hypothesis is further

evident in the spatial response data illustrated in Tables 9.2

and 9.3.

Nevertheless, there u,as one unexpected finding in the

response data for spatial sentential contexts. It ruas assumed

that each of the 5 separate spatial sentence contexts uould be

equally likely to evoke a spatial interpretation from children

and so vould yield roughly equivalent numbers of spatial responses.

Hourever, this expectation uras not supported in the present

experinrental data ruhen Chi-square analyses vere performed on tl-re

subjects' responses in each spatial. context. The resultsof these

analyses reveafed that only in Year I r did children give about

the same number of spatial responses in each spatial context.

For Years 4 Lo 7 as veÌl as for the combined group data, signifi-

cant X2 values uere obtained, as indicated in Table 9.4. Upon

closer examination of the response data for each year gror-rp in

these spatial contexts, it u,as found that the effect could be

attributed to subjects making feuer spatial resPonses in spatial

context D, that is, the sentence frame Tong tan-the traiLer.

lRefer to Tab1e 9.7 and Appendix VI-D(I)]. Furthermore, this

effect uas more noticeable vhen negative urord stimuli, that ist

after, behind, uere used. In this sentence contextr children
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frequently chose after as being the ìrbest fittr, and thus renderecl

its complete form as Tong ran after the traifer. Therefore, ulhen

negative or na¡ked vord stimuli vere used, subjects assigned this

sentence frame an interpretation of a person chasing an object.

Consequently, this finding conforms to the results reported for

the earlier sentence frames study ruhich indicated that both normal

and language-delayed child subjeets comprehended the sentence Pau-Z

is after John as meaning one person uras chasing another.

Hourever, the spatial response data for Year 5 and Year 7

subjects also demonstrated that these subjects gave fever spatial

responses in spatiaL context C, that is, The chair stood

the tabl-e, uhen positive urord stimuli (in front of, befote) uere

employed. This resuLt appears to be inexplicable since an alternate

disparate semantic interpretation, such as that put forth for

spatial context D, cannot be postulated. Therefore, the variation

in the responses ol the Year 5 and Year 7 subjects to this spatial

context i.s seen to be the result of random fluctuation in the data

for these age groups.

The second hypothesis ruith respect to the subjectsr perfor-

mance in temporal sentential contexts uras also strongly supported

in the present study. It uras found that in such contexts more

than 959ó of the responses produced by subjects in any year group

vere temporaL in nature, as is evident in Table 9.5. In additiont

as ruith spatial sentence contexts, this result, changed little urith

age and uras relatively unaffected by the different temporal

sentential contexts employed. (Refer to Table 9.6.)
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Nevertheless, Chi-square analyses performed on the temporal

response data for each Year level as uell as the combined group

data reveafed some significant effects as illustrated in Tabl-e 9.7.

Such effects vere caused by subjects in Years f and 5 giving fever

temporal responses in temporal context C. (Tlendg packed the bag

Teaving the tabLe. / ruhen positive uord stimuli, that

is, before, in tront of, vere used. [Refer to Appendix VI-D(2).]

This effect vas also replicated in the combined grouP data for

all year leveLs. As there seems to be no diverse or ambivalent

semantic interpretation rvhich can be assigned to this sentence

frame, the resul-t appears to be uninterpretable and may perhaps

be attributed to the operation of random noise in the resPonse

data for temporal contexts.

The findings reported for both spatial and temporal contexts

in the present sentence frames task provide support for those

researchers urho postulate one sense of spatio'tenpotaT terms as

being dominant (Bennett, 1975; Hodun, 1975¡ Friedman & Seelyt

I976i Richards & Havpe, 1980). It ruas just those terms, that is,

in front of, and behind, ruhich these ulorkers have stated are

primarily spatial in meaning, rlhich primary school age children

chose as being ttretrbest fitttin the spatiaL sentence frames.

Similarly before and after, urhich are seen as having a dominant

temporal sense, uere more fr'equently selected as being the most

appropriate response in temporal sentential contexts. Consequentlyt

the present data confirm the dominant meaning vieur postulated by

the linguist Bennett (1975), and reported in the research vork of

Hodun (1975), Friedman and Seely (L976) and Richards and Harupe (1980)
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for both child and adult subjects.

An 4.0.V. performed on the response data for both spatial

and temporal contexts revealed that there u,as a significant main

effect for context (conx) at each year level. In each year grouP,

this effect could be attributed to subjeets' achieving more correct

responses fn temporal than spatiaL sentential contexts. (For the

purpose of Lhis discussion, a correct resÞonse ulas defined as a

spatial response in a spatiaL context and a temporal response in

a temporal sentence frame.) Furthermore, this significant effect

uras also reported urhen the resPonse data for all year groups in

spatial and temporal linguistic contexts u¡ere combined and

analysed using an 4.0.V. The prominence of this contextual effect

in the present data lends support to Navon's (1978) notion of the

primacy of the temporal dimension over the spatiaL dimension in

the human organismrs conceptualisation of stimuli. Consequently,

it is contrary to H. Clark's (1971) prediction that the spatial

sense of spaLio-temporal terms is initialty dominant in childrenrs

semantic systems.

The resuLts reported for the subjectst performance in

spatial,/temporal sentential contexts failed to confirm the third

hypothesis. The nature of the resPonses given in these contexts

did not change with age, ruith younger subjects (Year l) giving

mainly spatial responses as urould be predicted by H. Clark (1973),

In addition, older subjectsr responses demonstrated no evidence of

response variabillly, in terms of a mixture of spatial and temporal

responsesrinsuchspatial,/temporalcontexts'Subjectsatall

year levels gave predominantly temporal responses to these spatial/

temporal sentence frames. Indeed, they produced at least tvice as
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many temporal as spatial responses uhen given such sentence frames.

This result vas evident at all year levefs as is indicated in

Table 9.J0. Furthermore, it uras found that subjects generally

tended to give a larger proportion of temporal than spatial

responses ryhen the data for each separate spatiaJ.,/temporaL context

uere examined. (Refer to Table 9.II.)
Such a finding uras not predicted as it uas assumed that

subjects from Year 4 onurards ruould make about the same number of

spatial and temporal responses in spatial/temporal linguistic

contexts. Houever, this result does corroborate the data reported

in the earl.ier Ì4.Ð.s. study urhich investigated childrenrs and

adultsf conceptualisations of the spatio-tempora-Z terms in front,

ahead, behind, before, after, first and Jast. The dimensionaj

solutions plotted for both the child and adult data in this

experiment (Figures 5.L and 5.2, p. L49) demonstrated that in tront

and behind urere mainly distinguished on th" .Wg!!gl dimension

ulhereas before and after seemed to be equally ruell perceived as

possessing both a spatiaÀ and'a temporal dimension. Hodun (I975)

has aLso reported a simil.ar resul-t. Her adult subjects rated

ahead (synonym of in front) and .beåjnd as being primarity spatial

in meaning uhÍlst before and after u,ere seen as Possessing a more

neutral sense, as having both spatial and temporal aspects.

Therefore, the present finding of the predominance of temporal,

responses, that is, Þefore and after, in spatial./temporal sentential

contexts conforms to the data of earlier studies tuhich have demon-

strated that this pair is more readily assigned a dual sense than

the pair in front of/behind.
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chi-square analyses performed on the response data for each

year group in spatial,/temporal sentential contexts revealed

significant X2 values for the Year 5 and Year 6 data. In both year

groups, these results vere due to subjects giving feurer temporalt

and therefore more spatial, resPonses in spatial,/temporal contexts

B(Jane waTked onto the stage Anne./ and D (The car

went under the bri the taxi.). This effect uas

also replicated in the Chi-square analyses of the combined grouP

data for spatial,/temporal contexts. It is difficult to explaÍn

such a result since it ulas assumed that each sPatial'/ temporal

sentential context urould be equally likely to evoke both spatial.

and temporal responses at each year LeveL.

The fourth hypothesis ruith respect to tl¡e effects of

markedness on the responses given received no confirmation in the

present experimental data. This finding uas rePorted for all year

leveLs in the I different sentence contexts (spatial, temporal

and spatial/temporal) employed. Furthermorer some of the analyses

performed on the data revealed effeets vhich urent in the opposite

direction to that predicted by E. Clark (fgZ¡c) for unmarked/matked

antonym pairs. Negative (rnarked) vord stimuli, that is, öeàind,

after, u¡ere found to evoke more spatial responses in spatial

contexts as urell as to p roduce more response variabiJ.ity in spatial,/

temporal contexts for Year 7 subjects. Similarly, urhen the combined

group data for spat.ial,/temporal contexts urere examined it vas again

reported that the negative ruord pair caused subjects to demonstrate

mole response variability than the positive u,ord Pair (in ftont ot '
before). AII of these results proved to be significant urhen the
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data vere subjected to A.0.V. Consequently, it can be concluded

that the present data fail to confirm E. clark's (L97lc) postulation

of the acquisitional priority of unmarked terms. These findings

also indicate that the fourth experimental hypothesis received no

cotroboration. Indeed, the present data evidence findings in direct

contradiction to tvo of the predictions, that is, those for spatial

and spatial,/temporal contexts, of this hypothesis.

Finally, there urere some sex differences reported in the

present study vhen A.0.V. uere performed on the group as ueff as

individual year results, These analyses revealed significant sex

effects for Year 3 subjects and the combined group data in spatial

and temporal linguistic contexts. Furthermore, both of these

significant results \uere compounded by the effects of sentence

context rvhich indicated that maLes gave more correct responses

than females in spatial sententj.al contexts only. In temporal

contexts, mal.es and females differed very little uith respect to

the number of correct responses they Produced' 0nly one other

significant sex effect vas rePorted ruhen the response data u¡ere

analysed by A,O.V. This effect tras found in the analysis of the

variabilitv index data of Year 7 subjects in spatial,/temporal

sentential contexts, and revea]ed that males of this age demon-

strated more Igryi3Þ¡fj!}., that is, a mixture of spatial

and temporal responsesr than females in such contexts.

AIl of the above findings ruith respect to sex differences

indicate that males performed better than females on certain aspects

of this sentence frames task. As such, they are contrary to the

results of research cited by Maccoby and Jacklin (I974) uhich
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reported no difference j.n the language abirities of males and

females in the middle school years. Therefore, the significant

sex differences found in the present experiment urourd not t¡e

predicted on the basis of previous research. consequently, they

are inexplicable and as such indicate an area in urhich future

research might permit the determinat,ion of the strength of this

anonraLous result.

In conclusion, this experiment has demonstrated that

linguistic or sentential context does affect the semantic inter-
pretation uhich primary school age children assign to the spatio-

temporal terms in front of, behind, before and afte¡. In cJ.early

spatial or temporal sentence frames, these children plaee the term

vhose dominant meaning corresponds to the contextuar meaning of

the sentence, e.g. in front cf in a spatial context and afËer i¡
a temporal context. Hourever, vhen they are given an ambivaLent

sentence frame, urhose semantic interpretation can be either spatial

or temporal, they tend to give terms urith a dominant temporal sense,

that is, before and afte¡, as responses. Therefore, it can be

concluded that primary school age children more readily assign the

temporally dominant pair beforc/after a spatial and a temporal

sense tlran they do the pair in front of/behind ruhich is seen as

possessing a strong dominant spatial sense. Primary school age

children appear to find it more difficult to comprehend the double

meaning of this latter spatio-temporal pair. For these children,

the dual meanings, that is, spatial and tempora! of the spatio-

tenporal pair öefore/after are more readily available as semantic

interpretations urhen the appropriate contextual support, of a

Iinguistic nature, is available.
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CHAPTER 10.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this thesis uas to look at the development of

the semantic field of spatio-tenporaT terms in children of primary

school age, that is, the middle and Later years of childhood.

In particular, emphasis ruas placed on the effects of sentential

context on childrenrs comprehension of such terms. For, as

diseussed by Menyuk (1977 ) and Olson and Nickerson (1978),

linguistic context or sentence structure is an important factor

in the semantic processing of children during the school years.

This study u,as conducted in the light of the many and

varied research investigations urhich have looked at the childts

comprehension of antonym pairs employing the theoretical model

of the Semantic Feature Hgpothesis (E. Clark, L975c). Such

research has provided only partial support for this theory, for

many studies have reported results in direct contradiction to

the predictions of the Semantic Feature flgpothesis. Hovever,

as the predietions postulated by this theory enable specific

testable hypotheses to be studied, it uras seen to be a viable

research model to employ as a basis for the present experimentaL

design. NevertheLess, because of the conflicting findings,

Prototgpe Theorg (Rosch, l97t; Nelson, L974a3 Palermo, 1978),

urhich is offered as an alternative explanation of the ehildrs

semantic development, ruas vieved as being a further model vith

possible application to the results of the present study.

Therefore, this research uas conducted in viev of the postulations
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of tttlo theoretical models, Semantic Feature Theotg s¡fl Prototgpe

Theorg, to enable the determination of urhich, if eitherr offered a

better explanation of the development of the u¡ord-field of spatjo-

temporal terms in children of primary school age.

In addition to studying the primary school age childfs

comprehension of spatio-temporal terms, this thesis also looked

at hotu both adults and children, urho urere characterised as being

delayed in terms of language development, understood these terms.

Adult subjectsr performance uras examined to generate comparative

data for the childrs developing eomprehension. Such data ruould

enable the determination of tuhen, in their development, primary

schooL age children appear to reach adult competence in their

understanding of spatio-tempozal terms. Similarly, children tvho

vere classified as Tanguage'deJaged urere required to complete

one experimental task to see if they were delayed or different

urith respect to their linguistic ability ruith urords from the

spatio-temporaT semantic field.

Therefore, the present research investigated the development

of the spatio-temporal semantic field in a series of separate

experiments ryhich employed and tested various predictions of the

semantic Featu.re Hgpothesis as expounded by E. Clark (l97lc) and

H. Clark (I97t). It tuas necessary in these experiments to first

establish that children of primary school age u,ere not only au,are

of the relation of antonymy tthich existed betueen the ruord pairs

in this field but also that such uords could be characterised

as having truo (a spatial and a temporal) senses. Consequentlyt
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tulo studies urere conducted to investigate these aspects of

semantic au,areness. The results of these experiments demonstrated

that children at the fover limit, that is, Year 7, ot 7:0 to 8:0

years, of the age range to be studied realised that ulord pairs

comprising the spatio-tempora-Z semantic field did exist in

antonymous relationships and, furÙher, that they possessed both

a spatial and a temporal meaning. Therefore, it lras seen to be

necessary to examine the effects of linguisitic context or

sentence structure on the comprehension of these dual meaning

spatio-temporaT vords, in,particular, the terms in ftont of,

ahead of, behind, before and after. Linguistic context uras

studied in detail as 0lson and Nickerson (1978) state that

Iinguistic factors are important determinants of language com-

prehension during the school years for nour children have learnt

to confine interpretation to t,he information contained in the

text. Therefore, it uas assumed that linguistic context urould

affect primary school age childrenrs comprehension of the dual

meaning spatio-temporal terms, as a series of studies ìuith younger

children (Hodun , 1975; Friedman & Seely, 1976¡ Richards & Haupet

1980) have demonstrated that the sense of these terms is

infLuenced by context of usage. Consequently, a series of four

experiments examined the effects of sentence context on the

comprehension of spatio-tenporaT vords by normal and del-aged

Tanguage child subjectsas well as adults. These experiments

enabled the determination of the effects of specific linguistic

contexts, that is, sPatiat, temporal and sPatial,/temporal, on

the semantic processing of spatjo-temporal terms. Furthermoret
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they demonstrated that aruareness of these effects does change

rvith development, and is also affected by a delay in the

acquisition of linguistic skills or abilities'

t0.t RESE ARCH FTNDINGS

10.1.1 The V a riables of Verbal I.0. and Sex

Before consiclering hour the results of the above experiments

support, or fail to support, the predictions of semantic Feature

Theorg, the theoretical model used as the basis for the present

research methociologY, it is necessary to discuss any differences

in the response data urhich could be attributed to the variables

of verbal I.Q. and sex.

None of the studies conducted in the present research

reveafed any differences urhich could be related to variation in

subjects' verbal I.Q. as measured on the P.P.v.T. This lack of

a perflorrnance difference as a function of verbal I.Q. uras found

in several tasks (an "oppositesn exPeriment and tvo Sentence

Frames studies) and, therefore, its generality is underlined'

Houever, it is important to note that verbal I.Q. uas found to

significantly affect the number of correct responses given by

Year 7 subjects in the first sentence Frames study. Neverthelesst

as this result uas reported for such a small subset of the

population studied, it uas seen to be a reflection of random

fluctuation in the data of this age grouP. Therefore, it can

be concluded that children of primary school age demonstrated

no reliable difference in their performance on a variety of

tasks urhich assessed their comprehension of spatio-tempotaT terms
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as a function of variation in verbal I.Q. Moreover, this J'ack

of difference can be seen to be a result of the large number of

subjects clustered around the middte of the I.Q. (P.P.v.T.) range

in each subject population tested. Variations in verbal I.Q. uêDe

not large enough in extent for performance differences to be

expected.

The series of studies undertaken in this thesis also indicated

little variation in performance urhich could be attributed to the

sex of the subject. Males and females achÍeved a simifar number

of correct resporrses in both the r'Qpposites" study as urell as

the turo Sentence Frames tasks. Furthermore, there vas relatively

Iittle difference in the dimensional solutions of male and female

child subjects in the t4.Ð.5. study urhen subjects uere asked to

rate spat io-tempora-Z terms ruith respect to their similarity in

meaning. The fev sex differences ruhich uere apparent in the

anal.ysis of the data urere only evident for a feu year levels in

each of the Sentence Frames studies. In the firs+- Sentence

Frames task, female subjects performed better than maLe subjects

at Year f tevel, urhilst in Year 6 the reverse \uas true. SimiLarlyt

in the second Sentence Frames task, male subjects at Year J urere

found to give more correct responses in spatial contexts and aLso

to demonstrate more response variability , that is, a mixture of

spatial and temporal responses, at Year 7 level. Hovever, since

in both of these tasks, the sex differences in performance Uere

reported in only a small number of subjects and only on certain

aspects of the tasks, it uas concluded that they u,ere a result of

random noise in the data of the year levels in urhich they occurred.
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ConsequentJ.y, the results of the experiments of this research

thesis indicate that there u,ere no reLiable differences in the

l-inguistic abil-ities urhich maLe and female children of prinrary

schoolage demonstrated urith terms from the spatja-tempcral semantic

field. As such, the present results corroborate the research

findings cited by Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) urhich shotu that sex

differences are not evicjent in childrenrs performanee on a variety

of linguistic tasks during the middle years of childhood.

similar results vere also reported in the data of adult and

Tanguage-deTaged child subjects. Both grouPs of subjects failed

to evidence any significant sex differences in their performance

on the sentence pairs of the first Sentence Frames study. Indeed,

mal-e and femaLe adult subjects achieved identical numbers of

correct responses in this study. Furthermore, as for the child

data, the dimensional solutions for the 7 spatio-temporaT terms

in front, ahead, behind, befare, after, fitst and -Zast obtained

from the male and femaLe adultst judgments of meaning simiJ-arity

uere found to differ very little. Tl'lerefore, it can be statedt

in conclusion, that no sex clifferences uere evident in the

performance of any subject population ruith respect to conrpre-

hension of spatio-temporal terms.

10.1.2 Corroboration of the ^Se¡¡antjc Feature lheoru

There vere tulo major predictions of Semantic Feature Theotg

as expounded by E. Clark (I973c) and H. Clark (L973) vhich uere

examined in the Present Desearch. The first of these is concerned

uith the effect of narkedness on the acquisition of members of
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antonym pairs. E. Clark (tgllc) prediets that in any antonym

pair the unnarked member vill be acquired before its ¡¡¿arked

opposite. Therefore, it uras predicted that the unmarked or

positive (in tront of, ahead of, betore) spatio-tenporal terms

tuould be Learnt before their marked or negative counterparts

(nenina, after). The second prediction tested, uras more specific

since it relates to a particular domain of antonym pairs, that

is, spatio-tempora-Z terms. H. Clark (tgZl) postulates that the

spatial sense is deveLopmentally prior to the temporal sense of

terms uhich possess both a spatial and a temporal meaning.

Further, he bases this prediction on the notion that the temporal

terms of English have a specific spatial basis, the front/back

axis of the human perceptual apparatus. Consequently, the present

experimentation examined whether these predictions u,ere valid

vhen the primary school age childrs comprehension of spatio-temporaT

pairs uras assessed in a variety of tasks.

I0.]-l (a) I4arkedness

The results of this research indicated that there u,ere no

differences betureen subjectst performance ruith the unnarked and

marked members of the spatio-tenpora-Z antonym pairs studied.

This result vas reported for all of the experiments vhich tvere

conducted. Indeedr any variations in subjects' performance vith

unmarked and marJced terms Vhich vere found in this data urere

demonstrated on only minor aspects of the experimental tasks.

Furthermore, those differences urhich u,ere Deported failed to

support E. Clark's (I97lc) prediction of the priority of the
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unmarked member of antonym pairs.

The first experiment conducted demonstrated that 7:0 year

old children evidenced no differential error rate to the urunarked

and marked membere of the IO spatio-temporal antonym pairs (refer

to Table 4.2, p. 1I7) studied. Indeed, these subjects vere just

as likely to give the correct opposite in response to a matked

as to an unmarked term. Moreover, the 4.0.V. performed on these

data indicated that the markedness of the term did not achieve

signifieance as a main effect. Such a result is contrary to

E. Clark's (l97lc) prediction. But it does cot'roborate the

research resuLts of E. Clark (1972) and Heidenheimer (1975) ruho

both found no significant differences in the number of opposite

responses given to unnarked and matked terms in an antonym

elicitation task.

The tvo Sentence Frames studies undertaken in this research

further emphasised the lack of a markedness effect in the com-

prehension of spat io-tenporal terms by children in the primary

school age group. In the first of these studies, the data

indicated that all subjects from Year J to Year 7 gave a similar

number of correct responses to unmarked and marked terms.

Furthermore, this resul.t uas reflected in the lack of signifi'canee

reported for the mark (narkedness) variable under a J factor 4.0'V'

Indeed, the only significant effect found for the matkedness

variable in these data uras reported for Year 3 subjects. Such

subjects gave more correct responses to unmarked terms in

conqruent contexts (vhere dominant lexical meaning and linguistic

context agree) only. This result can be seen to be caused by
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contextual factors, ruhich aided the interpretation of the unmatked

but not the marked term. However, this markedness effect is

limited in extent, for ryithout contextual support no unmarked-

marked difference uras report,ed.

A similar lack of support for the markedness prediction u¡as

afso found in the resPonse data for the -Zanguage-deTaged children.

Again, it uras reported that the percentage of correct responses

lo unmarked and marked spatio-temporaT terms differed very little.

A finding vhich ryas further corroborated by the non-significance

of the mark (rnarlredness) variable in the 4.0.V. performed on these

data.

The resul.ts of the second Sentenee Frames study also failed

to confirm the markedness prediction, as no difference uas found

in flavour of the unnarked members of the spatio-temporaT pairs

studied at any year Ievel. Indeed, uhen the data uere analysed

by A.0.v., some of the significant effects obtained, revealed

that subjects performed at a superior level on matked than

unmarked terms. Such a result uras reported for the Year 7 data

in epatial and spatial,/temporal contexts, as u'elL as for the

eombined group data in sPatial/temporal contexts. Therefore, the

results of this exPeriment demonstrated that subjects Performed

better on the marked than un¡nar,ked members of spatio-tempora'7

pairs in certain linguistic contexts.

In conclusion, the results of t,his research question the

applicability of E. Clarkts (1973c) natkedness prediction to the

ruord-field of spatio-temporaf terms. The findings from all of

the experiments have failed to indicate that primary school age

þ

:I
,!t
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children evidence a superior performance Level on the unmatked

member sf spatio-tenporaT antonym Pairs. Althouqh sueh a result

is contrary to that predieted by E. Clark (L97tc), it may be a

reflection of the ol.der age of the present subjects. These

subjects urere outside of the age range (5:0 to 6:0 years) in

ruhich E. Clark initially formulated and tested this hypothesis.

Therefore, it is perhaps not surpring that the data from threse

primary school age children fail to confirm the markedness

prediction. The present contradictory data may also be an

indication of the subjects' familiarity urith the terms studied.

Such a familiarity, according to Shaffer and Ehri (1980)r means

that there ryill be no evidence of a performance difference as

a result of the termrs markedness. For, urhen the:

". . . . comprehension of relational statements

containing familiar adjectives Iis] examirìêd....

polarity may have little bearing on performance.rl

(Shaffer & Ehri, 1980, p. 2OZ)

Consequently, the lack of support for tþe markedness prediction

may have been caused by the chiLdrenrs experience uith the spatjo-

tenporal terms studied. Such an explanation seems fairly viable

because children of primary school age have been exposed to

language in a uide variety of situations. Thus, they have heard

such simple spatjo-tempotaL terms as jn ftont ot, ahead of, behind,

before, after, first and 2a-.t used on many occasions in a large

number of non-linguistic and linguistic contexts.

This lack of a reported difference betu¡een the primary school

age chil-drs comprehension of the unmarked and rnarJred members of

*
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spatio-temporaL pairs in a variety of linguistic tasks is in line

urith the results of Friedman and Seely's (1976) research. These

ulorkers found that their 3:0 to 5:0 year old subjects responded

equally uell to unmarked (before, first, ahead of) and marked

(after, 7ast, behind) terms in both spatial and temporal eontexts.

Furthermore, this finding corroborates that reported by a variety

of uorkers for comparative termsr B.g. moze, Jess (Griffiths et

4,r 1967; Harasym et il., I97I; Schuram, 1980), dimensionaT

adjectives (Illebrun, I974; BartIeLL) I974, 1976; Eilers et

4.,, lgl+; Coots , 1976; Dunckley, 1976; Layton & Stick , 1979),

spatial/relational termsr e.g. in front, behind (Harris &

Strommen, L972; Sinha & t'rlalkerdine, L974; Kuczaj & Maratsos,

L975) ¡ and temporal termsr B.g. before, after (Amidon & Carey,

1972; Collins, 1974; Coker, 1975, 1978; French & Brovn, 1977¡

Kavanaugh, 1979¡ Harner,19BO; Tounsend & Ravelo,1980).

10.1.2 (b) Is the spalial. sense of spatjo-tezporaf terms o¡imarv?

The second prediction of Semantic Feature Theorg specifically

related to the ryord field of spatio-tempora-Z terms, also failed

to receive confirmation in the present study. It uras found that

the spatial sense of spatio-tenporal terms vas not prior in

acquisition as is predicted by H. Clark (1973). Indeed, it vas

generally reported in all of the different experimental tasks of

the present research that subjectst performance on spatial (e.9.

in front of, aheacl of, behind) and temporal (e.g. before, after)

dominant terms tended to differ very little. Furthermorer some

of the differences uhich tuere found urent in the direction opposite,

i

I
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that is, temporal before spatial meaning, to that predicted by

H. Clark (1973),

The results of the "Oppositesrt study demonstrated that

subjects made more errors on the terms in front/ahead/behjnd than

on the pairs betore/atter, first/Last, and earlg/7ate. This

result u,as unexpected, since H. C1ark (1973) states that the

former terms are the spatial basis for the latter 3 temporal

pairs and so should be first developmentatly. Moreover, this

result also contradicts the predicted acquisition order postulated

by E. Clark (tglÐ as illustrated in Table 4.1 (p. 112). Houever,

these resuLts do support Navon (1978) urho states that the temporal

dimension is primary in the humanrs conceptualisation of stimuli.

Such a result uras replicated in the second Sentence Frames

study, ruhich indicated that subjects at al] Year LeveLs gave more

correct tesponses in temporal than spatial tinguistic contexts.

(tn tnis study a correct response was defined as a term vhose

dominant meaning agreed ruith the sentential contextr e.9. in ttont

of in a spatial context.) Therefore, these data again demonstrate

that the temporal sense of spatio-tenpotaT terms aPpears to be

primary in the comprehension abitities displayed by 7:0 to 12:0

year old children.

Further research findings from the first sentence Frames

study indicated that for normal and Tanguage-deJaged children

as veLl. as adul-ts, there urere no differences in their understanding

of spatial dominant (jn tront ot, ahead of, behind) and temporal

dominant (before, attei) terms. In a1l subject populationsr the

nurnber of correct responses to each of these types of terms vas
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generally found not to differ significantJ.y vhen A'0.V. u,ere

performed on the response data. Hovever, at tuo Year levels,

Years 3 and 6, subjects did give more correct responses to

spatially than temporally dominant terms as vould be predicted by

H. Clark (1977). Nevertheless, these differences u,ere attributed

to random noise in the data of these subject grouPs since they

were not found in the results of the other year (4r 5 and 7)

levels tested, nor in the A,O.V. done on the combined grouP data.

This lack of variation in performance on spatial and temporal

dominant terms uras also reported for adutt and language-delayed

subjects. The result for the former grouP uas expected since

adults are held to have firmly established categories of time and

spaee in their semantic systems. Although, the finding for the

language-delayed subjects vas not predicted, it does corroborate

the data reported for linguistically normaL children. Thusr it

further emphasises the laek of difference betueen primary school

age childrenrs comprehension of spatial dominant and temporal

dominant spatio-temporal terms.

Consequently, it can ,be concluded that neither of the

theoretical predictions of the Semantic Feature Theory examined

in the present research vere confirmed. Chitdren of primary school

age failed to shoru superior performance on either unmatked ot

spatialJ.y dominant spatio-tempozal terms u¡hen their comprehension

of such pairs u,as assessed in a variety of task situatÍons.
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10.I.1 Children's Cone eot 10nso f Spatio-Temporai Terms

The research experiments conducted in this thesis also

alloured a determination of how children of primary school age

perceived the spatio-temporal terms in front of, ahead of, behind,

before, after, first and fast. It is held by many researchers

that although these terms possess a dual spatial and temporal

sense, one of these meanings is dominant for a particular term.

For the terms in front of, ahead of and behind the spatial sense

is assumed to be dominant, urhiÌst for befote and after the

temporal sense is seen as being dominant. This conception has

been advocated by the linguist Bennett (I975) as illustrated in

Tab1e 5.2 (p. I35). Moreover, it has been experimentally verified

in the research of Hodun (1975), Friedman and Seely (1976) and

Richards and Havpe (fggO) vho have investigated both childrenrs

and adultst comprehension of spatio-temporaT terms. Friedman and

Seely (1976) have further designated the terms first and Jast sg

possessing a dominant temporal. sense. Consequently, it can be

concLuded that for the terms in front of, ahead of and beåind the

spatial meaning is held to be dominant, ruhilst the temporal sense

of before, after, first and lasÊ is seen as being more evident.

The results of the 14.D.5. study carried out vith child and

adult subjects provided only some confirmation for the dominant

meaning vieur for it vas found that in the dimensional solutions

for both chitd and adults subjects (Figures 5.1 and 5.2, p. I49)

the terms in tront, ahead and behjnd urere more clearly distinguished

on the spatial dimension. Houever, the results for the terms

before, after, first and last uere less cfear cut. Both children
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and adults seemed to distinguish before and after equally urell on

both gp!þ! and temporal dimensions. Furthermore , fjrst and

fast u¡rere distinguished on only the spatial dimension by children

but on both dimensions by adults. Therefore, the results of the

M.Ð.s. study can be seen as providing partial support for the

dominant sense perspective. Although, in front, ahead and behind

urere perceived as possessing a dominant spatial sense for all
subjectsr the other terms studied vere either seen as possessing

turo senses by both groups (before and after), or a dominant sense

in direct contradiction to that predicted for child subjects

(rirst and Jast).

The results of the tryo Sentenee Frames studies also provide

some corroboration of the dominant meaning viev. In the first of

these studies both normaL and Tanguage-delaged children as vell

as aduLts uere found to perform u,orse on Ålg¡ggggÉ sentence

pairs, uhere the sentential context and dominant lexical meaning

of the spatio-tempora-Z term conflicted. Such results are seen as

supporting the vierupoint urhich assigns before and after a dominant

temporal. sense vhilst in front ot, ahead of and behind are seen as

having a primary spatial sense, since ít vas in just those

contexts urhere linguistic support uras not available for the

dominant interpretation of a term that subjects had most compre-

hension difficult,ies.

The second Sentence Frames study also demonstrated that

primary school age children perceived one of the senses of the

dual meaning spatio-temporal terms in tront ot, behind, before

and after as being dominant. Such children more frequently gave

in front of and behind aS Desponses in spatial contexts, and

before and after as the appropriate responses in temporal contexts,
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urhen asked to select urhich of tvo terms¡ êoÇr behind, after, uras

the 'rbest fitil in a particular sentence frame. Houever, ulhen the

same children uere asked to choose the appropriate term for a

spatial/temporal sentential context, they more often chose a

temporally dominant termr e.g. before, than a spatially dominant

term, e,g, behind. Consequently, urhilst the results of this

Sentence Frames study do indicate that the spatial sense is

dominant for jn front of and behind, and the temporaf sense for

before and after, they also demonstrate that for these latter

terms a spatial sense is also readiJ.y perceived. As such these

data confirm the results reported in the I'!.Ð.s. study urhich also

provided evidence that children as ruelL as adults seem to perceive

the spatial and temporal senses of before and after urith equal

facility.

Therefore, the results of the present lesearch corroborate

the vieru that the terms in front of, ahead of and behind, have a

dominant spatial sense (Bennett, 1975; Hodun, 1975; Friedman &

Seely , L976; Richards & Havpe, l9B0). Houever, they fail to

confirm the dominant meaning vieru for the vords before and after.

These terms urere not found to have only a strong dominant temporal

sense as proposed by F¡iedman and Seely (L976) and Richards and

Havpe (1980). Indeed, in support of Hodun (1975), the spatiaÌ

and temporal meanings of these terms urere found to be equally

urell comprehended by child and adult subjects.
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10.1 .4 The E ff ects of Sentenfial f-nnl'evi

The effects of sentential or linguistic context on childrenrs

comprehension of spatio-temporaT terms uras al.so examined in this

research. It uas necessary to look at the effects ofl linguistic

context since both Menyuk (1977) and 0lson and Nickerson (1978)

have stated that in the middle and later years of childhoodt

children become auare of horu sentence structure affects their

comprehension processes. Consequenlty, they nou come to reaLise

that the semantic constraj-nts operating within a sentence can

affect the interpretation they assign to a Ìexical item.

Fu¡thermore, the resuLts of severaf research studies uith children

have indicated that there is a developmental change in the ability

to utilise information contained ruithin a linguistic context

(Vanevery & Rosenberg, 1970; James & Miller, 1977; Shultz &

Pilon, 1973; Klein g!3J. , 1974¡ Muma & Tuycewicz-Emory, 1979).

The Sentenee Frames studies conducted in this thesis both

demonstrated that linguistic context does exert a strong influence

on primary school age childrenrs comprehension of the spatio-

tenpora) terms in front of, ahead of, behind, before and after.

In the First Sentence Frames Study, children from Years 3 Lo 7

vere found to make more errors on inconqruent sentence pairs,

vhere the sentence context and dominant lexical meaning of the

adverb conflicted, than on congruent pairs, urhere context and

lexical meaning conflicted. (Refer to Table 6.2, P. 180 and

Table 6,7, p. l8I.) Moreover, this effect proved to be highly

significant uhen the response dat,a for each year level urere

subjected to 4.0.V. The pourerful influence of sentence context
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uas further emphasised by the types of errors these subjects made

on inconqruent sentence pairs. It uas found that child subjects

made more semanticaTJg appropriate errors, that is, terms uhich

urepe synonyms of the correct opposite of the term appearing in

the first sentence of the pair, than any other type of errors

on such pairs. (Refer to Table 6.8, p. I8B, and Table 6.9, p,189.)

Such errors urere predicted on the basis of the effects of context

allouring the"minor"or non-dominant meaning to come to the fore.

Therefore, again the influence of sentential context on the

semantic processing of spat io'tempotal terms uras demonstrated.

The nature of the responses made by child subjects in the

second Sentence Frames sludy further suPported the strong effects

of context on the primary school- age childrs interpretation of

spatio-temporal terms. The results of this study indicated that

children most frequently gave the term urhose dominant meaning

u/as supported by the sentence structure, e.g. after in temporal

corrtexts, as the appropriate response in both spatial and temporal

linguistic contexts. Furthermore, in spatial/temporal contexts

they more often gave as responses those terms, that is, before

and afte¡, ruhich had been found to be more readily perceived in

both a spatial and a temporaì. sense by child and aduLt subjects

in the M.Ð.5. study.

Therefore, the resuLts of these studies demonstrate that

sentence context does affect the semantic interpretation urhich

children of primary school age assign to dual meaning spatio-

tempora| terms. This concfusion is further corroborated in the

data for adult and lanquage-deTaged child subjects. For, the
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results of both of these studies evidenced a similar strong

contextual effeet as indicated by a superior performance on

conqruent as opposed to inconqruent sentence pairs. (Refer to

ïab1e 7,I, p.zLt, and Table 8.3, p.239,) tni.s resuLt again

proved t,o be significant uhen the response data for both subject

populations u,ere subjected to 4.0.V. Furthermore, as for the

Yea¡ J to 7 child data, the adult subjects vere found to make

mainly semanticaTTg appropriate errors on inconqruen't sentence

pairs, thus underlining hov their aurareness of contextual features

affects and determines their interpretation of spatio-tenporaT

terms.

An examination of the response data in the first Sentence

Frames study indicated tttat performance on this task did improve

from Year 3 to Year 7. This vas evidenced both in terms of the

number of correct responses made on conqruent and inconqruent

sentence pairs as ueLl as the changing nature of errors made by

subjects on these latter sentence pairs. For, child subjects

tended to make more errors ruhich could be classified as senanticaTTg

appropriate on inconqruent sentence pairs as age increased.

Furthermore, the greatest changes in both of these measures

occurred betureen Years f and 4, uith only slight improvements

occurring in performance thereafter. Therefore, by Year 4 it

can be concl.uded that a plateau has been reached ulith respect

to subjectsr performance in this Sentenee Frames task.

A comparison of the data of adult ¿nf, Tanguage-deTaged

subjects vith that of normal children for this Sentence Frames

task further indicated that not only vas adult-like competence
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on this task achieved during the primary school- years, but al-so

that this competence u,as affected by a delay in language develop-

ment. The response data for adult subjects conformed very closely

to that reported for Year 4 child subjects on a number of measurest

e.g. number of correct responses and number of predicted errorst

thus demonstrating that children acquire adult-like ability tuith

this task in Year 4. Houever, the data for Tanguage-deTaged child

subjects, demonstrated that their ability to utilise contextual

information uras not merely delayedr as expected, but different'

Such a resul-t uras evident in the types of errors they made on

inconqruenÈ sentence pairs, urhere they made a large number of

non-ptedicted errors.

Consequently, it can be concluded that children are a\uare

of the menner in vhich sentence context affects their interpre-

tation of spatio-temporaL terms, allouring them to perceive both

meanings. Moreover, this aurareness has been shovn to change vith

age, demonstrating an increasing facility uith the information

contained vithin the structure of a sentence as postulat,ed by

Menyuk (1977 ) and OLson and Niekerson (1978).

IO.2 APPLICATION OF THEORET Tf]AI TN THF PRFSFNT

RESEARCH RESULTS

The above discussion has indicated that the theoretical

predictions of the Senantic Feature Theoty (E. Clark, L973c¡

H. C1ark, 1973) are not applicable to the present research

findings. Therefore, it is necessary to postulate an alternative

model vhich may account for the primary school age childrs
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comprehension of spatio-temporal terms.

The alternative postulation ruhich is offered as a theore-

tical model to explain primary school age childrenrs understanding

of spatio-temporaL terms envisages a possibJ-e amalgamation of

Semantic Feature and prototgpe Theorjes as espoused by Bourerman

(1978b). In this model the dominant meaning of the spatio-temporaT

term is held to exist in the strong central core of the prototypic

concept vhilst the rrminor'r or secondary meaning exists ruithin the

vague peripheral boundaries. Hourever, the composition of these

prototypes is held to be featural as proposed by Semantic Feature

theorists such as E. Clark (l97tc). It is this featuraL composition

tuhich allotus the child to realise that the term can be used in a

uide variety of contexts. These features indicate uhat are the

appropriate contexts of usage for a particular urord. Moreover,

for a specific spatio-temporal term the featural composition of

its dominant meaning is more fully articulated and organised in

a strong central core, vhilst the features associated vith its

'rminor" meaning are more uridely spread in the vague peripheral

boundaries of the prototypical concept.

This model can be used to explain u,hy children more readily

assign a particular meaning to a spatio-temporal term. It is

this meaning uhich exists in the strong central core and, therefore,

is more readily available as a semantic interpretation.

Consequently, vhen applied to the terms in front of, ahead of,

behind, betore and afte¡, this model predicts that the dominant

sense of these dual meaning spatio-temporal terms urill be the

one urhich exists in the central. core of the prototypic eoncept
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for a specific urord. Therefore, children should assign a spatial

sense to in front of, ahead of and behind, urhereas their semantic

interpretation of before and after vill be temporal. These are

the respective dominant senses of such terms (Bennett, L975¡

Friedman & Seely, 1976; Richards and Haurpe, 1980) and as such

ruill be of primary importance and prominence in the childrenrs

prototypic eonceptions of these spatio-tempora-Z terms.

Furthermore, it is possible to apply this model to the

effects of sentence context on the comprehension of these dual

meaning terms to understand, to some extent, u,hy such effects

occur. trlhen the context supports the dominant meaning of the

spatio-tenporaT term, children have little difficulty vith a

comprehension task and so make feu errors. In such situationst

the linguistic context agrees ruith that meaning of the spatio-

tenporal term u¡hich exists in the core of the prototyper and thus

reinforces the strong dominant interpretation assigned to a

particular term. Houever, ulhen such contextual support is

lacking, children experience confusion and make more errors.

Nevertheless, the linguistic context in this latter case does

enable them to process the featural information vhich exists in

the periphery of the spatio-temporal term's prototype. In this

situation, the context directs the childrenrs attention to the

information urhich exists in the boundary regions of the prototype

and so enables them to comprehend the second or rrminorft sense

of the dual meaning spatio-temporal term.
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10.l FUTURE RESEARCH

The above is an hypothesized model urhich is postulated as

being an alternative to Se¡nant ic Feature and Ptototgpe Theories

as an exptanation of hov primary school age children comPrehend

spatio-temporaT terms. Houever, it is important to note that it

is formulated vith respect to this very limited semantic fie1d.

Further, it needs to be tested more definitively to allour

empirical validation.

The form such research might take is to present child

subjects ruith a list of spatio-tenporaT terms and get them to

rate each term on a scafe for the extent to urhich it fits their

idea or image of the categories of $Pg and Time. Such research

would employ the methodology used by Rosch (tgll, 1975). This

author found the rating scale to be a useful technique in

isolating vhich members of several categories, e.9. fruit, bitds,

sports, subjects Perceived as existing in the strong central core

of the prototypic concept for that category. Thus, the data

gathered from this experiment urould enable the determination of

vhich terms existed in the central cores of the spatial and

temporal prototypes. Furthermore, it urould indicate the extent

to ruhich each spat io-tempotal term uas seen as Possessing both

a spatial and a temporal sense, that is, the strength of these

Senses ruhich is associated urith a Particular spatjo-tempotal term.

The present thesis has also pointed to the need for further

research on the effects of linguistic context on the comprehension

of lexical items. In particular, aS children become aìuarer during

the primary school years, of hov the information contained in a
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ruritten text affects their interpretation of a vord, it is

important to look at rvords urhich have a duaJ. meaning. It is just

these terms uhose comprehension is aided by linguistic context.

The contextual constraints of the sentence enabfe the child to

establish vhich meaning a term should be assigned in a particular

linguistic presentation. Therefore, it is important to investigate

in more detail hour Lexical meaning is determined by linguistic

context, and, furthermore, ruhether this ability to perceive the

effects of context and use them as an aid in semantic processing

is subject to age-related changes. In particular, are chiLdren

capable of recognising and handling lexical ambiguity vith more

skill as they beeome more aurare of linguistic structure and its

effect on meaning during the primary schooJ. years? Such research

should also investigate the effects of sex on this ability, since

some sex differences \uere reported in the present research on

childrenfs understanding of spatio-temporal terms in sentential

contexts.

10.4 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this thesis has demonstrated that children

of primary school age are auale of hour linguistic context, in

particular, sentential structure, affects the interpretation of

dual meaning spatio-temporaL terms. Futhermore, this auareness

or abil.ity has been shovn to change ruith age. Hourever, an

explanation of this process is still very much a postulated

solution urhich needs to be tested. Indeed, even this hypothesized
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model may prove to be lacking in certain areas as semantic

development is a complex process urhich oceurs throughout a

lifetime. As such there aeems to be no one model vhieh can

explain aII aspects of this development. A fact vhich is most

clearly acknovledged by DaIe (1976):

rrThere is no single frameuork that covers

all children, all vord meanings, and all
patterns of development.tt
(DaIe, L976, p. 189)
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Score
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APPB{DIX II-4. !!ean P.P.V.?. (6orm a) scores for subjects
D.5. Study.*

* These data were collected at a later date due to the
unavaÍlability of subjects for testing at the time of
initial experímentation.

in lvf .

10¡0

9:8

76.1

66.2

112.8

r09.5

76.2
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Fenales
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e Months)
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APPB{DIX rI-B(l_).

P.I

Ahead

First

Last

ExperÍmental Sheets for Rating Task.
(Adult and ChÍId Subjects.)

IN FRONT

Before

Behind

After

P.2.

First

AHEAD

:.1

!J

I

Behind

In front

Before

Last

After

After

Before

3P BEHIND.

I
I

Last

First

In front

l
Ahead
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APPENDIX II-B(I) CONI.

Last

In front

BEFORE.

Ahead

Behind

After

First

Àhead

5P AI'TER.

In front
:.ì
rtt

Behind

First

Last

Before

P. 6.

After

Last

Behind

F'IRST.

Ahead

In front

l
Before
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APPH\TDIX II-B(1) COnt.

P.7 . LAST.

First

In front :

Behind

After

Before

Ahead

I

i

:t
q

I

-i

I

'iI

I

I

i

I
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fnsÈructions and Þranples given to ChÍId Subjects
Ín the Rating Task.

I'This is a ratÍng task in which you have to say how alike two
words are in ¡neaninq. There is no riqht or wronq answer. You
nerely have to say how alike in reaning the two words are þ¡.g."

rTo do this task you have to put a cross in one of the spaces of
a five point scale. The scale looks like this:-r'
(Now the children were shown the fÍrst page of the booklet and E
pointed to each space as it was described.)

x::¡:
very
alike

APPBIDIX II-B I2I

x
alike

^
al¡nost
alike

x
a Iittle
bit alike

x
not at all

alike

"ff you pu t a cross in the first sÞaee the two words are yg
alike in meaning. If you put a cross in the second space the words
are aliLe in meaning. Not as much as in the first space (E points)
but still quÍte a lot alike in rneaning. If you put a cross in the
third space then the two words are almost alike in neaning. This is
the middle or mid point of the scale. If you put a cross in the
fourth space the two words are a little bit alÍke in mean ing. And
if you put a cross in the last space the two words are not at all
alike in meaning."

nNow remember each space represents how much alike the two words
are in meaning¡ ranging fro¡n ggg¿_aliþ at one end (E points) to æall alÍke at the other end (E points). As you move from left to right
the two words become less and less alike in meaningo'

"Before going on to look at the word lists let us do a few
exampleso Each of these examples will involve 6 objects. One object
will 'be standard and your task is to tell me how alike each of the other
5 objects is to this standard. lfhen you have done this I want you to
place a cross ín the space on the scale where each of the 5 objects
should go, based on how alike it is to the standard.n

The children then ccrnpleted the examples on the second page of
the booklet and E answered any questions.
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very
alike

not at all
alike

2. Pilanks

tæry
alike

3. Sticks

not at all
alike

very not at all
alike alike

rNow let us start qr the lists of words. Your task is to pair
the word at the top of each page with each of tt¡e rcrds in the list qr
tt¡e left hand side of the pa9e. Yor¡ then l¡ane to decide how alike in
neaning the two rords are a¡rd pr¡t a cross in qre of the Epaces qr tt¡e
ecale opposite which appears to be right to yql. O'nce yor have finished
one Pager 90 on to the next until you have ccsqrleted all pages""
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rr-B (3) . Instructions and Þ<amples given to Mult Subjects
Ín Rating Task.

INSTRUCTIONS

P.1

This is a rating Èask in whích yotr have to indicate how alike
two words are in Eaning. There is æ_gi@. It is
simply a matter of what the words mean þ.g - how alÍke in reaning
the two words are !gg__ygll.

To do this task you have to gut a cross in one of the sPaces on
a five point scale. Each of the spaces on this scale represents how
much alike in meaning the two words are. ThÍs scale ranges from ygry
alike (I) at one end of the scale to not aÈ all alike (5) at the other
end. As you move from left to right on this scale the two words become
less and less alike in rreaning. The scale is illustrared over the page
with what the various spaces represent inidcated.

P.2

If your put a cross in the firs! spacer as indicated, the two words
are very alike ín mean rng.

A cross ín the
alike in meanÍng.

If you put a cross in the third space then the two words are
almost alike Ín meaning. Thís is the n:i<1- or neutral point of the sca1e.

A cross in the fourth space indÍcates the two words are a little
bit alike in mean ing.

And, if you place a cross in the last space the two words are
not at aII alike in meanif¡9.

RATING SCALE

x
very
alike

(1)

x

second space Índicates the two words are merely

alike
12')

x
almost
alike

(3)

x
a little
bit alike

(4)

x
not at aII

alike
(s)
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APPE$IDIX II-B (3) cont.

N.B. Numerical values for each sPac€ are given in braCketS.

P.3

Now IeÈ us begin on the actual rating task itself. Your task
is to pair the r+ord at the toP of the Pager which is the .staBdqrd wordr
in turn with each of the words appearing in the list on the left-hand
side of the page.. You then have to decide how alike in meaninq the
two words are to you. Remember it is what the word rneans to you and

there are no right or wrong answers. Once you have decided how alike
in meaning the two words are, Put a cross in the appropri¿te sPace

of the scale which appears to the right of each word q¡ the list.
Repeat this procedure for all words which aPPear in the Iíst paired
with the standard word.

Before startÍng the task itself let us work through an examPle.

UP

Over :

Compare the standard word with each of the words in
the list.
Decide howalike in meaning the two words are.

Indicate thÍs "alikeness" by placing a cross in one
of the spaces of the scale which apPears to the right
of each word.

Below:::.

Once you have finished a Pager move on to the next one. There
is a different standard word at the top of each Page. However, your
task remains the sane:-

(1)

(2)

(3)

DO THIS TASK OUICKLY A![D QUIETLY.

DO NOT LOOK BACK ONCE A PAGE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
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APPENDIX II-C(1ì

1N FRONT

AHEAD

BEHTND

Ahøad

Behind

ßø{one

Fin¿t

La-^t

In (nont

8¿hLnd

Bedo ne

Adt en-

F,tn¿L

La,,s t

In $nont

Ah¿ad

ßedonø

A{tøn

F itt¿ t
La,¿t

Frequency of Each Rating Score for Word
Pairs - Child Subjects.

Ratins Score (Similarity) .

1 2 3 4 5

11

24

I

20

2

39

5

29

6

22

10

40

25

23

I8

t8

27

15

7

7

15

10

5

7

I5

I

10

L7

7

23

5

TO

7

3

6

4

4

8

6

I

7

11

7

5

16

I

5

t

7

11

5

3

I
3

35

5

24

I3

30

2

2

6

5

10

3

10

1

4

11

t4

5

4

32

I

18

6

35

4

1I

4

13

10

10

4

6

6

4

5

16

I
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APPENDIX II-C(I) cont.

"Æ-

Ratin Score ( Similarit

I 2 3 4

ÁFTER

Fl RST

LAST

I n (tto nt

Alnead

ß¿l,tLnd

A[tøtt

F itt'st

La¿L

7n {nont

AI+øad

B¿LtLnd

Bzdonø

rLndt

La,^ r.

7n '{.tnont

Al,tøad

ßøhLnd

Bø(onø

A$t øn

La,s t

In dnont

Ah¿ad

ßøLtLnd

ßø$onø

A{t øn

Fiut

5

8

5

24

18

13

3I

19

2L

15

18

19

I4

3

5

2L

I1

18

33

26

30

I2

22

II
32

11

9

I9

I

T4

l7

3

5

9

7

TO

4

4

5

6

I

L2

I

L2

7

10

I1

9

2

36

26

2

20

9

13

T2

I1

9

16

t6

4

3

10

1I

6

5

4

13

3

I
2

2

4

6

10

L7

t1

1I

I3

L2

l4

9

1I

I
I3

IO

I

I

10

13

5

9

3

7

6

5

11

2T

24

9

IO

26

II

8

4

5

I

4

I2 1r

t0

11

IO

3

3

4

9

I

I3

6

7
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APPE'IIDrX rI-C (?-L.

7N FR0NÏ - Ahead

Bøltind

ßedone

A(ten

FLn¿t

La,sL

AHEAD

Frequency of Each Rating Score fc¡r Word
Pairs - AduIt Subjects.

Rating Score (Similarity).

1 2 3 4 5

I
216

24

204

I
238

I

228

27

188

3

237

236

233

r.8 0

23

226

6

EEHTND

7n {nont

B¿l,tLnd

Bø(one

A,dt.øn

F Ltt¿ t
La,st

In $nont

Al+¿ad

Be{o,n-ø

A,dten

FLtt¿t

L0,^ î.

L7

19

46

33

30

56

2

2

I6

35

I
42

0

0

L2

9I

0

110

4

5

5

77

2

45

8

27

31

50

27

19

r1

0

40

11

32

I

63

2

r01

9

127

0

]-76

2

60

t
70

2

6

39

27

42

1s

I9

9

I

53

5

37

I

68

I

117

7

r0I

0I

1

38

2

i05

175
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APPENDIX II-C(2) CONT.

BE FORE

Ratins Score (Simil-arity) .

I 2 3 4

36

28

l2

5

67

9

29

23

49

30

24

37

In dnont

Ahøad

ßøhLnd

A(tøn

Fiut
La¿t

In fnont
Al'tøad

B¿hind

Bedonø

Fittt

La¿Í.

In dnont

Al+ead

Bøhind

Bø{onø

A$tøt

Lat:t

7n [ttont
An¿ad

ßehínd

ßø$o ttø

A(tøn

F in¿t

5

2J

2L

186

2L8

22

203

193

183

'24

2t5

202

24

0

3

217

28

196

247

229

235

6

191

15

249

eITLR

FlRST

tAST 5

4

64

3

2L

5

I

0

46

10

63

I

2

2

93

II

75

2

22

t8

50

44

85

2

23

47

2

50

6

2

76

2

2

2

r01

131

t46

57

2

48

2

5

L4

2L

36

32

53

3

4I

51

37

26

43

62

5

1I

33

10

I

53

T6

11

l-02

6

5

88

4

3

63

2

1

32

100

109

I

4

1l_0

I

73

78

4

2

36

2
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APPENDIX III-4.

(1) Year 3

(2t Year 4.

(3) Year 5

(4) 89.

(s) Year 7.

Mean P.P.V.?. (forn a) scores for subjects in
First Sentence Franes StuilY.

9:3

9:1

65.7

68"3

r09.1

109.3

72.2

7t.2

8:0

7 :1I

M¿Ies

Females

M.A. (Years
e Months)PercentileI.Q.Raw

Score
C.A. (Years
I Months)

LO¿2

10:1

76.2

72.2

113.4

113.5

76.4

76.L

922

9:1

MaIes

Females

M.A. (Years
& Months)PercentileI.Q.Raw

Score
C.A. (Years
e Months)

L2z3

11; 6

'7L.6

67.2

LL2.2

108.0

g 6.9

83.0

l0:4

I0:3

MaIes

Females

M.A. (Years
e Months)PercentileI.Q.Raw

Score
C.A. (Years
& Months)

12: 10

12:10

66.8

69.3

108.3

r08.8

98.6

g8 .5

11:4

L¡.z2

MaIes

Females

M.A. (Years
& Months)PercentileI.Q.Raw

Score
C.A. (Years
& Months)

14 :3

13:4

72.3

67.2

1r3.8

106. 9

95.3

91. 3

12zL

12t3

Males

Females

M.A. (Years
e Months)PercentileI .Q.

Raw

Score
C.A. (Years
& Months)
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APPENDIX III-8.

* (3)

(4)

(s)

* (6)

* (7)

* (8)

(e)

Sentence Pairs used in First Sectence Frames
Study.

(1) John is in front of Paul.

So Paul is John.

* (2) John is before Paul.

So PauI is John.

Paul cane in front of John.

So John came Paul.

John cane after Paul.

So Paul came John.

PauI is ahead of John.

So John is Paul.

John came behind PauI.

So Paul cane John.

PauI i-s af ter John.

So John is PauI.

John came ahead of Paul.

So PauI came John.

John is behind PauI.

So Paul is John.

(10) Paul cane before John.

So John came Paul.

* Incongruent sentence pairs, that is, where sentence

conÈext and dominant lexical meaning conflict.
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APPENDIX III-C.

(f) Year 3

Incølgruent Sentence Pairs.

Raw Scores for Subjects in First Sentence
Frames Study for each Experimental Order.

Sentence Pairs

44I34423243I10
2r8,
12,40

3222II32322T9
3r,32,
38,39

43233332443t
26 t28 r
36,37

43I3144424307
15 ,20,
22,27

3313323234276
3, 10,
16.35

42I1221333225
4 15,
L7 ,29

4I0212302JI84
14,24,
25 ,30

1202232212l73
9.13,
Lg,2L

3234334I43302
7 ,I8,
33 ,34

3432333I2327I
Lr6,
1r,23

1098*7*6*543*2*1
TotaI
Correct

Exptal.
Order

S.No.
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APPENDIX III-C cont.

(21 Year 4

(3) Year 5

Sentence Pairs

Sentence Pairs

4423334l_4 33IIO37-40

443334343435933-36

442333332431829-32

432024433429725-28

44344444343862L-24

4333334333325L7-20

4424234134314I3- I6

32022322I32039-12

42322443343125-8

343334323432I1-4

108* 97*3.1 n I u2* 6*1
TotaI
Correct

ExpÈal.
Order

S.No.

4

4

44I3343t44311037-40

42233334432933- 36

42443432434I

25-28

29-32

4333333344337

34204423232762I-24

4342244434345L7-20

444333343435413-16

2242I343342839-L2

34334444343625-8

443233443434I]--4

7.[
I

6* 8* 9 i053* 42*I
Total
Correct

S. No. Exptal.
Order

*Incongruent Sentence pairs.
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(4)

(s)

Sentence Pairs

Sentence Pairs

Year 6-

Year 7

4

43I31I3224241037-40

43344434437933-36

34233'3343432I29-32

344344342435725-28

34334443043262r-24

24332444I4315L7-20

324224242429413-r6

24333434243239- L2

432334J4343325-8

43J4344334J5I]--4

r09g*7*6*543*2*I
TotaI
Correct

S.No. Exptal.
Order

3334334334331037-40

44I334444334933-36

44434444I436829-32

¿433344243327

2L-24

25-28

4

4444333324346

432344424345

13- 16

17-20

4

4324444434364

3423444I43339-12

33422432242925-8

44243343343411-4

l092* 3* 5 6* 8*
Total
Correct

i

I

ir
Exptal.
Order

S. No.

*Incongruent Sentence Pairs.
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èlPEb¡pIx III-D(t).

Year 4

Year 5

Results of Three-way A.O.V. (Subjects x Spat
x Cong) in First Sentence Frames Study.

Yeer-3.

3.980.I40. t4I r39Spat x Cong

2L.28*1.11I.111r 39Cong

4.t9 *0. 540;54L,39Spat

ir.6I+0.29i-1.4839Subj ects

v. R.M. S.S. S.D.F.Source

0. 110.004Spat x C I, 39 0.004

49.30*2 .462 .461,39Cong

0.360.040.041,39Spat

3.73+0.155.8039Subj ects

v. R.Ivl. S .S.SD.F.Source

0.080.0040.0041, 39Spat x Cong

1.57+

I.15

30.56*L.25I.25'L r39

Spat

Cong

0 .110.11r, 39

0.083 .1639Subj ects

v. R.¡'1. S .S. S.D.FSource



Y"ar-_q_

APPn-IDIX III-D(1) cq¡t.

Year 7

329

(Genstat,L977) .+ Subjects served as the error Èerm in the A.O.V.
* Significant value at s = 0.05, Flr39 = 4.10

0.0040.00020. 00021,3gSpat x Cong

17.64*1.031.031,39Cong

v. R.

2. I5+

4 .45*0.530.s3I, 39Spat

0.103.8739Subj ects

M. S.S.SD.F.Source

36.02 *

0.980. 070.07I,39Spat x Cong

r. 35l;35L r39Cong

0.8 50.070.07L t39Spat

I.43+0.103.9139SuOj ects

v. R.M. S.s. s.D.F.Source
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APPENDIX III-D (21 .

Year 3

Year 4

Results of Three-r^¡ay A.O.V. (Subjeets x Markx Cong) in First Sentence Frames Study.

M. S. v. R.

Year_f

9. r3*0.340.341r 39IÍark x Cong

0.00

23.66*1.1r1 .11l_,39Cong

0.0000I0.00001L,39Mark

I .42+0.31L2.1739Subj ects

t{. s. V, R.D.F. CQSource

44 .44*

2.770.110.1rI ,39lvrark x Cong

2.292.291r 39Cong

0.070. 00s0.0051r39Iviark

4.13+0. r66.2839Subj ects

D.F s. s.Source

29 .43*

0.380.020.021r 39Mark x Cong

1.23r.23l, 39Cong

2.370.140. 14I, 39Mark

1.33+0.083.2939Subj ects

M. S. v. R.ccD.F.Source



Year 6

ÀPPBi¡DIX III-D(2) cont.

ltark x Cong

Year 7

33r

(Genstat ,L977+ Subjects served as an

* Significant value at

error term in
0 = 0.05, FI,39

the A.O.V.

= 4.10.

1.450.I00.101, 39

r4.93*0.890. 891r 39Cong

0.00r0.000090.000091, 39Mark

1.45+0.I03.8039Subj ects

v. R.M. S.ccD.F.Source

0.460.020.021,39Mark x Cong

36.38*1.I6I .161,39Cong

0.360.010.0IIr39Mark

3.04+0. 114.2439Subj ects

V. R.M. S.S. S.D.F.Source
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'r'

;i
Èt

,1:

ÀPPBIDIX III-8. Results of Chi-square Ana].yses Performed on
Data from Fírst Sentence Franes Study.

(r) Sex x Number Correct

Year 3 - 7.29t
year 4 - 0.23

Year 5 - 0.065

Year 6 - Arc

Year 7 - I.49

* Significant value at O = 0.05¡ d.f. = 1r Crit X2 = 3.84.

t2) I.Q. (P.P.V.?.) x Number Correct

Year 3 - 2.O5

Year 4 - 3.52

Year 5 - 3.I7
Year 6 - 0.75

Year 7 - 6.07*

* Significant value at q, = 0.05r d.f. = 1, Crit. X2 = 3.84

(3) Presentation Order x Number Correct

year 3 - 28.74t
year 4 - 27.53t

Year 5 - L2.74

Year 6 - 18.44*
Year 7 - 6.7

* Sígnificant value at 0, = 0.05¡ d.f, = 9r Crit. X2 = !6.92

t
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APPENDIX IIT-F.

Year 3

Tlpe of Error Response made on Each SenÈence
Pair in First Sentence Frames Study.

S. A.

S qno nqm

Rø,¡tøtítLon

0.r.

1s 6

¿

4

3

3

I

4

4

2

l-

2

Year 4

2

0

0

5

1

0

13

J

I

7

1

4

1

7

4

2

4

I

0

3

0

2

L2

I

I

9

J

I

2

0

0

S. n.

S qno nqm

R.zpetir.ion

0.L.

l097* 8*6*543*2*I

Year 5

3

I

I
2

3

4

4

3

I6

3

1

6

7

6

¿

2

8

2

I
2

7

3

3

1

4

t)

2

2

r_097* B*6*543*2*1

:l
ùt

4

0

4

0

l2

0

I

I

7

9

1

4

I

I

7 5

I I

9

0

1

ü

s. A.

SAnonUm

RøpøtLtíon

0.8.

8* 9 t06* 7*4 53*2*t

þ
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,l

APPENDIX III.F cont.

Year 6

Year 7

I5T26

2

2

1146

Ì

518s. A. 0

S qno nqm

RepøtiLion

0. E.

9 108*Jx6*54J*2;I

t,l
r[t

4

0

4

0

t0

0

5

3

1

8

I

3

0

6 I

t I

2

0

r4

I

s. A.

Sqnonqm

Røp øtLtio n

0 .E.

IO97* 8r6*543*2*t_

* Denotes an incongruent sentence pair.

f

I

þ
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APPEÀTDTX IV-A. Age Range ar¡d lt{ean Age Vales for MuIt Subjects
in the Sentence Frames Study.

* Values in years and mqrths.

18:4

L8:0

17:3 - 20:3

17:3 - 19:11

liliales

Fenales

Mean Age*Age* Range
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APPEI{DIX TV-8.

(l)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

The len Sentence PaÍrs used in the practice Trials
for Adult Subjects Participating in the Sentence
Fra¡nes Study.

The wi-re is thinner than the cable.

So the cabte is than the wire.

The man is oLder than the woman.

So the \,ûoman is than the man.

The river is wider than the stream.

So the stream is than the river.
l.'he boat is below the bridge.(4)

So the bridge is Èhe boat.

(5) The girl is taller than the boy.

So the boy is than t.he girl.

The kite is lower than the bird.
So the bird is than the kite.
Janet was later than Ellen.

So EJ-len hras than Janet.

The crate is'bigger than the carton.

so the carton 'i¡ than rthê Çrate -

The string is shorter than the rope.

So the rope is than the string.

The bucket is over the maÈchbox.

So the matchbox is the bucket.
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APPENDTX rv-c. Ra!ù scores for Adurt subjêcts in sentence Frames
Study for Each Þ<perimental Order.

Sentence Pairs.

*Incongruent Sentence Pairs.

3223123132IO 2237 -40

4432443244349

28,
31r

30t
32

33-36

44I33443I43II

2424344434347
23t 24

27 ,29

3322232204¿36
:z0,2I I
25,26

2443444434365
17 ¡L8,
L9,22

3443I43344334l3-l-6

3234234332293
8r10,
Ll t72

44I4I24344312
2
9

,4 r-l ,

334244333433I1

6

,3,5,

IO98*7rt6*543*2*ITotaI
Correct

Exptal.
0rder

S. NO.
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APPni¡DIX IV-D. Results of
x Cørg) on

the Three-way A.O.V. (Subjects x Spat
the R.T. Data.

q

Flr39

= 0.05

= 4.I0

+ Subjects served as an error term Ín this analysis.
(Genstat, 19771

1.51+

0.L2

0.00

2.4s

91206 6r

542424

837

14 758 6 05

3557 05792

542424

837

L4758605

39

1, 39

I r39

L ,39

Subjects

Spat

"?rn
Spat x Cong

V. R.M.S.s. s.Þ.FSOURCE
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APPH.IDIX V-8. Mean and Range Va1ues for Chronological Aget
Mental Ager Verbal I.Q. and Percentile for
MaIe and Fema1e Language-Delayed Subjects.

*Age values in years and months.

3-t27.872-8478.37:1-10:48:89 :7-13;311 :9Females

L-L27.67l-84797 z 8-I0:29:0l0:lI-13:2L2 ¿Ll"laIes

Rangel"leanRangelvleanlvlean RangeRangeMean

Verbal I.Q. PercentileI{ental Age*Chronological Age*
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APPB{DIX V-C. Råw Scores of Delayed-Language Subjects in
Sentence Frames Tasko

tI0I1III0II19

I1TTIIIItIIO18

I00000t0103L7

IIIIt1IIII10I5

I00I0II0II615

100I00II0I5T4

l-IIII1I10I913

1I001I01It7T2

Il_000I0III61t

01I0I0000I4r_0

000000000009

00000000000I

000III1I0I67

01T0II0I0166

1III0II11I95

II00I000I04

3

4

0100lI000I4

t100II11tI82

I1001I1I1III

1098*7*5 6*43*2*I
Total
CorrectS.No.

* Denotes an incongruent Eentence pair.
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APPEI{DIX V-D. ResulÈs of Three-way A.O.V. Performed on the
Data from Language-Delayed Subjects.

(1) Subjects X Spat X Conq.

(2) Subjects X Ivlark X Conq.

+Subjects

(Genstat,

served as the error term in the A.O.V.

L977 )

* S-i-gnif icant value at o = 0.05, FIr 18 4 .4I.

7. 81+

0.26

8.21*

0.80

0. 35

0.04

0 .42

0.04

6.36

0.04

0 .42

0.04

18

1,1g

1r1,8

1,18

Subj ects

Spat

Cong

Spat X Cong

v. R.M. S.S. S.D.F.Source

9. 30+

0.27

17.65*

1.93

6.24

0.0r

0.53

0.07

0. 3s

0.01

0.53

0.07

I8

1 ,18

1r l8

r,l_8

Subjects

l"lark

Cong

l"lark X Cong

v. R.M.S.s. s.D.F.Source



APPENDIX VT-A.

(1) Year 3

(2) Year 4*

(3)

(4)

(5) Year 7*

P.P.V.T. (form a) scores for subjecÈs in
Second Sentence Frames Study.

350

l0:11

I'[. A.

86.2r22.7808:3Females

l0:989.0118 .779 .78:5llales

M.A. (Years
& ¡[onths )

PercentileI. Q.Raw
Score

C ..A. ( Years
& llonÈhs )

87 .2 lro, n119.377.4922Females

10: 479.9118 .177 .39;3MaIes

M.A.I.Q
I 

eercentileRaw
Score

C.A. (Years
& Plonths )

89.8 1',,,L24.181.410: IFemales

86.9
lr-o ' ,o1r9 .179.810: 3MaIes

PercentileI. Q.Raw
Score

C.A. (Years
& ¡{onths )

Il: 1077 .2TT2.784.9II: 4Females

]-2¿ I82.611687 .9II:6MaIes

M. A.PercentileI. Q.Raw
Score

C.A. (Years
& Months )

I3 :118s.6116.393.3L2 ¿2Females

14 ¿48s.81L7.795L2:5MaIes

IvI.A.PercentileI. Q.Raw
Score

C ..A,. (Years
& Months )

subjects from these year Ievels were selected fro¡n the populatÍon

which had been tested 12 ¡nonths earlier with the P.P.V'T' (form a) '
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APPE¡DrX vr-B. sentence Frames or contexts used as sti¡ulli
in the Second Sentence Frames Study.

(t) The ptane flew the mountain.

SPATÏAL

(2) Dean must remove his car from

(3) The chair stood

the bus.

(5) The ball rolled

TE¡IPORÀL

(1) John washed the dishes

(2) Paul left
(3) Wendy packed the bag

(4) Arthur had his meal

(5) Janet closed the door

SPATIAL/TEMPOR.AL

doing the floor.

(4) Tony ran

the stool.

the trailer.

the waII.

Doug arrived.
leaving the table.

going to the shop.

opening the window.

(r)

(21

(3)

(4)

(s)

Tom stepped out of the house Fred.

Jane walked onto the stage Anne.

The cat jumped over the rope the dog.

The car went under the bridge the taxi.

Mary came into the room Peter.
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APPM{DIX \fT-C a Format of hamples Page in Second Sentence
Frames Study.

below, under
(1) The dog is the table

over, above
(21 My hand is the table.

beyondr past
(3) The village is the bus stop.

above, over
(4) The picture is the shelf.

under, below
(5) The clock is the mirror.

past, beyond
(6) The car is those trees.
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APPE_NDIX VI-D (I ) .

Year 3

Raw Scores for Subjects at Each year Level in
Spatial Contexts in the Second Sentence Frames
SÈudy.
(+ and - refer to positive ar¡d negative word
stimuli. )

18 20 20

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Spatial
Responses

Year 7

*

191515l6I7l8t5I6t7L7
Spatial
Responses

++

c

+++

EDBA+

19T711L718 2019202020Spatial
Responses

+++++

Ec DBA+

:'l
q

19 19L28019132016I9T7
Spatial
Responses

+++++

EDcBA+

L2 191919I919 19

+++++

Ec DBA+

20I9t5L7191520L720L7
Spatial
Responses

+++++

EDcBA +

+ Possible maximum in each cell = 20.



APPENDIX VI.D(2).

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

lemporal
Responses

J)1r

Raw Scores for Subjects at Each year Level in
Temporal Contexts Ín the Second Sentence Frames
Study-
(+ and - refer to positive and negative word stimuli.)

20201920I9I5202020I9Temporal
Responses

+++++

EDcBA+

20192020I9I9202020
Temporal
Responses 20

+++++

EDcBA+

20 202020201820202020
Temporal
Responses

+++++

Ec DB
a

A'

192020 2019 202020
Tenrporal
Responses 20 20

+++++

EDcBA+

I

lr
I

20202020202020202020

+++++

EDcBA+

+Possible maximum in each cell 20.
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APPENDIX VI-Df3).

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Ravr Scores for Subjects at Each year Level in
Spatiat/Tem¡roral Contexts in the Second Sentence
Fra¡nes Study.
(+ and - refer to positive and negative word
stinnr Ii . )

E

1s1610 11T2I21s131s 13Temporal

54910I85775Spatial

+++++

DcBA+

L7 13L2 11L2 T7L3t31515Temporal

73983I7755Spatial

+++++

EDcBA+

13I910I4L41910 151618TemporaÌ

711066I51042Spatial

+++++

EDB cA+
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'l

APPENDIX VI-D(3) gont.

Year 6

Year 7

¡+

*Possible maximum in each cell 20,

B

t0I511I415L2L416L418Temporal

IO5965I6462Spatial

+++++

EDcB¡+

19 L491313t410t5L416Temporal

6I1177610564Spatial

+++++

EDc



Results of ChÍ-square Analyses performed
on Data fro¡n Second Sentence Frames Study.

357

L6.92.

(1) Spatial Contexts: Response Type x Context.

Year 3 - 5.71

Year 4 - 40.07t

Year 5 32.89*

Year 6 - 32.88*

Year 7 - 18.57*
* Significant value at o = 0.05, d.f .=9, rCrit X2 = 16.92.

(2) Temporal Contexts: Response Type x Context.

Year 3 -
Year 4 -
Year 5 -
Year 6 -
Year 7 -

*Significant value

28.L2*

7.11

18.18*

8.08

0

at o =0. 05, d. f . =9 . ,Crit X2

(3) Spatial/Tempora1 Contexts: Response Type x Context.

Year 3 -
Year 4 -
Year 5 -
year 6 -
Year 7

*Significant value

7.93

9.26

25.36*

12 .03

L7.25*

at o =0.05, d.f g. ,CníLX2 16.92.
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APPENDIX VI-F(1).

Year 3

Year 4

Results of Four-way A.O.V. - Subjects x Sex
x Conx x Stim.

6.55*

1.5s

1.55

9.36*

6.79*

0.22

r.20

9 .1r

0.31

0.31

9 .11

6.61

0 .11

I. OI

9. 11

0. 31

0.31

9 .11

6.61

0. r1

1.01

1,18

1,18

I, r8

1r 18

1,18

1,18

I, 18

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Conx

Sex x Conx

Stim x Conx

SexxStimxConx

v. R.r{.s.s.s.D.FSOURCE

0.18

0.23

0.23

g.g3*

0

1.0

I.0

0.05

0.05

0.05

3.20

0

0.20

0.20

0.05

0.05

0.05

3.20

0

0.20

0.20

1,18

IrIE

1,18

IrrS

1r 18

1,18

1,I8

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Conx

Sex x Conx

Stim x Conx

SexxStimxConx

v. R.M. S.S.SD.F.SOURCE



APPENDIX VI-F(1I cont.

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

*Significant value at 0,

+Subjects served as the
=0.05, Flrl8=4.41.
error term in the A.O.V.

)

3s9

0.38

1.16

0.13

12.83*

0. 36

0.17

0.17

0.20

0. 4s

0.0s

7 .20

0.20

0.0s

0. 05

0.20

0.4s

0. 05

7 .20

0.20

0.05

0.05

r,l8
1,18

1r I8

Ir18

1, 18

1r I8

1,1g

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Conx

Sex x Conx

Stim x Conx

SexxStimxConx

v. R.I,I. S .s.sD.F.SOURCE

3.r2
2.77

0

9.59*

L.7 6

0.84

0

I.25
a.20

0

2.45

0.45

0.20

0

r.25
0.20

0

2 .4s

0.45

0.20

0

I,lg
1,lg
l, I8

1r l8
1, 18

1r 18

1,I8

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Conx

Sex x Conx

Stim x Conx

SexxStimxConx

V. R.M.S.S.SD.F.SOURCE

0.02

6.94*

0.77

8.84*

0. 02

6.94*
o.77

0. 01

r.01
0.1I
5.51

0. 01

1.01
0.11

0.01

r.01
0.11

5.51

0.0I
r. 01

0.1r

Ir18

Irrg
1, I8

1, 18

Ir18

],19
Ir18

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

Conx

Sex x Conx

Stim x Conx

SexxStimxConx

v. R.M.S.s. s.D.F.SOURCE

(Genstat L977



0. s9

0.11

0.11

0.40

0.10

0.10

1r 18

lr18

1r l8

0. 40

0.10

0. r0

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

v.R.cc M.SD.F.SOURCE
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APPENDTX w-F(2). Resurts of Three-way A.o.v. - sub+ x sex
x Stim.

Yea13

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

*Significant value at a =0.05, FIrIg=4.41.
+Subjects served as the error term in the A.O.V.

Year 7

0.40

L.7 4

0.89

0.22

r.22

0 .62

o.22

L.22

0.62

1,Ig

1,1g

1r 18

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

v. R.M. S.ecD.F.SOURCE

2.55

1. s7

1.57

L.22

L.22

L.22

L.22

L.22

L.22

1r 18

Irrg
I, rg

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

V. R.M. S.s. s.D.F.SOURCE

0.22

0.67

0.67

o.22

0.22

o.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

1r I8

I, rg
1r 18

Sex

Stim

Sex x Stim

v. R.Ivt. s.s.s.D.F.SOURCE

7.57*

5.2y,

0. 04

4.22

3.02

0. 02

4.22

3.02

0.02

1r I8

I,l8

I,18

v.R.M.S.s.s.D.F.SOURCE

(Genstat, l-977 )
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